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F OREWORD.

Some time ago IL was asked to deliver the Terry

Lectures at Yale for the Fall of 1961. These lectures

are suppaged by the deed of gift to concern themselves

with the relations of science and religion; awd although

this specification of theme has been interpreted very

loosely in the past. However, I did not wish to take

too free an advantage of the liberty thus granted me, for

I felt it would be scarcely honegt intellectually.

I thus began to cudgel my brains to find if I

had any material which might honestly be cast into a form

which might come under that title. I though it might

legitimately be made to cover the sort of discussion which

I had given previously in my Human Use of Human Beings,
but to which I had not ot any book, and where I

thought my ideas would take no harm from a little bit of

bringing up to date. The suggested subject proved to be

acceptible to the committee in charge of the lectures and

to the Yale University Press, so I put myself to work

preparing the lectures.

Unfortunately, before the tise in October 1961

vhen my lectures were to be held I found myself condemned to

two months in the hospital for an infraction of the law of

gravity. I fell down a staircase, with grave consequences

(now, I am glad to say, a matter of the past) to my left hip

and to my left forearm.
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However, though this Cen Pe made me put off

my lectures, it did not make me cancel them. Eerly in

January of 1962, the postponed course of three Terry

lectures took place. Part of my obligation was to present

the RSET of the three lectures to the Yale University

Press. This was an obligation which they were good enough

to interpret in the liberal sense, that I did not have to

present my three lectures just as I had:given them, but

rather in the form of a more extended book about the same

theme.

In the preparation of my lectures and my

manuscript, I had a considerable amount of help and advice

from several colleagues, including Professor Lawrence Frank
Waal Det seh”

of Belmont and Professor Karl of Yale. I had
originally hoped that the delivery of my manuscript to the

press would almost immediately follow the lectures themselves,

but this was not to be. I had almost immediately to leave

for a year in Naples, where I found myself taken up into a

whirl of congresses, lectures, and research activity.

It was not until this summer, when I gave a lecture

at the meeting of the Sociele philosophique de Royaumont near

Paris and had my ideas thoroughly threshed out by my colleagues,
that I came back to the task of preparing my manuscript. I

have completed this task at Rungsted in Denmark, where I

have had the opportunity to secure the valuable criticism of

my host, the Danish poet Piet Hein. Here 1 have rewritten

my book from the beginning, with the intention of securing

for it a unity of theme and of presentation which in my

opinion had been missing under the very disturbed circumstances



under which it had been written.

o0 here goes! I repeat my thanks to all

the friends whom I have mentioned, to Yale University, to

those who have the affairs of the Terry Lectures in charge,

and to the Syndics of the Yale University Press.

Rungsted Skovhus, Dinmark
July 20, 1962.



It is my intention here to discuss, not religion

and science as a whole, but certain points in those

sciences in which I have been interested - the

~rommunication and control sciences - which seem to me to

be near that frontier on which science impinges upon re-

ligion. Here I wish to avoid those logical paradoxes

which are bound to accompany the extreme (but usual) claims

of religion to treat of absolutes. If we are to treat of

knowledge only in terms of Omniscience, of power only in

terms of Omnipotence, of worship only in terms of the One

Godhead, we shall find ourselves entangled in metaphysical

subtleties before we shall have really embarked upon our

study of the relations between religion and science.

Nevertheless, there are many questions concerning

knowledge, power, and worship which do impinge upon some

of the more recent developments of science, and which we

may well discuss without entering upon these absolute

notions, which are surrounded with so much emotion and

reverence, that it is quite impossible to enter upon them

in a detached way. Knowledge is a fact, power is a fact,

vorship is a fact, and these facts are subject to human

investigation quite apart from an accepted theology.

As facts, these matters are subjeét to study, and in this

study we may adduce our observations of knowledge, power,

and worship in other fields, more accessible to the

methods of the natural sciences,without at once

demanding of the student a complete acceptance of the

'sredo quia impossibile" attitude.



It may be said that by starting in this way

outside religion, I have already run counter to the spirit

of this series of lectures, which is supposed to be

devoted to the theme, Science and Religion. I had

better therefore define my theme at the beginning, specify

the corner of my subject in which I intend to remain, and

disclaim those purposes which are alien to my specific

task. ~~ have been working for several years on problems

of communication and control, whether in machines or in

living organisms; in the new engineering and physiological

techniques attaching to these notions; and in the study of

the consequences of these techniques for the achievement

of human purposes. Knowledge is inextricably intertwined

with communication, power with control, and the evaluatioh

of human purposes with ethics, and—the—whole—mnermadive

side—of religion. It is hence germane to a revised

study of the relations between science and religion that

we should re-examine these matters in terms of the

latest developments of theory and practical technique.

This may not itself constitute a study of science and

religion in the full sense, but it certainly constitutes

an indispensible prolegomenon to such a study.

In a study of this sort, if it is to lead any-

where, we must disencumber ourselves of the superimposed

layers of prejudice which we use nominally, to protect the

honor which we pay dignified and holy things; but in fact,

as often as not to relieve ourselves from the sense of

anworthiness which we feel in looking unpleasant facts and

dangerous comparisons in the face. Religion, whatever

2lse it contains, has often something in itself of the

closed frpnt parlor of a New England farmhouse, with drawn



blinds, wax flowers under a bell-jar on the mantlepiece,

gilded bulrushes surrounding grandfather's portrait on

an easel, and a harmonium in black walnut, never played

except at weddings or funerals. Or again, it is the

moral counterpart of a Neapolitan hearse, one of those

plate-glass-windowed royal carriages, with their black-

plumed stallions carrying even into death the assertion

of status, or at any rate the aspiration to status.

If this essay is to mean anything, it must be

a real probing of real questions. The spirit in which

it is to be undertaken is that of the operation room, not

of the ceremonial feast of weeping about a corpse.

Squeamishness is out of place here - it 1s even a

blasphemy, like the bedside manners of the fashionable

physicians of the last century, with his black frock-coat

and the surgical needless hiding under his fashionable silk

lapel.

I have spoken of the layers of prejudice which

encumber our approach to those problems in the vitaloodes—

where science and religion come together. We must avoid

discussing God and man in the same breath - that is blasphemy.

Like Descartes, we must maintain the dignity of Man by

treating him on a basis entirely different from that on

which we treat the lower animals. Evolution and the

origin of species are a desecration of human values; and

as the earlier Darwinians found, they are very dangerous for

the seientist in a world fundamentally hostile to science.

But éven in the field of science, it is

perilous to run counter to the accepted Tables of Precedence.

On no account is it permissible to mention living beings
and machines in the same breath. Living beings are living



beings in all their parts; while machines are made of

metals and other unorganised substances, with no fine

structure relevant to their purposise or quasi-

purposise function. (Piysice - or so it is generally

supposed - takes no account of purpose; and the

emergence of Life is something totally new.

If we adhere to all these tabus, we may

acquire a great reputation as conservative and sound

thinkers, but we shall contribute very little to the

further advance of knowledge. It is the part of the
Set unieh ot the intelligent and honest man of

letters and the intelligent and honest clergyman

to entertain heretical and forbidden opinions

experimentally, even if he is finallly to reject them.

Moreover, this rejection must bot be taken for granted

at the beginning, and merely constitute an empty spiritual
oxcenise, understood at the beginning to be a mere game,

in which one engages to show one's spiritual open-

mindedness. It is a serious exercise, and should be

undertaken in all earnest: It is only when it involves

a real risk of heresy that there is any point to it; and

if heresy involves a risk of spiritual damnation, then

this risk must be undertaken honestly and courggbously.
In the words of the Golomnist, "are you willing to be

damned for the greater glory of God!"

It is in this light of honest and searching

criticism that we must regard an attitude which we have

already mentioneg&amp;, and which it is hard to avoid in

discussions of religous matters ~ the evasion of the

false superlative. I have already mentioned the intellec-



tual difficulties which arise out of the notions of

omnipotence, omniscience, and the like. These appear

in their crudest form in the question often asked by the

scoffer at religious meetings: "Can God make a stofe

so heavy that we cannot 1ift it?" If He cannot, there

is a limit to 2H a power, or at least there appears to

be; and if He can, there seems to be a limitation to

His power too.

It is easy to dispose of this difficulty as a

verbal quibble, but it is more. The paradox of this

question is one of the many paradéxes which center about

the notion of infinity, in its many forms. On the one

hand, the notion of the mathematically infinite intro-

duces the notion of zero over zero, or fnfinity over

infinity, or infinity times zero, or infinity minus

infinity. These are called indeterminate forms, and the

difficulty they conceal lies fundamentally in the fact

that infinity does not conform to the ordinary conditions

of a number or a quantity, so that ¢o/o00 only means for

the mathematician the limit of x/y, as x and y both tend

to infinity, and this may be 1 if y = x, o if y = x2, or

go if y = ¥x, and so on.

Again, there is a different infinity which

arises in counting. It.canbeshownthatThisnotion

too leads to paradoxes. How many numbers are in the

class of all numbers? It can be shown that this is not a

legitimate question, and that however one defines number, the

number of all numbers is greater than any number. This is

one of the Frege - Russell paradoxes, and involves the

romplexities of the theory of types.



The fact is that the superlat¥ives of

Omnipotence and Omniscience are not true superlatives,

but merely loose ways of asserting very great power and

very great knowledge. They express an emotion of

reverence, and nota metaphysically defensible statement.

If God surpasseth ‘the human intellect, and cannot be

compassed by intellectual forms, - and this is at

least a defensible position - it is not intellectually

honest to stultify the intellect itself by forcing God

into intellectual forms which should have a very

definite intellectual meaning. Thus, when we find

limiged situations which seem to cast light upon some of

the statements generally maBle in religious books, it

seems to me disingenuous to cast these aside because they

do not have the absolute, infinite, and complete character

which we are wont to attribute to religious utterances.

This statement gives the key to my purposes in

the present book. I wish to taks certain situations

which have been discussed in religious books, and have a

religious aspect, but possess a dbse analogy to other

situations which belong to science, and in particular to

the new science of cybernetics, the science of

commugication and control whether in machines or in living

organisms. I propose to use the limited analéggies of

cybernetic situations to cast a little light on the

religious situations.

In doing this, I certainly will rather have

to force the religious situations into my cybernetic

frame. I am quite conscious of the violence I must use



in so doing. My excuse is that it is only through

the knife of the anatomist that we have the science of

anatomy, and that the knife of the anatomist is also

an instrument which only explains by doing violence.

r 1

With these preliminary remarks, let me turn

to the real theme of this course of lectures.

Cybernetics concerning which I have written a book by

the same name, is the science of commgnication and

control, whether in machines or in living beings.

There are at least three points in cybernetics which

appear to me to be relevant to religious issues. One

of these concern machines which learn. I may say that

such machines are known to exist. A machine has been

made by Mr. Samuels of the International Business

Machines Corporation, which plays a game of checkers,

and which learns, or at least appears to learn, to

umpire its game by its own experience. There are certain

statements here which need confirmation, or at least
clarification; and I shall devote one A of this

book of lectures to this clarification.

Learning is a property which we often

attribute to self-conscious systems; and almost always

to living systems. It is a phenomenon which occurs in

its most characteristic form in man, and constitutes one

&gt;f those attributes of Man which is most easily
a [7 os

associated with those ampects of which are most

sasily associated with his religious life. Indeed, it

is hard to see how any non-learning being Sen be concerned
, Vika |

vith religion. There is however another aspect of life



which is naturally assodated with religion. God is

supposed to have made man in his own image; and

the propagation of the race may be interpreted as a

function in which one living being makes another in its

own image. It is thus natural to assume that machines

cannot make other machines in their own image; and that

this is something associated with a sharp dichotomy of

systems into living and non-living; and is in the last

analysis associated with the other dichotomy between

creator and creature.

Is this however so? We shall devote a section

of this book to certain examples which, in my opinion,

show that machines are very well able to make other

machines in their own image. The subject upon which I am

here entering is at once very technical and very precise.

It should not be taken too seriously as an actual model

of the process of biological generation, and even less as

a complete model of divine creation; but neither is it

negligible as to the light it throws upon both concepts.

These two parts of this book of lectures may be

regarded as complementary the one to the other. The

learning of the individual is a process which occurs in the

life of the individual, in ontology. Biological

reproduction is a phenomenon which occurs in the life of

the race, in

individual does. x pat natural selection is a Kind

of racial learning, which operates within the conditions

imposed by the reproduction of the individual.



The third topic of this book is also related

to problems of learning. It is concerned with the

relations of the machine to the living being, and with

systems involving elements of both kinds. As such, it

involves considerations of a normative and more

specifically of anethical nature. It concerns some of

the most important moral traps into which the present

generation of human beings im likely to fall. It is

also closely connected with a great body of human

tradition and human legend, concerning Mes’: and the

like.

To begin with learning machines: an organized

system is said to be one which transforms a certain

incoming message into an outgoing message according to

some principle of transformation. If this principle of

transformation is subject to a certain criterion of

performance, and if the method of transformation is

adjusted so as to tend to improve the performance of the

sysjem according to this criterion, the system is said to

learn. A very simple type of system with an easily

interpreted criterion of performance is a game, to be

played according to fixed rules, whére the criterion of

performance is the successful winning of the game

according to these rules.

Among such games are games with a perfect

theory, which are not intersting. Nim and tic-tac-

to are examples of such games. In such games, we not

only can theretically find a best policy for the playing

of the game, but this policy is known in all its details.

Mae player of such a game (either the first or the



second), can always win, or at any rate draw, by

following the policy indicated. In theory, any game

can be brought to such a state - this is the theory

of the late\Johann von Neumann - but once a game has

been prought to this state, it loses all interest, and

need not longer be considered as an amusement.

An omniscient béing such as God would find

chess and checkers (or Draughts in England, or Dames on

the continent) to be examples of such von Neumann games,

but as yet their complete theory has not been humanly worked

out, and they still represent genuine contests of

insight and intelligence. However, they are not played

according to the manner suggested in the von Neumann theory.

That is, we do not play them by making the best possible

move, on the assumption that an opponent will make the

best possible move, on the asgumption that we shall make

the best possible move, and so until one of the players

wins, or the game repeats itself. Indeed, to be able

to play a game in the von Neumann manner is tantamount to

possessing a complete theory of the game, and to having

reduced the game to a triviality.

The subject of learning, and in particular of

machines which learn to play games, may seem somewhat

remote from religion. Nevertheless, there is a religious

problem to which those notions are relevant? This is the

problem of the game between the creator and a cmature.

This is the theme of the Book of Job, and of Paradise Lost

2s well.



In both these religious works the Devil is

conceived as playing a game with God for the soul of Job,

or the souls of mankind in general. Now, according to

orthodex Jewish and Christian views the Devil is one of

God's creatures. Any other supposition would lead to

a moral dualism, savoring of Zoroastrianism and of that

bastard offshoot of Zoroastrianism and Christianity

which we call Manichaeanism.

But if the Devil is one of God's creatures,

the game which furnishes the content of the Book of Job

and of Paradise Lost is a game between God and one of

His creatures. such a game seems at first sight a

pitifully unequal contest. To play a game with an

omnipotent, omniscient God is the act of a fool; and

as we are told, the Devil is a master of subtlety. The

uprising of the rebel angels is foredoomed to failure.

It is not worth the Manfred - like rebellion of Satan

to prove this point. Or else that omnipotence which

needs to establish itself by celestial bombardments of

thunderbolts is no omnipotence at all, but merely a very

great strength, and the Battle of the Angels might have

ended with Satan on the celestial throne, and God cast

down into eternal damnation.

Thus, 1f we do not lose ourselves in the dogmas

of omnipotence and omniscience, the conflict between God

and the Devil is a real conflict, and God 1s something

less than absolutely omnipotent. He is actually engaged

in a conflict with his creature, in which he may very

well lose the game. And yet his creature is made by him

according to nis own free will, and would seem to derive



all its possibility of action from God himself. Can

God play a significant game with his own creature?

Can any creator, even a limited one, play a significant

game with his own creature?

In constructing machines with which he plays

games the inventor has arrogated to himself the function

of a limited creator, whatever the nature of the game-

playing device which he has constructed. This is in

particular true in the case of game-playing machines

which learn by experiences. As I have already said,

such machines exist, and have been constructed by

Mr. Samuels of the International Business Machines

Corporation. How do these machines function? What

degree of success have they had.

Instead of functioning after the pattern of the

von Neumann game theory, they act in a manner much more

closely analogous to the proceeding of the ordinary human

game-player. At each stage, they are subject to
constraints which restrict the choice of the next more, to

one which is legal according to the rules of the game.

One of these (doores must be selected according to some
normative criterion of good play.

Here, the experience of the human player of

the game furnishes a number of clues to be used in

picking out this criterion. In checkers or chess it is

generally disadvantageous to lose pieces, and generally

advantageous. to take an opponenss piece. The player

vho retains his mobility and right of choice, and the

player who secures the command of a large humber of

quares is usually better off than his ovvonent who had



been careless in these respects. These criterions of

good play hold thpoughout the game; but there are other

criterions which belong to a particular stage of the game.

At the end of the game, when the pieces are sparse on the

board, it becomes more difficult to close with the opponent

for the kill. At the beginning of the game - and this

is a far more important factor in chegs than in checkers -.

the pieces are arranged in a way which tends to make them

immobile and impotent, and a development 1s needed which

will get them out of one another's way, both for offensive

and defensive purposes. Furthermore with the great

variety of pieces in chess as compared with the

of checkers, there are a large number of special considera-

tions the importance of which has been proved by

centuries of experience.

These considerations may be combined (either

additively or in some more complicated way ) to give a

figure of merit for the next ilo to be played by the

machine. This may be done in a somewhat arbitrary

manner. Then the machine compares the figures of merit

of the scored legally possible, and choses that OTe with

the largest figure of merit. This gives one way of
“mole

automatigewring the next score.

211 OVE
This automatization of the next (score is not

necessarily, or even usually, an optimum choice, but it is

a choice, and the machine can go on playing. To judge the

merit of this way of mechanizing a game, one shoulf divest

oneself of all the image of mechanization belonging to the

technical devices used, or the physical image of humanity

as displayed by the ordinary game player. Luckily this is



casy, for it is what we always do in correspondence chess.

In correspondence chess, one player sends the

moves by mail to the other, so that the only connection

between the two players is through a written document.

Even in this sort of chess, a skklled player soon develops

an image of the personality of his opponent -~ of his

chess personality, that is. He will learn if his opponent

is hasty or careful; if he is easily tricked or subtle;

if he learns the tricks of the other player, or can be

fooled again and again by the same elementary strategy.

All this is done, I repeat, with,no further communication

than the player of the game themsélves.

From this point of view, the player, be he a man

or a machine, who plays by a simple table of merit, chosen

once for all and unalterable, will give the impression of a

rigid chess personality. Once you have found out his weak

point, end you have found it out for all time. If a

strategem has worked once against him, it will always work.

A very small number of plays are enough to establish his

technique.

So much for the mechanized player: whp does not

learn. However, there is nothing to prevent a mechanized

player from playing in a more intelligent way. For this he

must keep a record of past games and past plays. Then, at

thé end of each game or each sequence of games of a de-

termined sort, his mechanism is put to a totally different

sort.

In building up the figure of merit, certain



constants are introduced which might have been

different. The relative importance of the command

constant the moBility constant, and the number-of-pieces

constant might have been 10. 3. 2. instead of 9. 4.
The new use of the compiling machine is to examine games already

ya

played, and in view of the outcome of these, to give a

figure of merit, bot to the plays already made, but to

the weighting chosen for the evaluation of these plays.

In this way, the figure of merit is coniinually

being reevaluated, in such a manner as to give a higher

figure of merit for configurations occurring in winning

games, and a lower figure of merit for situations occurring

in losing games. ‘the play will continue with this new

figure of merit, which may be established in many ways

differing in detail . The result will be that the game-

playing machine will continually transform itself into a

different machine in accordance with the history of the

actual play. In this, the experience and success, both

of the machine and of its human opponent, will play a role

In playing against such a machine, which absorbs

part of its playing personality from its opponent, this

playing personality will not be absolutely rigid. The

opponent may find that strateges which have worked in the

past, will fail {to work in the future. The machine may

devebp an uncanny canniness.

It may be said that all this unexpected intelli-

gence of the machine has been built into it by its designer

and programmer. Thig is true in one sense, but it neéd not



be true that all of the new habits of the machine have

been explicitly foreseen by him. If this were the case,

he should have no difficulty in defeating his own creation.

This is not in accordance with the actual history of

Mr. Samuels' machine.

As a matter of fact, for a considerable period

Mr. Samuels' machines were able to defeat him rather

consistently after a day or so of working in. It must be

said that Mr. Samuels, by his own admission, Se no checker
expert J and that with a little further instruction and

practice, her was able to win over his own creation. It

will not do, however, to belittle the fact that there was

a period when the machine was rather a consistant victor.

It did win, and it did learn to win; and the method of its

learning was no different in principle from that of the
. PO |

human being who learns to play checkers, &gt;» t2 est

It is true that the choice of policies open to the

checker-playing machine is almost certainly narrower than

that open to the human checker player; but it is alos) true

that the choice of policies effectively open to the human

checker player is not unlimited. He may be restrained

from a wider choice only by the bounds of his intelligence

and imagination, but those are very real bounds indeed, and

not ef a sort essentially different from the bounds of the

machine.

Thus the checker-playing machine already plays a

very reasonably good game, which with a little further

study of the end-game and a little more skill in applying

the coup de grace, begins to approach master level. If it



were not for the fact that the interest in checker

champilonsalp has already heen greatly diminished by normal

human play, the checker-playing machine may already be said

to have destroyed the interest in checkers as a game. It

is not surprising that people are already beginning to ask,

will chess go the same way? and, when is this catastrophe

to be expectedy

Chess-playing machines, or machines to play at

least an appreciable part of a chess-game, are already in

existence, but they are comparatively poor things. They

do not, at their best, go beyond the level of a competent
VLA oh

game between amatuers with no preedise to chess-mastership,
pd Wt Peat Nomads

and they very seldom reach that level. This is largely due

to the far greater complexity of chess than of checkers,

both as to pieces and moves, and as to the greater dis-

crimination betweem the policies siutable for the different

stages of the game. The relatively small humber of

considerations necessary for mechanising a checker game, and

the low degree of discrimination needed between its

different stages, is totally inadequate for chess.

Nevertheless, I find it to be the general opinion

of those of my friends who are reasonably proficient chess

players, that the days of chess as an interesting human

occupation are numbered. They expect that within from ten

to twenty-five years, chess machines will have reached the

master class, and then, if the efficient but somewhat
machine-~like methods of the Russian school have allowed

chess to survive so long, it will cease to interest human

plavers.



Be this as it may, there will be many other

games which will comtinue to offer a challenge to the

games engineer. Among these is Go, that far Eastern

game in which there are seven or more different levels

of recognised mastery. Moreover, war and business are

conflicts resembling games, and as such, they may be so

formulised as to constitute games with definite rules.

Indedd, I have no reason to suppose that such formalised

versions of them are not already being established as

models to determine the policies for pressing the Great

Push-Button and burning the earth clean for a new and less

humanly undependible order of things.

In general, a game-playing machine may be used

to secure the automatic performance of any function where

the performance of this function is subject to a clear-

cut, objective criterion of merit. In checkers and chess,

this merit consists in the winndey of the game according to

the accepted rules of permissible play. These rules, which
are totally different, from the accpeted maxims of good play,
are simple and TneNeTATLS, Not even an intelligent child

can be in doygbf concerning them, for longer than it takes to

read them while facing a board. There may be great doubt

as to how to win a game, but no doubt whatever as to whether

it has been won or lost.

The chief criterion as to whether a line of

human effort ean be embodied in a game, is whether there is

some objectively recognizable criterion of the merit of the

performance of this effort. Otherwise the game assumes the

formlessness of the croquet game in Alice in Wonderland,

where the balls were hedgehogs and kept unrolling themselves,
tne mallets were flamingoes, the arches cardboard soldiers



who kept marching about the field, and the umpire the

Queen of Hearts, who kept changing the rulés, and sending

the players to the Headman to be beheaded. Under these

circumstances, to win has no meaning, and a successful

policy cannot be learned, because there is no criterion

of success.
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However, given an objective criterion of success,

the learning game may certainly be played, and is much
Eran de pay

closer to the way in which we ‘learn to play games than the

image given in the von Neumann theory. Unquestionably the

technique of the learning game is certain to be employed in

many fields of human effort which have not yet been sub-

jected to it. Nevertheless, as we shall see later, the

determination of a sharp Tr. ww for good performance raises

many problems concerning learning games.

r

The learning to which we have been alluding so

far is the learning of the individual, which occurs.im

in the time - courseofhisindividualprivate

life. There is another type of learning of equal

importance - phylogenetic learning, or learning in the

history of the race. It is this type of learning for

which one type of basis has been laid down by Darwin, in

his theory of natural selection.

The basis of natural selection lies in three

facts. The first of these is that there is such a

phemomenon as heredity: that an individual plant or animal

produced offspring after its own image. The second is that

these offspring are not completely after its own image, but

may differ from it in ways also subject to heredity. This

is the fact of variationy and by no means implies the very

doubtful inheretance of acquired characteristics. The

third element of Darwinian evolution is that the over-rad

pattern of spontaneous variation is trimmed by the difference

in the viability of different variations, most of which tend to



diminish the probability of continued racial existgnce,

although some, perhaps a very few, tend to increase it.

The basis of racial survival and racial change

ol evolutiong as we call it, may be much more complicated

than this, and probably is. For example, one very im-

portant type of variation is variation of higher order -

the variation of variability. Again, the mechanism of

heredity and variation generally involves the processes

described functionally by Mendy and structurally by the
k ® ae - Th , . Se.
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and separation, chromosomes, linkage, and the rest

of it.

Nevertheless, behind all this fantastically

complex concaterdion of processes, lies one very simple

tact: that in the presence of a suitable nutritive of

nucleic acids and amino-acids, a molecule of a gene,

consisting itself of a highly specific combination of

amino-acids, and nucleic acids, can cause the medium to

lay itself down into other molecules which either are

molecules of thé same gene, or of other genes differing

from it by relatively slight variations. It has been

thought indeed that this process is strictly analogous

to that by which a molecule of a virus, a sort of mole-

cular parasite of 4 host, can draw together from the

tissues of the host, acting as a nutrient medium, other

molecules of the same virus. It is this act of molecular

multiplication, whether of gene or of virus, which seems

to represent the last stage of analysis of the vast and

complicated process of reproduction.



Man makes man in his own image. This seems to

be the echo or the prototype of the actiof creation, by utud

God has made man in his image. Can something similar

occur in the less complicated (and perhaps more under-

standable) case of the non-living systems which we call

machines?

What is the image of a mehine? Can this image,

as embodied in one machine, bring a machine oL2 general

sort, bot yet committed to a particular image - identity

to reproduce the original machine, either absolutely, or under

some change which may be construed as a variation? Can the

new and varied machine itself act as an archetype, even as
5,

to its own departures from its own archetypal pattern?

It is the purpose of the present section to

answer these questions, and to answer them by, "yes".

The value of what I shall say here, or rather of what I have

said elsewhere in a more technical manner (1) and what I

shall resume here, is that of what the mathematicican, calls

an existence proof. I shall give one method in accofdance

with which machines can reproduce themselves. I do not say

that this is the only method in which this reproduction can

take place, for it is not; nor even that it is the manner

in which biological repreduction takes place, for that it

also is certainly not. However, different as the machine

\ 1]



snd the biological reproductionmaybe,theyare parallel

processes, achieving similar results; and an account of

the one may well produce relevant suggestions in the study

of the other.

In order to discuss intelligently the problem of

a machine constructing another after its own image, we must

make the notion of image more precise. Here we must be

aware that there are images and images. Pygmalion made the

statue of Galatea in the image of his ideal beloved, but

after the gods brought it to life, it became an image of his

beloved in a much more real sense. It was no longer merely

a pictorial image, but an operative image.

Areproducing lathe can make an image of a gunstock

model, which can be used for a gunstock, but this is merely

because the purpose which a gunstock fulfils is very simple.

On the other hand, an electric circuit may fulfil a relatively

complicated function, and its image, as reproduced by a

printing-press using metallic inks, may secure itself as the

circuit it represents. These printed circuits have obtained

a congiderable vogue in the techniques of modern electrical

engineering.

Thus, besides pictorial images, we may have

operative images. These operative images, which perform

the functions of their original, may or may not bear a

pictorial likeness to it. Whether they do or not, they may

replace the original in its action, and this is a much deeper

similarity. It is from the standpoint oi operative

similarity that we shall study the reproduction of machines.



But what is a machine? From one standpoint, we

may consider a machine as a prime mover, a source of

energy. This is not the standpoint which we shall take

in this book. For us, a machine is a device for con-

verting incoming messages into outgoing messages. A

message, from this point of view, is a sequence of

guantities, which may be electrical currents or, potentials,
but may also be of a very different nature, but are

didtributed continuously or discretely in time. A machine

transforms a number of such input medsages into a number of

output messages, each output message at any moment depending

on the input messages up to this moment. As the engineer

would say in his jargon, a machine is a multiple-input,

multiple-output transducer.

Most of the problems which we shall congider here
A toe, Toatasaa,

are not very different ‘or very much more difficult from

those arising in single-input, single-output transducers.

This might suggest to the engineers that we are dealing with

a problem which he already knows very well: the classical

problem of the electric circuit, and its impedance or

admittance or its voltage ratio.

This however 1s not so. Impedance and admittance

and voltage ratio are notions which can only be used with

any degree of precision.of linear circuits: this is of
AA

circuits for which the addition of inputs as series in the

time corresponds to the addition of the corresponding outputs.

This will be the case for pure resistances, pure capacities,

and pure inductances, and for circuits composed, exclusivelyAAO
»f these elements, connected according to Kirchilaff's laws.
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For these, the appropriate input on which to thest the

circuit is a ~~ input potential which can be

CEA

varied in frequency and can be determined in phase and

amplitude. The output will then also be ,
~ Ys

and by comparing it with the input in amplitude and

frequency, the circuit or transducer can be completely

characterized.

If a circuit is non liniar - if, for example,

it contains rectifiers or voltage-limiters or other similar

devices =~ the trigonometric input is not an adequate

test-input. In this case, a trigonometric input will

not in general produce a trigonometric output. Moreover,

strictly speaking, there are no linear circuits, but only

circuits with a better or worse approach to linearity.

The test input which we choose for the examination

of non-linear circuits - and it can be used for linear

circuits too - is of a statistic nature. Theoretically,

unlike the trigonometric input, which must be varied over the

entire range of frequencies, it is a single statistical ensemble

of inputs which can be used for all {transducers. It is

known as the shot-effect. Shot-effect generators are

well-defined pieces of apparatus with a physical existence

as instruments, and may be ordered from the catalogues of

several houses of electrical-instrument makers.

The principle on which they work is that electric

surrents are not transmitted continuously, but in little

lumps, which in the most familiar cases are electrons. The

stream of electricity in a conductor. whether metallic or



gaseous, 1g as discontinuous as the flow of motor-cars

along a street, and as subject to irregularities, to

fluctuations, as we call them. In a steady state of

flow, the very irrgeularity of these fluctuations has a

statistical regularity.

The fluctuations of the electrical current in a

conductor were first noted as a noise, a noise which limits

the total amount of information which may be transmitted

along the line in a given time. However, as is so offer

the case in engineering, this disadvantageous character of

noise and tube moise has been transformed into something

useful - into a highly precise ensemble of random

messages, which may be used, as in the present instance,

for example, as a highly precise instrument of calibration.

It is this shot-effect noise which we use as our calibration

input for non-linear transducers.

The output of a transducer excited by a given input

message is a message which depends at the same time on the

input message and on the transducer itself. Under the most

asual circumstances, a transducer is a mode of transforming

messages, and our attention is drawn to the output message

as a transformation of Zhe input message. However, there

are circumstances, and these chiefly arise when the input

message carries a mimimum of information, when we may

conceive the information of the output message as arising

chieXly from the transducer itself. No input message may be

conceived as containing less information than the random

flow of electrons €onstituting the shot effect. Thus the
oL

output of a transducer stimulatefs7by a random shot effect



may be conceived as a message embodying the action ofthe

transducer.

As a matter of fact, it embodies the action of the

transducer for any possible input message. This is due to

the fact that over a finite time, there is a finite (though

small) possibility that the shot effect will simulate any

possible message within any given finite degree of accuracy.

Thus the statistics of the message arising from a given

transducer under a given standardized statistical shot-effect

input constitute an operative iimpge of the transducer, and

it is quite conceivable that they may be used for

reconstituting on equivalent transducer, in another physical

embodiment.

The transducer - the machine - ag instrument

and as message. - this suggests the sort of duality which

is so dear to the physicist, and is exemplified by

duality between wave and particle. Again, it suggests that

alternation of generations which is expressed by

the bon mot - I do not remember whether it was Bernard

Shaws or Samuel Butler's -~ that a hen is merely an agg's
way of making another egg. The liver flupe in the. liver

is but another phase of the race of parasites which infects
certain pond snails. Coe Ri mening may generate the

message, and the message may generate another machine.

This is an idea with which I have toyed before

that it is conceptually possible for a human being to be

sent over a telegraph line. Let me say at once that the

difficulties far exceed my ingenuity to overcome them, and

that T have no intention to add to the present embarassment



of the railroads by calling in the American jelegraph and

Telephone company as a neg competitor. At present, and

perhaps for the whole existence of the human race, the

idea is impracticable, but it is not on that account

inconceivable, quite apart from the difficulties of bringing

this notion into practice in the case of man, it is a quite

realizable concept in the case of the man-made machines of

a lower degree of complexity. For this is precisely what

I am proposing as a method by which non-linear transducers

may reproduce themselves. The messages in which the
function .of a given transducer may be embodied will as

smbody all those may embodiments of a transducer with the

same operative image. Among these there is at least one

embodiment with a certain special sort of mechanical

structure, and it is this embodiment which I am proposing

to reconstruct from the message which carries the operational

image of the machine.

In describing the particular embodiment which I

shall choose for the operational pattern of the machine to be

reproduced. For this description to be anything more than a

vague fantasy, it must be expressed in mathematical terms,

and mathematics is not a language to be understood by the

general reader, for whom this book is destined. I have al-

ready expressed these ideas in mathematical language) sy SO

that I have fulfilled my duty to the specialist. If I leave

r
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the matter at that, I shall have done less than my duty for

the reader for whose eyes this book is intended. I shall

appear to have asserted only some possibly empty claims.

On the other hand, a full presentation of my ideas here

would be utterly futile. Therefore I shall confine myself

in this book to as good a paraphrase as I can make of the

mathematics which is the real heart of the matter.

Even at this I am afraid that the following pages

will be rough going. For those who wish to avoid rough

going at any cost, I must warn them to skip this part of the

text. I am writing them only for those whose curiosity is

sufficiently intense to induce them to read on despite such

warnings,

E|

Reader, you have received the statutory warning,

and anything you say in derogation of the following text

may be used against you!

It is possible to multiply a machine, say a linear

transducer, by a constant, and to add two machines.

Remember that we take the output of a machine to be an

electrical potential, which we may suppose to be read on open

circuit, if we take advantage of the modern devices which are

known as cathode followers. By the use of potentiometers,

and/or transformers, we can multiply the output of a

transducer by any constant, positive or negative. If we have

two or more separate transducers, we may addtheir output

potentials for the same input by arranging them in series,

and thus obtain a compound device with an output any sum of
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the outputs of its component parts, each with an appropriate

positive or negative coefficient.

We thus con introduce into the analysis and

synthesis of machines the familiar notions of polynomial

developments and of series. This notion is familiar in the

case of trigonometric.developments and of Fourier series.

It remains to give -an appropriate repertory of comperent

transducers for the formation of such a series, and we shall

have given a standard form for the duplication of an

operative image.

Such a standard repertory of elementary machines

for the approximate repreeentation of all machines to what

is in an appropriate sense, any dgreee of accuracy, is

known to exist. To describe this in mathematical form

is a matter of some degree of complexity; but for the

benefit of the stray mathematician who may happen to peruse

these pages, I shall say that for any input message, these

devices yield products of the Hermite polymonialsinthe

Luguerre coefficiengs of the past of the input. This is

really quite as specific and quite as complicated as it

sounds.

Where can one obtain these devices? Not at

present, I am afraid, as made-up devices in an electrician's

supply house, but they can be put together according to

precise specifications from resistances and capacitres
. ; . TN .

and resistances, together with multiplies which take two

potentials as inputs, and yield a potential which is the

product of the two. Such devices are for sale on the

narket; and if they are somewhat costlier than would be



desirable in view of the number of them needed, the

development of invention may bring the price down; and

at any rate, expense is mot a consideration of the same

order as possibility. An extremely interesting device

of this sort, working on piezoelectric Prineiples, has been

made in the laboratory of Dennis Gabor *} at the Imperial
College of Science and Technology, He uses it for a device
which is different in may ways from that which I have

indicated, but which is also used for the analysis and

synthesis of arbitrary machines,

To return to the particular devices I have

mentioned, they have three properties which make them

suitable for the analysis and synthesis of the general

machine, To begin with, they are a closed set of

machines. That is, by combining with appropriate co-

effieients, we may approximate to any machine whatever.

Then they can be so proportioned as to be normal in the

sense that for a random impulse of unit statistical

strength they will give ouputs of unit statistical

strength. Lastly, they are sr ionsnad. This means that

if we take any two, give them the same standardized shot-

effect input, and multiply their outputs, the product of

these outputs, avergged over the shot-effect statistics of

allthe inputs, will be zero.

In a development of a machine in this form, analysis

is as easy as synthesis, Suppose that we have a machine in

the form of a "black box": that is, a machine performing a



definite stable operation ( one which doee not go into

spontaneous oscillation) but with an intermal structure

inaccessible to us and which we do not know, Let us also

have a "white box" or a machine with known structure,

representing one of tne terms in the development of the

black box. If then:the two boxes have their input

terminals attached to the same shot-effect generator, and

their output terminals are attached to a multiplier which

multiplies their outputs, the product of their outputs,

averaged over the entire shot-effect distribution of their

common input, will be the coefficient of the white box in

the development of the black box as a sum of all the white

boxes with appropriate coefficients.

To obtain this is seemingly impossible, as it

would pppear to involve the study of the system for the

entire statistical range of shot-effect inputs. However,

there is an inportant accident which enables us to circumvent

this difficulty. . There is a theorem in mathematical physics

which enables us in certain cases to replace averages over

distributions with {time averages, not in every single case,

but with the probabllity one. In the particular case of the

shot effect, it may be proved regorously that these conditions

are fulfilled. Thus we may replace the average over the

entire ensemble of possible shot effects, necessary to

obtain the coefficient of the white box in the development
of the black box, by an average over time, and we shall get
the right coefficient with the probability one. This,

though not theoretically a certainty, is in practice

aquivalent to a certainty.
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For this we need to be able to take a time

average of a potential, Luckily, apparatus for the obtaining

of such time averages is well-known and easy to procure.

It consistsonly of resistances, capacities, and devices

for measuring potentials. Thus our type of system is

equally useful for the analysis and the synthesis of

machines, If we use it for the analysis of machines,

and then use the same apparatus for the synthesis of a

machine according to this analysis, we shall have re-

produced the operative image of the machine.

This would seem at first sight to involve a human

intervention. However, it is easy - much easier than
VOM

the analysis and syntnesis themselves - to have the

readings of the analysis to appear, not as measurements on a

scale, but as the settings of a number of potentiometerss

Thus, as far as the number of terms available and the

precision of the engineering technique permit, we have made

an unknown black box, by its own operation, transfer its

pattern of action to a white box initially capable of

agsuming any pattern of action. This is infact very

similar to what occurrs in the fundamental act of re-

production of living matter. Here too, a Subetitais”

capable of assuming a large number of forms, molecular

structures in this case, is caused to assume a particular

form by the presence of a structure - a molecule

which already possess this form.

When I have presented this discussion of sef-

multiplying systems to philosophere and biochemests, I have

been met with the statement, "But the two processes are

entirely different! Any analogy between life and the non-



living must be purely superficial. Certainly the detail of the

process of biological multiplication is understood, and

has nothing to do with the precess which you invoke for the

multiplication of machines.

"On the one hand, machines are made of iron and

brass, the finer chemical structure of which gas nothing

to do with their functions as parts of a machine. Living

matter, however, are living down to the finest parts which

characterize them as the same sort of matter - the

molecules, Then too the multiplication of living matter

occurs by a well-described template process, in which the

nucleic acids determin the laying down of the chain of the

amino acids, and this chain is double, consisting of a par

of compldmentary spirals. When these separate, each

gathers to itself the molecular regidues:needed to re-

constitute the double spiral of the original chain."

It is clear that the process of reproduction of

living matter is different in its details from the process of

the reproduction of machines which I have sketched. As is

indicated by the work of Gabor, which, T, have already mentioned,
there are other Ways/6FSAKing o machine reproduce itself;

and these, which are less rigid than the one I have given,

are more likely to bear a resemblance to the multiplication

phenomenon in life. Living matter certainly has a fine

structure more relevant to its function and multiplication

than that of the parts of a living machine, though this may

not be equally the case for those newer machines which

operate according to the principles of solid-state physics.

However, even living systems are not {in all
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probability) living below the molecular level. Furthermore,

with all the differences between living systems and the

isual mechanical ones, it is presumptuous to deny that

systems of the one sort may throw some light upon systems of

the other. One respect in which this may well be the case,

is that of the mutual convertibility of spatial and functional

structure, on the one hand, and of messages in time, on the

other. The template account of reproduction is manifestly

not the whole story. There must be some communication between

the molecule of gene and the residues to be found in the

nutriest fluid, and this communication must have a dynamics.

It is quite in the spirit of modern physics to suppoise thet

field phenomenon of a radiation nature mediate the dynamice

of such communication. It will not do to state categorically

that the processes of reproduction in the machine and in the

living being have nothing in common.

Pronouncements of the kind often seem to cautious

and conegervative minds to be less risky than rash statements

of analogy. However, if its dangerous to assert an analogy

on insufficient evidence, it is equally dangerous to reject

one without proof of its inconsequentialness. Intellectual

honesty is not the same thing as the refusal to assume an

intellectual risk, and the refusal even to consider the new

and emotionally distmrbing has no particular ethical merit.

For the idea that God's creatioffi of man and the

animals, the begetting of living beings according to their

kind, and the possible reporduction of machines, are all

part of the same order of phenomenon, is emotionally

jidturbing, just as Durwin's speculations on evolution and



the descent of man were disturbing. If it is an offence

against our self-pridé to be compared to an ape we have now

got pretty well over it, and it is an even greater offence

to be compared to a machine. To each suggestion in its

own age, there attaches something of the reprobation which

attached in earlier ages to the sin of sorcery.

I have mentioned the heredity of the machine and

Darwin's evolution through natural selection in the same

paragraph. For the genitics which we have attached to the

machine to be the basis of a kind of evolution through

natural relation, we must account by it for variation and

the inheritance of variations. However, the type of

machine genetics which we suppose has room for both.

Variation occurs in the inaccuracy of the realization of

the copying process which we have rt oo . while the

copied machine exemplified in our white box is itself

available as an archetype for further copying. Indeed,

whereas in the original codying, the copy resembles its

original in operative image, but not in appearance, in the

next copying the spatial structure is preserved, and the

replica is a replica in that as well.

It is clear that the process of copying uses

the former copy as a new original, That is variations

in the heredity are preserved, though they are subject to

a further variation.



I have said that the reprobation attathing in

former ages to the sin of sorcery attaches now in nany

minds tc the speculations of modern cybernetics. For

nake no mistake, if but two hundred years ago, a scholar

had pretended to make machines that should learn to play

games or that should propagate themselves, he would surely

have been made to assume the San Benito, and have been

handed over to the secular arm, with the injunction that

there be no shedding of blood: surely, that is, unless

he could convince some great patron that he could transmit

the base metals into gold, as Rabbi Lob of Prague, whose

incantations blew breath of life into the Golem of clay, had

persuaded the Emperor Rudolf. For even now, if an inventor

could prove to a computing-machine company that his magic

tould be of service to them, he would cast black spells

from now till Doomsday.without the least personal risk.

What 1s sorcery, and why is condemned as a sin?

Why 1s the foolish mufaigery of the Black Mass so frowned upon?

The Black Mass must be understood from the point

of view of the orthodox. For others it is a meaningless

and even those who participate in it are far

nearer to orthodoxy than most of us realise. The principal

element in it is the normal Christian dogma, that the priest

wh%

performs a real miracle, and that the Elements of the Host

become the very Blood and Body of Christ.



Orthodox and sorcerer agree that after this

miracle is performed, the Divine Elements are capable of

performing furhter miracles. They agree moreover that

the miracle of Transubstantiation can only be performed

by a duly-ordained priest. Furthermore, they agree that

such a priest can never lose the power to perform the

miracle, though if he is unfrocked he performs it at the

sure peril of demmation,.

Under these postulates, what is more natural

than that some Soul, dammed but ingenious should have hit

on the idea of laying his hold upon the magic Host, and

using its magic power for ais personal advantage. It is
here, and not in any nt orgies, that the central

sin of the Black Mass consists. The magic of the Host is

intrinsically good: its perversion to other ends than the

Greater Glory of God is a deadly sin.

This was the sin which the Bible attributes to
Cron To

Simon Magus, for, bargainisg with Saint Paul for the

Miraculous powers of the Christains. I canwell imagine

the puzzled agrievement of the poor man when he discovered

that these powers were not for sale, and that Paul refused to

accept what was in Simon's mind, an honorable, acceptible,

and natural bargain. It is an attitute that most of us

have encountered when we have declined to sell an invention

at the really flattering terms offered us by a modern

captain of industry.

Be that as it may, Christianity has always

considered “
pt as a gin: that is, the buying and selling

Nt the offices of the Church and the supernatural powers



implied thereby. Dante indeed places it among the worst

of sins, and consigns to the bottom of his Hell some of

the most notorious practitiones of simony of his own times

However, thes simony was a besetting sin of the highly

acclesgiastical world in which Dante lived, and is of course

extinct in the more rationalistic and reaional world of the

present day

It is extinct! It is extinct. It is extinct?

Perhpps the powers of the age of the machine are not truly

supernatural, but at least they seem beyond the ordinary

course of nature to the man in the street. Perhaps we no

longer interpret our duty as obliging us to devote these

creat powers to the greater glory of God, but it still seems

improper to us to devote them to vain or selfish purposee.

There is a sin, which consists in using the magic of modern

automatization to further personal profit or let loose the

apocalyptic terrors of nuclear warfare. If this sin is to

have a name, let that name be Simony or Sorcery.

For whether we believe or not in God and his

greater Glory, not all things are equally permitted to us.

The late Mr. Adolf Hitler to the contrary, we have not yet

arrived at that pinnacle of sublime moral indifference which

puts us beyond Good and Evil. And just so long as we retain

one trace of ethical discrimination, the use of great powers

for base purposes will constitute the full moral equivalent

of sorcery and cimony.

As long as automat can be made, whether in the

metal or merely in principle, the study of their making and their

theory 1s a legitimate phase of human curiosity, and human
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intelligence is stultified when man sets fixed bounds to

his curiosity. Yet there are aspects of the motives to

automatization which go beyond a legitimate curiosity,

and are sinful ih themselves. These are to be found in

the particular type of engineer and organizer of engineering

which I shall disignate by the name of gadget-worshipper.

[ am most familiar with gadget-worshippers in my

own world, with its slogans of Free Enterprise and the

Profit-flotive Economy, though they can and do exist in

that through-the-looking-glass world where the slogans are

the Dictatorship of the Proletariat and Marxianism and

Communism, Power and the search for power are unfortunately

realities which can assume many garbs. O f the devoted

priests of power, there are many who regard with impatience

the limitations of mankind, and in particular the limitation

consisting in Man's independibility and unprediclibility.

You may know a Master Mind of this type by the subordinates

whom he chooses. They are meek, self-effacing and wholly

at his didposal; and on account of this, are generally

ineffective when they once cease to be limbs at the disposal

of his brain. They are capable of great industry, but of

little independent initiative. - the chamberlains of the

of ideas to which their Sultan is “AYYLD
wow
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In addition to the motive which the gadget-

worshipper finds for his admiration of the machine in its

freedom from the human limitations of speed and accuracy,

there is one motive which it is harder to establish in

any concrete case, but which must play a very considerable

role nevertheless. It is the desire to avoid the personal

responsibility for a dangerous or disastrous decision by

rlacing the responsibility elsewhere. on chance. on human



superiors and their policies which one cannot question, or

on a machanical device which one cannot fully understand,

but which has a presumed objectivity. It is this, which

leads shipwrecked castaways to draw lots to determine which

of them shall first be eaten. It is this to which the late

Mr. Eichmann entrusted his able defense. It is this which

leads to the issue of some blank cartridges among the ball

cartridges furnished to a firing squad. This will

unquestionably be the manner in which the official who

pushes the button in thé next (and last) atomic war,

whatever side he represents, will salve his (1) conscience.

And it is an old trick in magic - one, however, risk in

tragic consequences, to sacrifice to a vow the first living

creature which one sees after safe return from a perilous

undertaking.

Once such a master becomes aware that some of the

supposedly human functions of his slaves may be transferred

to machines. he 1s delighted. At last he has found the new},

subordinate - efficient; subservient, dependable in his

action, never talking back, swift, and not demanding a

single thought of personal consideration. The Slave of the

Lamp makes no demands. He does not ask for a day off each

week, or a television set in his servant's quarters. In

fact, he demands no quarters at all, but appears out of

nowhere when the lamp is rubbed. If you purposes involve

you in a course sailing pretty .close-hauled to the moral

wind, your slave will never reprove you, even to the extent

!



of a questioning glance. Now you are free, to dree your

wierd where destiny may lead you!

This type of master mind is the mind of the

sorcerer in the full sense of the word. To this sort of

sorcerer, not only the disctrines of the church give a

warning, but the accumulated common-sense of humanity, as

accumulated in legends, in myths, and in the writings of the

conscious literary man. All of these insist that not only

1s sorcery a sin leading to Hell, but it is a personal peril

in this life. It is a two-edged sword, and sooner or later

it will cut you deep.

In the Thousant Nights,and a Night, the tale of

the Fisherman and the Genie is well to the point. A

fisherman, casting his nets off the coast of Palestine, pulls

up an earthen jar sealed with the Seal of Solomon. He

breaks the seal, smoke boils out of the jar, and takes the

figure of an enormous Jinni. The Being tells him that he is

one of those rebellious beings imprisoned by the great King

Solomon; that at first he had intended to reward anyone who

liberated him with power and riches; but that in the course

of ages, he had come to the decision to slay the first mortal

he might meet, and above all the man who should bring him

freedom.

Fortunately for himself, the fisherman seems to

have been an ingenious fellow, with a rich line of blarney.

He plays on the vanity of the Jinni, and persuades him to

show how such a great Being could have been confined in

such a small vessel by going back again into the jar. He

claps the sealed lid on again, throws the vessel back into



the sea; and congratulating himself on his narrow escape,

lives happily ever after.

In other tales, the chief character does not have
My 2 i$

so aeccidemtal an ancounter with magic, and either comes

even closer to the edge of catastrophe, or incurs utter

ruin. In Goethe's poem, The Sorcerers Apprentice, the

young factotum who cleans the Master's magic garments, sweeps

his floors, and fetches his water, is left alone by the

sorcerer, with the command to fill his water-butt. Having

a full portion of that laziness which is the true mother of

invention =~ it led the boy who tended Newcomen's engine to

fasten the valve-string which he was to pull to the cross-

head, and so let to the idda of the automatic valve-gear -

the lad remembers some fragments of an incantation which he

has heard from his master and puts the broom to work

fetching water. This task the broom carries out with

promptness and efficiency. The water begins to overflow

the top of the water-butt, when the boy finds that he does

not remember the incantation which the magician has used to
Been = ;

stop the broom. The boy is well on the way to he drowned

when the magician comes back, recites the words of power,

and gives the apprentice a good wholesome scolding.

Even here the final catastrophe is averted through

a dens ex machined. W.W. Jacobs, aniEnglish writer of the

beginning of the present century, has carried the principle

to its stark logical conclusion in a tale called The Mankey's

Paw, which is one of the classics of the literature of

error.

[n this tale, an English working family is sitting



down to dinner in its kitchen. ~ The son leaves to work

at a factory, add the old parents listen to the tales of

their quest, a sergeant-major back from service in the

Tulion ALE He tells them of Indian magic, and shows

them a dried monkey's paw; which, he tells them, is a

talisman which has been endowed by an Indian holy man with

the virtue of giving three wishes to each of three

successive owners. This, he says, was to prove the

folly of defying fate.

He says that he does not know what were the first

two wishes of the first owner, but that the last one was for

death. He himself was the second owner, but his experiences

were too terrible to relate. He is about to cast the paw

on the coal fire, when his host retrieves it, and despite

all the sergeant-major can Bo, wishes for two hundred pounds.

Shortly thereafter there is a knocking at the door.

A very solemn gentleman is there from the company which has

employed his son. As gently as he can, he breaks the news

that the son has been killed in an accodent at the factory.

Without recognising any responsibility in the matter, the

company offers its sympathy, and two hundred pounds as a

solatium.

The parents are distracted, and at the mother's

suggestion, they wish the son back again. By now it is

dark without, and a dark windy night. Again there is a

knocking at the door. Somehow the parents know that it is

their son, but not in the flesh. The story ends with the

third wish, that the ghost should go away.



The theme of all these tales is the danger of

magic. This seems to lay in the fact that the operation of

magic 1s singularly literal-minded, and that if it grants

anything at all, it grants what you ask for, not what you

sHould have asked for or what you intend. If you ask for

two hundred pounds, and do not express the condition that

you do not wish it at the cost of the life of your son, two

hundred pounds youwill get, whether your son lives or dies.

The magic of automatization, and in particular the

magic of an automatization in which the devices learn, may

be expected to be similarly literal-minded. If you are

playing a game according to certain rules and the playing-

machine is set to play for victory, you will get victory

1f you get anything at all, and the machine will not play

the slightest attention to any consideration except victory

according to the rules. If you are playing a war game with

a certain conventional interpretation of victory, victory will

be goal at any cost even that of the extermination of your

own side, unless this condition of survival explicitly

contained in the definition of victory according to which

you program the machine.

This is more than a purely innocent verbal fact.

certainly know nothing to contradict the assumption that

Russia and the United States, either or both of them, are

toying with the idea of using machines, learning machines at

that to determine the moment of pushing the atomic-bomb button

which is the ultima ratio of this present world of ours.

For many years all armies have played war games,

and these games have always been behind the times. Tt has



been said that in every war, the good generals fight the

last war, the bad ones the war before the last. That is,

the rules of the war game never catch up with the facts of

the actual sition.

This has always been true, though in periods of

much war, there has always been a body of seasoned warriors

who have experienced war under conditions which have not

varied very rapidly. These experienced men are the only

"war experts", in the true sense of the word. At present,

there are no experts in atomic warfare; no men, that is,

who have any experience of a conflict in which both sides

have had atomic weapons at their disposal and have used them,

The destruction of our cities in an atomic war, the demorali-

zation of our people, the hunger and disease, and the incidental

destruction, which well may be far greater than the number

of deaths from explosion and immediate fall-out, are known

only by conjecture.

Here those who conjecture the least amout of

secondary damage, the greatest possibility of the survival,

of the nations under the new type of catastrophe, can and

do deaw about themselves the proud garment of patriotism.

If war is utterly self-destructive, if a military expedition

has lost all possible sense, why then the Army and Navy have

lost much of their purpose, and the poor layal generals and

admirals wiklbe thrown out of work. The missile companies

will no longer have the ideal market where all the goods will

be used only once, and will not remain to compete with other

goods yet to be made. The clergy will be cheated of the

enthusiasm and exultation which goes with a crusade. In

short, when there is a war game to program it, there will be



many to forget its consequences, to ask for the two hundred

pounds and to forget to mention that the son should survive.

While it is always possible to ask for something

other than we really want, this possibility is most seriogys

when the process by which we are to obtain our wish is

indirect, and the degree to which we have obtained our wish

is not clear until the very end. Usually we realise our

wishes, in so far as we do actually realise them , by a

feed-back proceds, in which we compare the attainment of

intermediate goals with our anticipation of them. In this

process, the feed-back goes through us, and we can turn

back before it is too late. If the feed-back is built

into a machine, which cannot be inspected until the final

goal is attained, the possibilities for catastrophe are

greatly increased. I should very much hate to ride on the

first trial of an automibile regulated by photoelectric

feed-back devices, unless there were somewhere a handle by

which I could take over control if I found nyself driving

smack into a tree.

The gadget-minded people often have the illusion

that a highly automatized world will make smaller claims on

human ingenuity than does the present one, and will take over

from us our need for difficult thinking as a Roman slave who

was also a Greek philosopher might have Gene for his master.

This is palpably false. A goal-seeking mechanism will not

necessarily seek our goals unless we design it for that

purpeése, and in that designing, we must forsee all steps

of the process for which it is designed, instead of

exercising a tentative foresight which goes up to a certain

s20int, and can be continued from that point on as new



Among, those persons who are suprosed to be experts in atomic warfare
and who are considering the possibility of ite autometization, there seems
to be a great trust in what nown es | fail-safs devices. In particular
engineering proolems fail-safe devices have a Xen real function. For
exemple, if a pump is to hpeak down, it is often much better thet it do

go by emptying s+self of weter than Dy exploding under pressure. “hen we

sre Tecing a particular undersood denger the fail-safe technique is legil-

timete end useful | However, 3t is of very little value against a danger

shose nature has not been already recornized. If, for example, the denger

is an eventuel one to the human race, such as extermination, only &amp; Very

coreful study of society will exhibit it er danger. Dangerous contingenclrs
of this sort ac not bear a lebel on their face. Thus the foil-safe tech-

nique, while 1% may be necessary to avold a human catastrophy, can most

emphatically not be regarded as a sufficient precaution.
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difficulties arise. The penalties for errors of foresight,

great as they are now, will be enormously increased as

automatization comes into its full uses

While in the past, humanity has iced many

dangers, these have been much more easy to handle, because

in many cases peril offered itself from one side only. In

an age where hunger is the great threat, there is safely

in an increased production of food, and not much danger

from it. With a high deathrate (and above all, a high

infant deathrate), and a medicine of very little effective-

ness, the individual human life was of the greatest value,

and it was appropriate to enjoin upon us,to be fruitful and

multiply. These pressures were like the pressure of gravity,

to which our muscles, bones and tendons are alwsgys attuned.

However, in the weightlessness which is imposed

upon us in a space vehicle, this one-directional constant

force, upon which we count so much in our daily life, is no

more present. The traveller in such a space-vehicle must

have handles to which to cling, squeeze-bottles for his

food and drink, various directional asuxiliaries from which

he can judge his position; add even at that, though it now

appears that his phology will not be too seriously

affected, he may scarcely be as comfortable as he would like.

Similarly in the absence of hunger, overproduction

of rood, purposelessness, and an attitude of waste and

squandering become serious problems. Improved medicine

is one factor contributing to overpopulation, which is by far the

most serious danger which confronts mankind. The old maxims
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by which humanity has lived so long - such as, "a penny

saves 1s a penny gained" - are no longer to be taken as

valied without question.

I have been to dinner with a group of doctors

they were talking freely among themselves, and they were

sufficiently self-confident not Ye be afraid of saying

unconventional things - they began to discuss the

possibility of a radical attack upon the degenerative

disease known as old age. They did not consider it as

immune to medical attack, but rather looked forward to the

day ~- perhaps not too far in the future - when the time

of inevitable death should be rolled back, perhaps into the

indefinite future.

I am not saying that they were right in this

conjecture, and I am quite sure that they would not claim it

to be more than a conjecture, but the weight of the names

supporting it ~ there was a Nobel laureate present was

to great to allow me to reject the suggestion out of herd.

Consoling as the suggestion may seem at first sight, it is in

reality very terrifying, and above all for the doctors. For

if one thing is clear, it is that humanity as such could not

long survive the indefinite prolongation of all lives which

come into being. Not only would the non-self- thon,

pert of humanity come to outweigh the part on which its

continued existence depends, but we should be under such a

perpetual debt to the past that we should be totally un-

prepared to face the new problems of the future.

It is unthibkable that all lives should be

rolonged in an indiscriminate way. If however there exists



the possibility of indefinite prolongation, the termination
c

of a life or even the refusal or neglet to prolong it

involves a moral decision of the dogtors. What will then

become of the traditional prestige of the medical profession

ag priests of the battle against death and as ministers of

mercy? I will grant that there are cases even at present

when doctors qualify this mission of theirs and decide not to

prolong a useless and miserable life. They will fuse to

tie the umbilical cord of a monster; or when an old man
suffering from an inperable cancer falls victim to the "old

man's friend" nhypostatic pneumonia, they will grant him the

eagier death rather than exact from him the last measure of

pain to which survival will condemn him, This is done

guigtly and decently, and it is only when some incontinent

fool p13%s that the courts and the papers are full of the

talk of "euthanasia,

But what if such decisions, instead of being rare

and unmentioned, will have to be made, not in a few special

cases, but in the case of almost every death? What if every

patient comes to regard every doctor, not only as his savior,

out his ultimate executioner? Can the doctor survive this

power or good and evil that will be thrust upon him? Can

mankind itself survive this new order oi things?

It is relatively easy to promote good and to fight
Arosevil when evil and gaat are arranged against one another in

two clear lines, and when those on the other side are our

nnquestioned enemies, those on our side our trusted allies.

Nhat, however, if we must ask, each time in every situation,

vhere is the friend and where the enemy? What, moreover,

when we have put the decision in the hands of an inexorable



magic or an inexorable machine, of which we must ask the

right questions in advances, without fully understanding

the operations of the process by which they will be

answered? Can we then be confident in the action of the

Monkey's Paw from which we have requested the grant of the

tworhundred pounds?

No, the future offers very little hope for those

who expect that our new mechanical slaves will offer us

a world in:which we may rest from thinking. Help us they

may, but at the cost of supreme demands upon our honesty

and our intelligence. The world of the future will be an

ever-more demanding struggle against the limmtations of our

intelligence, hot a comfortable hammock in which we can lie

down to be waited upon by our robot-slaves.

VII

Thus one of the great future problems which we ~

must face is that of the relation between man and the machine,

of the functions which should properly be assigned to these

two agencies. On the surface, the machine has certain

clear advantages. It is faster in its action and more

uniform, or at least it can be made to have these properties

if it is well designed. A digital computing machine can

accomplish in a day or body of work which would take the full

efforts of a team of computers for a year, and it will

accomplish this work with a minimum of blots and blunders.

On the other hand, the human being has certain

non-negligible advantages. Apart from the fact that any
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sensible man would consider the pruposes of man as paramount

intthe relations between man and the machine, the machine is

fir less complicated than man, and has a far less scope in tie

variety of its actions. If we consider the neuron of the

grey matter of the brain as of the order 14000, 000 of a
cubic millimeter, and the smallest transistor obtainable at

present as of the order of a cubic millimeter, we shall not

have judged the situation too unfavorably from the point of

view of the advantage of the neuron in the matter of smaller

bulk. If the white matter of the brain is considered

squivalent to the wiring of a computer circuit, and put each

neuron as the functional equivalent of a transistor, the

computer equivalent to a brain should occupy a sphere of

something like thirty feet in diameter. Actually, it would

be impossible to construct a computer with anything like the

relative closemess of the brain, and any computer with

powers comparable with the brain would have to occupy a

fair-sized office building, if not a skyscraper. Leaving

out the fact that the designing of the connections of so vast

a computer is far beyond our present human possibilities, 1%

is impossible not to expect that the brain will not have some

advantages corresponding to its enormous operational size.

Chief among these advantages would seem to be the

ability of the brain to handle vague ideas, as yet imperfectly

defined. In dealing with these mechanical computers, or at
least the mechanical computers of the present day, are very

nearly incapable of programning themselves. Yet in poems,

in novels, in paintings, the brain seems to find itself able

to work very well with material which any computer would have

to reject.



Render unto man the things which are man's and

unto the computer the things which are the computers. This

would seem the intelligent policy to adopt when we employ

men and computers together in common undertakings. It is

a policy as far removed from that of the gadget-worshipper

as it is from the man who sees only blasphemy and the

degredation of man in the use of any mechanical adjuvants to

thought whatever. What we may expect in the future will be

the outcome of an intelligent study of systems involving

both human and mechanical elements, unprejudiced by either

2, mechanical or an anti mechanical bias.

One place where we can and do use such mixed

ystems is in the désign of prostheses, of devices which re-

place limbs or damaged sense-organs. A wooden leg is a

mechanical replacement for a lostleg of flesh and blook,

end a man with a wooden leg represents a system composed

both of mechanical and human parts.

Perhaps the classical peg-leg is not interesting,

as it replaces the lost limb only in the most elementary way,

nor is the limb-shaped wooden leg much more interesting.

However, there is some work being done on artificial limbs

in Russia, and in the United States as well «by a group to

which I belong. This work is much more interesting in oC

r
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principle, and which really makes use of cybernetical ideas.

Let us suppose that a man has lost a hand at the

wrist. He has lost a few muscles which serve chiefly to

spread the fingers and to bring them together again, but the

greater part of the muscles which mormally move the hand and

she fingers are still intact in the stump of the forearm,
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When they are contracted, the move no hand and fingers, but

they do produce certain electrical effects known as action-

potentials. These may be picked up by appropriate electrodes,

and may be amplified and combined by transistor circuits.

They may be made to control the motions of an artifickhl hand

through electric motors, which derive their power through

appropriate electric batteries or accumulators, but the

signals which control them are sent through the transistor

circuits.

Such artificial hands have already been made in

Russia, and have even permitfted some hand-amputees to go

hack to effective work. This result is facilited by the

circumstance that the same nervous signal which was effective

in producing a muscular contraction before the amputation,

will still be effective in controling the motor moving the

artificial hand. Thus the learning of the use of these hands

is made much easier and more natural.

However, an artificial hand cannot feel, and the

hand is as much an organ otf touch as of motion. But wait,

why can an artificial hand not feel? It is easy to put

pressure gages into the artificial fingers, and these can

communicate electric impulses to a suitable circuit. This

can in its term activate devices acting on the living skin,

say the skin of the stump. For example, these devices may be

vibrators, Thus we can produce a vicarwous sensation of

touch, and we may learn to use this to replace the missing

natural sansation.

Thus there is a new engineering of protnesis possiltk,

and it will involve the construction of systems of a mixed



nature, involving both human and mechanical parts.

However, this type of engineering need not be confined to

the replacement of parts which we have lost. There is a

prosthesis of parts which we do not have and which we never

have had. The dolphin propels itself through the water

by its flukes, and avoids obstacles by listening for the

reflections of sounds which it itself [ohits. What is the

propellor of a ship but an artificial pair of flukes, or

the depth-sounding apparatus but a vicarious

sense and sound-emitting aparatus like that of the dolphin?

rhe wings and jet engines of an airplade replace the wings

of the eagle, and the radar its eyes, while the nervaus

system which combines them is eked out by the automatic

pilot and other such navigation devices.

Thus human-mechanical systems have a large

practical field in which they are useful; but in some

sitions, they are indispensable. We have already seen

that learning machines must act according to some norm of good

performance. In the case of game-playing machines, where

the permissible nerves are arbitrarily established in

advance, and the objedt of the game is to win by a series of

permissible rules according to a strict convention which

determines winning or loosing, this norm creates no problem.

However, there are many activities which we should like to

improve by learning processses,inwhichthe success of the

activity is itself to be judged by a criterion involving human

beings, and in which the problem of the reduction of this

criterion to formal rules is far from easy.

A field in which there is a great demand for

automatization, and a great possible demand for learning
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automatization, is that of mechanical translution. In view

of the present metastable state of international tension, the

United States and Rugsia are filled with an equal and

opposite neeessity for each to find out what the other is

thinking and saying. Since there is a limited number of

competent human translators on both sides, each side is

exploring the possibilities of mechanical translation. This

has been achieved after a fashion, but neither the literary

qualities nor the intelligibility of the products of these

translations have been sufficient to excite any great

enthusiasm on either part.

Perhaps the most promising way of mechanising

translation is through a learning machine, For such a

machine to function, we must have a firm criterion of a

good renal. This will involve one of two things:

either a complete set of objectively applicable rules,

determining when a translation is good, or some agency which

is capable of applying a criterion of good performance apart
from such rules.

The normal criterion of good translation is

intelligibility. The people who read the language into

which the translation is made must obtain the same impression

of the text as that obtained from the original by people

understanding the language of the original. If this criterion

may be a little difficult to apply, we can give one which is

necessary it not sufficient. Let us suppose that we have

two independent translating machines, say one from Englishinto

Danish and the other from Danish into English. When a text

in English has been translated into Danish by the first



machine, let the second translate it back into English.

Then the final transiation must be recognizably equivalent

to the original, by a person acquainted with English.

It is conceivable that a set of formal rules be

given for such a translation so definite that they can be

entrusted to a machine, and so perfect that it will be

sufficient for a translation to accord with these rules

to be satisfactory according to the criterionwhich we have

given, I do not believe that linguistic science ig so far
advanced as to make a set of rules of this sort practicable,

nor that there is any prospect of its being so advanced in

the predictible future. Short of this state of affairs,

a translating machine will have a chance of error. If any

important consideration of action or pdicy is to be determined

by the use of a translation machine, a small error or even a

small chance of error may have disproportionally large and

serious consequences.

It seems to me that the best hope of a reasonable

satisfactory mechanical translation is to replace a pure

mechanism, at least at first, by a mechanics-human system,

involving as critic an expert human translator, to teach it

Dy exercises as a schoolteacher instructs human pupils.

Perhaps at some later stage the memory of the machine may

have absorbed enough human instruction to dispense with later

numan participation, except perhaps for a refreshdr course now

and then. In this way the machine would develop linguistic

naturity.

Such a scheme would not eliminate the need for a

;ranslation-office to have attached to it an expert linguist
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whose ability and judgment could be trusted. It would,

or at least it might, enable him to handle a considerably

larger body of translation than he could without mechanical

assistance, This, in my mind, is the best that we can hope

of mechanical translation.

For the more general question of learning machines,

as between those such as the checker machine which may be

programmed in a completely mechanical way, and those like

the translation machine which need the intervention of a

human expert as arbiter, it seems to me that the uses for

the latter sort greatly exceed those for the former sort.

Moreover, remember (Rhot in the game of atomic warfare, there

are no experts!

 op a pm

We have accomplished the task of showing many

valid analogies between certain religious statements and

the phenomena studied by cybernetics, and we have gone

reasonably far in showing how cybernetic ideas may be relevent

toithe moral problems of the individual. There remains

another field in which cybernetic ideas may be applied to

problems with an ethical aspect: the cybernetics of society

and the race.

From the very beginning of my interest in

cybernetics, I have been well aware that the considerations

of control and of communication which I have found applicable

in enginedring and in physiology were also apllicable in

sociology and in economics. However, I have deliberately
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refrained from emphasising these fields as much as the

others, and here are my reasons for this course.

Cybernetics 1s nothing if it is not mathematical, if not

in esse then inposse. I have found mathematical

soclology and mathematical economics or econometrics

sufIering under a misapprehension of what is the proper use

of mathematics in the social sciences and of what is to be

expected from mathematical techniques, and I have

deliberately refrained from giving advice which, as I was

convinced, would be bound to lead to a flood of superficial

and ill-considered work.

Mathematical physics has come to be one of the

great triumphs of modern times. It is only during this

century, however, that the task of the mathematical

physicist has come to be properly understood, more especially

in its relation to the task of the experimental physicist.

Until the critical years from 1900 to 1905, it was generally

considered that the main repertoryof the ideas of mathemati-

cal physics had been completed with the work of Newton;

that time and space, mass and momentum, force and energy

vere ideas grounded once for ally and that the future task of

physics would consist in making models in terms of these

notions for phenomena which had not yet been reduced to

these terms.

With the work of Planck and of Einstein, it

became clear that the task of the physicist was not so
&lt;5

simple. The catagories of physien were seen not to have

been laid down once for all at the beginningofthe

eighteenth century, and the task of the physicist has now

to oe placed back of the Newtonimn concepts, to bring our



gquantitive observations of the world into an order which

should dtart with the experiments themselves, and end

with new predictions of observations and applied

engineering techniques. The observer has caseed to be an

innocent registrar of his objective observations, but has

rather come to take an active participant in the experiment.

Both in relativity and in quantum theory, his role in

modifying the observations is - be regarded as far from

negligible. This has let to the birth of the logical

positivism of the present day.

The success of mathematical physics let the

social scientist to be jealous of its power, without quite

understanding the intellectual attitudes which had contribu-

ted to this power. The use of mathematical formulas had

accompanied the development of the natural sciences, and

become the mode in the social sciences. Just as primitive

peoples adopt the Western modes of modern denationalized

clothing and of parliamentalism, out of a vague feeling

that these magic rites and vestments will at once put them

abreast of modern culture and technique, so the economists

have developed the habit of dressing up their rather

imprecise ideas in the language of the infinitesemal

colours.

In doing this, they show scarcely more discrimina-

tion than the natives of the Congo in their new

rites. The mathematics which they employ, and the

mathematical physics which theyuse as their model, are the

mathematics and the mathematical physics of 1850. An

econometrician will develop an elaborate and ingenious

"heory of demand and supply, inventories and unemployment,
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and the like, with a relative or total indifference to

the methods by which these elusive quantities are observed

or measured. They are treated with the unquestioning

respect with which the physicists of a less sophisticated

age treated the concepts of the Newtonian physics. Very

few econometricians are aware that if they are to imitate the

procedure of modern physics and not its mere appearances, a

mathematical economics must begin with a critical account of

these notions and the means adopted for collecting and

measuring them,

Difficult as it is to collect good physical data,

it 1s far more difficult to collect long rung of economic:or

social data so that the whole of the run shall have a uniform

significant. The data of the production of steel, for

instance, change their significance, not only with every
pen which changes the technique of the steel-maker,

but with every social and economic change affecting business

and induétry at large, and in particular, with every

technique changing the demand for steel or the supply and

nature of the competing materials. For example, even

the first skyscraper made of aluminium instead of steel

will affect the whole future demand for structural steel, as

the first diesel ship did the unquestioned dominance of the

steamship.

Thus the economic game is a game where the rulés

are subject to important revisions say every ten years, and

bears an uncomfortable resemblance to the Queen's croquet

game in Alice in Wonderland, which I have dready mentioned.

Under the circumstances, it is hopeless to give too precise a

measurement to the quantities which occur in it. To develop



what perportg to be precise values to such essentially

vague quantities is neither useful nor honest, and any

pretense of apdying precise formulae to these loosely de-

fined quantities is a sham and a waste of time.

Here some recent work of Mandelbrat is much to

the point. He has shown that the intimate way in which

the commodity market is both theoretically and practically

subject to random fluctuations arriving from the very
contemplation of its own irregularities is something much

wilder and much deeper than has been supposed, and that

the usual continuous approximations to the dynamics of the

market must be applied with much more caution than has

usually been the case, or not at all.

Thus the social sciences are a bad proving-ground

for the ideas of cybernetics - far worse than the biological

sciences, where the runs are made under conditions which are

far more uniform on their own proper scale of time. For

human beings as physiological structures have changed very

little since the stone age, and the life of an individual

contains many years over which the physiological conditions

change SU and predictably, all in all, This does not

mean, however, that the ideas of cybernetics are not

applicable to sociology and economics. It means rather

that these ideas should be tested in engineering and in

biology, before they are applied to so formless arfield.

Under these cautions, the familiar analogy of the

body politic to the body of the individual is a justifiable

and a useful one. It is to the body politic that many

considerations of ethics must apply, and to that part of



religion which is essentially a paraphrase of ethics.

TTTT

In the summer of 1960, I was in Moscow, as a guest

at the international congress on Automatization and Control.

During my stay I was invited to attend a meeting of the

sditorial board of Vofrasii Filosofii, that periodical to

which a general supervision of Marxian ideas is intrusted,

and of dialectic materialism. At the meeting, the

editors asked me to write an article on Science and Society.

I consented, being fully aware that anything which I should

write would not €onform to the canons of Maxist orthodoxy.

In this I was not disappointed, for the article which Isent

them in reply was published in 1961 with a rejoinder three

times as long as my article itself, Needless to say, it

was severely critical of my views, and of what it called my

"Capitalist background", although it was personally not un-

friendly and well within the limits of polite criticism.

It is this article which furnishes the theme of the

latter part of the present book, for I think it has a clear

relation to the problems of ethics and religion which are

my theme here,

(1)
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My thesis was that the social function of science

is homostatic. This is a term employed by Walter Cannon’?

for an idea which goes back to the French physiologist

claire Bernard, in the work which he did in the middle of the

last — Homerstasis is the maintenance in the

internal phyiology of the individual and in his relation to

his environment of the very narrow dynamical equilibrium

which alone makes continued life possible. For it was pointed

out early in the present centruy by Lawrence J. Henderson in

a book entitled, "The Fitness of the Environment", (1) how

very narrow and restrictive are the conditions under which

life is at all possible. It needs the right amount of water,

the right temperature range, the availability of nitrogen, a

very restricted range of hydrogen-ion concentration, and

many other things besides.

Many of these matters are regulated chemically,

through =... :. hormones, and the like, but may more are

regulated through the nervous system. In general it may

be said that the internal homeostasis of the body is

regulated by chemical means, and the homeostasis with

respect to the outer world through the nervous system, but

this would neglect the large role played by the automamic

nervous system - the sympathetic and parasympathetic

systems - in the regulation of the internal functions of the
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body= However, the central nervous system is chiefly

occupied in the homeostasis of man and the lower animals

with respect to the outer world.
grant helen
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Our eyes, our ears, our sense and our

sense of touch, serve to orient ourselves with respect to

the world about us. Our muscular effectors permit us to

intervene effectively in this world. Our brain and the

memory and the imagination which it embodies serve to

organize the impressions.which come from outside at the

moment and those which have been retained from the past into an

effective policy of intervention in the outer world. It is

this chain of sense-organs nervous system, and muscles which

permits us to ward off the dangers facing us, and to Take

advantage of the opportunities.

What the brain is to the individual, knowledge

is to society and science is an essential component of

knowledge. It prepares us to face a hostile environment

and to turn a friendly one to our own purposes. It is

through science and the technique which embodies in that

we are enabled to clothe our bodies, warm and light our

houses, and obtain our food.

The nervous system serves the individual to

render possible the achievement of goals permitting his

achievement of certain ends, and so does science serve the

race. The possibility of achieving goals is not enough,

for we must have the goals to achieve. These goals must at

least be compatible with continual survival, if indeed they

10 not consist in continued survival. However, continued
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survival is not a goal which is automatically evident at the

moment at which decisions are taken which are essential for

continued survival. Thus the normative values, whether of

the individual or the race, are most difficult to calibrate

in advance. Hygiene and a liveable social code often take

forms which it would have been hard to anticipate, and which

change direction abruptly as the external environment charges

and as man himself evaves.

Many a species has become extinct by fdlowing a line

of evolution which committed it to a direction of development,

originally advantageous but ultimately disastrous. The

frontal horns of the Irish elk, the nasal appendages of the

tilanotheres, whatever their original function may have been

perhaps as a means of sexual selection, developed to a

grotesque and fantastic extent just as these lines of animal

development were about to become extinct. The elephant is

still alive, both in its Asiatic and its African form, but its

hold on continued existance is very tenuous. Another century

or two, and the elephant will have gone the way of their

extinct cousin the Mammoth and of the Titanotheres and the

Irish Elk, for with the limitation of the broad stretches of

tropical forest produced by the acts of Man, there seems to be

no suitable environment which will be left for them, nor does

there seem to be any new evolutionary niche into which such

highly specialised monsters can come to fit.

Evolution is a normative process, and its normali-

zation is called homeostasis. Yet it is most difficult and

most perilous to lay down its norms in advance. Indeed,

vhatever the norms of an evolving homeostasis may be, it

seems most improbable that they will not ultimately fail to



accomplish their supposed purpose of continued survival.

Living beings die, living paces become extinct, and there is

every indication that all individuals will die and all races

and societies will become extinct. We scareely have the

rebirth of the world to look forward to which was prophesied

in the Ragnarok of the Norsemen.

Arsociety must live in accordance with norms, it

it is to have a chance for even that limited survival which

may be vouchsafed it. Yet these norms become themselves

factors of destruction as they are assigned in a rigid and

immutable manner.

The contradiction inperent in homeostasis, that

it always fails in the end, is well described by Lewis

Carroll. When Alice 1s shown the bread .and butterfly, she

asks what it lives on. "Weak tea, with cream in it", is the

answer. "But suppose it doesn rs get it", she asks. "Tt

dieg", "But that must happen very often". "It always

happens".

Similarly, any social policy, any human norm of

conduct, is likely or certain to find a moment in which

it is no longer suitable for the perpetuation of society,

and may even be definitely antisocial. If it is slef-

destructive not to live according to norms it is equally

self-destructive to live according to norms which are not

subject to a revision when the circumstances for which they

have been formulated have come to be radically altered.

This is true of the norms of the older religious, but in

this age when man has shown himself to be able to produce



radical alterations in his own enviromment, it is scarcely

legs true of the newer religions as wells And of these

newer religions, the one which has shown the greatest power

to change the life of humanity, the one which has the

strongest and best organized Church, the one which is least

tolerant of heresy, and the one which has shown the

greatest interest in science and has made the most

comments as to how it ought to be carried out and assumed
 Gy

the largest share in its regulation, is Marxian communism.

Recent as it is in comparison with the other

established religion, communism goes back about a century,

to pronouncements when the situation confronting llarx was

indeed one which arcse from the industrial revolution, Hut

from a very different phase of the industrial revolution

from that in which we are now immersed. What Marx would

have said under the present circumstances 1p somewhat
doubtful. At any rate we shall never mow ule from his

mouth. It is scarcely to be expected that he would feel

the same compulsion to a pious loyalty to his own ideas

which his fdlowers feel. In short, he was Karl Marx, and

not a Marxian.

Under the circumstances, when I wrote my article

for the Voprosii Filésofii, it would have been less than

honest if I had failed to frame my remarks concerning the

danger of an excessive normative rigor in such a way as to

avold indicating that I thought that the communist system
id ~

vas less subject to these dangers than other systems. I

tried to frame my remarks courteously, but I was quite aware

hat they would be unacceptible to the appointed guardians of



official Marxian philosophic dogma. Thus I was in no way

surprised when they published together with my article a

rejoinder which was three timestas long as the article
itself. This rejoinder, I must admit was also framed in

a way free of direct personal venom, and well within the

bounds of courtesy.

iow however I am directing this book to a public

outside of Russia and which is principally in the United

States. It would deprive this book of all intellectual

honesty if I should omit to say that over-rigidity is not

an exclusively communist vice. The slogan of free enter-

prise, the drummed-up opposition to the welfare state and

to socialized machine » are frequently blared out in a

manner worthy of the declaiming the praises of the Marxian

system and of its accomplishments, or denying-the

svils of capitalist imperialism. Whatever my own views as

to the good or evil of Marxionism or free enterprise may be,

the point &amp; my paper was then, and the point of this book

1s now, to display the dangers of an over-rigid, quasi-

religious system, whether, so to-say, it displays the Cross
or the Creseent, whether it summons to the Crusade or the

Tihad.

In this sense, it has been my intention and

continues to be my purpose to proclaim the dangers of

rigidity in a way which will be rbooght home most vividly

to the particular public to which I address myself. Without

wishing to withdraw or temper one word which I have addressed

to the Russians, I wish to repeat here and now in America

that it is guite as dangerous to decide a priori in America



which balance of normative considerations will conduce to
y Ay, =

human survival, or even permit it , as it is in Russia,

andthat we have no excuse to imitate the errors of our

opponents, even in the act of opposing them.

[ have now run through a number of essays which

are united by their covering the entire theme of creative

activity, from God to the machine, under one set of concepts.

The machine, as I have already said, is the modern

counterpart of the Golem of the Rabbi of Prague. Since IT

nave insisted upon discussing creative activity under one

head, and in not parcelling it out into separate pileces

belonging to God, to Man, and to the Machine, I do not

consider that I have taken more than an author's normal

liberty in calling this book,

God and Golem, Inc.
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NORBERT WIENER, one of the world!s most brilliant and renowned mathematicians,

showed signs of genius even as a boy. Born in Columbia, Missouri, in 189), this

child prodigy entered Tufts College when he was only 11years old and received a

Ph. Ds degree from Harvard at thebge of 18. He also studied at Cornell and
Colunbigplniversities s abt Cambridge University, and as a Guggenheim Memorial

Foundation Fellow at the Universities of Gottingen, Germany, and Copenhagen,

Denmark, Dr. Wiener, who has been a member of the department of mathematics at

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology for LO years, was recently appointed an

Institute Professor, a distinguished achdemic position held by only three other

M.I.T. scholars,

© Although his work in mathematics covers a wide rangeof\subjects s Professor

Wiener is probably best known as the founder of cybernetics, a science concerned

with finding common principles in the function of automatic machines and the human

nervous system, The word cybernetics, which he coined himself from the Greek work

meaning helmsman, is used throughout the world.

Dr. Wiener's travels in connections)with his work have taken him alk around the

world. A natural linguist, he has the use of 13 languages including Chinese, On

leaves of absence from the Institute, Dr, Wiener has lectured at Cambridge Univers

sity, England, at the National Tsing Hua University in Peiping, China, and at the

College of France in Paris where he was a Fulbright Lecturer in 1951,

EK member of the armed forces in World Wars I and II, Dr. Wiener did important

work on electronic inventions such as anti-aircraft predictors and radar, For his

contribution to mathematics, Dr, Wiener was joint recipient of the Bocher prize of

the American Mathematical Society in 1933, and is a former vice~president of that

organization,

Professor Wiener is the author of several professional texts and mathematical

articles, science fiction stories, EThe Human Use of Human Beings 0 Cybernetics,

and two autobiographical works, Ex-Prodigy and I Am a Mathematician. Dr, and Mrs.

Wiener make their home in Belmont, Massachusetts.
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Suggestions:

Re: Checker machine
1) Mr. Samuel does not spell his name with an S at the end.

2) Mr. Samuel did not invent a checker-playing machine, but only a program that
would allow a computer to play checkers. Perhaps the text should define his
checker-playing operation as a program and not a machine.

General style:

Do you think, perhsps, that the first paragraph on page 3 (beginning "If this essay.. M1)
might be better inserted into page 2 , third line from bottom (following sentence
ending with "....comparisons in the face.") and beginning a new paragraph with the
sentence at the bottom of page 2(beginning "Religion, whatever.......")? The progression
of thought seems to flow more smoothly with this change.

Do you think that it might be better to omit the reference to the checker machine in
the first paragraph of chapter II? It does not seem to follow well the preceding
listing of the three points in Cybernetics since the reference seems to apply mainly
to the first point listed. You do mention the checker machine in other places in
the manugeript where it fits in well.

Page 48: You may want to add a few words of transition to ease the reader into the
welghtlessness-of-space~travel analogy.

Chapter VIII does not seem to tie in well with the rest of the menuscript and seems to
be standing apart from it. Chapter IX seems to be the conclusion to all the manuscript
but Chapter VIII, which seems to heighten thé effect.that Chapter VIII seems a little
out of place.

Ag foe
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[ wish to acknowledge the great help I have received from the criticism
of many friends on both sides of the Atlantic, especially from Mr, Piet Hein,
of Rungsted Kyst in Denmark, and from Dr, Lawrence Frank of Belmont,
Massachusetts (USA), from Professor Karl Deutsch ff Yale University, and
from many others. I found an opportunity to elaborate my ideas in a course

of lectures which I gave in ‘January.of 1962 at Yale University, and in a

seminarg’which was held in the summer of 1962 at the Societe Philosophique
de Royaumont near Paris, However, this book, though containing material
from my talks at both these places, has been completely rewritten and

reorganized, oer
With gratitude to the many who have helped in this undertaking,
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Norbert Wiener
Sandwich, N, H,
August 30. 1963

lL. The Human Use of Human Beings, Cybernetics and Society, Houghton Mifflin Co
Boston, 1950,

2e Cybernetics, or Control and Communication in the Animal and the Machine,
The Technology Press of MIT and John Wiley and Sons, Inc,, New York, 1948, ;



It i= lay mntention\ere, to discuss, not religion
and sclence as a whole, but certain points in those

sciences in which I have been interested - the

communication and control sciences - which seem to me to

be near that frontier on which science impinges upon re-

ligion. I wish to avoid those logleal paradoxes

which ere bound to accompany the extreme (but usual) elsins
lect HVE

of religion to absolutes. If we are to treat 22

knowledge only in terms of Omnigelience, «of power only in

terms of Omnipotence, eof worship only in terms of the One

Godhead, we shall find ourselves entangled in metaphysical

subtleties before we shall have really embarked upon our

study of the relations between religion and science,

Nevertheless, there are many questions concerning

knowledge, power, and worship which do impinge upon some

of the more recent developments of sclence, and which we

may well discuss without entering upon these absolute

notions, which are surrounded with co much emotion znd

reverence, that it is quite impossible to enter upon then

in a detached way. Knowledge ls a fact, power is a fact,

worship is a fact, and these facts ave subject to human

investigation quite apart from an accepted theology.

As fucts, these matters are subject to study, and in this

study we may adduce our observations of knowledge, power,

and worship in other fields, more accessible to the

nethods of the natural seiences without at once

demanding of the student 2 complete acceptance of the
ts &amp; pest

credo quip wTesd attitude,
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better rd define theme at the beginning, specify

the corner ¢f my oubject in which I intent! to remain, and

diselaim those purposes which are alien to my specific
back. ; . have been working for several years on problems

of communication and control, whether in machines or in

living orgeniems; dn the new engineering and rhysiological

tecimliques attaching to these notions; and 8n the study of

the consequences of these techniques for the achievement

of human purposes. Knowledge is inextricably intertwined

with communication, power with control, and the eveluatioch

of humor purposes with ethic) and the whole normative

side of religion. It is hence germane to a revised

study of the relations obyeen selience and religion that
we should re-examine [thece matters terme of the
lotest developments of theory and practical technicue.

This may net itself constitute a study of sclence and Jdsrdlle,.
religion in thd full sense, but it certainly constitutes

an indispensible prolegomenon  $o puch a gtudy,

-&amp;3 —~
ove, we must Gizencunber ourselves of the superimposed

f— of pre judlce which we use, norinally, to protect the
honor which we pey dignified and holy things; but in fact,
an often as not to relieve ourselves from the sense, of
unworthiness which we feel looking unpleasant ‘foots and
dangerous sorperisons WN face. iff ‘Religion, whatever
eloe 1%contains,has often something in itself of tha
closed front parlor of a New Inglond fexrlouse, with dravm



blinds, wax flowers under a bell-jar on the man{Ydpiece,

gilded bulrushes surrounding grandfather's portrzit on

an easel, and a harmonium in black walnut, never played

sxceprt at weddings or funerals. Or again, it is the
moral counterpart of a Neapolitan hearse, onc of thome Hew

plate-glassewindowed royal carriages, with their blacik-

nlumed stallions carrying even into death the ssgertion
a | epof status, or at any sf agpiration to status. Let, pio 3 a der,

sno. bd=y Wl il cre torenre Le JPA Le Sos poly Feder Aawy Cone olen Kn, of Pediafer r/ Kg 45 un fale ena cc FL ren Ded sid itheeys,
If this essay is to mean anything, it sust be

a real problug of real questions. The spirit in which

it ie to be undeviaken is that of the operatilg room, not
of the ceremonial feast of weeping about a corpse.

Sgueanlshness is out of place here - it 1s even a

blasphemy, like the bedside mormers of the faghlonable

physiclanf of the last century, with his black Progkassgt
and the surglcal needless hiding under dvfoohienable“silk

lapel % hon beehiaACtend
I have spoken of the layers of prejudice which

encumber our epproach to those problems in the vitalesden Gawen

freed where science end religion come together, We must avoid -

discussing God and man in the same breath - that le blasphemy.

Like Descartes, we muet maintain the dignity of ian by

treating him on a basis entirely different from that cn

which we treat the lower enimalas, Evolution and the

origin of especles are a desecration qf human values} andHedi fan hain a
2s the earlizr Darwiniaone found, they syerv- vy dangerous for

. sadatieran A
the selentist in = world fundamentally -kestide—to selence.

But éven In the field of science, it is

~erilous to run counter to the sccented Tables cf Precedsnce.,

Cn no account is it permissible to mention living beings

1rd machines in the come breonth Livine beinre are livino



beings in all their parts; while machines are made of

metals and other unorganised substances, with no fine

structure relevant to their purposiVe or quasi-

purposiVe function. ¥hysicg =~ or so it is generally

supposed = takes no account of purpose; and the

emergence of Life ils something totally new.

If we adhere to all these tabus, we may

acquire a geeat reputation as conservative and sound

thinkers, but we shall contribute very little to the

further advance of knowledge. It is the part of the

scientist 7 of the intelligent and honest men of of
letters and /the intelligent and honest clergyman , -
to entertain heretical and forbidden opinions

experimentally, even if he is finallly to reject then,

lloreover, this rejection must hot be taken for granted

Ere beginning, =fren GLa ue an oy Spiritual
excerise, understood aet—he—bemirming to be a.mere fame,

in which one engages to show one's spiritual open-

mindedness. It is a serious exercise, and should be

undertaken in all earnestgess: It is only when it involves

a real risk of heresy that there is any point to it; and

if heresy involves a risk of spiritual damnation, then

this risk must be undertaken honestly and courigheously.
In the words of the Eotomnist, "Are you willing to be

damned for the greater glory of Cod!"

It is in this light of honest and searching

criticism that we must regard an attitude which we have

already mentioned, and which it is hard to avoid:
discussions of religious matters = the evasion oF wile

false superlative. I have already mentioned the intellec-



tual difficulties which arise cut of the notions of

omnipotence, ommisclence, end the like, These appear

in their crudest form in the question often asked by the

scoffer at religious meetingss lan God meke o gtome
so heavy that We connot 14ft 1t7* IF lie cannot, there

io a limit to His power, or at least here appeors tOhao Cami” ake,
beg ond 1f He can, 4hewo seens to b= a limitation to

His power $00.

It is eapy to dippose of this difficulty ag a

verbal quibble, but 4it is more, The parsflox of this

question is one of the many persdoxes which center sbout

the noticn of infinity, In ite mony forms. On the one
hend, the wmetien of the mathematically infinite introe
duces the notion of zero over zero, or Infinity over

infinity, or infinity times zero, or Infinity minus

infinity. Theoe are called indeterminate forms, and the
difficulty they conceal lies fundamentally in the fect

that infinity does not conform to the ordinary conditions

cf a number or a quantity, co that ece/0o only means for

the mathematiclaon the limit of =/y, as = and y both tend

to infinity, =nd this may be lif y= x, 0 4 yv = x2, or

6 if 7 = vi, and 50 on.

Again, there is a different infinity which

arises in counting. It can be ghowm that this notion

too leads to paradoxes. How many numbers are in the

class of all numbers? It can be shown that this is not a

legitimate guesticn, and that however one defines number, the

number of all numbers is greater than eny number, This is

one of the Frege ~ Russell paradoxes, and involves the

complexities of the theory of types.



The fact 1s that the superlatives of

Omnipotence and Omniscience are not true superlatives,

but merely loose ways of asserting very great power and

very great knowledge. They express an emotion of

reverence, and nota metaphyslcally defensible statement,
If God surpasseth the human intellect, and cannot be

compassed by intellectual forms, - and this is at

least a defensible position - it is not intellectually

honest to stultify the intellect itself by forcing God

into intellectual forms which should have a very

definite intellectual mezning. Thus, when we find

limiged situations which seem to cast light upon some of

the statements generally maBle in religious books, it

seems to me disingenuous to cast these aside because they

do not have the absolute, infinite, and complete character

which we are wont to attribute to religious utterances.

This statement gives the key to my purposes in

the present book. I wish to take certain situations

which have been discuseed in religious books, and have a

religious aspect, but possess a Goss analogy to other
situations which belong to science, and in particular to

the new science of cybernetics, the science of

commugication and control ,whether in machines or in living

organisms. 1 propose to use the limited analegles of

cybernetic situations to cast a little light on the

religious situations.

In doing this, I certainly will have

to force the religious situations into my cybernetic

frame. I am quite conscious of the violence I must use



in so doing. ly excuse ig that it is only through

the knife of the enatonmist that we have the science of

anatomy, and that the knife of the anatomist is also
en instrument which only sofiasnladinsbydoingviolence.

Ln

to the ra”
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vith these prelim \Zeferies let me turm
a pf this esvrtovui~tecturess,
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There are ob least three points in cybernetics which

sppeer to me to be relevant to Wd lssveg, _One
of these concern machines which lear “vr gay that |

such machines are known to exie” a8 been

SN 1 He made by Mr. samuely of the International Zusiness
achines Corporation, which] vloyg a game of checkers, (2

FgAeneider
end—which-learns, or at least appears to learn, to
Low{has d |
w=rdre its game by its own experience. There are certain

statements here which need confirmation, or_at least

clarification; and I shall devote one of this

book ofI-~etumen to this clarification,

fearning is a property which we often
sydd 2

attributé (fo celr-conecious systems; and almost always

to living systems. It is a phenomenon which occurs in

its most characteristic form in fhn, and constitutes one

of those attributes of Man which is most easily
 LE |

aconedintsdd with those aspects of map which are mee

sasily associated with his religious life. Indeed, it

is herd to see how any non-lesrning being can be concerned

Tore il lioicn
Pat

3 There ig.however cnother asnect of life



which is naturally assodated with religion. God 1s

ondsupposed to have made man in his own imege;

the propagation of the race mayibe interpreted as a

function in which one living being mekeg esnother in its
&amp; py EY Ay * _ Ee : ZL 3 . . i Bo 3 wn

&amp;Ph Gre PRESDIL Lge Lobo oo 2 Hop agg Shao tw
ney gre ge a hh hea _ i. 0 gaye So : co . .own image. , *£ 5 thus natural’ to sescume that mechinesa

cannot make other machines in their own image that

this is something associated with a shar *jenotomy of
systems Into living and non-living; anu ne—Iest

eralyedis associated with the other dichotomy between

creator and creature.

Is this however so? We shall devote a seetion
Condrdfaabn

of this book to certain examples which, in my opinion,

show that machines are very well able to make other

machines in thelr own imege. The subject upon which I am

here entering is at once very technical and very precise.

It should not be taken too seriously as an actual model

of the process of biological generation, and even less zs

a complete model of divine creation; but neither is it

negligible as to the light it throws upon both concepts.

These two parts of this book of lectures may be

regarded as complementary the one to the other. The

learning of the individual is a process which ceccurs in the

life of the individual, in ontology. Blologiesl
reproduction is a rhenomenocn which cecurs in the life of

the race, in Pot qn but the race learns even as the
individual does. Tha vidi fu natural selection is a Rind

cf raclal learning, which operates within the conditions

imposed by the reproduction of the individual,



The third, topic; of this book is also related
to problems of learning. It is concerned with the

relations of the machine to the living being, and with

systems involving elements of both kinds. As such, it

involves conslderations of a normative and more

specifically, of anethical nature. It concerns some of
the most Lunar bund moral traps into which the present

generation of human beings is likely to fall. It is

also closely connected with a great body of human

tradition and human legend, concerning wecre and the
like.

To begin with learning machines: an organized{ia %a
system $m said to be one which transforms a certain

incoming message into an outgoing message, according to

some principle of transformation. If this principle of

transformation is subject to a certain eriterion of roel

performance, and if the method of transformation is

adjusted so as to tend to improve the performance of the

sysfem according to this criterion, the system is said to

learn. A very simple type of system with an easily
interpreted criterion of performance is a game, to be

played according to fixed rules, whére the criterion of

performance is the successful winning of the game

according to these rules.

Among such games are games with a ARE
theory, which are not intersting. Nim,and tic-tac~
to are examples of such games. In such games, we not

only can theretically find a best policy for the playing

of the game, but this policy 1g known in all its details,

The player of such a game (either the first or the



second), can always win, or at any rate draw, by

following the policy indileated. In theory, any game
can be brought to such a state =- this is the tnesry

oi the late Johann von Heumann = but once e game hag

been brought to this state, it loses all lantsrest, and
gyda

need not longer be considered ae an amusenent.

in omndsclent bding such as God would find

chess and checkers (or Draughts in Ingland, or Dames on

the continent) to be examples of such ven Neumann samen,

but as yet thelr complete theory has not been humanly worked

out, and they still represent genuine contests of

inglght end intelligence, liowever, they not played

according to the manner suggested in the von Neumann theory.

That 1s, we do not play them by making the best possible

move, on the assumption that en opponent will make the

beat possible move, on the assumption that we hall make

the best possible vs, and oi one of the players

wing, or the game repeats itself. Indeed, to be able

to play a game In ithe von Neumann manner is tantamount %o

possessing ao complete theory of the game, and to having

reduced the gome to a triviality,.

The gubject of learning, and in particuler of

machines which learn to play games, nay seem somewhat

remote from religlon. Hevertheless, there 1s a religious

problem to which those notions are relevant. This is the
res Crea Foreproblem of the game between the Greator and a c¥nture,

This 1p the theme of the Took of Job, and of Paradise Loot

ao well.



In beth these relizgious works the Devil isLa

conceived as playing a game with God for the soul of Job,

or the souls of mankind in generzl, Tow, sccording to

ocrthodex Jawish and Christian views the Devil ls one of

God's creatures. Any other supposition would leed to

a moral dualism, savoring of Zoroastrianism and of that

bastard offshoot of Zoroastrianism end Christianity

which we call lanichaeanisn,

But 17 the Devil is one of God's creatures,

the game which furnishes the content of the Book of Job
end of Pow ge Lost lis a game between Cod and one of

ils creatures. such a game gecng at first sight a

pitifully unequal contest, To pley a geme with an

omnipotent, ommisclent Cod ig the sch of a fool; and

ag we are told, the Devil ic eo master of subtlety. hell.

upricing of the rebel angels is foredoomed to failure.

It is not worth the Manfred - like rebellion of Satan

to prove thig point, Cr else that omnipotence which

needs to establish iteelf by celestial bombardments of

thunderbolts 1s no omnipotence at 211, but merely a very

great strength, and the Battle of the Angels might have

ended with Satan on the celestial thronsz, and Cod cast

down into eternal damation,

Thug, if we do not lose ocursalves in the dogmas

of omnirzotence and omniselence, the conflict between Cod

and the Devil 1s a real conflict, and Cod is something

less than absoldtely omnipotent. He is actually engaged

in a conflict with hls creature, in which he may very

well lose the game. And yet his creature is made by him

according to his own free will, and would seem to derive
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ll 1te possibility of action from Cod himself, Can

God ploy uw sieniflicont game with his own ereature?

Mak erry “ppp eon , Fy ePea : A on8 A \ an,“en ony erector, even o llmifted one, pioy = sicnificent

ep ge 1. Yop : 4come with his om creature?

Els LA ” EH “k ¥ Fev 3 F [3 A . a fp, id % " in, 3In constructing mochines with which he ployo

panes the inventor has crrognted to himeell the function

of a limited creator, whatever the nature of the pume=

rleying device which he has constructed. This is

particular true in the case of gome-ploaying machines

which leern by experiences. Ag I have aglready suid,
Pho IG re reef

such machines exnlet, and have been cemstreveted by

tir, _Sermeld oi—the-Intermutional-Pur
Corporation. How do these mochines function? What

depres of ouccess hove they had

Inptead of functioning after the pattern of the

von Heunmann gore theory, they act in a mavmer much wore

closely analogous to the proceeding of the ordinary humen

geme-pleyer. Ab each eslege, they are subJsct to
constraints which regtrict the cholce of the next ore to

ong which 1s legal according to the rules of the game.
(ne of these cr mist be selected according to some

normative criterion of good play.

flere, the experience of the human player of

the pame furniches o number of clues to be used in

pieking out this eriterion. In checkers or chess i% is

generally disadventageous to lose pieces, and gensyrally
advantogeous . to take an opponenbs plece. The player

who retains his mobility and right of cholee, and the

player who gecures the command of a large bunber of

squares ig usunlly better off thon hig onrvonent who hdd



been careless in these respecte.~

good play hold throughout the rome
criterions which belong to 2 portid

At the end of the game, when the rv

board, it becomes more difficult Co

for the kill, At the beginning of au poms ~ and {To I

iz a far nore important fecteor in cheese thon in checkers -

the pleces sre arranged in op way which tends to make then

immobile and impotent, and a development is needed which

will get them out of one anether's way, both for offensive

and defensive purposes. Furthermore with the great

veriety of pieces in chess as compared with the Pevery
sath ppd es Tea, otof checkeregy thers are a large number of special -

oy, the importance of which has been proved by

centuries of experisnce,

Thece consideraticns may be conbined (either

additively cor in some more complicated way ) to give a
wovl.

figure of merit for the next stores to be played by the

machine. Thig mey be done in a somewhat arbitrary

manner, Then the machine compares the figures of merit
v ’ f Marl

of the er y legally possible, and choses that with

the largest figure of merit,

autometigeding the next seewe

This gives one way of

This sutomatization of the next
Yeovre

ig not

necessarily, cr sven usually, an optimum choice, but it ie

a cholce, and the machine can go on playing. To Judge the

merit of this way of mechanizing a game, oue should divest

oneself of all the imagegof mechanlszation belonging to the

technical devices used, cr the physical image of humanity

ag displayed by the ordinary game player. Luckily this is
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easy, for it is what we always do in correspondence chess,

in correspondence chess, one player sends the

moves by mail to the other, so that the only connection

between the two players is through a written document.

Even in this sort of chess, a skilled player soon develcps

an imege of the personality of his opponent - of his

chess personality, that 1s. He will learn if hie opponent

is hasty or cawveful; if he 1s easlly tricked or subtle;

if he learns the tricks of the other player, or can be

fooled again and again by the same elementary strategy.

All this is done, I repeat, with no further communication

than the player of the game Inewssives.

From this point of view, the player, be he a man

or a machine, who plays by a simple table of nerit, chosen

once for all znd unalterable, will give the impression of a

rigid chess personality. Once you have found out his weak

point, and you have found it out for all time. If a

strategem has worked once against him, it will always wWOTrk.

A very small number of plays are enough to establish his

technique.

go much for the mechanized player whip does not

learn. However, there is nothing to prevent a mechanized

player from playing in a more intelligent way. Tor this he

must keep a record of past games and past plays. Then, at

thé end of each gems or each sequence of gemes of a de-

termined sort, his mechanism is put to a totally different

— a

In bullding up the Tigure of nerit, certain
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constonts are introduced which might have been hgden

¢ifleventby. The relntlve lmportance of the command
constant, the mr

constont nlgh

The now use of th

played, snd in view oF « outcome of these, to glve a

Mere of nerit, hot to the plays elrendy mode, bub to

the woilghting chosen for the evaluation of these plays.

- eh savvEont, and the nunbereofenleces

{ instead of 9% 4% 4,

ie to examine pomes already

Tn this wey, the Tisure of merit ilo condlinually

belng ov Tuated, in such ao manner as fo glve a higher
Ligure of rerit for conflgurstlons comingAE ining
pomes, end a lower figure of merit for situations occurring

4 a Toning comes, The ploy will continue with thle new

figure of merit, which may be estchllghed in nmeny ways

differing in detall + The result wlll be that the game

playing machine will continually transform ltself into a

different machine, in accordonce with the history cf the

actual ploy. In this, the experience znd success, both

of the machine and of its humen opponent, will ploy a role.

In pleying against such a machine, which absorbs

part of its playing personality from lis opponent, this
playing personality will not be absolutely rigid. The

opponent nay find that strategems which have worked in the

rast, will fall to work in the future. The mac ine may

davebp an uncanny connlnoess.

It may be said that sll this unexpected lutelli~-

rence of the machine has been bullt into it by its designer

Md POSTAGE. This ig true in one pense, hut it nedd not
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~ " dB enLr. Came Tf machine.

sm oo matter of fact, for ao considerable pericd
- oy a 2. &amp; Wan Y “3 vo » x - »

{Ire Sorminla?l machines wn obhle bo defeat him rothervo

conslotently after o day or so of wexpin-t in, It must be
: bh XN wee

pald that lig, sarueld s bY hilz own ois ==, Fs no checker
v Lagi wil

erper’ and that with a little furilhier Instruction ond

syactice, hep was oble to win over hls own creation. It’ |

will not do, however, to bellitle the fact thal there was

a rerdod when the machine wes rether s consistent vietor.
eid

ra 3 } )

It aid win, and 1% did learn fo wing and the method of ite

lenyalng was no different in principle from that of the

human being who leame to play checkers.

It is true that the cholee of policies open to the

ghecker-playing machine is alnogst certainly nsrrower than

that onsen to the human checker players but 1t 1s also true

that the cholee of vollicles effectively open to the human

chaocker nlayer is not unlimited. Hs may be restrained

from a wider choice only by the bounds of his intelligence

and imagination, but those are very real bounds indeed, and

not of a sort essentially different from the bounds of the

pachins.

Thus the checlker-playing machine already plays co

Nery roagonably good game, which with a little lurther

study of the endegame and a little more skill in aprlying

the coup de proce, {begin to approach master level. If 1%



were, net Lor the fect that the Interest in chegrer bed nab)
champlenabiip hae elveady been greatly diminished bLylnormal
human play, the checxer-pluying machine po clrendy be ssld

te have dectooyed the Interest in checkers op a gow. It

ie not surprising that people wre alwzeedy beglrming te osk,

will chiesge po the sone way? ond, when is this catastrophe
 Vvto be expegted.

Choas-nlaying machines, or machines to nlay at

least an appreciable pert of a chesswpans, are already in

exliotonce, but they are comparatively poor things. They

do nat, at thelr hest, ro beyond the lovel of a competent
rug Ee gd

same batwoen amateurs with no maths to chess-nastership,

and they very seldom xeach that level, This ls largely due

to the far greater complexity of chess than of checkers,

both as to pieces and moves, and as to the greater dbs
crimination between the policies ghitabls for the) dlfferont
stages of the game. The welallvely emall mune of

considerations necessary for nechanlslng a checker game, ond

the low degree of diserinination needed between iis
Clfferent stages, = totally Insdecuote for chess.

Foverthelens, I find it to be the genernl opinion

of those of ny frlends who are reasonably proficient chess

nlayerz, that the days of chess ag en interssting humen

seoupation are numhored, They expect that within from ten

to twenty-Zive years, chess machines will have reached the

master class, and then, if the efficient but somewhat

rachine-lilte methods of the Russian school have allowed

shesa to curvive so long, 1t will cease to interest human

NATEo
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game in which thers sre ceven or rors different levels

cf recornincd mastery, Soreover, war ound business are

conflicts recerdling games, ond as sush, they mar be eo

formalised oo to eonstitule games with dofianlis rules,

Indedd, I hove no rencon to suppose thst ouch formalised

verslong of them are net already being eoteblished ea

rodels to determine the polleles for preoscing the Creat

Push-button and burning the earth cleon for oo now and less

bunanly wniependdble order of things,

In general oo gone-reving pechine moy be uvged
oF, » EF re, Ad £1, A 2 "ify =

Aamioreenece of ony func tion, wire
rat to oo clenye

A —— TSI

- Em Bo gory, 29 ” .. checlers and chesoo,

to secure the cutonatia =o

the

cut, «

this rerit consists the game according to

the accepied mules zeiltle play. Theme rules, which
' actey ted

are telally different from the cedpAted maxims of geod play,
sre simple and inexorable. Not even an intelligent child

carl be in doubd concerning them, for lenger then 1t takes to

read them while facing o board, There may he great doubt

as to how to win a game, but no doubt whatever as to whether

it Lizg been won or loot.

The chief criterion as to whether a line of

hunon effort gan be emboldled in a game, lo whether there in

some objectdlely recognizable criterion of tho murit of the

performance of thls effort, Cthorwilice the gone ceoswnes the

formlesonecs of the croquet game in Alice in VWendorland,

wiasre the balls vere hedgehogs and kept unyolling themselves,
os Oy mallets vera flamincoen, fhe nvehaa roy wel IV IL TL  mir Adyee



who kept marching about the field, and the umpire the

Queen of Hearts, who kept changing the rulds, and sending
the players to the Headfian to be beheaded, Under these

circumstances, to win has no meaning, and a successful

policy cannot be learned, because there is no criterion

of success.

bo on ant \
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However, given an objective criterion of success,

the learning game may certainly be played, and is much

closer to the way In which we leszrn to rlay gomes than the
Yims

imam sen dn the von Teumann theory. Unquestionably the

technique of the learning same is certain to be employed in

many Liglds of human effort which have not yet been sub-

jected to it. Neverthelegs, as we shall see later, the
oe »determination of a sharp ss for good performance raiges

many problems concerning learning ames,

11

ne ey os &amp; 11Se 1 oe.3 eho § o11fe i &amp; i LAL onv &amp; oP 1 :

teng a

far 1s the learning of the individual, which occurs Zr

Wn the time - course of his individuszsl private

life. There is another type of learning of equal

importance ~ phylogenetic learning, or learning in the

history of the race. It is this type of learning for

whilkh one ty.e of basls has been laid down by Darwin, in

nig theory of natural selection.

The basis of natural selection lies in three

facts. The first of these is that there is such e

phenomenon as heredity: that an individual plant or animal

produced offspring after its own inage. The second is that

these offspring are not completely after its own imare, but

may differ from it in ways also subject to heredity, This

is the fact of veriationy and by no means implies the very

doubtful inhergtance of aceuired characteristics. The,
TVA=Mh

third element of Darwingan evolution is that the
pattern of spontaneous variation ig trimmed by the difference

in the viaghillsy of different variations, nost of which tend to



diminish the probability of continued racial existence,

although some, perhaps a very few, tend to increases it,

The basis of raclal survival end racial change

of evolutiony 2s we call it, may be mueh more complicated

then this, and nrobably is. Por oxsmple, ons very ime
| higher

nortant tyre of voriation 1p variation of kRifhbe order

the variation of vorisbility. Again, the mechanism of

heredity and voriation generally involves the processes

described functionally by ¥eddel and structurally by the
mitosis . -

J g wag. the processes of the Jafdret, of genes

separation, A and the rest
 -

Nevertheless, behind all this fantastically

complex concatenlion of proceoses, lies ons very simpls

fact: that in the pregence of a sultebls nutritive of

nucleic acids and amino-scids, a molecule of a gene,

consisting iteelf of = highly specific combination of

amino-acids, and nueclele aclde, can cause the medium to

lay iteelf down into other molecules which either sre

molecules of the same gene, or of other genss differing

from 1% by relatively slight variastions., It has been

thought indeed that {this process dis strictly analogous

to that by which a molecule of a virus, a sort of mole-

cular parasite of 4 host, can draw together from the

tissues of the host, setting ass a nutrient medium, other

molecules of the same virus. It is thig act of molecular

multiplication, whethsr of gene or of virus, which seems
G wrC 7v%

to represent te wat gtose of analyois of the vast and

som licated process of renroduction.



Han makes men in his own image. This geams to

be the echo or Die ratotyps of the acted creation, bywheek, 0d hen?
- \Y G aan in hile image. Can something girmilar

occur in the lesnthelesscomplicated(and pert5 plicated (and perhaps mors unier-

wr, 21 0 io, 08 4% AER , Eg gon 3 set 4 mln unre I.stondable) cooe of the non-living systems which we call

" Td amacnines?

if fey m 2 a FeJ nk Yn 3 £5 PY yo Ye 3 _het ig the ilmsge of a “bhine 7 Can this image,

a3 embodied in one machine, bring a nochine of a general

sort, Rot yot comitted to a pertilcular)i. - identity,

to reproduce the owviginal machine, either absolutely, or under

some changes which may be construed as a variation? Can the

new and varied machine itself cct as an archetype, even as
1

to its own dopariurzs from its own archeityral rattern,

It ig the purpose of the present section to

Jello

angwer theoe questicns, and to answer them by, "yesV.

The value of what I shall say here, or Father of what I have

sold elsewhere in o more tecanlcal menner LL » and what I

2pJoh |shall =ewssue hore, is that of what the methemsticicen, calls

an existence proof. I shall give one methcd in accordance

wlth which machines can reproduce themselves, I do not say

that this ils the only method in which this reproduction can

bake place, for it 1s not; nor even thet it is the manner

in which biolegiecal repreduction takes lacs, for that it

algo ig esrdtalnly not. However, different ac the washine

11



znd the biclogieazl reproduction may be, they are parallel

processes, achieving similar results; and an account of

the one may well produce relevant suggestions in the study
oo } 3)

of tas other. He

w, N Cowper.
yl I d dor to discuss intelligently the problen of

P oe on, Lon o: 4 Sole 2 » asor Hr 2 om en wg x&amp; puchine constructing another after its own dlmege, we must

onl 7 fe oy oe BFR mr on ” y \ md TE oy rag ae enn ea de Tgmake the nolion of lmage more precise. Hare we must be
‘ § | » 2 em pen ; Ty 13 3 p 3 3 1aware that there ore lnages snd insges. Pyemelion made the

atatue of Calaten 1 the inmspe of his ideal beloved, but

after the goede brought it to life, it became sn image of his

beloved in &amp; much more real sense. It weg no longer merely

a pictorial image, but en gperetive image,

sreproducing lathe can make en image of a gunstock

model, which can be used for a gumstock, but this ls merely

because the purpose which a gunetock fulfils is very simple.

Cn the other hand, an electric circult may fulfil a relatively

complicated function, znd its image, as repreduced vy a

rrinting-precs using metellic inks, may soToure iteellas the
circuit it prernrzeznts. These printed circuits have obiained

n considerehle vogue in the techniques of modern electrical

~ vy on yo very 9 ~~engineer LTE.3

Thug, besides pictoricl inages, we may have

operative imurses. These operative Imeges, which perform
the functions of thelr original, may or may not bear a

pictorial likeness to it. Whether they do or not, they may

replece the originel in iis action, and this is a much deeper

similarity. It 1g fvom the standpoint of cpurative

einilerity thot we shall study tbeVTeprocuction of mechines.



But what ls a machine? From one standpoint, we

4 loo :

may consider ao machines as a prime mover, a source of

CRETLY « This is not the standpoint which we shall {ake

in tiis book. for ue, a machine ls a device for cofi-

verting incomlug messages into outgoing mecsages-

messoge, from this point of view, is a sequence of , 2
Wg re i 2) ifrials ae He netd ote . 2d on wren Kos ade

quantities, whlch mer be electrical currents or potentials,
we ee] cof va of do Flaiteced trasy roclee Phocre copay Wee ¢.

but Wenn J10senbeof©verydifferentnature,bet=reoVine,
digtributed continuously or discretely in time. 4 machine

trongfdrns a number of such input medsages into a rumbsr of

output messages, each outpub message at any moment depending
on the input NeSEOEEs Up to this moment. Az the engineer

would say in his jargon, a machine is a multiple-input,

multiple-output transducer.

08% of the problems shich we shall consider here

aye not very different or very much more difficult from

those arising in single«incut, single-output transducers.

This mighty suggest to the enginsers that we are dealing with

a problem which he alrzady knows very well: the classical

problem of the electric circuit, and ite impesdancs or

admittance or its voltage ratio.

. eredly
tin is TONEY } nowhis however is not, ‘so. Impedance and admittance

snd voltage ratlo are notions which can only be used with
iY PTS

any degree of precision ef(lineayr circuits: this is of

circuits for which the addition of inpute as series in the

time corresponds to the addition of the corrvespeoading outputs.

This will bez the case for pure resistencen, pure capacities,

and pure inductances, and for cirvults composed eveclusively
Kane .

of these elements, cormected according to Timer? 1s laws.

1. hI



For these, the spppepriate angut on which to tfost the
clreuld is o. Wnonendicc. Jlnput potential which can be

/

varied In {frequency and can be determined in phage and

amslituds, The output will then also be on dgmsant of I
BLDrfein |™ hol x " 3 - "I EY i) ” 9)C1 1 hy eomporang it with the Input in amplituce ang

frevoroy, the clreudt or fransducsr con be completely

choractwactaricodwn oe {i *

If @ elrcult is nen-linlar - 1f, for example,

it contoineg rectlflers or voliape~liniters orcther similar

devicze =~ the trigonometric input is not an adequate

teat-input. In this case, &amp; trigonometric input well

not in general produce a trigonometric output. Moreover,

ctrictly cpeaking, there are no linesry clrvcuits, but only

circults with ao better or worse approach to linesrity.

/

The tect dnput which we choose for the examination

of non-linesr clreuilts - and it can be used for linear

cirveuits tee =~ 1g ¢f a statisticdnature. Theoretically,

unlite {lz trigonometric input, which must be varizd cover the

sntire ronge of frequencies, it is 2 single statistical ensemble

of in utes wiles cen ke used for all trinsducers. It is

known as the shot-eifect. Shot-effect gensrotors are

well=Colined pilecse of SEPTETANY. wie e physical existence
ag inctrumentes, and aay(vs ordered {from the catalogues of
several houces cf slsciricale-instrument nator)

SEE 00000 eee

1. Let me explain here what a shot-effect flow of electricity is. Electricity
does not flow continuously, but in a flow of charged particles, each with the |same charge. In general, these do not flow at fixed intervals, but with a |
random distribution in time, which superimposes on the steady flow fluctuations
which are independent for non-overlapping intervals of time. This produces
2 noise with a uniform distribution over frequency. This is often a disadvantage
and limits the message-carrying power of the line. There are, however, cases
such as the present, where these irregularities are just what we wish to produce
ind there are commercial devices for producing them. These areknown as
shot-effect generators.
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ono which we use ag ur calibration

, Ler nune-ainear trongdducers.

Lize output of a transducer excited by a given input

message 1s a mesgage which depends at the came time on the

lnput meesage and on the transducer itself, Under the most

usual clrcumstances, a transducer is a mode of transforming

messages, and our attention 1s drawn to the output message

as a transformation of the input message. However, there

are circumstances, and thece chiefly arise when the input

negsage carries oo minimum of Information, when we may

concelve the information of the output message as arising

chiefly from the transducer itself. Fo input nmossage mey be

conceived os containing less information than the random

flow of electrons €onstituting the rchot effect. Thus the

outnut of a transducer stimulated by a rondon shot effect



may be concelved zs » message embodying the action ofthe

transducer.

J

aaoonntier of Tact, It embodisg the action of the

traneduccr Tor andyonosslble input nmoessose. This ie due to

the foot that over a finite time, there ig nn finite (though

small) possibility that the shot effect will simulate any

roselible meesopge within eny given finite degree of securacy.

Thus the citatistlcs of the messore avicing from a glven

transducer under a glven etandardiszsd stetistleal shot-cifect
input constitute an opsrative iimnge of the transducer, and
it is suite conceivable that they may be used for

reconstituting on equivalent transduezr, in another pihycslcal
: ) Aor risiiaissin, wllembodiment, ) MX So) Fwtbo ~~ : J

AshedTomRAJfCoDweBeesfuefpXoI
rafTeamep“Ts transducer «- the machine = eg instrument

-” aig rr ode Lo, » _— ; ao 4 1 o£ Sr Yo PJ 9 wy le 2and os nesgige - this suggests the sort of duslity vwiich

2 “ Li 1. A Ae samen i1 WO Soh ; “is so dear to the physlelgt, and ip exemplified by
- ho i do h = Rp nem - vm gd ty, ia " , Hone “3 5 - on gry reg &gt;duality between wave and particles. Acein, It sugcects that

= ny pa pm Se : . £9 ch BT ER 6 am ee wen ben ot } 3 wre By on obkL, J alternation of generations which is expressed by
LT 4, A A v _ he on Bee fd de cen ov Lm . ¢the hon nov = I dp not remember whether it wags Bernard

IAPSPETAINSI .

)
FY mgs —_— Yd or i” a lo py ode am Bn pen TT % wy ohShaws or Jamosl Butler's « thet » hen ic merely an egg's
rm or FY mie Tet om ey on FT on 40. oe dpm

way of noking snothey egg. The liver f1u¥e in the liver 4h
A oe nx ro Yar re LF dete yo Sg even oy Amen arlnd md 41 bs 4ig but anothar raaoe on Ske page QL Paragives WwilCil Lil Cette

ar gibi or 2 on —_ — . mr g Stu. VB a pepe gm Tm incertain pond snoile. Thus the mechine may generate the
py ”, PP... oy GE WR BE J EE STEN Ws fe po A eyes voy Te 5message, and the messoge may generste onother macinine.,

Thig is on ides with which I heve toyed before

that it is conceptually possible for s human being to be

cent over a telegraph line, Let me say at once that the

Jifficulties far exceed my ingenully to overcome them, and

that I have no intention to add to the present emberasement



of the rellroads by calling in the Americon

Telephone company zg a neW competitor. At present, and

porbaps for the whole existence of the humon proce, tlhe

den lg Inprogticable, Tub 1% io cob on thot zcecouns

inconeeivahle Gute apart from the difficulties of bringin
re

this noticn inte practice in tlhe cose of mon, 14 iz a

realizoble concept dn the cnoe ¢f the man-made machines of

a lower degree of cemplexdty. For this is precicely what
I an proposing as o method by which nen-linear tronsducsrs

mey reproduce themselves, The nesseges In which the

function of e given transducer may be embodied will =lod

embody &amp;ll those "sat embodiments of e transducer with the

same operative image, Among these tere is ot lezot one

embodiment with eo cesrtein gpecisl sort cf mechanical

structure, and it ig thic embodiment which I am proposing

to reconstruct fron the message whieh carries the operational
&gt;» HhTWEE Te po 2LIne ¥ 1: YEECE SLRS i TES OTM Yo ACoa OL 582 mocnine »

HE ey oot Fn} em be "he a qe 3 3 eb 3 ER NL Tos &lt; 5% 3nn deceribing the porticulser exbhoediment which I

shell choose fox the r L pagvery ofpihe machine fo be

reproduced, For thi uwegeription to be enything more than a

vague fantasy, 1t ruet be expregsed in mathematiczl terms,

&gt; end nmothematice is not a language to be unlerctood by theloss
™ Res ‘naral resder, for whom thie hook le dastined. I hove 0le

* ’ $

\erorer ready expreceed these idess in mathematical lopounsatTt, 80

Lo thet I have {ulfillel my duty to the specialist. If I leave

~ 1, ab MRS Gu
VL) |

Cy



the matter at ovat, I hall have done less than my duty for

the reader for whoge eyes this book is intended, T ehall

appesr to have asserted only some rotreidly empty c¢lalms,

Cn the other hend, a fall presentation of my idezs hare

would be utterly futile, Therefore I ehall confine myself

in this book to as rood = parsrhrase os I can meke of the

nethematice which ig the resl he-vrt of the retter.

Tven zt this I am efraid that the following rages

will be rough going. For those who wish to svold rough

going at any cost, I must warn them to gikip this port of the

text, T am writing them only for those whose curiosity is

gufficiently intense to induce them to rend on despite such

warnines,

T

Reader, you have received ths sitstutory warning,

and anything you say in derogation of the following text
&gt;

nnyvy of wom adem] een al “remy 3aT bea ne, i ina Rd tl *

“4 5 gq a, ’ a 2 a oe oy “3 en wrar TAIt is possible to pulbiply 2 machine, say a linear

transducer, by o constant, and to add two machines,

Remenber that we take the output of =» machine to he an

electrical potential, which we may suppose to he read on open

circuit, if we take advantage of the modern devices which are

tnown as eathode followers, By the ume of noftentiomsters,

and/or transformers, we can multiply the output of a

trensducsy by any constant, positive or nsgative. If we have

two or more separate tronsducers, we may 2adtnelr output

potentials for the same in-ut by arranging than in seriaos,

£0v6 ont  5 71 a comround device with zon out»ut eny eum of







the outputs of its component parts, each with an pppropriate

sositive or negative coefficisnt, fr

Le vis cg introduce into the analysis snd

synthesis of nochines the familiar notions of polynomial
- rn Bt 1 ans oy

develcpments ond ol series. T1800 t ions i Tzmiller in the

coee of tri gononstriofievelopuents and of Fourier series,

It remeins to give en appropriate repertory of competent

transducers for the formation of such a EqFLass and we shall
3 Top lf od vr “

p - ok - hae wy man od Pe. i Lr is y « p.; vs &amp; i". ” 5 ol 5have given a standard forn for the [AuplicaV¥ion é8 an

operative image,

cuch a stonderd repertory of elementary machines

for the approxim.te repregentaticn of 2ll machines to what

is in an eppropriote sense, any d&amp;reee of accursey, is

known to exict, To depcribe this in nathematicsl form

iz a motter of some degree of complexity; but for the

benefit of the strey mathematicion who may hepren to peruse

these pages, I shell soy thot for ony input message, these

Geviceg yleld producto of the Hermite rolymonialsinthe

Laguerre coelfllcicnts of the past of the input. This ig
Y 5 to pad A er ano ” nA QR. " od wy 3 yg LS 3 x i . - ireally quite as grecific and culte se complicated co it

SOUNES

here can one obtain these devices? Not at

present, I aw aelreld, as made-up devices in sn electriclants
BE one ag &gt;

supply house, but(they can be put together according to a
/ Tha £3 Cn om J PS ae eve» oh bE He I .

precise specifications, frem—s “stanece—and cavsoilgys £57 s
Fru £2 erin] enFen yr Cops acer srs ce A ( #%ec i ’ JR tor Se Tf

~ . \ 5 i ad % 3. nt . 7 2 IERend-resisbonecny bogs ther with\rmiitipl ivy which tske two Ye
 ES Wr SS AAP 2 :

i 2 2 3 Bn 2 a ¢ Lr »

potentials ag inputs, ond yield a notential whieh iz the
by uot rn or 2.7. . - - . _—— TI 3 a . - r-product of the two, Such devices are for sale on the

markets and if ther are comewhat coctlier than would be



. “BL K NY I 2 4, ve xdagireblec din vicw of the number of them needed, the
ta Lp, en Sf 3 . ; - - wy oe 1 ~ 2 . "wm 3Cevelepment of Invention moy bring the price downy and

 oy , ds 5 a od 2 \ oy wn RYmre Fe Eo Lo “ ‘onat ony rate, cxponse io not = coneilsrstic: of the come

 mon gm pe tp gg nT Tf Ben Bam ome bogmmn eT] iy 8 de emma gd 8 omen mnorier zo ponsibility., Sn extremely interesting drvice
Sa ty rpg intsspy”wll a J ; wat py opm am A ” Tom wp I ”of tule sowd, worsdng on plegceloctrice prineiples, Lian been

room zm od So We TonToon ogra ony Be on gn oof Th ag gop 5 pn on Tm gy (1) ey de dae CF nm ny enn a
made in the lahorstory of Deunio Getor'™, of the Imperisl

™ poy A EEL ey Sk my my od TTY po py hn an TY ym Rds Rn oY iCollege of Icolonce and PoclnclosTe Le ugse Lt for a device

2s +. 2 DLL. $3. a [—— Win oe, Tred rapt mn “r bic oowadlch ig different in ndy waye from that which I have

2 2 ny on od = antin td Sw A a em fl 2.7 meg gm ™ om gg 2 ) ;indiconted, but which lg also used for the analysis and

LY = hysynthesis of orbitermid pip ws pit! 7 i iSTOTT NachineS.

To return to tue particular devices 1 have

mentioned, they have three properties which noke them

gultable Tor the wnalysis znd synthesis of the general

machine, To hegpin with, they are a closed zet of
hon

machinzg. That ic, by combining (ith appropriate co

efficlzuts, we may approximate to any machine whatover.

Then they can be go proportioned as to he normal a the

senge that for oo random lmpuloe of uilt-statistical

strength they will give ocuputs of unit-statistiesl

strengtii. Lastly, they cre orthogonal. This means that

if we take any two, give them the same standordized ghobe-

gifect input, and multiply their cutputs, the nroduct of

theme cutpuis, avermazed over the ghot-effect statictics of

a13the] inputs, will be mero.

In a development of a machine in this form, analysis

ig os easy ze sylthesls.

thie form of a "black hox's

nat we ho a machine inSuppose that we hove

that is, a mechine nerforming a

Cs fy A tr) _J~ ee



definite sociable copeoriaticn ( one which dose not go into

spontangous oscillation) bub with an interasl structure
unaccesoible to we and whlch we Go nob knov. wet us ales

have a 'wolile box” Or @ moehlng with cuown structurs,

representing one of {tue terse in the development of ithe

black box, Ir ol two boxes Lave thelr input

berminale vititochod 10 the sume shot-ellTect feuerator, and

thelr cutputl terminals are attached (0 a multiplier which

multiplies toelir cutputs, the product of thelr outiuls,

averaged over {ie entire chot-egffect distribution of their

common input, will be the cceffisicnt of the white box in

the development ¢f the black box om oo sum of all the white

b [ep 42] £ gar - a £4 me wy ey , 2 — &amp; ; 2xe with appropriate coefficients,

To obtain this is geeningly imnossihle, as 1%

would appear to lnvolve the study of the system for the

entice stuotlievical range of shot-effect inrute. HOWeVar,

there le on inportent accgdent which enables us to clrcumvent

this difficulty. . There is a theoersn in mathematicsl rhycics

vhich enchles ug in certain cases to replace averares over

distributions with time aversges, nob in every single case,

but with the probability one. in the particular cose of the

shot effect, it nay be proved rigorously that theese conditions
the wa Horom

Cre fullfilled, Thus we may replace the average over the

entire ensemble of r¢seible ghot effects, nscessary to

obtain the coefficient of the white box in the develdpment

of the black box, by an averape over time, and we shall get

the right coefficient ith the prohvelility one, This,

theugh not theoreticelly a certainty, ic in nroctics

sauivelent to oo certainty,



Tor thie we nzed to he able to take oo time

averaze of a potential, Tueckily, apparatus for the obtaining

of such time everosse 1s wellwknown end essy to procure,

Tt corneicteenly of reclctancas, capacities, ond devicen
for mensuring retentiele, Thus our type of ¢ stem is

equzlly ueefrl for the analyeie and the eynthesie of

rochinss, If we uee it for the enslyels of machines,

and then vee the cone epparstus for the synthesis of a

machine sccording to this anelyels, we shell Lhiave re-
E - or Bos a, LEY 4 3.7 5 “ &amp; po —_—— Al Ty gh 2 3produced the crnerative image of th: machine,

110m ny : . - ; e v8 pal 0 A rn - aThig would soem ob first eight to luvelve oo human

intervention. However, it ls easy =~ much aogier than
Camg,

the analysis and oynt fesis themselves - to = the

readings of ths snslycis to appesr, not ag neagurenents on a

peale, but ao the coettinces of a number of potenticometeras

Tas, as for og the number of terms ovallebls and the

rrecigion of the enginesring technique permit, ve have made

cr unknown block Tox, by ite own opsration, transfer its

pattern of setion to gril box initizlly cepable of

noeuning ony pottern of setlon, This is Infect very

siniler to what cccurgs in the fundemental acd 3G Ho
rrcluetion of living matter. Here too, no gohritase

sepoble of ageuming o lerge number of forms, moleculer
Eiery4 om le a Jom dah od , ; ae . on ae NR, 3structures in thls enge, is coveped to aspune a portleular

form by the nresonce of a structure - oo molecule

which already possesssthls form,

FY pig 7 2, rg ny A sh gy oe A tad Fe Ln JE on nn 7 os 5m \ 1 opAOE WL pave preEsntel ToLS CLsculsion © Sou

!
men“1oe a od ary on rnmes An py mp he wn . mem 2 en mtr ry RR :maltiplying oyutens to nhilosophors and blochenssts, I have

 nw vrapiode ppd dol 3s i gi wo Ae EFT op he Ss dns 5, ’ -Lecen mat with the statement, "But the two »procesgess are
. ” : &gt; To . - ID po. FL Jy ~sntirely Aifferent? Any analosy batween Life ond thie none



 3 &amp;:
_a

} i x - a i3 we Vn or, ~~ : i.living must be nurely cuoapficial., Certainly the detnll of the
py 5 o a. kh » A " rr. ood ~ 3nrocesg of biological multiplication lg understood, and

2 ot - ov ene gd? k? ay oo J . » gi Sr ou ;hne nothing to do with the procens vhie™ you invols Tor the
WJ

- 2 LE nom |v 2 5mil Ednlin~tion of machinan,

Gn the ong hand, machines ore meds of irom ond

brasa, the finer chemical structure of which fas nothing

to do with thelr functions ae paris of =» machine, Living

matter, howvsver, are living “own to the finest rart: which

characterize thom os the sone sort of matter ~~ the

molecules, Thon too the swltiplieation of living matter

occurs hr oo well-described temrlate process, in which the

nucleic acids determine the laying dovm of the chain of the

zmino zedids, and thip chain 1s double, consistlag of 2 poe

of complimentary suirals. “hen these seporate, euch

rathe Woh u Ea? wd fos 2 a he= TREAT 8 m oa ooa Yd 1Lf ]ww 1+doy i {WB 4aden win 4!+11ANS xaS 4t 1 Su ou 1  +»a £ ; 3a FuLO 186 iF} Eanor 31 J TrNn YHA

po te wo Ln PI. 2 SA 2 pi um Vy soy 4congtitute tho double opiral of the originsl chain.”

it za Ge Lox o nli naor Lett Ihat[9 1wiS18 SS o RC "4 + “uy
a 87TYod J=na du ct 3% oo  Nn of

living matter io different in its Jetails from the process of

the reproduction of machinzg which I have sietched. As is

Indicatzd hy te work of Gahor, which I have already mentioned,

there nro other ways of making a machine voproduce itself;

and these, which ars less rigld than the one I have glven,

are nore liksly to bear o resemblance: to the rultislication

phenomenon in life. Living matter certainly hng a finé

structure more relevant to ite function and multiplication

then that of the parts of &amp; a iving nachine, though this may

2 5g oy ww on we a wy: 1 3 4% WE 1ioewey ma hi ne 3 £5 writ ichde Yn ey PVs on fh ey © a ox LIC al -no 43 hes LE SLwi of dai Nod 8s ir

 CTD den my inerats secon ing to theah i, HY LL wn ey % i» i gd oiote nhye 22 physies »

owever, even living systems are not {in all



 yi

= op1p

probabllity) living below the molecular level. Furthermore,

with all the differences between living systems end the

usual mechanical onss, it is presumpiuaus to deny that

systems of the one sort may throw some lignt upon systems of

ire other. Cre respect in wiodich T.ds may well be the case,

ig that of the mutual convertiblliity of spatial end functional

structure, on the cone hand, and of messages in tine, on the

other, Fhe template account of reproduction is manifestly

not the whole story. There must be some corumunication between

the molecule of genes and the residues to be found in the

putriegt fluld, and this communication rust have a dynemics.

1% ig quite in the spirit of modern rhysics to surpofse that

field phenomenon of a radiati¥e nature mediste the dyn-mic&amp;

of such communication, It will not do to stete categorically

that the processes of reproduction in the machine and in the

living being heave nothing in common,

Pronouncements of the kind often seem to cautious

snd congervative minds to be less risky than resh statements

of sznalogy. However, if its dangerous to assert an analogy

cn insufficient evidence, it is equally dengerous to reject

one without proof of its inconcequentislness, Intellectual

honusty is not the same thing as the refusal to assume an

intellectual risk, and the refussl even to consider the new

snd emotionally disturbing has no particular ethicsl merlt.

For the idea that God's, crentio® of man and the
» » » 4 # - AK aganimall, the besetting of living beings according to thelr

kind, ond the possible repigdduction of machines, are all
- «, ' :

rart of the same order cof rhenomene®, ig emotionally

iigturbing, Hott 20 Darwin's speculations on evolution and
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T hove mentioned the heredity of the machine ond

Darwin's en through noturel eseloeltiom in the sans

DENLETOT . For the gon€tlice which we ove ottnched to the

machine to bestho baols of a kind of evolution through

natural resrtron, we nust accountfo it doy variation ond
the inheritance of vearlationg, llowever, the type of

pach:ine genetics ihlen we suppose has room Tor both,

Variation occurs in tlhe Inocceurcer of the realization of
?

Lhe copying process whieh we have Jioiusrad 5 while the

sopthod machine exen 1ifTisd in our white Lox dg itesld
er “1 Vay | mm. aya gon ey ET [EoJ 3 4 wry To arg rp ses Ft 5SELL LSD 1a av Gah GLO. Ey BG LOR f aa Ehe Tren Tin Zea Indeed y

i. fo’ -, Ea
vs Ye isan ‘ 3 1,7 Br - | . ! fy ~ ;
2 Ve pm mn oF mn deT em mgd gy ~ A RN ffm ome - To, Mm pm AdGIRTON LL VLE ord ER 1 SUITE 3 the i 07 Ki re samhl So LTE

coBpEa on Be ov i, tg An ps Bsn Ae ” 2 P—_ Jae oy om ] 2 Ye,oriring? in operative imsge, hut not in ap-esrance, in the
oF

next cv tac the spatizl structure is vrezerved, ond the

renlics is = renlica in that ag well.

&gt;

Way WoL
3 Hreeess of copylng Waes

crinincel. That iz variotiong

in the heredldliy ore praserved, though they are subject do

a turther variation,
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of ao questioning glance. Now you are free, to dree your

wierd where destiny may lead youl

This type of mesiter mind is the mind of the

sorcerer in the full sense of the word. To this sort of

soreasver, not only the didetrines of the church give =

worning, but the agcurmulated commonesense of humanity, ne

aceuhuleted in legends, in myths, end in the writings of the

conscious literory man. All of these insidt that not only

le sorcery a sin leading to Hell, but it is = personal peril

in this life. It is ao two-edged sword, and sooner or later

it willl cut you deep.

In the Thousanil lights and a Wight, the tale of
the Pishermon and the Genie 1s well to the point, A

figherman, casting his nete off the coast of Palestine, pulle

up an earthen Jar sealszd with the Seal of Solomon. He

breaks the seal, amoke boils out of the Jer, and takes the

figure of on enormous Jinni, The Being tells him that he is

ong of those rebellious beings impriecnsd by the great King

Solomon that at first he hod intended to reward anyone who

liberated him with power and riches; but that in the course

of ages, he had come to the decision to slay the first mortal

he might meet, and above all the man who should bring him

freedon,

Fortunately for himeelf, the fichermon seems to

have been en ingenious fellow, with zo rich line of blorney.

He playe on the vanity of the Jinni, and persusdss him {to

show how such a great Being could have been confined in

such a small vessel by going back egain Into the jar. le

slang the sealed 118 on again, throws the vessel back into



the sea; and congratulating himself on his narrow escape,

lives happily ever after.

In other tales, the chief character foes not mve

so accidental an éncounter with magic, and either comes

even closer to the edge of catastrophe, or incurs utter

ruin, In Goethe's poem, The Sorcerers Apprentices, the

young factotum who ¢leans the Master's magic garments, sweeps

bis floors, znd fetches his water, 1s left along by the

sorcerer, with the command to £111 his water-butt. Having
a full portion of that| laziness which ig the true mother of
invention =~ it led the boy who tended Hewcomen's engine to

fasten the valve=siring which he was to pull to the crosg-

head, and so red to the idea of the automatic valve-gear =

the lad remembers some fragments of an incantation which he

has heard from his master and puts the broom to work

fetching water. This task the broom carries out with

promptness and efficiency, The water begins to overflow

the top of the water~butt, when the boy finds that he does

not remember the incantation which the magician has used to

stop the broom. The boy is well on the way to be drowned

when the maglelan comes back, recites the words of power,

znd gives the apprentice a good wholesome scolding.

Even here the final catastrophe is averted through

a gensex meehironm,  W,W. Jacobs, an Ffnglish writer of the
beginning of the present century, has carried the principle

to ite stark logical conclusion in a tale called The lUsnkey's

Paw, which 1s one of the classics of the literature of

terror.

In this tole, en English working family is sitting



down to dimmer in its kitchen, The son leaves to work

at a factory, ard the old parents listen to the tales of

their quest, a sergeant-major back from service in the

Indian army. He tells them of Indian magic, and shows

them a dried monkey's pawy which, he tells them, is a

talisman which has been endowed by an Indian holy man with

the virtue of giving three wishes to each of three

successive owners. Thls, he says, was to prove the

folly of defying fate.

He says that he does not know what were the first

two wishes of the first owner, but that the last one was for

death. He himself was the second owner, but his experiences

were too terrible to relate. He 1s about to cast the paw

on the coal fire, when his host retrieves it, and despite

all the sergeant-major can Bo, wishes for two hundred pounds.

Shortly thereafter there is a knocking at the door.

A very solemn gentleman ls there from the company which has

employed his son. As gently as he can, he bresks the news

that the son has been killed in an acccdent at the factory.

Without recognising any responsibility in the matter, the

company offées its sympathy, and two hundred pounds as a

solatiun,

The parents are distracted, and at the mother's

suggestion, they wish the son back again. By now it 1s

dark without, a dark windy night. Again there is a

knocking at the door. Somehow the parents know that it ls

their son, but not in the flesh. The story ends with the

third wish, that the ghost should go away.
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Ihe theme of all these tales ls the danger of

magic, This seems to lay in the fact that the operation of

magic 1s singularly literal-minded, and that if 4% grants oa
anything at all, it grants what you ask for, not what you :

EnSiId have asked for or what you intend. If you ask for

two hundred pounds, and do not express the condition that

you do not wish 1t at the cost of the life of your son, two

hundred pounds youri1l get, vhether your son lives or dies.

The magic of automatization, and in particular the

magic of an automatization in which the devices learn, may

bs expected to be similarly literal-minded, . If you are
playing a game according to certain rules andthe playing

machine is-set to play for victory, yeu will get victory

if you get anything at all, and the machine will not pjay
the slightest attention to any consideration except victory

according to the rules, If you are playing a war geme with

a certain conventional interpretation of victory, victory will
be ed at any cost even that of the extermination of your

oun slide, unless thie condition of survival/explicitly

contained in the definition of victory according to which

you program the machine.

This is more than sa purely innocent verbal fat.

Icertainly now nothing to contradict the assumntion that
russel end the United States, elther or both of then, are

toying with the idea of using machines, learning machines at

that) to determine the moment of Pushing the atomic-bomd button

which is the ultima ratio of this present world of ours,

For many years all armies have played war games,

end thess games have always been behind the times. It has



been sald that in every war, the gocd genersls fight the

last war, the bad ones the war before the last, That is,

the Tulse cf the war game never catch up with the facts ofAsa
the atboel pitwution.

This nas always been true, though in periods of

much war, there has alwaye been a body of seascned werriors

who have experienced war under conditions which have not

varied very repidly. These experienced men are the only

"war experts”, in the true sense of the word. At present,

there are no experts in atomic warfare; no men, that is,

who have any experience of a conflict in which both sides

have had atomic weapons at their disposal and have used them.

The destruction of our cities in atomic war, the demoraliw-

zation of cur people, the hunger and discase, and the incidental

destruction which well may be far greater then the number
of deaths from efrlosion and immediate fall-out) are known

only by conjecture.

amouwnHere those who conjecture the least 4 of

secondary damage, the greatest possibility of the supvieal;

of the nations under the new type of catastrophe, can and

do draw about themselves the proud germent of patriotism,
If war is utterly self-destructive, if a military

was loet sll possible sense, why then the Army and Navy have

lost much of thelr purpose, and the poor layal generale and

admirals, 1bs thrown out of work. The mieslle companies
will no longer have the ideal market where all the gords wedi

be used only once, and not remain to compete with other

goods yet to be made. The clergy will be cheated of the

enthusizem and exultation which goes with &amp; crusade. In
buchalaraten

short, when there is a war game to program &amp;b, there will be



many to forget lts consequences, to ask for the two hundred

prunds and to forget to mention that the som should survive,

While it is always possible to ask for something

other than we really went, this possibility is most serious

when the process by which ws are to obtain our wigh is

indirect, and the degree to which we have obtained our wish

is not clear until the very end, Usually we realise our

wlshes, in so far as we do actually dl hom y by a
Are SLL oF

feed-back proceds, in which we compare the “abteinnent cf
intermediate goals with our anticipation cof them, In this

process, the feed-back goes through us, end we econ turn

back before it is too late. If the feed-back 1s built

into a machine, which cannot be inspected until the final

goal is attained, the possibilities for catastrophe are

sreatly increasssd. I should very much hate to ride on the

first trial of an automobile regulated by photoelectric

feed-back devices, unless thers were gomewhers a handle by

which I could take over control if I found nyself driving
emack into a tree. Joo Ar

 ra “Ayenh be TAAresahemplaSemoet

The gedget-minded people often have the illusion

that a highly sutomatized world will make smaller claims on

humen ingenuity than does the r~resent one, and will take over

from us our need for difficult thinking jas a Roman slave who

wag also a Greek philosopher might have Hone for his master.

Thie 1s palpebly false. A goal-seeking mechanism will not

necessarily Seely cuz goals unless we design it for that
purpdeoe, andin) that designing. we must forsee 211 steps
of the process for which it is designed, instead of

exercising a tentative foresight which goes up to a certein

point, and can be continued from that roint on 28 new



Among those pe. sons who are supposed to be experts In atomic warfore
te x ~ LH

~- 7 " ar ] . . aoosend Wid arc considering the. poseibility of “its asutomatize ‘n, there seems

to be a great trust in what exe known 88 *

sngine riff provlens.. fa iieasfe devices have
example, if &amp; pump is to break down, 1t is often much better that it do

so by emptying itself of water than by exploding under pressure. When ve
&amp;y :

ave Tecing 2 particular underspod dsnger the fail-safe technique is legi-

timzte and useful. However, it 1s of very little value agalnst a danger

winse nature hes not been already recognized. If, for example, the danger

13 ap ewenswsP one to the human race, éxtermination, only a very
tnt A 2d &gt; Ap Pn “dy

} 2 1 Ta 2 sch A 1 .cereful study of society will exhibit it asp dangers, Dangerous contlngenclél
an z

of this sort do not bear a label on thelr face. Thus the fall-sefe tech=-

nique, while it may be necessary to avold a humen catast™hy, can most

emphatically not be regerded as a sufficient preceution.
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difficulties arise. The penalties for errors of foresight,

great es they are now, will be enormously increased as

\

auntomatization cones inka dite Men -

As engineering technique becomes more and more able to achieve human

purposes, it must become $51and more accustomed to formulate human
purposes. In the past, a partial and inadequate view of human purpose has
been relatively innocuous, only because it has Bperlpoacipupios by technical
limitations which made it difficult for us to perform operations which involved
a careful evaluation of human purpose. This is only one of the many places where

human impotence has hitherto shielded us from the full destructive impact of

human folly. |

seus 4%e With a high deathrate (and above all, a high

infant deathrate), and a medicine of very little effective-

ness, the Individual human life was of the greatest value,

and it wos appropriate to FASE Apo ug.to be Fruitful ando fr os md

multiply. The de pressures’ En of gravity,
bo which our muscles, bones and tendons are always attuned.
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Similarly,in the absence of hunger, overproduction

of food, purposelessnessg, and en attitude of waste and

squandering become serious problems. Improved mddicine

ls one factor contributing to overpopulation, which is by far the

most gericus danger which confronts mankind The cld maxims
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difficulties arise. The penalties for errors of foresight,

great as they are now, will be enormously increased as

automatization comes inte ite full use

+ the past, humanity has ficed mouy

dangers, these haves been much 10 handle, becouse

in many cases peril offered itself from one side only, In

an age where hunger is the great threat, there is safely

1a en Increased production of food, and not much dopger

from it. With a high deathrate (and sbove all, a high

infant deathrate), and a medicine of very little effective-

ness, the individual human life was of the greatest value,

and it wes appropriate to enjoin upon uas.to ho Seprien and
multiply. Thege pressure ff ssure of gravity,

so, when our muscles, hones and tendons are By sijuned,
.=x — .

SoaBT2 @ «1 the weightlessness which is imposed

upon us in a space vehicle, this one~directional constant

force, upon which we count so much in our dally life, is no

more present. The traveller in such a space-~vehlcle must

have hondles to which to cling, squeeze~bottles for his

food and drink, various directional suxilisries from which

he can judge his position; and even at that, though it now

appears that his phydfology will not be too seriously Eg

affected, he may scarce”'* . as comfortable as he would like,

Similarly,in the absence of hunger, overproduction
of food, purpcselessmness, and an stiltude of waste and

squandering become serious problems. Improved médicine

th

ls one factor contributing to overpopulation, which ia by far the
Le omen

most eeriosus danger which confronts mankindes The old maxima
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by which humanity has lived so long

saves 1s a penny gained" - are no longer to be taken as

velifa without question,

I have been to dinner with a group of doctors

they were talking freely among themselves, and they were

sufficiently self-confident not Ye be afreld of saying

unconventldnal things ~ they began to discuss the

posslbl’ 7 ¢? a radical attack upon the degenerative

14 age. They did not consider it as

ttack, but rather looked forward to the

day =~ povheops not too far in the future - when the time

of inevitable death should be rolled back, perhaps into the

indefinite future. | : 51, 4 } bes YF Se?

I am not seying that they were right in this

conjecturef and I am quite sure that they would not claim it

to be more then a conjecture, but the weight of the names

supporting it - there w:g a Nobel leurcate present, was
bos kroat to allow me to reject the sugmestion out oF Fes
consoling as the suggestion may seem at firet sigh

reality very terrifying, and shove all for the d

if one thing 1s clear, it is that humenity as euch could not

long survive the indefinite prolongation of all lives which

come into belng, Not only would the non~gelf- patholo

part of humanity come to outweigh the part on which its

continued existence depends, but we should be under such a
TT Wem ha,

perpetual | debt to ther Fant that we ghould be totslly un-

prepared to face the new problems of the future.

a

is in

For

It is unthinkable that 211 lives should he

prolonged in an indiscriminate way. If hovever there exists
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the poeelbllity of indefinite prolongation, the termination

of a life or even the refusal or neglst to prolong it

involves a moral decision of the doctors. What will then

become of the traditional prestige of the medical profession
as priests of tie battle against death end as ministers of

mercy? I will grant that there are cages even st present

when doctors quallfy this mission of theirs end decide not to

prolong ao ucelegs and miserable life. Thay will'mfuse to

tie the umbllical cori of a monster; or when an old man

suffaring from an inperable cancer falls victim to the "old

man's friend” hypostatic pneumonia, they will grant him the

easier death rather than exact from Bie 10s 400 meagure of
palin to whieh survival will condemn him, “(Mute ig done

quidly ed decently, and it is only when some incontinent
fool blabs Ahat the courts and the pepere zre full of the

talk of "euthenasia®,

But what if such decisions, instead of being rare

and unmenkioned, will have to be made, not in a few special

cases, but in the case of almost every death? What 1f every

patlent comes to regard every doctor, not only eg his savior,

but hie ultimate executioner? Can the doctor survive this

power off goo and evil that wiil be thrust upon him? Can
mankind itself survive this new order of things?

It is relatively eaey to promote geod and to fight
zvil when evil and geal are against one another in

two clear lines, and when those on the other side are cur

vnguestlioedenemies,those on cur side | our trusted allies.
What, however, if we must ask, each time in every situation,

where is the friend and where the enemy? What, moreover,

vhien we have pat the decision in the hande of zn inexorable



magle or wi ~dexorable machine, od = Ti}! &lt; the

right questions in advances, without f2lly understanding
the operations of the process by which they will be

sngwered? Can we then be confident in the acticn of the

lonkey's Pow from which we have requested the grant of the

two-hundred pounds?

Wo, the future offers very little hope for those

who expect that our new mechanical slaves will offer us
{1 Lorton rol

a world thichich we may rest from thinking. Help us they

may, but at the cost of supreme demands upon our honesty

and our intelligence. The world of the future will be an
l

ever-nore demanding struggle egainst the limftations of our

intelligence, hot a comfortable hammock in which we can lie

down to be walted upon by our robot-slaves.

form,

Thus one of the great future problems which we

mast face is that of the relation between men and the machine,

of the functions which should properly be assigned to these

two srencies. On the surface, the machine has certain

clear advantages. It is faster in its section end more

uniform, cor at lecst it can be made to have these properties

if 1t is well designed, A digitel computing machine can
accomplish in a day or body of work which would take the full

efforts of a team of comruters for a year, and it will

ascorplish this work with a minimum of blots and blunders.

On the other hand, the human being has certain

non-negligible zdvontasges. Apart from the Tact that any



sensible man would. consider the piiboses of man os paramount

Intthe relations between man and the machine, the machine is

fir less complicated than man, and has A far less scope in the
variety of its acticons. If we consider the neuron of the

grey matter of the brain as of the order 140€0,000 of a

cubic millimeter, and the smallest transistor obtainable at

present as of the order of a ecuble millimeter, we shall not

have Judged the situation too unfavorably from the point of

view of the advantage of the neuron in the matter of smaller

bulk, If the white matter of the brain is considered

equivalent to the wiring of a computer circuit, end
neuron as the functional equivalent of a transistor, the

computer equivalent to a brain should occudy eo sphere of

something like thirty feet in diameter. Actually, 1% weunld

be impossible to construct B computer with enything like the
relative closeness oh he rnin, and any computer with
powers comparable with the brain would have to occupy a

falr-sized office bullding, if not a Shy SerapeT. Rearive A
out the fact they the designing of the covhie dons of 50 vast

¥ Yay ar skoa ee an eae
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least the mechanical computers of the present day, are very

nearly incepable of programming themselves, Yet in poems,

In novels, in raintings, the brain seems do find itself zble

to work very well with mterial which any computer would have

to reject do Lrvnlen



sensible man would, consider the priposes of man es paramount

Intthe relations between man end the machine, the machine is

fr less complicated than man, and has A far less scope in the
variety of its actions. If we consider the neuron of the

grey matter of the brain ans of the order 1/00¢, 000 of a
cubic millimeter, and the smallest transistor obtainable at

present as of the order of a cubic millimeter, we shall not

have judged the situation too unfavorably from the point of

view of the advantage of the neuron in the matter of smeller

bulk. If the white matter of the brain is considered
equivalent to the wiring of a computer circuit, end he

neuron as the functional equivalent of a transistor, the

computer equivalent to a brain should occudy ao sphere of

something like thirty feet in diameter. Actually, 1t wonld

be impossible to Se A computer with anything like the
relative closeness onthe brain, and any computer with
powers comparable with the brain would have ‘to ocoupy a

falr-glized office building, if not a skyseraper. Leaving A
out the fact thy the designing of the cophect ions of ol veo
a computer isfar beyond our present bufan ppestbiitesRET, BAe yy badlad rie RaW on iL
is impoentiie hot bo-sxpact ret ite : aT “Have some
advantages corresponding fo its enormous operational gleelsn

~S——

Chief among these advantages would seem to be the

abllity of the brain to handle vague ideas, as yet imperfectly

defined, In dealing with these, mechanical computers, or at
least the mechanical computers of the present day, are very

nearly incepable of programming themselves, Yet in poems,

in novels, in raintings, the brain seems to find itegelf able

to work very well with material which any computer would have

bo reject &amp;-
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which I beldng.

principle, and which reslly makes use of cybernmetical ideas.

Let us suppose that a man has lost a hand at the

wrist, He hes lost a few muscles which serve chielly to

spread the fingers and to bring them together again, but the

greater part of the muscles which normally move the hand and

the fingers sre still intact in the stums of the forearm.
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Render unto man the things which are man's and

unto the computer the things which are the computers. This

would seem the Intelligent policy to adopt when we em loy

men and computers together in common undertakings, It ie

iN

LU of;

a policy as far removed from that of the gedget-worshipper

ag 1t is from the man who sees only blasphemy and the

degr@dation of man in the use of eny mechanical adjuvants Seo
thought whatever, hat we may # pect in the Future #31 be/ the Giseng of an i of A 1nvolfing

/ both human and Mechanical elepients, unprejhdiced by either
‘amechanical’or anti mechanical bige

Une place where we can end do use such mixed

yetems 1s in the désign of prostheses, of devices which me-

place limbs or demaged sense-orgens. A wooden leg is a

mechanical replacement for a lestleg of flesh and blool,

snd a man with a wooden leg represents a system composed

both of mechanical and humen parts.

Perhaps the classical peg-leg is not interesting,
as 1% replaces the lost limb» only in the most elementary way,

nor is the limbeshaped wooden leg much more interesting.

tiowever, there ls some work being done, op arsifieisl limbs
in Russia, in the United States aswell, by a group to

which I beldng. This work is much more interesting in

principle, and which really makes use of eybernetical ideas,

Let us suppose that a man has lost a hand at the

wrist. He has lost a few muscles which serve chielly to

epread the fingers and to bring them together again, but the

greater part of ithe muscles which normally rove the hand and

the fingers sre still intact in the stump of the forearn,
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ihen they are contracted, the¥move no hand and fingers, but

they do produce certain electrical effects known as action

potentials, These may be picked up by appropriate electrodes,
and may be amplified and combined by trensistor elrcults,

They may be made to control the motions of an artifical hand

through electric motors, which derive thelr power through

appropriate electric batteries or accumulators, but the

signals which control them are sent through ke transistor
circuits, JM cerned ue hoo eT wh |
iy fof po, Borba PVR

Such artificial hands have already been made in

Russia, and have even permitted some hand-amputees to go

back to effective work, This result ls faelllted by the

circumstance that the same nervous signal which wag effective
in producing a muscular contraction before (medamputation,
will still be effective in controling the Thtor moving the

artificial hand. Thus the learning of the use of these hands

is nade nuch easier and more natural.

Gp pach
However,(anartificialhandcammot feel, snd the

hand is 29 much an organ of touch as of motion, But wait,

why can artificial hand not feel? It is easy to put

pressure goges into the artificial fingers, end these can

communicate electric impulses to a suitable circuit, This

can in its term activate devices scting on the living skin,

say the skin of the stump. For example, these devices may be
vibrators. Tid we can produce a vicargous sengation of

touch, end we may learn to use this to replace the missing .

podermhy pees he Padai otis foals is 6G
y

2 ”m &amp;- ]
Thus there 1s a new engincering of prothesis; possitk,

and it will involve the construction of systems of a mixed



nature, involving both human and mechasnieal partd.

However, this type of enginsering need not be confined to

the replacement of parts which we have lost, There 1s a

proothesls of parts which we do not have and which we never

hove had. The dolphin propels itself through the water

by its flukes, and avolds obstacles by listening for the

reflections of sounds which it i4sell omite, That is the

provellor of a ship but an artificial palr of flukes, or

the depth-gounding epparstus bul a vicarious Frans} = Wo fume,

serge ant sound-emdtting aparatus like that of {the dolphin?

The wings znd jet engines of an alrplace replace the wings

of the eagle, and the radar its eyes, while the nervous

system which combines then is eked cut by the automatic

nilot and other such navigation devices,

Thus human-nechanlcal systems have a large

practical field in which they are useful; but in come

situtions, they are indispensable, We have already seen

that learning machines met act sccording to some norm of good

performance, In the case of game-playing machines, where
the permiocible norris ares orbitrarily soteblished in

advance, and the objedt of the goume lg to win by a series of

permissible rules according to a strict convention which

leternines winning or looelng, this norm creates no problen.

However, there ore many activities which we should like to

improve by leuraling processsges in which the success of the

activity is itself to be Judged by a critericn involving human

beings, and in which the problem of the reduction of this

sriterion to formal rules is for from sany.

Lv Pleld in which there is a great demand for

automatizatlon, ond a great possible demand for learning
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automatization, is that of mechanical transldtion. In view

of the present metastable state of internstional tension, tle

United States and Russia are filled with en equal and

oprogite necessddty for each to find out what the other lis

thinking and saying. Since there is a limited number of

competent human translators on both sides, each side is

exploring the possibilities of mechanical franslation., This

has been achieved after a fashion, but neither the literary

qualities nor the intelligibility of the products of these

translations have been sufficient to exclte any great
Yrs A ~~ Ph Vide it nt " - . dlomtag

enthusiasm on either r-xt, TNT TTVomt EF raritn dren * rth Jah) 7Asa TAL Ag OF aa
4 eH At TERY, &amp; Me oe’ "3 | 1 pp Ck ae i

5 seit wl Abd . 4 em the nokurs hy 4 LF mL a
Ferhaps the most promising way of mechanlelng

translation ig through a learning machine, Fer such a

machine to function, we must have a firm criterion of a

good translation. This will involve one of two thingss

either a complete cet of objectively applicable rules,

determining when o translation is good, or come sgency which

is capeble of apflying a criterion of good performance apart
from such rules,

The normal criterion of good translation is

intelligibility. The people who read the language into

which the translation 1g made rust obtain the same impression

of the text as that obtained from the criginzl by people

understanding the language of the original, If this criterion

may bs a little difficult to apply, we can glve ong wiaich 1s

nscossary of not sufficient, Let us suppose thal we have
two independent tronslating machines, say cne from Inglichinto
Danich and the other from Danish into inglishs Then ao text

in Inaelish has besn transloted into Danish by the first



machine, let the second translate it back into Inglish,

Then the final transiltlion must be regignirzably equivalent

to the ori insl, by a person acquainted with Ingllisih,

It is conceivable that a set of Tormal rules be

given for such a translation so definite that they can be

antrusted to © machine, and wo perfect that it will be
suiTicisnt for 2 translation to accord with these rules

to be satisfactory according to the criterionthich we have
siveng I do not believe that linguistic science is so far

andvenced as to make 8 set of rules of this sort practicable,

nor that there is any prospect of its being so advanced in

the predicetibls future. Short of this @tote of effairs,

a tronslating machine will have a chonce ol ervor. IT any

important considdération of action or pdicy is to be determined

by the vee of a translatilon machine, a small error or even a

small chance of error may have dipproporiionally lorge and

serious consequences,

It seems to me that the best hope of a reasonable

gatislantory mechanical {ranslation is to replace a pure

mechanien, at least at first, by oo mechanicf-humen system,

involving as critic an expert humon translator, to teach 1t

by emcrcises ag a schoolteacher instructs human puplls,

Perhaps at come later stage the memory of the machine may

have absorbed enough human instruction to dispense with later

human participation, except perhuops for a refreshér course now

znd then, In this wey the mochine would develop linguistic

maturity.

Such a gehen would not eliminate the need for a

tranalation-office to have otiachzd to it on expert linguist



~maay talked about the need in translating machines
ir oN

and other machines to, achieve &amp; human purpose, of. the human being as

Re

censor and critic. stowver, once the human being is available as part

of the system, our real problem is the optimum use of the amet pe ing Ix

not merely as oensor buy in other ways for achieving the best realization

of an overall purpose. This means wemust consider the human being and

the mechanical parts as equally Ara Linle Te, seiievs a goal ix which a

certain minimum accuracy of translation is necessary as we'll as a minimi-
: Sw

zation of the cost either in money or in more human “egnsiderations of which

the expense will play a part. For example, a translating machine might
present mechanically not a single translatiop’but a number of*alternative
translations of each sentence which lie within the grammatical xukeEs

"ag,# ] Ld &lt;n
and lexicographical rules,.Then the&lt;human censorship eew¥d be applied

EN
Os
[&gt;

not merely to a unique mechanices translation but to the selection of the

mechanical translationg whigh best fits the sense, This is not the only

way in which the human eXement could be applied beyond the criticism of a

unique mechanical translation, but it is avery important example of such

use of a human e}eément. Thus we could use mechanical aids as an intrinsic

part, but no} an exclusive part of the final learning system selected.
~ ~ So

This problem is difficult but it corresponds An fact more effectively to the

human, heeds than the selectiomof4§ing}étranslatingmachine:TIthink
 ee ry . AU Ab hy I fbn

that™such-e-procedure 1s possible and-sensible. Thig«leads-me-tora Ce,
Abaania, x Fang? Cn om oh Gen TA yma =) v ToL FetBogmST  aa Fats gL gods ,

consideration-ef the operational probgem of invention jhich has been
discussed with me by Dr. Gordon Raisbeck of A, D. Little, Operationally,

bil Bkpane tvs
we must oonsider an invention not only )what we cen invent, but how the

invention will be used in a human context. The second part of the problem

is often more difficult than the first and has a less closed methodology.



We _must-considernotonlywhethertheinvention -can be made but how it

can be used andwill-beused.Thusweareconfronted with a problem of

jevelopment which is essentially a learning problem, not purely in the

mechanical system but in the mechanical system conjoined with society.
whe So LT en

This is definitely a case the problem of the best joint use

of machine and man.

A similar problem which is also a very pressing one is that of the

use and development of military devices in conjunction with the evolution

of tactics and strategy. Inr-etherods the operational problem cannot

be separated from the auvtomatization problem.
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I tave-just mentioned-the-need. in systems to..achiewve -human-purposes
Lo

of havimr-s critic sensitive to human values, , However, if the human element

is to come in as the critic, it is quite reasonable to introduce the human

element in other stages, too. Fer-exampley kn a translation machine it is

by no means essential that the mechanical element of the machine give us a
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single complete translation. Ft can give us a Zorge number of alternative\é Ly % FA (Hen Cot fe Se Cot it For he A2 Ac
translations for individual ores] iat itic the highlyranslations for indévidual sentences)and leave to the critic the highly ~~

(eee Fos creel [eC C Frit di ve woes Lr cto, wl He f FATE
responsible task of assembling-these-sentences.| There is no needwhatever Ce

Te
why the use of the machine in translation should leave the formation of a

complete closed translation to the machine even in the sense that this translatior

is to be improved by a criticism as a whole. Criticism may begin at a much

earlier stage.

What I have said about translating machines will apply tmx with
- - \ fromeequal thie. br_even-greater force to machines webs medical diagnosis. x The.

'méekEne may help us pick out elements which the doctor will use in diagnosis

but there is nof need whatever that it should complete the diagnosis without
Tibor Hse . flac? [bio Loerie2"oshathe doctor. Thissort-eferigididy111dmédical mbchine is 1ikel¥y to produce

imr~4ime much ill health and many deaths,
Vie,

. + Not only 1? this problem of adapting the machine to the present

.  State—efwork. dn-berms ‘of the intelligence of the translator or the doctor
@ Agendas View”

(one WHICH must be faced atia.giyen time, but it is one which must be faced
again and again. The growing state of the arts and sciences means that we

 uv

cannot be content to assume the uhm all-wisdom of any single epoch.This is
Pr JT lf

verhaps most clearly true in _.__ ., controls and the organisation of #~
£4 J

learning systemsef politics. In a period of relative stability if not in
53 ii

the philosophy of life, in the actual eircumstangessuhich rE ey, soc
\ TA (BRE ctiest an © J

in the world about us, we can safely ignore new danse oy such asjthe population

explosion, the atomic bomb, the presence of a widely extended medicine. and
xP Toh Ay [I Ts : etn “tv wl rt Coed Noda ST Sr, edi Eph as &gt;

50 on. Any—evbimisation.will sooner or lafer.need to.take-these pe -Bier soll vo, i yf eo om ¥ Lo



phenomena into account. Homeostasis, whether for the individual Rmx

or the race, is something of pdch the ery basis must .be reconsidered
ro Bong ie hE

PTE me totine. - This means§ as I have said in an article for the
Te Stn

Voprosy Filosofbi in Moscow, that science for expe is an importantA hoe

contribution to the homeostasis of the community, but a contribution the

basis of which must be assessed anew every generation qr, sq. Here let me¥ Te Bm, Te

remark that both the Eastern and the Western homeostasis,isbeingmadewith

the intention of fixing permanently the concepts of a period which is now

long past. Marx lived in the hiddle of the first industrial revolution and

ve are now well into the second one. Adam Smith belongs to a still earlier

and more obsolete phase of the first industrial revolution. Permanent

noemostasis of society cannot he made on a rigid assumption of a complete

permanence of Maxxianism nor can it be made on a similar assumption con-

/
cerning free enterprise and the profit motive. It is not the form of

the- rigidity which is particularly deadly so much as the” rigidity itself

whatever the form...
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It seemed to me important to say something in the-Voprosy Filosofii

article which would emphasize the hogfmpstatic function of science and would

at the same time protest against the rigidity of the social apolication of

science both in Russia and elsewhere. When I sent this article to Foprosy

Fidbsofii, I anticipated that there would be a strong reaction to my attitude

toward rigidity; in fact, my article was accompanied by a considerably longer

article pointing out the defects of my position from a strictly Marxist

standpoint. I have no doubt that if my original paper had been first

published over here, I would have had a similar and almost equal reaction

from the standpoint of our own prejudices which if not as rigidly and formally

expressed are also very strong. The thésis which I wish to maintain is

neither pro- nor anti-communist, but anti-rigidity. Therefore, I am

expressing my ideas here in a form which is not too closely connected with an

evaluation of the difference between the dangers which lie in these parallel

but opposed rigidities. I which I have wished to stree is that the

difficulties of establishing a really homeostatic regulation of society is

not to be overcome by replacing one set pattern which is not subject to

continual reconsideration by an equal and opposed set pattern of the same

sort.



whose abllity and judgment could be trusted. It would,

or at least it might, enable him to handle a considerably

larger body of translation than he could without mechonienl

nselstance. This, dn my mind, is the best that we can hope

of mechanical translation.

&amp;
{ + ar For the more general question of lesrning machines,

8 between those the checker mechineswhich mey be

programmed in a completely mechanical way, and those dike

the translation machine;which need the intervention of a

buman expert as arbiter, 1t seems to me that the uses for

the latter sort greatly exceed those for the former sort.

loreover, remember that Intthe game of atomle warfare, there

are no experts!

JIL

weijnave accomplished the task of showing many

valid analogies between certain religious statements and

the phenomena studied by cybernetics, and we have gone

reasonably far in showing low oybernetic ideas may be relevant

tote moral problems of the individual, There remsins

another field in whlch cybernetic ideas may be applied to

problems with an ethical aspect: the cybernetics of society

sud the race.

aProm themn the very ye orYE de 5 0S og0 ie LEE ofginnin ry interest iceregy in

cybernetics, I hove been well aware that the considerations

of coatrol and of communication which I hove found cprlicadble

In engineering and in physiology were zlco appliccble in
sociology end in economics, However, I have deliberately
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refrained Irom emplasifing these Tizlds on much as the

ethers, ond here cre ny reocsons for this course.

Cybernetics 1s nothing if 11 ic not methematical, if not

in esee then In peosge. I have found mathemotical

soclology and mothenmaticsl economies or econometrics

suffering unier a misapprehension of what is the proper use

of mathemstice in the coclial science and of what io to de

sxpected from mathematical technicues, and T have

deliberately refrained from giving advice which, as I wag

convineed, would be bound to lead to no flocd of suporficial
wy Pot| ty 2 ~ ) 3 Toand ill-considered work.

Hethamotiezl physles Lies come to he ono of the

great triumphs of modern times, ' It io only during this

centrey, however, thot the task of the mothemotical

physicist has come to be properiy undersiood, more espscizlly

in 1ts relation to the task of the experimental physicist.

Untll the critical years from 1900 to 150%, it was generally

congldered that the main repsrtorypf the ideas of mathematle
cal physics had been complzted with the work of Newton;

that time and space, mass and momentum, force and energy

were ideas grounded once for sll; and that the future task of

physics would consist in melking models in terms of these

notions for phenomena which had not yet been reduced to

hese terms,

wlth the work of Tlanck end of Finstein, 1%

became clear that the task of the physicist was not so

single, The cetdgories of | hysied were seen not to have

been lald down once for zll at the beglmniigsol the

eighteenth century, snd the task of the physicist \nes now
to be placed back of the VWewtonimn concepts, to bring our
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The success of mathemetliesl physiles Lodf the
social scientist to he jealous of ite rower, without cuite

vnderatonding the intellectual attitudes which had contribu

ted to this power. The use of mathemntical formless had

accompoiled the development of the natural sciences, and

become the meds in the social seiences, Juet ar primitive

peoples adopt the Western modes of modern denntionnlized

clothing and of parliamentaXion, cut of =o vacve feeling

that these neglc rites and vestments will at once put them

abreast of modern culture and technique, so the economists

hove developed the habild of dressing up thelr rather

imprecice 1deme in the language of the infinitesemal

colours,

In deing t 1s, they show sgezrcely more diserimina-

tion than the natives of the Congo in their new

rites. The mathematles whieh they employ, and the

mathematical physics which theyuse ag their model, ave the

mathematics and the mathematical physics of 1850. An

sconomatriciaen will develop an elaborate and ingenious

Siaeory of demand and surpnly, lunventories and unermmloyment,



end the like with a relil’ve or total indifference to

the methor Jisive quantities are observed
 aly? Eh Ea WLLLwodoalrest WEE pr
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respect with whic. ; physicists of a less sophisticated

age treated the concepte of the lewtonian physics. Very

few cconometricians are aware that if they sve to imitate the

procedure of modern physics and not lis mere appesrances, a

mathemeticyl economics must begin with &amp; critical sccount of
a Aenelakaling

these MOTIThS and the means adopted for collecting and

neasuring then.

£2

Difficult ee 1% is to collect good physical data,

1% is far more Cifificult to collect long runs of economicfor

social data eo that the whole of the run shall have a uniform

significantq The data of the production of steel, for

instance, ciange their significance, not only with every
po ontion widen changes the technique of the steelemaker,

but with every soclzl and economic change affecting business

and indudtry of large, and in particuler, with every

technique changing the demend for steel or the supply and

nature of the competing materials. For example, aven

the first skyscraper made of sluminiwm instesnd of steel
Com od Wr

will/effect the whole future demand for structural steel, as
the first dlescl ship did the unquestioned dominance of the

stoanchin.

 yw LT vy op vn ou A CRPTIALS  typial a 41 "Toug the economic game ls a gome where the rules

are subject to loportant reviclong, say every ten years, and

bears an unconforitables resemblance to the Lueents croquet

seme in lice in onderlend, which I have dresdy mentioned.
ng } 1 4 Lh) ; 2Under the circunctences, it ls hopeless %o give ke. precise a

measuremn:znt to the guaatities which occur in it, To develop



what pérports to be precise values to such essentially

vague quantities ls neither useful nor honest, and any

pretense of epiying precise formulae to ti.ese loosely de-

fined quantities 1s a shan and a waste of tine.

lieve some recent work of fiendelbrett-is much to

the reint. He has shown that the éntimate way in which

the commodity market is both theoretically and practically

subject to rendom fluctuations srrivirg from the very

contemplation of its own irregularities ig something much

wilder and nuch deeper then has been supposed, and that

the usual continuous approximaticns to the dynamics of the

market must be applied with much mere caution then has

usually been the cage, or not at «ll,

Thug the soclal sciences cre sn bad proving-ground

for tie ideas of cybernetics - Tar worse than the biological

selences, where the runs are made under conditions which are

far nore | unifcrm on thelr own proper Senile of “tdme. | for

human belngs as physlolegical structure re olenged very
little since the stone age, and the life .

contalns many years over which the physiological conditions

change slowly and predictably, ull in all, This Goss not

mean, however, that the ideas of cybernetics are not

applicable to soclology and economics. It means rather

that theses ldeas should be tested in engineering and in
biology, before they ere applisd to so formless efrie1a.

Under these cautions, the familiar analogy of the

body politic to the body of the individual is a Justifiable

and &amp; ugseiul one. It is to the body politic that many

congideraticns of ethics must apply, and to that part of



religion which is essentially a paraphrase of ethics.

VITY

In the cummer cf 1960, I was in Moscow, as a guest

at the international congress on Automatizmatlion and Control.

During my stay I was invited to attend a meeting of the

editorlal board of VoPrasii Piloscfii, that periodical to
which a general supervision of Marxian ideas is intrusted,

and of dialectic materialism. At the meeting, the

2ditors asked me to write an article on Sclence and Society.

I consented, being fully aware that anything which I should

write would not conform to the canons of Maxist orthodéxy.

In this 1 was not diepppointed, for the article which Isent

thiem in reply was published in 1961 with a rejoinder three

times as ldng az ny article itself, Needless to say, it

was severely critical of my views, and of what it called hy

Capitalist background”, although 1% was personally not un-

friendly and well within the limits of polite criticiem.

It 1s this article which furnishes the theme of the

latter part of the present book, for I think it has a clear

relation %o the problems of ethics and religion which sre

my theme here,

(4)



Wy thesis was that the scelal function of sclence

is homostatlc., This is a term employed by Walter Cannon’?

for an idea which goes back to the French physiologist
Ronda

Bernard, In the work which he dld in the niddle of the

lest century) Homagastaslg iz the msaintennnce in the
 AF

intermal ~nykolony of the individual and in his relation to

his environment of the very narrow dynanlesl equilibrium

whilch alone makes continued life possible, Por it w=2 pointed

out early in the nreseant cently hy Lawrence J. Henderson in
a book entitled, "The Fitness of the Invironment", (1) how

very narrow and restrictive are the conditions under which

1ife is at all possible, It needs the right amount of water,

the vist temperature ranges, the availshility of nitrogen, a
o% a oO ey 4 ye A ——~ Bh ohy reg [Cl ~ i » - - Hvery restricted range of hydrogen-ion concentration and

many other things begldes.

Many of these mi tters are regulated chenmleally,

hormones, and the like, but my more are

regulated through the narvous gystenm, In general it moy

ba said that the internal homeostasis of the body is

regulated by chemical means, and the homeostasis with

reepsct to the outer world through the nervous system, but

this would neglect the large role played ty the autonanic

nervous system =~ the sympathetic snd parasympathetic

zyatens - in the regulation of the internal functions of the

(1,



bodyg However, the central nervous system is chiefly

ocoupled in the homeostasis of mon and the lover animals su

vith respect to the outer world.
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at the broin ls to Td individusl.

iz 10 society and selence Is an essentizl cononent of

knowledge, It prepares us to face a lLiostile environment

and to turn 2 friendly one to cur own purposes, It is

throug’ selence andl ths technique whieh smbodies lotro
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survival 1s not a goal which is automatically evident at the

moment at which raecisions are taken which are essential for

continued SNrvival. Thus the normative values, whether
the individual or Fhe race, are moet difficult to colibrate

in sdvence. Fygicne end a liveable soeicl code often take

forme which it would have been hard to anticipate, and which

chienge direction ebruptly ws the externcl envivonment charges
Eryrit ls

nnd co man binself saves,

nny a ospecles hae become extinct by fdlowing a line

of evolution which commltied it to a direction of develeopment,

originally adventageous but ultinaetely disostreus, The

frontal herns of the Irish elk, the nassl sappendacss of the

tilanctherss, whatever their original function moy have been

perhaps as a mesns of sexual selecticn, developed to a

grotesoue and fantnetic extent just ze these lines of znimal

development were bout to bacome extinct. The elephant is

still alive, both in its Aslstic and its African form, but ite

hold on continued existence is very tenvous. Another century

or tro, and the elephant will have gone the wey of their

extinct cousin the Mammoth znd of the Titanotheres and the

Irish T1k, Tor with the limitation cf the brood stretches of

tropical forest produced by the acts of “an, there seems to he

no suitable environment which will be left for them, nor does

thers seem to be any new evolutionary niche into which such

highly enecialised monsters can come to fit,

Cvolution iz a normative process, ond its normalie

zation le called honmeostzsic. Yet it io root difficult and

most pordlous to lay down its nerms in advances. Indeed,

“hatever the norme ¢f an evolving homeostacis may be, it

seems nost lmproboble thet they will not ultimately fall to



accomplish their suppossd puppose of continued survival.

Living beings die, living paces becomes extinct, and there ls

every indication that all individuals will die and all races

end societies will become extinct, Je scarcely boretig
/ . : ee ame 7 aEonaie Th To

- $3 on x ner Mo BY wmang Bo Xai8 min wren gn 6am asbogspor Bn Athy rebirth of the world tTe\look forward te yibler was prophesied
* ~ eee

in the Rognurgc of the Horsemen.

CN, \ . . A
Sdociety must live in secordonce with norms, 1%

1+ 41g to have a chance Tor even thot limited curvival whieh

may be vouchsafed it. Yet theses norng become thempelves

factors of destruction J they ave scelgned in a réagid end
* / 3 i A

frrmutable MONET dad Cae we tir reads dors psd dle

Phe pontradictsPhe gontradiction infierent innfierent in homeostasls, thaten 3 SAE

1t mlways fails In the end, is well deserihed by lLewls

Carroll. When Alice is shown the bread and butterfly, she

agks what it lives on, “isn bea, with creom in it", ia the

BNSTCT "But suppose 1t doesn's get it, she asks. "1

dies’, "But that nmugt happen very often. "Tt always

pappena”,

2) - ” + “myx ’ 2 1 - 2 «Similarly, aay social policy, any lnuimn norm of

sonduct, is Likely or cerbaln to find =z moment in which

it is no longer suitable for the perpsiuaticn of society,

snd may even be definltely antisocial, If it is sJef-

destructive not to live zccording to norms it 1s ecually

self-destructive to live according to norms whileh ure not

subject to 2 revision when the circumstances Tor which they

have been formulated have come to be radically altered.

This 1s trues of the norms of the older religions, but in

this ase when man hag shown Lincelf to be ables to produce



radical alterations in his own environment, it is scaresly

less true of the newer religions as wells And of these

newsr religlons, the one which has shown the greatest power

to change the life of humanity, the ong which ham the

strongest and best organized Church, the ong which is least

tolerant of heresy, and the one which has shown the

greatest interest in science und has made the most

comments as to Low 1t cught to be ecorried out and acscuned

the largest shore in its 3 i: 24 IngRe in Fa proculation. ig Uoreic£ 1 in its regulation, 1s lnrzisn commiicm.

Recent as it is in comparison with the other

TE rnd raed A eed mE amare dem ag shoud oo centurysstnhliched religion communism goes bask sbou Te

te pronouncementswhenthesituationconfrontinglorx was

indeed one which crose from the industrial revolution, but

from a very different phase of the industrial revolution

from that in which we are nov immersed, what Barz would

have sald under the present circumstances lg somevhat
{ san dha (Ramses

doubtful. At ony rate we shall never Eess™

mouths It is scarcely to be expected that he would feel

‘om hig ove

the mame compulsion to a pious loyalty to his own ideas

siilch hig Idlowers feel, In ghort, he was Farl Uarz, and
” g A ’ eenot a iinexian.

Under the circumstances, when IT wrote my crilcle

for the voprostl Pilésofii, it vould have been less thon
honest 1f IT had failed to frame hy remarks concerning the

danger of on excessive normative rigor in such a way as to

avoid indicating that I thought that the communist system
k- wa wread

was Fesw subjeset to these dhaggrs Neem -other systems, 1nr
tried to frame wy ronorks courteously, but I wae quite aware

that ther rould he unaceceptible to the appointed gusrdians of
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official larxisn philosophic dogma. Thus I was in no way

surprised when they published together with my article a

rejoinder which wos three timepoas long as the article

itself, This rejoinder,Imust adult was also framed in
a way free of direct personal venom, end well within the

oounds ol couriesy,

wow however I .am directing thle book to a public
tnetlthren Pra,Puchi) wh 45 hog At gm A

outside of Russia and whiehiworimrinilly-ihrthe-tasded—
Ie Caledruge,Panarmad | |
Sb, (Ft would deprive this book of all intellectual
honesty 1f I should omit to say that over-rigididty is not

an ezxcluglv~ly communist vice. The slogan ol free enfer-
La is, . ra

prise. “drummed-up opposition to ibe welfure state und

to sceialized machine, are frequently blared out iu a

manner wr of the deglainips the praises of the lavxianWhat sade fae da {armor Cottndim gn,
systema" meen BEdbsaccomplishments,or.denyingthe
avilsor- aide ELIT TESLA whatever ny own views as

to the good or evil of larxlguieom or free enterprise may be,

the point &amp; ny pepor waa then, and the point of this book

is now, to display the domgers of an oyer-rigld, quasl-Gr Inpdniane warodihesin Toy tp
religious cysten, whether, we~to—esyl, 1 displays the Cross
or the Crescent, whether 1t swumcns to the Crusade or the

Jihad.

In this sense, it hag been ny intention and

continues to be ny purpose to proclaim the dengers of
LEAae 1 . 2d

rigidity ir o way which will be pYoorht home most vividly

to the particular public to which I =dlress myself, Without

wishing to wlthiraw or temper one word which I have addressed
: Puss Gg Lan

to tie Russians, I wlek—%e repeat here snd now I Aneriean

that 1t 1g cuite we dsngerocus to decide ao rriori
raat



+4 normative considsraticnr unduce t.

dayox» even permit it

ad eve no excuse to imitate the errors of our

cpponente, aven in the act of opposing then,

Theregia ny VI Ton my iy I pn he ty Lh Rr .[ nove now run throush a nurder of essays which

uw FR . at . A on dete mime “ YEE 3are united by their covering the entire theme of creative

notivity, fron God to the machine, under one sci ©f concupia,

The machine, ss I have clready sold, ic ths modors

counterpart of the Golem of the Tabbi of IFrogus,. Since I

ingiited vp on digcussing creative activity under one

end in not parcelling it out into separate pieces

ww to God, to dan, and to the ischins, T do not

that £ have taken mere than on author's normal
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quia incredible esth attitude.

It may be said that by starting in this way outside

religion, I have already removed this discussion from being

one of the relations between science and religion, which is

suggested by the general trend of this essay. Therefore, I

had better define my theme at the beginning, specify the

corner of my subject in which I intend to remain, and dis-

claim those purposes which are alien to my specific task.

As I habe said, I have been working for several years on

problems of communieation and control, whether in machines

or in living orgenisms; on the new engineering and physiolo-

zical techniques attaching to these notions; and on the study

of the consequences of these techniques for the achievement

of human purposes. Knowledge is inextrieably intertwined with

communication, power with control, and the evaluation of human

purposes with ethics and the whole normative side of religion.

It is hence germane to a revised study of the relations between

science and religion that we should re-examine our ideas of

these matters in terms of the latest developments of thewyy

and practical technique. This may not itzelf constitute a

study of science and its relations to religion in the full

sense, but it certainly constitutes an indispensible prole-

gomenon to such a study.

In a study of this sort, if it is to lead anywhere, we

nust disencumber ourselves of the superimposed layers of
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prejudice which we use nominally to proteet the hommage

which we pay dignified and holy things: but in fuect, as ofter

48 not to relieve ourselves from the sense of unworthiness

which we fell wh looking unpleasant realities and dangerous
Comparisons in the face.

If this essay is to mean anything, it must be a real

probing of real questions. The spirit in which it is to be

undertaken is that of the operating Foon, not of the ceremonial

feast of weeping about a corpse. Squeimishness is out of place

here -- it is even a blasphemy, like the bedside manners of

the fashionable physician of the 1:st century, with his black

frock-coat and the surgieal needles hiding under the silk lapel
of his fashionable coat.

Religion, whatever else it contains, has often something

in itself of the closed front parlor of a New England farnkouse,

with drawn blinds, wax flowers under a bell-jar on the mantle-

piece, gilded bulrushes surrounding grandfather?s portrait on

an easel, and a harmonium in black wzlnut, never rlayed except

at weddings or funerals, Or again, it is the moral counterpart
of a Neapolitan hearse, one of those black rlate-glass~windowed

royal carriages, with their black~plumed stallions carrying
even into death the assertion of status, or at any rate of the

aspiration to status. Religion is a serious matter whieh we

must separate sharply from any consideration of personal
values of less significance than religion itself.
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[ have spoken of the layers of prejudice which encumber

our approach to those problems in the vital common ground

where science and religion come together: wemmust avoid dis-

cussing Cod and man in the same breath e=- that is blasphemy.

Like Descartes, we must maintain the dignity of Man by

.re~ting him on a basis entirely different from that on which

we treat the lower animals. Evolution and the origin of species

are a desecretion of human values; and as the aarlier

Darwinians found, to ensdertain these ideas is very dangerous

for the scientist in a world fundamentally suspicious cf science.

But even in the field of science, it is perilous to run

counter +0 the accepted Tables of Precedence. On no account

is it permissible to mention living beings and machines in
the same breath. Living beings arelliving beings in all their

parts; while machines are made of metals and other unorganized
substances, with no fine structure relevent to their purposive

or quasi-purposive function. Physics -- or so it is generally

supposed -~ takes no account of purpose; and the emergence of
life 1s something totally new.

If we adhere to all these tabus, we may acquire a great

reputation as econsdrvative and sound thinkers, but we shall

contribute very little to the further advance of knowledre. It
is the part of the scientist -- of the intelligent and honest

man of letters and of the intelligent and honest clergyman as

well — to entertain heretical and forbidden opinions
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experimentally, even if he is finally to reject them. More-

over, this rejection must not be taken for granted at the

besinning, and merely constitute an empty spiritual exercise,

understood from the start to be no more thanna game, in which

one enrages to show one's spiritual ovenmindedness. It is a

serious exercise, and should be undertaken in all earnestness:

It is only when it involves a real risk of heresy that there is a

any peint to 1t; and if heresy involves a risk of spiritual

d.mnatien, then this risk nust te undertaken honestly and

courireously. In the words of the Calvinist, "Are you willing

to be dunned for the greater glory of Cod!?®

It is in this light of honest and searching criticism

that we must regard an attitude which we have already mentioned,

and which it is hard to avoid in discussionsofreligious

mitters -- the evasion implied by the false superlative. I

have already mentioned the intellectus} difficulties which

arise out of thennotions of emnipotence, omniscience, and the

like. These appear in their crudest form in the question often

asked by the scoffer who turns up iuninvited at religious

meetings: "Can God make a stone so heavy that He eannot lift

147m If He cannot, there is a limit to His power, or at least

there appears to be; and if He can, this seems to constitute a

limitation to His power too.

It is easy to dispose of this difficulty as a verbal

quibble, but it is more, The paradox of this question is one



of the many paradoxes which center about the notion of infinity,

in its many forms. Onethe one hand, the least manipulation of

the mathematically infinite introduces thennotion cf zero over

zero, or infinity over infinity, or infinity times Z8T0, OY

infinity minus infinity. These are called indeterminate forms,
snd the difficulty they conceal lies fundamentally in the fact

that infinity does not convorm to the ordinary conditions of a

nunber of a quantity, so that / only means for the

mathematician the limit of x/y, as x and y both tend to infinity,

This may be 1 if y=x, CO if y= x2, or if y=vx, and so on.

again, there is a different infinity which arises in

counting. It can be shown that this notion too leads to para-

doxes. How many numbers are in the class of all numbers? It

can be shown that this is not a legitimate question, and that

however one defines number, the nunber of all numbers is greater

than any number. This is one of the Frege-Russall paradoxes,

and involves the complexities of the theory of types.

The fact is that the superlatives of Omnipotence and

Onniscience are not true superlatives, but merely loose ways

of assarting very great power and very great knowledge. They

express an emotion of reverence, and not a metaphysically

defensible statement. If God surpasseth the human intellect,

and eannot be compassed by intellectual forms, -- and this is

at least a flefensible position — it is not intellectually

honest to stultify the intellect itself by forcing God into

intellectual forms which should have a very definite
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intellectual meaning. Thus, when we find limited situations

which seem to cast light upon some of the statements Fenerally

made in religious books, it seems to me disingenuous to east

these aside because they do not have the absolute, infinite,
and comple te character which we are wont to attribute to

reliricus utterances.

This statement gives the key to my purposes in the

present book. I wish to take certain situstions whieh have

been discussed in relizious books, and have 2a relirious

1spect, but possess a close analogy to other situations which

belens to science, and in particular to the new seience of

cybernetics, the science of eommunication and control, whether

in machines or in living organisms. I propose to use the

limited analogies of eybernetic situations to cast a little

lirht on the religious situations.

In doing this, I certainly will have to force the

religious situations somewhat into my cybernetic frame. I am

quite conscious of the violence I must use in doing so. My

excuse is that it 1s only through the knife of the anatomist

that we have the science of anatomy, and that the knife of the

anatomist is also an instrument which only explores by doing
violence.



images that this 1s something associated with a sharp dichotomy of systems

into living and non-living; and that it is moreover associated with the

other dichotomy between creator and creature,

Is this, however, so? Ve shall devote a section of this book to

certain considerations which, in my opinion, show that machines are very

well able to make other machines in their own image. The subject upon

which I am entering here is at once very technical and very precise, It

should not be taken too seriously as an actual model of the process of

oiological generation, and even less a% a complete model of divine

creations but neither is it negligible as to the light it throws upon bott

COneaentS,.

These two parts of this book of lectures may be regarded as comples

mentary the one to the other. The learning of the individual is a process

whieh ocoecurs in the life of the individual, in ontology. Biological rem

roduetion is a phenomenon which occurs inthe life of the race, int 9

phylogeny, but the raee learns even as the indi¥idual does. Darwinimp

natural selection is a kind of racial learning, which operates within

the conditions imposed by the reproduction of the individual,

The third group of toples of this book is also related to problems

of learning. It is concerned with the relations of the machine to the

living being, and with systems involving elements of both kinds. As sueh;

it involves considerations of a normative and, more specifically, of an

zthical nature. It concerns some of the most important moral traps into

which the present generation of human beings is likely to fall, It is

also closely cornected with a great body of human tradition and human

legend, concerning magic and the like.



To begin with learning machines: an orranized system may he said

to be one whieh transforms a certain incoming message into an outgoing

message, according to some principle of transformation. If this principle

of transformation is subject to a certain criterion of merit of performance,

and if the method of transformation is adjusted $0 as to tend to improve

the performance of the system according to this criterion, the system is

said to learn. A very simple type of system with an easily interpreted

criterion of performance is a game, to be played according to fixed rules

where the criterion of performance is the successful winning of the game

according to these rules,

Among such games are games with a perfect theory, which are not

interesting. Nim, as defined by Bouton, and tic-tac-to are examples of

such games. In these games, we not only can theoretically find a best

policy for the playing of the game, but this policy is known in all its

details. The player of such a game (either the first or the second), ean

always win, or at any rate draw, by following the policy indicated. In

theory, any game can he brought to such a state == this is the idea of the

late Johann von Neumann == but once a game has been brought to this state,

it loses all interest, and need not longer be considered even as an amusement.

An omniscient being such as God would find chess and checkers (or

Draughts in England, or Dames on the continent) to be examples of such von

eumann games, but as yet their complete theory has not been humanly worked

out, and they still represent genuine contests of insight and intelligence.

However, they are not played according to the manner suggested in the von

Jeumann theory. That is, we do not play them by making the best possible

move, on the assumption that an opponent will make the best possible move,



until one of the players wins, or the game repeats itself. Indeed, to be

able to play a game in the von Neumann manner is tantamount to possessing

a complete theory of the game, and to having reduced the game to a triviality.

The subject of learning, and in particular of machines which learnJ Hy p

to play games, may seem somewhat remote from religion. Nevertheless, there

is a religious problem to which those notions are relevant, This is the

problem of the game between the Creator and a creature, This is the theme

of the Book of Job, and of Paradise Lost as well,

In both these religious works the Devil is conceived as playing a

game with God, for the soul of Job, or the souls of mankind in general.

Now, according to orthodox Jewish and Christian views, the Devil if one of

God's creatures. Any other supposition would lead to a moral dualism,

savoring of Zoroastrianism and of that bastard offshoot of Zoroastrianism

and Christianity which we call Manicheanisme

But if the Devil is one of God's creatures, the game which furnishes

the content of the Book of Job and of Paradise Lost is a game between God

and one of His creatures. Such a game seems at first sight a pitifully

unequal contest, To play a game with an omnipotent, omniscient God is the

act of a fooly and as we are told, the Devil is a master of subtlety, Any

uprising of the rebel angels is foredoomed to failure. It is not worth

the Manfred-like rebellion of Satan to prove this point. Or elwe that

omnipftence which needs to establish itself by celestial bombardments of

thunderbolts is no omnipotence at all, but merely a very great strength,

and the Battle of the Angels might have ended with Satan on the celestial

throne. and God cast down into eternal damnation.



Thus, if we do not lose ourselves in the dogmas of omnipotence and

omniscience, the conflict between God and the Devil is a real eonfliet,

and God 1s something less than absolutely omnipotent. He is actually ene

raged in a conflict with his creature, in which he may very well lose the

game. And yet his creature is made by him according to his own free will,

and would seem to derive all its possibility of action from God himself.

Can God play a significant game with his own creature? Can any creator,

even a limited one, play a significant game with his own creature?

In eenstrveting machines with which he plays games, the inventor

has arrogated to himself the function of a limited creator, whatever the

nature of the game-playing device which he has constructed. This is in

particular true in the case of game-plyying machines which learn by exw

perience. As I have already mentioned, such machines exist. How do these

machines funetion? Vhat degree of success have they had?

Instead of functioning after the pattern of the von Neumann games

theory, they act ina manner much more closely anaiogous to the proceeding

of ths ordinary human gameeplayer, At each stage, they are subdect to cone

straints which restrict the choice of the next move to one which is legal

according to the rules of the game. One of these moves must be selected

according to some normative criterion of good play.

ere, the experience of the human player of the game furnishes a

number of clues to be used in picking out this criterion. In checkers or

chess it is generally disadvantageous to lose pieces, and generally advane

tageous to take an opponent's piece. The player who retains his mobility

and right of cholee, and the player who secures the command of a large

nurber of squares is usually better off than his opponent who has been
careless in these respects,
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These criteria of good play hold throughcut the game; but there are

rther criteria whieh belong to a particular stage of the game, At the end of

the game, when the pieces are sparse on the board, it becomes more difficult

to close with the opponent for the kill. At the beginning of the game ==

and this is a far more important factor in chess than in checkers == the

pisces are arranged in a way which tends to make them immobile and impotent,

and a development is needed whieh will get them out of one anotherts way,

both for offensive and defensive purposes. Furthermore, with the great

variety of pleess in chess as compared with the poverty of checkers in

this regard, there are in chess a large number of special criteria of

cood play, the imvortanee of which has been proved by centuries ef

eXNSTIENCE

These considerations may be combined (either additively or in some

more complicated way) to give a figure of merit for the next move to be

nlayed by the machine, This may be done in a somewhat arbitrary manner.

Then the machine compares the ficures of merit of the meves legally possible,

and chooses that move with the largest ficure of merit. This gives one way

of avtomatizing the rext move.

This automatization of the next move is not neeessarily, or even

usually, an optimum choice, but it is a cheice, and the machine ean go on

playing. To judge the merit of this way of mechanizing a game, cne should

divest oneself of all the images of meehanizatlion belonging to the

technical devices used, or the physical dimage of humanity as displayed

bv the ordinarys game player, Luecklly this is egsyv, for it is what we

3lwavs do in corresnondence chess.
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In correspondence chess, one player sends the moves by mail to the

rther, so that the only connection between the two players is by a written

jocument. Even in this sort of chess, a skilled playerssoon develops an

image of the personallly of his opponent == of his chess personality, that i.

“e will learn if his opponent is hasty or carefuly if he is easily tricked

or subtle; if he learns the trickd of the other player, or can be fooled

again end again by the same elementary strategy. All this is done, I repeat,

with no further communication than the playing of the game itself,

From this point of view, the player, be he a man or a machine, who

plays by a simple table of merit, chosen once for all and unalterable, will

rive the impression of a rigid chess personality. Once you have found out

his weak point, you have found it out for all time, If a steategem has

sorked once against him, it will always work. A very small number of plays

are mmoughtto establish his technique.

So much for the mechanized player who does not learn. However,

there is nothing to prevent a mechanized player from playing in a more

intelligent way. For this he must keep a record of past games and past

plays. Then, at the end of each game or each sequence of games of a cetore

nined sort, his mechanism is put to a totally different sort of use.

fn building up the figure of merit, certain constants are introduced

4hich might have been chosen differently. The relative impertance of the

command constant, the mobility constant, and the mumber-of-pieces constant

night have been 10:3:2, instead of 9slisl, The new use of the regulating

machine is to examine games already played, and in view of the outcome of

these, to give a figure of merit, not to the plays already made, but to the

seighting chosen for the evaluation of these plays.



In this way, the figure of merit is continually being re-evaluated,

in such a manner as to give a higher figure of merit for configurations oe-

curring chiefly in winning games, and a lower figure of merit for situations

dceurring chiefly in losing games. The play will continue with this new

figure of merit, which may be established in many ways differing in detail.

lhe result will be that the gamewplaying maechineswill continually transform

itself into a different machine, in accordance with the history of the

actual play. In this, the experience and success, both of the machine and

of its human opponent, will play a role,

In playing against such a machine, which absorbs part of its playing

sersonality from its opponent, this playing personality will hot be absolutely

rigid. The opponent may find that strategems which have worked in the past,

7i1l fail to work in the future. The machine may develop an uncanny

ranniness,

It may be said that all this unexpected intelldérence of the machine

as been built into it by its designer and programmer. This is true in one

sense, but it need net be true that all of ths new habits of the machine

have been explicitly foreseen by him. If this were the case, he should

eve no difficulty in defeating his own ereation. This is not in accordance

vith the aetual history of Mr. Samuel's machine.

As a matter of fact, for a considerable period Mrg. Samuel's machine

was able to defeat him rather consistently, after a day or so of working in.

Tt must be said that Mr. Samuel, by his own statement, was no checker

expert to begin with, and that with a little further instruetion and practice.

he was able to win over his own ereatien. I+ will not do, however, to

nelittle the facet that there was a neriod when the machire wags rather a
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~onsistent victor. It did win, and it did learn to wing and the method

»f its learning was no different in principle {fom that of the human

seing who learns to play checkers,

[t is true that the choice of policies open to the checker-playing

nachine is almost certainly narrower than that open to the human checker

players but it is alse true that the cholce of polieies effectively open

to the human checker player is not unlimited. le may be restrained from

2» wider choice mnly by the bounds of his intelligence and imagination, but

those are very real bounds indeed, and not of a sort essentially different

from the bounds of the machine.

Thus the checkerwplaying machine alrsady plays a reasonsbly good

pame, which with a little further study of the endegame and a little move skill

skill in applying the coup de grace may begin to approach master level,

If it were not for the fact that the interest in checker championship has

already been greatly diminished by the cut-and-dried nature of normal

numan play, the checker-playing machine might already be said to have

lestroyed the interest in checkers as a game. It is not surprising

that people are already beginning ic ask, will chess go the same Ways

and, when is this catastrophe to be expected?

Thesseplaying machines, or machines to play at least an appreciable

part of a chessegame, are already in existence, bul they are comparatively

poor things. They do not, at their best go beyond the level cf a com=

petent game between maatewrs with no pretense to chess-mastership, and

they very seldom reach that level, This is largely due to the far greater

complexity of chess than of checkers, both as to pieces and moves, and as

bo the greater discrimindtion between the policies suitable for the
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different stapes of the game. The relatively small number of considerae

tions neeessary for mechaniging a checker game, and the low degree of

jiserimination needed between its different stages, are totally inade=

quate for chess.

vevertheless, I find it to be the general opinion of those of my

friends who are reasonably proficient chess players, that the days of

chess as an interesting human occupation are nurbered. They expect

that within from ten to twentyefive years, chess machines will have

reached the master class, and then, if the efficient but somewhat

nachine=like methods of the Russian school have allowed chess to survive

so long, it will cease to interest human players.

Je this as it may, there will be many othersgames which will continue

to offer a challenge to the games engineer. Among these is Go, that

rapr-fastern game in which there are seven or more different levels of

recognized mastery. Moreover, war and business are conflicts resembling

rames, and as such, they may be so formalized as to constitute games

7ith definite rules. Indeed, I have no reason to suppose that such

formalized versions of them are not already being established as models

to determine the policies for pressing the Great Push-button and

hurning the earth clean for a new and less humanly undependable order

»&gt;f things.

In general, a gameplaying machire may be used to secure the

wutomatic performance of any function if the perfomance of this

function is subject to a clear-cut, chjective criterion of merit.
sheekers and chess, this merit consists &amp;f the winning of the game

1 B&amp;

according to the accepted rules of permissible play. These rules, which

yd



are totally different from the accepted maxims of good play, are simple

and inexorable, Nol even an intelligent child can be in doubt con-

cerning them, for longer than it takes to read them while facing &amp;

yoard, There may be great doubt as to how to win a game, but no doubt

shatever as to whether it has been won Or lost.

the chief criterion as to whether a 1ine of human effort

.an be embodied in a game, 18 whether thers is some objectively recog

+jzable eriterion of the merit of the performance of this effort.

Jtherwise the game assumes the formlessness of the croguestgame in

r1iee in Wonderland, where the balls were hedgehogs and kept unrolling

themselves, the mallets were flamingoes, the arches cardboard soldiers

sho kept marching about the field, and the umpire the Queen of Hearts,

who kept changing the rules snd sending the rlayers to the Headsman to

se beheaded. Under these circumstances, to win has no meaning, and a

suceesaful policy cannot be learned, because there is no criterion of

3UCCEES

Jowever, given an objective criterion of success, ine

learning game may certainly be played, and is much closer to 1 he way

in which we learn to play games than the image of a game given in the

ron Neumann theory. Unquest jonably the technique of the learning game

ss certain tc be employed in many fields of human effort whieh have

not yet been subjected to it. Nevertheless, as we shall seellater,

the determination of a sharp test for good performance ralses many

sroblems concerning learning gameSa
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{he earning to which we have been alluding so far is the lo arning

of the individual, which cccurs within the time-course of his individual

orivate life, There 1s another type of learning of equal importance we

phylogenetic learning, or learning in the history of the race. It is

this type of learning for which one type of basis has been laid down:

by Darwin, in his theory of natural seleetion.

The basis of natural seleetion lies in three facts, The first

of these is that there is such &amp; phenomenon as heredity: that an indi

vidual plant or animal produces offspring after its own image. The

second is that these off@ipring are not completely after its own image,

but may differ from it in ways also subject to teredity. This is the

Fact of veriation and by no means implies the very doubtful inheritance

of acquired characteristics. The third element of Darwinian evoluiion

is that the over-rich pattern of spontaneous variation is trimmed by

the difference in the viability of different variations, most of which

tend to diminish the probability of continued rzeial existence, although

come perheps a very few, tend to Increases it,

The basis of racial survival and racial change e- of evolution, as

we call it, may be much more complicated than this, and probavly is.

For example, one very important type of variation is variation of

higher order «= the variation of variability. Again, the mechanism

of heredity and variation generally involves the processes described

funeticnally by Mendel and structurally by the phenomenon of mitosis we

the processes of the duplication of genes and their separation, of their
of

aggregation into chromosomes, linkage, and the rest of it.
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Nevertheless, behind all this fantastically complex concatenation

of processes, lies one very simple fact: that in the presence of a

suitable nutritive medium of nucleic acids and aminoeacids, a molecule

of a gene, consisting itself of a highly specific combination of amino-

acids and nucleic scids, can cause the medium to lay itself down into

other molecules which elther are molecules of the same gene, or of other

genes differing from it by relatively slight variations. It has been

thought indeed that this process 1s strictly analogous to that by which

a molecule of a virus, a sort of molecular parasite of a host, can

draw together from the tissues of the host, which act as a nutrient

medium, other molecules of the same virus. It is this act of molecular

multiplication, whether of gene or of virus, which seems to represent a

late stage of the analysis of the vast and complicated précess of

reproduction.
Man makes man in his own image. This seems to be the echo or the

prototype of the act of creation, by which God is supposed to have
made man in His image. Can something similar occur in the less compli

cated (and perfjaps more understandable) case of the non-living systems

which we call machines?

What is the image of a machine? Can this image, as embodied in one

machine, bring a machine of a general sort, not yet committed to a

particular specific idemtity, to reproduce the original machine, either

sbsolutely, or under some change which may be construed as a vapation?

Can the new and varied machine itself act as an archetype, even as to

its own departures from its own archetypal pattern?
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It is the purpose of the present section to answer these questions,

and to answer them by "yes", The value of what I shall sgy here, or

rather of what I have said elsewhere in a more #echnical manner, and

what I shall sketch here, is thatoff what the mathematician calls an

existence nroof, I shall give one method in accordance with which

machines can reproduce themselves. I do not say that this is the only

nethod in which this reproduction can take place, for it is not; nor
sven that it is the manner in which biological reproduction takes place,

for that it also is certainly not. | However, different as the mechanieal

and the biological reproduction may be, they are parallel processes,
achieving similar vesults; and an account of the one may well produce
relevant suggestions in the study of the other.2

In order to discuss intelligently the problem of a machine cone
structing another after its own image, vo must make the notion of image

nore precise, Here we must be aware that there are images and images.

Pygmalien made the statue of Galathea in the inage of his ideal
beloved, but after the gods brought it to life, it became an image of

his beloved in a much more real sense. It vas no longer merely a

pictorial sage, but an operative image.
A rorsdaiiing Lathe can make an imageofagunstockmodel,which

can be used for a gunstock, but this is merely because the purpose
which a gunstock fulfills is very simple. On ‘the other hand, an electric

circuit may fulfill a relatively complicated function, and its image,
a8 reproduced by a printingepress using metallic inks, may itself

function as the circuit it represents. These printed circuits have
sbtained a considerable vogue in the techniques of mddern electrical
engineering.
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Thus, besides pictorial images, we mag have operative images,

These operative images, which perform the functions of their original,

may or may not bear a pictorial likeness to it. Whether they do or not,

they may replace the original in its action, and this is a much deeper

similarity. It is from the standpoint of operative similarity that we

shall study the possible reproduction of machines,
But what is a machine? From one standpoint, we may consider a

machine as a prime mover, a source of energy. This 1s not the stand

point which we shall take in this book. For us, a machine is a device

for converting incoming messages into outgofng messages, A message,

from this point of view, is a seggence of quantities which represent

signals in the message, Such quantities may be electrical currents

or potentials but are not eonfined to these and may indeed be of a

very different nature. Moreover, the component signals may be distri

buted continuously or discretely in time. 4 machine transforms a

number of such input messages into a number of output messages, each

output message at any moment depending on the | input messages up to this

moment. As the engineer would say in his Jargon, a machine is a

multiple-inpyt, multiple~output transducer.

Most of the problems which we shall consider here are not very

jifferent or very much more different from those arising in single-

input, single-output transducers, This might suggest to the engineers

that we are dealing with a problem which he already knows very wells

the classical problem of the electric circuit, and its impedance or

admittance or its voltage ratio.
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this, however, is not exactly so. Impedance and admittance and

voltagerratio are notions which can only be used with. ady degree of

precision in the case of linear circuits: this is of eircuits for

hich the addition of inputs as series in the time corresponds to the

addition of the corresponding outputs, " This will be the case for pure

resistances, pure capacities ’ and pere inductances, and for circuits

composed exclusively of these elements, connected according to Kirchhoff's
laws, For these 7 the appropriate input on which to test the circuit is

a trigonometrically oscillating input potential which ean be varied in

frequency and can be determined in phase and amplitude. The output

will then also be a sequence of oscillations of the same frequency,

and by comparing it with the input in amplitude and phase, the circuit

or transducer can be completely characterised.

If a circuit is nonelinear, if, for example, it contains rectifiers

or voltage-limiters or other similar devices s» the trigonometric input

1s not an adequate test input. In this case, a trigonometric input

will not in general produce a trigonomegrie output. Moreover, strictly

speaking, there are no linear circuits, but only circuits with a better

or worse approach to linearity,

The test input which we choose for the: examination of non-linear

ghrcuits «= and it oan be used for linear circuits, t00 =- is of a

statistical nature. Theoretically, unlike the trigonometric input,

which must be varied over the entire range of frequencies, it is a single

statistical ensemble of inputs which can be used for all transducers. It

is known as the shoteeffect. Shoteeffect generators are well-defined

pleces of apparatus with a physical existence as instrumehts, and may
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he ordered from the catalogues of several houses of electrical

Instrument makers Rl

The output of a transducer excited by a given input message is

2 message which depends at the same time on the input message and on

the transducer itself, Under the most usual circumstances s &amp; trans=

jucer is a mode of transforming messages, and our attention is drawn

to the output message as a transformation of the input message. However,

there are clrcumstances, and these chiefly arise when the input message

carries a minimum of information, when we may conceive the information

of the output message as arising chiefly from the transducer itself,

No input message may be conceived as containing less information than

the random flow of electrons constituting the shof effect, Thus the

output of a transducer stimulated by a random shot effect may be cone

ceived as a message embogiing the action of the transducer,

As a matter of fact, it embodies the action of the transducer for

any possible input message. This is due to the fact that over a finite

time, there is a finite (though small) possibility that the shot effect

will simulate any possible message within sin Tuten finite degree of

accuracy. Thus the statistics of the message ‘arising from a given

transducer under a given standardized statistical shote-effect input

%

let me explain here what a shoteeffeet flow of electricity is. Electri-
city doses not flow continuously, but in a flow of charged particles, each
with the same charge. In general, these do not flow at fixed intervals,
out with a random distribution in time, which sipperimposes on the steady
flow fluctuations which are independent for noneoverlapping intervals of
time. This produces a noise with a uniform distribution over frequency.
This is often a disadvantage, and limits the message-carryfng power of
the line. Thereaare, however, cases such as the present, where these irre=
pularities are just what we wish to produce, and there are commercial
jevices for producing them. These are known as shot-effect generators.

 AR rmrr—
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condtitute an operative image of the transducer, and it is quite
c

conceivable that they may be used for reconstituting equivalent

transducer, in another physical embodiment. That is, if we know

how a transducer will respond to a shot-effect input, we know ipso

facto how it will respond to any input,

The transducer =e the machine -- as instrument and as message -e

this suggests the sort of duality which is so dear to the physicist,

and 1s exemplified by duality between wave and particle. Again, it

suggests that biological alternation of generations which is expressed

by the bon mot e= I do not remember whether it was Bernard Shaw's or

Samual Butler's -- that a hen is merely an egg's way of making another

eggs The liver fluke in the liver of the sheep is but another phase

of a race of parasites which infects certain pond snalls. Thus the

machine may generate the message, and the message may generate another

machine,

This is an idea with which I have toyed before =e that it is cone

ceptually possible for a human being to be sent over a telegraph line.

Let me saya once that the difficulties far exceed my ingenuity to overe

some them, and that I have no intention to add to the present embarrasse

ment of the railroads by calling in the American Telegraph and Telephone

company as a new competitor. At present, and perhaps for the whole

existence of the human race, the idea is impracticable s but it is not

on that account incongeivable.

Quite apart from the difficulties of bringing this notion into

practice in the case of man, it is a thoroughly realizable concept in

the case of the manemade machines of a lower degree of complexity. For
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this is precisely what I am proposing as a method by which nonelinear

transducers may reproduce themselves, The messages in which the funce

tion of a given transducer may be embodied will also embody all those

many embodjments of a transducer with the same operative image. Among

these there is at least one embodiment with a certain special sort of

mechanical structure, and it is this embodiment which I am proposing

to reconstruct from the message which carries the operational image

»f the machine,

In describing the particular embodiment whieh I shall choose for

the operational pattern of the machine to be reproduced, I also

describe the formal character of the pattern. For this description

to be anything more than a vague fantasy, it must be expressed in mathe

matical terms, and mathematics is not a language to be understood by

the general reader, for whom this bookkis destined. Thus I #£ust forego

orecision at this place. I have already expressed these ideas in

mathematical language, d eo that I have fulfilled my duty eto the
specialist, If I leave the matter at that, I shall have done less than

my duty for the reader for whose eyes this book is intended. I shall

appear to have asserted only some possibly empty claims. On the other

hand, a full presentation of my ideas here would be utterly futile.

Therefore I shall confine myself in this book to as good a paraphrase

a3 I can make of the mathematics which is the real heart of the matter.

Even at this I am afraid that the following pages will be rough

going. For those who wish to avold rough going at any cost, I must warn

them to skip this part of the text. I am writing them only for those

whose curiosity is sufficiently intense to induce them to read on

despite such warnings.
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Reader, you have received the statutory warning, and

anything you say in derogation of the following text may be

used against yould
It is possible to multiply a machine, say a linear

transducer, by a constant, and to add two machines. Remember

thot we take the output of a machine to be an electric poten-

tial, which we may suppose to be read on open circuit, if we

take advantage of the modern devices which are known as

cathode followers. By the use of potentiometers, and/or

transformers, we cas multiply the output of a transducer

by any constant, positive or negative. If we have two or

more separate transducers, we may add their output potentials

for the same input by arranging them in series, and thus ob-

tain a compound device with an output any sum of the outputs

of its component parts, each with an appropriate positive

or negative coefficient.

we thus can introduce into the analysis and synthesis

of machines the familiar notions of polynomial developments

ind of series. These notions are familiar in the case of

trigonometric developments and of Fourier series. It re-

mains to pgve an appropriate repertory of competent trans-

jucers for the formation of such a series, and we shall have

&gt;iven a standard form for the realization and consequently the

juplication of an operative image.



Such a standard repertory of elementary machines for

the approximate representation of all machines to what is,in

an appropriate sense, any. degree of accuracy, is known to
axist. To describe this in mathematical form is a matter of

some degree of complexity; but for the benefit of the stray

mathematician who may happen to peruse these pages, I shall

say that for 2ny input message, these devices yield products

5f the Hermite polynomialsintheLaguerre coefficients of the

past of the input. This is really quite as specific and

quite 2s complicated as it sounds.

There can one chtain these devices? Not at present, 1

am afraid, as made-up devices in an electriciants supply

house: however, thev can be put together according to precise

specifications. The components of these devices will be on

the one hand resistances, capacitors and inductances, familiar

components of linear apparatus. Together with these, in

srder to obtain linearity, we need multipliers which take two

potentials as inputs, and yield a potential which is the

sroduct of the two. Such devices are for sale on the market;

ind if they are somewhat costlier than would be desirable in

riew of the number of them needed, the development of inven-

tion may bring the price down; and at any rate, expense is

not a consideration of the same order as possibility. An

extremely interesting device of this sort, working on plezo-
slectric principles, has been made in the laboratory of
Professor Dennis Gabor3 of the Imperial College of Science



and Technology. He uses it for a device which is different

in many ways from that which I have indicated, but which is

also used for the analysis and synthesis of arbitrary

machines.

To return to the particular devices I have mentioned,

ther have three proverfilies which make them suitable for the

anilksis and synthesis of the general machine. To begin

with, they are a closed set of machines. That is, by combi-

nine them with appropriate coefficients, we may approximate

to anv machine whatever. Then they cin be so proportioned

as to be mormal, in the sense that for = random impulse of

unit-statistical strength they will cive outputs of unit-

statistical strength. Lastly, they are orthogonal. This

means that if we take any two, give them the same standardized

shot-effect input, and multiply their outputs, the product of
these cutputs, averaged over the shot-effect statistics of all

the inputs, will be zero.

In a devellpment of a machine in this form, analysis is

as easy as synthesis. Suppose that we have a machine in the

form of a "black box": that is, a machine performing a

jefinite stable operation (one which doesnnot go into spon-
taneous Bscillation), but with an internal structure in-

accessible to us and which we do not know. Let us also

have a "white box" or a machine with known structure, re-

presenting one of the terms in the development &amp;f the black

box. If then the two boxes have their input terminals



attached to the same shot-effect generator, and their output

terminals are attached to a multiplier which multiplies their

outputs, the product of their outputs, averaged over the

entire shot effect distribution of their common input, will

be the coefficients of the white box in the development of

the black box as a sum of all the white boxes with appropriate

coefficients.

To bbtain this is seemingly impossible, as it would

“preir to involve the study of the system for the entire

statistical range of shot-effect inputs. However, there is

an inportant accident which enables us to circumvent this

1ifficulty. There is a theorem in mathematical physics

which en:bles us in certain eases to replace averages over

distributions with time averages, not in every single case,

but the probability one. In the particular case of the shot

effect, it may be proved rigorously that the conditions for

the validity of thés theorem are fulfilled. Thus we mav

replace the average over the entire ensemble of possible shot

effects, necessary to bbtain the coefficient of the white box

in the development of the black box, by an average over time,

and we shall get the right coefficient with the probability
one. This, though not theoretically a certainty, is in

practice equivalent to a certainty.

For this we need to be able to take a time average

of &amp; potential. Luckily, apparatus for the obtaining of such

time averages is well known and easy to procure. It consists



only of resistances, capacities, and deviees for measuring

potentials. Thus our type of system is equally useful for

the analysis and the synthesis of machines. If we use it

for the analysis of machines, and then use the same apraratus

for the synthesis of a machine according to this analysis, we

shall have reproduced the operative image of the machine.

This would seem at first sight to involve a human inter-

venticn. However, it is easy -- much easier than the analvsis

and bBynthesis themselves -~ to cause the readings of the

znalysis to appear, not as measurements on a scale, but as

the settings of a number of potentiometers. Thus, as far

as the number of terms available and the precision of the

engineering technique permit, we have made an unknown black

box, by its own operation, transfer its pattern of action

to a complex white box initially capable of assuming any

pattern of action. This is in faet very similar to whit

cccurs in the: fundamental act of peproduction of living

mitter. Here, too, a substrate capable of assuming a. large

number of forms, molecular structures in this case, is caused

to ussume a particular form by the presence of a structure —--
a molecule -- which already possesses this form. .

when I have presented this discussion of self-

multiplying systems to philosophers and biochemists, I have been

met with the statement, "But the two processes are entirely

different! Any analogy between life and the non-living must
be purely superficial. Certainly the detail of the process



of biological multiplication is understood, and has nothing

to do with the process which you invoke for the multiplication

of machines.”

"Onethe one hand, machines are made of iron and brass,

the finer chemical structure of which has nothing to do with

their functions as parts of a machine. Living matter,

however, are living down to the finest parts which characterize

them ns the same sort of matter -- the molecules. Then, too,

the multiplication of living matter cccurs by a welle

described template process, in which the nucleic acids deter

mine the loving down of the chain of the amino acids, and

this chain is double, consisting of a pair of complimentary

spirals. When these separate, each rathers to itself the

molecular residues meeded to reconstitute the double spiral

of the original chain?

It is clear that the process cof revroduction of living

matter is different in its details from the process of the

reproduction of machines which I have sketched. As is indi-

cated ty the work of Gabor, which I have already mentioned,

there are other ways of making a machine reproduce itself:

and these, which are less rigid than the one 1 have given,

are more likely to bear a resemblance to the multiplication

phenomenon in life. Living matter certainly has a fine

structure more relevant to its function and multiplication

thannthat of the parts of a non-living machine, though this

may not be equally the case Hr those newer machines whicn
operate according to the principles of stldd state physies.



tiowever, even living systems are not(in all probability)

living below the molecular level. Furthermore, with all the
differences between living systems and the usual mechanical

ones, it is presumptuous to deny that systems of the one

sort may throw some light upon systems of the other. One

respect in which this may well be the case, is that of the

mutual convertibility of spatial and functional structure)
on the one hand, and of messages in time, on the other.

The template account of reproduction is manifestly not the
anole story. There must be sone communication between the

molecule of genes 3nd the residues to be found in the

nutrient fluid, and this communication must have a dynamics.

It is quite in the spirit of modern physics to suppose that

field phenomena of a radiative nature mediate the dynamics

of such communication. It will not do to state categorically

that the processes of reproduction in the machine and in the

living beim have nothing in common.

Pronouncements of this kind often seem to eautious

and consdzyative minds to be less risky than rash statements

of analogy. However, if itts dangerous to assert an analogy
on insufficient evidence, it is equally dangerous to reject

one without proof of its inconsequentialness. Intellectual
honesty is not the same thing as the refusal to assume an

intellectual risk, and the refusal even to consider the new

and emotisnally disturbing has no particular ethical merit.



For the idea that God's Suppcesed creation of man and

the animals, the begetting of living beings according to their

kind, &amp;nd the possible reproduction of machines, are all part

of the same order of phenomena, is emotionally disturbing,
Just as Darwin's speculations on evolution and the descent

of man were disturbing. If it is an offense against our

self-pride to be compared to an ape, we have now got pretty

well over it; and it is an even greater offense to be

compared to a machine. To each suggestion in its own age,

there attaches something of the reprobution which attached

in earlier apes to the sin of sorcery,

I have mentioned the heredity of the machine and

Darwin's evolution throurh natural selection in the same

paragraph. For the genetics which we have attached to the

machine to be the basis of a kind of evolution through natural

selection, we must aceount for it by variation and the in-

heritance of variations. However, the type of machine genetics

which we suppose has room for both. Variation CLOTS in the

inaccuracy of the realization of the copying process which we

have discussed: while the coried machine exemplified in our

white box is itself available 48 an archetype for further

copying. Indeed, whereas in the original one-stage copying
the copy resembles its original in operative image, but not

in appearance, in the next stage of copying the spatial struce

ture is preserved, and the replicaqis a replica in that as well.



It is clearthhat the process of copying may use the

former copy as a new original. That is variations in the

heredity are preserved, though they are subject to a

further variation.

Tha-ve s1id that the reprobation attaching in former

ages to the sin of sorcery attaches now tn many minds to the

speculations of modern cybernetics. For make no mistake, if

but two hundred vears ago 2a scholzpn had pretended to make

maghines that should learn tc play games or that should pro-

pagite themselves, he would surely have teen made to assume

the San Penito, the gown worn by the victims of the Inquisition,
and hove been handed over to the secular arm, with the injunc-

tion that there te no shedding of Llood; surely, thst is,

unless he could convince some great patron that he could

transmute the base metals into gold, as Rabbi LBL of Prague,

who claimed that his incantations blew breath of life into

the Gclem of clay, had persuaded the Emperor Rudolf. Fore

even now, if an inventer could prove to 2 computing-machine

company that his magic could be of service to them, he could

cast black spells from now till Doomsdav, without the least

perscnal risk,
What is sorcery, and why is it condemned as a sin? Vhy

is the foolish mummery of the Black Mass so fuopwned upon?



The Black Mass must be understood from the point of view

of the orthodox believer. For others is 1s a meaningless

if obscene ceremony. Those whe participate in it are far

nearer to orthodoxy than most of us realize. The principal

element in the Black Mass is the normal Christian dogmz that

the priest performs a real miracle, and thet the Element of

the Hast becones the very Blood and Bodv of Christ.

Tre orthodox Christian aad the sorcerer agree thai

after the miracle of the consecration of the Host 1s performed,

the Divine Elements are capable of performing further miracles.

They agree moreover that the miracle of Trans-substantization

can only be performed by &amp; duly ordained priest. Furthermore,

they agree that such a priest can never lose the power to per-

form the miracle, though if he is unfrocked he performs 1t at

the sure peril of damnation.

Under these postulates, what is mora natural than that

some soul, damned but ingenious, should have hit upon the

idea of laying his hold on the magic Host, and using its

powers for his personal advantage. It is here, and not in

any ungodly orgies, that the central sin of the Black Mass

consists. The marie of the Host is intrinsically good: dts

perversion to other ends than the Greater Clory of Cod is

a deadlv sin.

This was the sin which the Bible asgtributes to Simon

Magus, for bargaining with Saént Paul for the miraculous

powers of theCChristians. I can well imagine the puzzled



agerievement of the ppor man when he discovered that these

powers were not for sale, and that Paul refused to accept

what was in Simon's mind, &amp;n honorable, acceptable, and

natural bargain. It 1s ag attitude that most of us have en-

countered when we have declined to sell an invention at the

rezlly flattering terms offered us by a modern captain of

irdustry.

Be thht as it may, Christianity has always considered

gimonv as a sin: that is, the buying and selling of the

offices of theCChurch and the supernatural powers implied

therein. Dante indeed places it among the worst of sins,

anddeconsirns to bhe bottom of his Hell some of the most

notorious practitioners of simony of his own times. However,

simony was 3 besetting sin of the highly ecclesiastical world

in which Dante lived, and is of course extinct in the more

rationalistic and rational world of the present dav.

Tt is extinct?! It is extinct. It 1s extinet?

Perhaps the powers of the age of the machine are not truly

supernatural, but at least they seem beyond the ordinary

course of nature to the man in the street. Perhaps we no

lonrer interpret our duty as obliging us to devote these

great powers to the greater glory of God, but it still seems

improper to us to davote them to vain or selfish purposes.

There is a sin, which consists of mawing the magic of modern

automatization to further personal profit or let loose the

apocalyptic terrors of nuclear warfare. If this sin is tc

have a name, let that name be Simony or Sorcery.



For whether we believe ornnot in God aad his greater

glory, not all things are equally permitted to us. The lame

Mr. Adolf Hiller to the contrary, we haze not yet arrived at

that pinnacle of sublime moral indifference which puts 2
bevend Good and Evil. And just so long as we retain one

trace of ethical discrimination, the use of great powers

for base purroses will constitute the full moral equivalent

of Sorecerv "nd Simenv.

is long as automata can be made, whether in the metal

or merelv in principle, the studv cf their making and their

theory is a leeritimate phase of human curiosity, and human

intellicence is stultified when man sets fixed bounds to his

curiosity. Yet there are aspects of the motives to automati-

zation which go beyond a legitimate curiosity, and are sinful

in themselves. There are to be exemylified in the partieular

type of engineer and organizer of engineering which I shall

designate by the name of gadget-worshivper.

T am most familier with gadeet-worshiprers in mv own

world, with its slogans of Free Enterprise and the profit-

motive economy. Thev can and do exist in that through-the-

locking=-glass-world where the slogans are the dictatorship

of the proletariatemnd Marxianism and communism. : Power and

the search for power are unfortunately realities which can

assume many garbs. Of the devoted priests of power, there

are many who regard with impatience the limitations of mankind,

and in particular the limitation consisting in man's



independability and unpredictability. You may know a

naster mind of this type by the subordinates whom he chooses.

They are mesk, self-effacing and wholly at his disposal; and

on account of this, are renerally ineffective when they once

sense to be limbs at the disposal of his brain. They are

capable of great industry, but of little independent initiativew-

the chamberliins of the harem of ideas to which their Sultan

is vedded.

Ty, addition to the motive which the gadget-worshipper

finds fcr his admiraticn of the machine in its freedom from

the humnlimitations cf speed and accuracy, there is one

motive which it is harder to establish in any concrete case, but

but which must play 2 very considerable role nevertheless. It

is the desire to avold the personal responsibility for a

dangerous or disasterous decision by placing the responsibility

elsewhere: on chance, on human superiors and their policies

which one cannot question, or on a mechanical device which one

cannot fully understand, but which has a presumed objectivity.
It is this, which leads shipwrecked castaways to draw lots to

determine which of them shall first be eaten. It is this to

which the late Mr. Eichmann entrusted his able defense. It

is this which leads to the 1lssue of some blank cartridges

among the ball cartridges furnished to a firing squad. This

will unquestionably be the manner in which the official who

pushes the button in the next (and last) atomic war, whatever

side he represents, will salve his conscience. And it is an



old trick &amp;f magic--cne, however, rich in tragic consequences,

to sacrifice to a vow the first living creature which one

sees after safé return from a perilous undertaking.

Once such a master becones aware that some of the

supposedly human functions of his slaves may be transferred

tc machines he is delighted. At last he has found the new

subordingte-- efficient, subservient, dependable in his

acticn, never talking back, swift, and not demmnding a single

thourht of personal consideration.

Such subcrdinates are contemrlated in Capekts play
R.U.R. The Slave of the Lamp makes no demands. He does

nct zsh for 2adav off each wael, or nn television set in his

servant's quarters. In fact, he demands nc quarters at all,

but aprears out of nowhere when the lamp is rubbed. If your

purposes invelve you in a course sailing pretty close-hauled

tc the moral mind, your slave will never reprove wou, even

to the extent of a questioning glance. Now you are free, to

dree vour wierd where destiny may lead vou?!

This tyre of master mind is td nind of the sorferer

in the full sense of the word. To this sort of sorcerer, not

only the doctrines of the chureh give a warning, but the

rgeunulated common Senge of humanity, as aceumulated in legends,

in myths, and in the writings of the conscious literary man.

111 of these insist that not only is sorcery a sin leading

to hell, but it is a personalpperil in this life. It is a two-

adcad sword, and sooner or later it iy cut you deep.



In the Thousand Nights and a Night, the tale of the

Fisherman and the Genie is well to the point. A fisherman,

casting hls nets off the coast of Palestine, pulls up an

earthen jar sealed with the Seal of Solomon. le breaks the

s3:1, sncke boils out of the jar and takes the firure of an

enormous Jinni. The Being tells him that he is one of thosa

rebellious beings imprisoned by the geeat King Solomon; that

at ffrst he had intended to reward anyone who éiberated him

vith power =nd riches; but that in the course of apes, he

©»d cone to the decision to slay the first mortal he might

12et, and 2bove ~l1 the man who should bring him freedom.

Fortunately for himself, the fisherman seens to hve

been “n Inrenious fellow, with : rich line of blurney. He

rl vs on the vinity of the Jinni "nd persuades him to show

how such a grezt Being could hive been confined in sueh a

sm1ll vessel by going back again into the jar. He claps the

senled 1id on again, throws the vessel back into the saa:

nd congratulates himself an his nirrow escape, lives happily

aver after.

In other tales, the chief character does rot have so

acecldental an encounter with magle, and either comes even

closer to the edge of catastrophe, or incurs utter ruin. In

coethe?s poem, The Sorcerer's Apprentice, the young factotun
sho cleans the Master's magic — sweeps his floors ind

fetches his water, is left alone by the sorcerer, with the

comrnind to’ fill his water-butt. Having a full portion of that



which he was to pull to the crosshead, and so led to the ides

of the automatic valve gear -- the lad remembers some frag-

nents of an incantation which he has heard from his master

and puts the broom to work fetching water. This task the

broom carries out with promptness amd efficiencv. The water

vegins to overflow the top of the water-butt, when the boy

finds thit he does not remember the incantatien which the

nigician has used to stop the broom. The boy is well on the

11y to be drowned when the magician comes back, recites the

rords of power, and gives the apprentice a good wholesome

scolding.

hven here the final catastrophe is averted throurh

ceux ex michina. W. W. Jicobs, un English writer of the

beginning of the present century, his carried the principle

te its stirk locicil conclusion in « tule called TheMonkey's

Piw, which is one of the elissies of the literature of horror.

In this tale, zn English working family is sitting

down to dinner in its kitchen. The son leaves te work at a

factory, and the old parents listen to the tales of their

rues8t, a serrceant-maier back from service in the Indian army.

le tells them of Indiag marie and shows them a dried monkev's

paw; which, he tells them, is aqtglisman whieh has been en-

lowed by an Indianholymanwiththevirtueofgivingthree
vishes to each of three successive owners. This, he says,

#38 to prove the folly of defvines fate.



He says that he does not know what were the first

two wishes of the first owner, but that the last cne was for

death. He himself was the second owner, “ut his experisnces

were too terrible to relate. He is about to cast the Law

on the cold fire, when his host retrieves it, and despite all

the sergeant-major ean do, wishes for two hundred pounds.

Shortly thereafter there is a knock at the door. A very

solemn centleman is there from the company which has employed

his son. As gently a3 he can, he bre:ks the naws that the

son hts been killed in an accident at the factory. Without

recocnizing “ny responsibility in the matter, the company

offers its sympathy, ind two hundred pounds wos solatium.

The parents sre distracted, nd °t the mother's

suggestion, they wish the son back again. Bybnow it is dark

without, 2 dark windy night. A4igain there is a knecking at

the door. Somehow the parents know thit it is their gon,

but not in the flesh. The story ends with the third wish,

that the ghost should ro awav.

The theme of all these tales is tle danger of nagic.

This seems to lay in the facet that the operation of magie is

sinrularly literzl-minded, and that if it grants vou anything

2t all, it grants what vou ask for, not what you should have

nsked for or what vou intend. If vou ~sk for two hundred

pounce, and do not expresszthe condition tha you do not wish

it at the cost of the life of your son, two hundred pounds

you will get, whether your son lives or dies.



The magic of automation, and in particular the magie

of an automatization in which the devices learn, may be

expeeted to be similarly litesal-minded. If you are plaving
! + 3i game according to certain rules and set the p.ayirng-maghine

to play for vietory, you will get victory if you get anyching

at 211, ind the machine will not ply the sliphtest attention

to «ny consideration except victory according cu the rules.

If you are playing a war game with a certain conventional

interpretation of victory, victory will be the fond at any

cost, even that of the extermination of your own side, unless

this condition of survival is explicitly contained in the
definition of victory according to which vou vrosram the

nacnine.,

itnis is more than a prnrelyv innocent verbal nmar:zdox.

certzinly know nothing to contradiet the assumption tant

Russi: and the United States, either or both of Lng, are

toying with the idea of using maghines, learning machines

at that, to determine the moment of pushing the atemic-

bomb button which is the ultima ratio of thie pressant world

of durs.

for many yesrs all armies have played war games, ond

these games have alwasgsbeen behind the times. It has baen

311d that in every war, the tood generals fight the last war,

the bad ones the war before the lasc. That is, the rules

of the war game never catch up with the facts of the real

situation.



there will be many to forget its consequences, to ask for the

two hundred pounds and to forget to mention that the sen

should survive.

While it is always possible to ask for something other

than we really want, this possibility is most serious when the

process by which we are to obtain our wish is indirect, and

the decree to which we have obtained our wish is not cakar

until the very end. Usually we realize our wishes, insofar

2s we do actually rezlize them, by a feedback process, in

whlch we ecmpire the degree of attainment of intermediate

Foils with our antifipation of them. In this process, the

feedback roes through us, und we can turn back before it is

too lite. If the feedbick is bullg into a machine, whieh

cannot be inspected until the finil poul is attainesi, the

possibilities for catastrophe are greatly increased. I
should very much hate to ride on the first trial of an auto-

mobile regulated by photoeleccric feedback dexices, unless
there were somewhere a handle by which I could take over

ontrol if I found myself driving smack inte a tree.

The gadget-uinded people often have the illusion that

a highly automatized world will mike smaller claims on human

ingenuity ehan does the present. one, and will take ovdr from

us our need for difficult thinking, 48 a Homan slave who was

also 1 Creek philesopher might have done for his master. This

1s palpibly false. A goil-seeking mechanism will not necessarily
seek our goi:ls unless we design it for that purpeee, and in



This has always been true, though in periods of much

war, there has always been - body ef seasoned warriers who

have experienced war under corditions which have not vazied

very rgpidly. These experienced men are the only "war

sexperts”, in the true sense of the word. At present, there

sre no experts in atomic warfare: no nen, that is, who have

anv experience of 2 conflict in which both sides have had

atomic wezpons at their disposal and have used them. The

destrygetion of our cities in an atomie war, the demoralizatior

of our peopl, the hunger and disease, and the incidental

destruction {which well mov be fr creater than the number

of de.ths from exnlosion nnd immedinte f21l-out) are known

only tv py conjecture

Jape those who conjecture the least amound of secondary

damace, the greatest possibility of the survival, of the

nations under the nsw type of catastrophe, can and do draw

bout themselves the proud &lt;arment of patriotism. If war

is utterly self-destructive, if 2 military operation has lost

11). possible sense, why then the Army and Navy have lost all

noehible these purpose, and the poor loyal generals and
:dmirals will be thrown out of work. The missile companies

#111 no longer have the ideal market wheme all the goods car

se used only once, and do not remain to compete with other

coods yet to be made. The clergy will be cheated of the

snthusiasm and exultation which goes with a crusade. In

short, then there is a war game to program such a campaign,



that designing we must foresee all steps of the process for whieh it

is designed, instead of exercising a tentative foresight which goes

up to a certain point, and can be continued from that point on as new

difficulties arise, The penalties for errors of foresight, great as

they are now, will be enormously increased as gutomatization comes

into its full use,

At present, there 4s a great vogue for the idea of avoiding some

of the dangers, and in particular the dangers accompanying atomic war,

by so-called "failsafe" devices. The notion behind this is that even

if a device does not perform properly, it is possible to direct the mode
of its failure in a harmless way. For example, if a pump is to break

down, it is often much better that it do so by emptying itself of water

than by exploding under pressure. When we are facing a particular

anderstood danger, the failsafe technique is legitimate and uzeful,.

However, it is of very little value against a danger whose nature has

not been already recognized. If, for example, the danger is a remote

put terminal one to the human race, invelving extermination, only a

very careful study of society will exhibit it as a danger until it 4s

1pon us. Dangerous contingencies of this sort do not bear a label on

their face. Thus the failsafe technique ’ while it may be necessary

to avoid a human catastrophy, can most emphatically not be regarded as

3 sufficient precaution,

As engineering technique becomes more and more able to achieve

human pmrposes, it must become more and more accustomed to formulate

human purposes. In the past, a partial and inadequate view of human

purpose has been relatively innocuous ’ ‘only because it has been
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perform operations which involved a careful evaluation of human purpose,

This is only one of the many places where human impotence has hitherto

shielded us from the full destructiem impact of human folly.

In other words, while in the past humanity has faced many dangers,

these have been much easier to handle, beeause in many cases peril

offered itself from one side only, In an age where hunger is the great

threat, there is safety in an tnovessed production of food, and not

much danger from it. With a higher deathrate (and above all, a high

Infant deathrate), and a medicine of very little effectiveiess, the

individual human life was of the greatont value, and it was appropriate

te enjoin upon us, to be fruitful and multiply. The pressure of the

threat of hunger was like the pressure of eravity, to whieh our muscles,

bones and tendons are aluays attuned,

The change in the tensions of modern life which results both from

the rise of new strains and the disappearance of old cnes, is rather

analogous to the new problems of space travel. In the weightlessness

which is imposed upon us inaa space vehicde, this one-~directional

constant foree, upon which we count so mueh in our daily 1ife, is no

more present, The traveller in such a space vehicle must have handles

to which to cling, squeeze=bottles for his food and drink, various

directional auxiliaries from whieh he can judgs his position, and eyer
at that, though it now appears that his physiclogy will not be too

seriously affected, he may searcely be as comBortable as he would like.

Gravity is our friend at least 28 much as it is our enemy.
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Similarly, in the absence of hunger, overproduction of food,

purposelessness, and an attitude of waste and squandering become

serious problems. Improved medicine is one factor contributing to

overpopulation, which is by far the most serious danger which cone

fronts mankind at the moment. The old maxims by which humanity has

1ivéd so long -- such as "a penny saved is a penny gained" =e are no

longer to be taken as valid without question.

r have been to dinner with a group of doctors == they were talking

freely among themselves, and they were sufficiently selfeconfident not

to be afreid of saying unconventional things ~~ they began to dlscuss

the possibility of a radieal attack upon the degenerative disease known

as old age. They did not consider it as beyond all possibility of medi

sal attack, but rather looked forward to the day ~- perhaps not too far

in the future =- when the time of inevitable death should be rolled

back, perhaps into the indefinite future, aud death would be accidental,

as it seems to be with giant Sequoias and perhaps some fish.

I am not saying that they were right in this conjecture (and I am

quite sure that they would not claim jt to be more than a conjecture),

but the weight of the names supporting it == there was a Nobel laureate

present, was too great to allow me to reject the suggestion out of hand.

Consoling as the suggestion may seem at first sight, it is in reality

very terrifying, and above all for the doctors. For if one thing is

clear, it is that humanity as such could not long survive the Indefinite

prolongation of all lives which come into being. Not only would the

non-selfsupporting part of humanity come to outweigh the parg on which
its continued existence depends, but we shoudd be under such 2 perpetual
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debt to the men of the past that we should be totally unprepared

tp face the new problems of the future.

It is unthinkable that all lives should be prolonged in an ine

discriminate way. If, however, there exists the possibility of inde-

finite prolongation, the termination of a life or even the refusal or

neglect to prolong it involves a moral decision of the doctors, What

will then become of the traditional prestige of the medical profession

as priests of the battle ggainst death and as ministers of merey? I

will grant that there are cases even at present when doctors qualify

this mission of theirs and decide not to prolong a useless and miserable

life, They will often refuse to tie the umbilical cord of a monster;

or when an old man suffering from an inoperable cancer falls vietim to

the "old man's friend", hypostatic pneymonia, they will grant him the

pagier death rather than exact from his the last measure of pain to

which survival will condemn him. Most often this is done quietly and

Jecently, and it is only when some incontinent fool blabs the secret

that the courts and the papers are full of the talk of “Buthanisia".

But what if such decisions, instead of being rare and unmentioned,

will have to be made, not in a few special cases, byt in the case of

abmost every death? What if every patient cores to regard every doctor,
not only as his saviour, but his ultimate executioner? Can the doctor

survive this power of good and evil that will be thrust upon him? Can
mankind itself survive this new order of things?

It is relatively easy to promote god oi to fight evil when evil

and good are arranged against one another in two clear lines, and when

those on the other side are ourunquestioned enemies, those on our side
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our trusted allies. What, however, if we must ask, each time in

svery situation, where is the friend and where the enemy? What,

moreover, when we have put the decision in the hands of an inexorable

magls or an inexorable machine, of which we must ask the right

yuestions in advance, without fully understanding the operations of

the process by which they will be answered? Can we then be confident

in the action of the Monkey's Paw from which we have requested the

erant of the two hundred pounds?

No. the future offers very little hope for those who expect that

our new mechanical slaves will offer us a world in whieh we may rest

from thinking. Help us they may, but at the cost of supreme demands

upon our honesty and our intelligence. The world of the future will

be an ever-more demanding struggle against the limitations of our

intelligence, not a comfortable hammock in which we ean lie down to be

waited upon by our robote-slaves,
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Thus one of the great future problems which we must face is that

of the relation between man and the machine, of the functions whieh

should properly be assigned to these two agencies. On the surface, the

nachine has certain clear advantages. It is faster in its aetion and

nore uniform, or at least it can be made to have these properties if it

is well designed. A digital computing machine can accomplish in a day

2 body of work which would take the full efforts of a team of computers

for a year, and it will accomplish this work with a minimum of blots

and blunders.

On the other hand, the human being has certain non-negligible

advantages, Apart from the fact that any sensible man would consider

the purposes of man as paramount in the relations between man and the

nachine, the machine is far less complicated than man, and has far less

zcope in the variety of its actions, If we consider the neuron of the

arey matter of the brain as of the order 1/1,000,000 of a cubic millie

neter, and the smallest transistor obtainable at present as of the order

of a cuble millimeter, we shall not have judged the situation too une

favorably from the point of view of the advantage of the neuron in the

natter of smaller bulk. If the white matter of the brain is considered

aquivalent to the wiring of a computer circuit, and if we take each

neuron as the funetional equivalent of a transistor, the computer

zquivalent to a brain should cecupy a svhere of something like thirty

feet in diameter, Actually, it would be impossible to construct a

computer with anything like the relative closeness of the texture of the

brain, and any computer with powers comparable with the brain would have
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to occupy a falr-sized office building, if not a skyscraper, It is

nard to believe that as compared with existing computing machines,

the brain does not have some advantages corresponding to its enormous

cperational size, whieh is incomparably greater than what we might

expect of its physical size.

Chief among these advantages would seem to be the ability of the

brain to handle vague ideas, as yet imperfectly defined. In dealing

with these,mechanical computers, or at Icast the mechanical computers

of the present day, are very nearly incapable of programming themeelves.

Yet in poems, in novéés, in palntings, the brain seems to find itself

able to work very well with material which any computer would have to

reject as formless,

Render unto man the things which are man's and unto the computer

the things which are the computer's. This would seem the intelligent

policy to adopt when we employ men and computers together in common

undertakings. It 1s a policy as far removed from that of the gadgete

worshipper as 1t is from the man who sees only blasphemy and the

degradation of man in the use of any mechanical adjuvants to thoughts

shatevers What we now need is an independent study of systems inw

volving both human and mechanical elements. This system should not be

prejudiced either by a mechanical or antie-mechanical bdas, I think

that such a study is already underway and that it will promise a much

hetter comprehension of automatization,

One nlace where we can and do use sueh mixed systems is in the

Jesign of prostheses, of devices which replace limbs or damaged sense
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organs. A wooden leg is a mechanical replacement for a lost leg of

flesh and blood, and a man with a wooden leg represents a system COM

posed both of mechanical and human parts,

Perhaps the classical peg leg is not interesting, as it replaces

the lost lid only in the most elementary way, nor is the limbeshaped

wooden leg much more interesting, However, there is some work being

done on artificial limbs in Fussia, in the United States and elsewhere,

by a group $ which I belong, This work is much more interesting in

orinciple, and whizhy makes use of cybernetical ideas.

Let us suppose that a man has lost a hand at the wrist, He has

lost a few muscles which serve chiefly to spread the fingers and to

bring them together again, but the greater part of the muscles which

normally move the hand and the fingers are still intact in the stump

of the forearm. “hen ther are contracted, they move no Land and fingers,

but they do produce certain electrieal effects known as aztion potentials,

These may be picked up by appropriate electrodes, and may be amplified

and combined by transistor circuits, They may be made to control the

motions of an artificial hand through electric motors, which derive

their power through appropriate electric babteries or accuriulators,

hut the signals which control them are sent through transistor circuits.

[he central nervous part of the control apparatus is generally almost

intact and should be used,

Such artificial hands have already been made in Russia, and thev

have even permitted some hand-amputees to go back to effective work.

This result is facilitated by the eircumstance that the same nervous

signal whieh was effective in producing a muscular contraction before
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Thus human-mechanical systems have a large practical field in

which they are useful; but in some situations, they are indispensable,

ie have already seen that learning machines must act according to some

norm of good performance, In the case of game=playing machines , where

the permissible moves are arbitrarily established in advance, and the

object of the game is to win by a series of permissible rules according

to a striet convention which determines winning or losing, thés norm

creates no problem, However, there are many aetivities whieh we

should like to improve by learning processes in which the success of

the activity is itself tn be 3udsed bv a criterion 4involvine human

beings, and in which the problem of the reduction of this eriterion

to formal rules ie far from sasv,

A field in which there is a great demand for zutcmatimation, and

a great possible demand for learning automatization is that of mechani

cal translation. In view of the present metastable state of international

tension, the "pited States and Russia are filled with an emual and

opposite necescity for each to find out what the other is thinking and

saying, Since there is a limited number of competent human translators

on both sides, each side is exploring the possibilities of mechanical

translation, This has been achieved after a fashion, but neither the

literary qualities nor the intelligibility of the products of these

translations have heen sufficient to excite any great enthusiasm on

either part. None of the mechanical defices for translation has

proved itself deserving of trust, When momentous issues depend on the

accuracy of the translation.
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Perhang the most mpromising way of mechanizing translation is

through 2 learning machine, For such a machire to function, we must

nave a firm eriterion of a good translation, Thig will involve one of

two things: either a complete set of objectively applicable rules,

jetermining when a translation is good; or some agency which i= capable

of anplving a criterion of good performance apart from such rules,

The normal criterion of good translation is intelligibility. The

reonle who read the language into whieh the translation is made must

sbtain the same impression of the text as ihat obtained from the original

hy peorle understanding the language of the original. If this criterion

nay be a little difficult to apply, we can give one which 13 necessary

if not sufficient. Tet us suppose that we have two independent tranfe

lating machines, say one from English into Danish and the other from

Danish into English. When a text in English has been translated into

Janish by the first machine, let the second translate it back into

English. Then the final translation must be rscognizably equivalent

to the original, by a person acouainted with English.

T+ ie conceivable that a set of formal rules be given for such a

translation so definite that they can be entrusted tc a machine, and so

nerfect that it will be sufficient for a translation to accord with these

~iles to be satisfachry as to the eriterion which we have givens I ao

rot believe that linguistic seimnee is so far advanced as to make a set

of rules of this sort practicable, nor that there is any prospect of

its being so advanced in the predictible future. Short of this state

of affairs, a translating machine will have a chance of error. If any
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important consideration of action or policy is to be determined by

the use of a translation machine, a small error or ever a small chanee

of error may have disproportionally large and serious consequences,

T+ seems to me that the best hope of a reasonable satisfactory

mechanical translation is to replace &amp; pure mechanism, ab least at first,

by a mechanicomhunan system, involving as critic an expert human transe

lator, to teach it by exercises as a schoolieacher instructs human

pupils. Perhaps at some later stape the memory of the machine may have

dosorbed enough human instruction to dispense with later human pariicie

tion, excent perhaps for a refresher course now and then, Tn this way9 I J 9

th ii Ce bi Aoh 1 ; oO " - £2 9 of 0i 1s i 3 LT 23
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Such a scheme would not eliminate the need for a translation office

to have attached to it an expert linguist whose ability and judgment

could be trusted. It would, or at least if might, enable him to handle

a considerably larger body of translation than he coukd withoul mecha

nical assistance. This, in my mind, is the best that we can hope of

mechanical translation.
fp to this point we have discussed the need of a critic sensitive

to human values, such as, for example, in a transiating system where all

hut the eritic is mechanical, LOWEVET, if the human element is to come

in as “the critie, it 1s quite reasepable to irtrcduee the human glement

in other stages, toc. In a translation machine it 18 by no means essons

t1a] that the mechanical element of the machine give us a single

complete translation. It can give us a large number of alternative

translations for indimidual sentences which lie within tha grammatical
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and lexicographical rules and leawe to the eritie the highly responsible

bask of censorship and selection of the mechanical translation which

rest fits the sense. There is no need whatever why the use of the

nachine in translation should leave the formation of a complete closed

translation to ithe machine even in the sense that this translation is to

be improved by a eriticism as a whole. OGCriticism may begin at a mueh

parlier stags.

What I have said about translating machines will apply with equal

or even greater force to machines whi€hmare to perform medical diagnoses,

Sueh machines are very much in vogue in plans for the medicine of the

future. They may help piek put elements which the doctor will use in

i1agrniosis but there is no need whatever that it should complete the

diagnosis without the doctor. Such &amp; closed permanent policy in a

nedical machine ie sooner or later likely to produce much ill health

and many deaths,

A walated nroblem reauirine the Joint consideration of mechanical

and buman elements is the operational problem of invention, whieh has

heen discussed with " by Dr. Gordon Raisbeck of A.D, Little, Ine,

Operationally, we must emnsider an invention not only with regard to

what we ean invent, but how the invention can be used and will be used

‘n &amp; human context. The second part of the problem is often more

31fficult than the first and has aless closed methodology. Thus we are

~onfronted with a problem of development which is essentially a learning

problem, not purely in the mechanical system but in the mechanical

system eonjoined with society. This is Jefinitely a case which requires

a consideration of the problem of the best joint use of machine and man.
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is being made with the intention of fixing permanently the concepts of

a period which 18 now long past. Marx lived in the middle of the first

industrial revolution and we are aow well into the second cre. Adam

Smith belongs to a still earlier and more obsolete phase of the first

industrial revolution. Permanent homeostasis of socliely cannct be made

on a rigid assumption of a complete permanence of Marianism, nor ean it

be made on a similar assumption concerning a standardized concept of

free enterprise and the profit motive. It is not the form of rigidity

which is particularly deadly, so much as rigidity itself whatever the

forme }

Tt weahdédsie me imporiant to say something in that article whieh

would emphasize the homeostatie funetion of seience and would at ihe

same time protest against the rigidity of the social application of science

both in Russia and elsevhere., When I sent this article to Vopresy

Filosofii, I anticipated that there would be a strong reaction to my

attitudd toward rigidity; in faet, my article was accompanied by &amp; cone

siderably lemger article pointing out the defects of my position from

a strictly Marxist standpoint. I have no doubt that if my originzl

paper had been first published over here, I would have had a similar snd

almost equal reaction from the standpoint of cur own prejudices whieh if

net as rigidly and formally expressed are also very strong. The thesis

which I wish to maintain is neither proe nor antiecommunist, but antie

rigidity. Therefore, I am expressing my ideas here in a form which is

not too closely cornecied with an evaluation of the difference between

the dangers which lle in these parallel but opposed rigidities. The

meral which T hawe wished to stress is that the diffleulties of establish
ing a really homeostatic reemlation of society is not tc be overcome bv

noe Es rhe node mia gall el Se ge end ash Jon ee 5 ; 3replacing one sel patlern whieh is not subject to eontinual reconsideraw
tion by an eaval and ovmesed met vattern of the same sort.
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The moral which I have wished to stress is that the difficulties of

establishing a really homeostatic regulation cf society is not to be

overcome by replacing one set pattern which is not subject to continual

reconsideration by an equal and opposed set pattern of the same sort.

For-the more-general question of learning machines,asbetweenthose
But there are other learning machines besides the translation

machine and the checkereplaying machine. Some of these may be pro=-

grammed in a completely mechanical way and others like the translation

machine need the intervention of a human expert as arbiter, It seems

to me that the uses for the latter sort greatly exceed those for the

former sort. Moreover, remember that in the game of atomic warfare,

there are no experts,

UI]

We have accomplished the task of showing many valid analogies

between certain religious statements and the phenomena studied by

cybernetics, and we have gone reasonably far in showing how cybernetic

ideas may be relevant to the moral problems of the individual. There

remains another field in whieh cybernetic ideas may be applied to

problems with an ethical aspects the cybernetics of soclety and the

racs.,

From the very beginning of my interest in cybernetics, I have bean

well aware that the considerations of control and of communication

which I have found applicable in engineering and in physiology were

also applicable in sociology and in economics. However, I have

deliberately refrained from emphasizing these fields as much as the
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others, and here are my reasons for this course. Cyberneties is

nothing if it is not mathematical, if not in esse then in posse,

I have found mathematical sociolopy and mathematical economics or

eaconomedries suffering under a misavprehension of what is the prover

use of mathematics in the social sciences and of what is to be expected

from mathematical technioues, and I have deliberately refrained from

biving advice which, as I was convinced, would be bound to I=afl to a

flood of superficial and illeconsidered work.

Mathematical physics has come to be one nf the great triummhs

of modern times, It is only during this century, however, that the

task of the mathematical physicist has come to be properly understood,

more espeelally in its relation to the *ask of the eymerimental

physicist. Until the critical years from 1900 to 1905, it was generally

considered that the main repertory of the ideas of mathematical physics

had been completed with the work of Newtong that time and space, mass

and momentum, force and energy were ideas grounded once for all;

and that the future task of physics would consist in making modile

in terms of these notions for phenomena whieh had not vet heen rediced

to these terme,

With the work of Planek and of Einstein, it became clear that the

task of the physicist was not so simple. The categories of physies

were seen not to have heen laid down once for all at the beginning of

the eighteenth century, and the task of the physiciit now has to be

placed back of the Newtonian ecconecepts, to bring our quantitive chsere

vations of the world into an order which should start with the experi=

ments themselves, and end with new predictions of observations and applied
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engineering techniques, The observer has ceased to be an innocent

registrar of his objeetive observations, but has rather come to take

an active participation in the experiment, Both in relativity and in

quantum theory, his rele in modifying the observations is toobe regarded

as far from negligible, This has led to the birth of the logical posie

bivism of the present dav,

The success of mathematical physics led the social scientist to

be jealous of its power, without quite understanding the intelleetval

attitudes which had contributed to this power. The use of mathematical

formulas had accompanied the development of the natural sciences, and

become the mode in the social sciences, Just as primitive peoples

adopt the Western modes of denationalized clothing and of parliamentation,

out of a vague feeling that these magic rites and vestments will at once

put them abreast of modern culture and techniaue, so the economists have

jeveloped the habit of dressing up their rather imprecise ideas in the

lanpuare of the infikitesimal eolors.

in doing this, they show scarcely more discrimination than the

natives of the Congo in their new rites. The mathematics which they

employ, and the mathematical physics which they use as their model,

are the mathematics and the mathematical physics of 1850. An economew

trician will develop an elaborate and ingenious theory of demand and

supply, inventories and unemployment, and the like, with a relative or

total indifference to the methods by which these elusive quantities are

observed or measured, Their quantitative theorfes are treated with the

mquestlioning respeet with which the physicists cf a less sophisticated
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age treated the concepts of the Newtonian physics. Very few econo

retricians are aware that if they are to imitate the procedure of modsrn

shysics and not 18s mere appearances, a mathematical econcmics must

segin with a critical account of these quantitative notions and the

neans adonted for collecting and measuring them.

Difficult as it is to eolleet good physical data, it is far

nore difficult to collect long runs of economic or social data so that

the whole of the run shall have a uniform significance. The data of the

oroduetion of steel, for instance, change their significance, not only

vith tevery invention which changes the technique of the steelwmaker,

hut with every social and economic change affecting business and

industry at large, and in particular, with every techniaue changing

the demand for stedl or the supply and nature of the competing materials,

“or egample, even the first skyseraper made of aluminium instead of

steel will turn out to affect the whole future demand for structural

steel, as the first diesel ship did the unouestioned dominance of the

steamshnive.

Thus the economic game is a game where the rules are subject to

important revisions, say every ten years, and bears an uncomfortable

resemblance to the Queen's crocuet game in Alice in Wonderland, whieh I

have dblready mentioned, Under the eircumstances, it is hopeless to

rive too precise a measurement to the quantities which occur in it. To

jevelop what purports to be precise values to such essentially vague

quantities is neither useful nor licnest, and any pretense of applying

nrecise formulae to these loosely defined quantities is a sham and a

saste of time.
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Here some recent work of Mandelbroit is much to the point, He

has shown that the initmate way in which the commodity market is both

theoretically and practically subject to random fluctuations arriving

from the very eontemvlation of its own irregularities is something

much wilder and much deeper than has been supposed, and that the

usual continuous approximations to the dynamics of the market must

be applied with neh more caution than has usually been the ease, or

not at all,

Thus the social sciences are a bad proving groupd for the ideas

of cybernetics «= far worse than the biological sciences, where the

rns are made under conditions whieh are far more unifédrm on their

own proper scale of time, For human beings as physiologiezl structures,

unlike society as a whole, have changed very little since the stone age,

and the life of an indifidual contains many years over which the physios

logical conditions change slowly and predictably, all in all, This does

not mean, however, that the ideas of cybernetics are not anplicable to

sociology and economics, It means rather that these ideas should be

tested in engineering and in biology, before they are applied to so

formdeass a field.

Under these eautipns, the familiar analogy of the body politie to

the body of the individual is a justifiable and a useful one. It is to

the body politie that many considerations of ethics must apply, and to that

part of religion which is essentially a paraphrase of ethies,
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I have now run through a nurber of essays which are united by

their covering the entire theme of ereative activity, from Gof to the

machine, under one set of concepts. The machine, as I have already

said, is the modern counterpart of the Golem of the Rabbi of Prague,

Since I have insisted upon discussing creative activity under one

heading, and in not parcelling 1t out into separate pieces belonging

to Cody to man, and to the machine, I do not consider that I have

taken more than an author's normal liberty in ealline this book:

GOD AND GOLEM, Ine.
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Preface

Some years ago, in The Human Use of Human Beings, I gave an

account of some of the ethical and sociological implications of my

previous work Cyberneticse the study of control and communication in

machines and living beings. At that period, cybernetics was a relatively

new idea and neither the scientific nor the social implications had

oecome fully clear. Now -~ some 15 years later -- cybernetics has made

a certain social and scientific impact and enough has happened to justify

1 new book in a related field.

The problem of unemployment due to automatization is no longer

conjectural, but a very vital difficulty of modern society. The cyber~

netic circle of ideas, from being a program for the future and a pious

nope, has become a working technique in engineering, in biology, in

medicine and sociology and has undergone a great internal development.

I have given more than one series of lectures trying to outline

the impingement of this circle of ideas on society, ethics, and

religion, and I think the time has come to attempt a synthesis of my

ideas in this direction, to consider more in detail the social conse-

quences of cybernetics. This book is devoted to certain aspects of

these consequences in the discussion of which, although I retain the

ideas and many of the comments which I made in the Human Use of Human

3eings, I can consider the matter more in detail and more completely.
 ARD —

The Human Use of Human Beings, Cybernetics and Society, published
py Houghton Mifflin Co,, Boston, 1950.
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— k Cybernetics, or Control and Communication in the Animal and the
Machine, The Technology Press of MIT and John Wiley &amp; Sons, Inc.,
Yew York, 1948.
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It is here my intention to discuss, not religion and

science as a whole, but certain points in those sciences in

which I have been interested -- the communication and control

sciences -- which seem tome to be near that frontier on which

science impinges upon religion. I wish to avoid those logical

paradoxes which are bound to accompany the extreme (but usual)

claims of religion to deal with absolutes. If we are to treat

knowledge only in terms of Omniscience, power only in terms of

Omnipotence, worship only in terms of the One Godhead, we shall

find ourselves entangled in metaphysical subtleties before we

shall have really embarked upon our study of the relations

oetween religion and science.

Nevertheless, there are many questidns concerning

«nowledge, power, and worship which do impinge upon some of

the more recent developments of science, and which we may

nell discuss without entering upon these absolute notions,

which are surrounded with so much emotion and reverence that

it 1s quite impossible to enter upcn them in a detached way.

Knowledge is a fact, power is a fact, worship is a fact, and

these facts are subject to human investigation quite apart

from an accepted theology. As facts, these matters ire subject

to study, and in this study we may adduce our observations of

knowledge, power, and worship in other fields, more accessible

to the methods of the natural sciences, without at once

demanding of the student a complete acceptance of the ‘credo
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quia incredible est" attitude.

It may be said that by starting in this way outside

religion, I have already removed this discussion from being

one of the relations between science and religion, which is

suggested by the general trend of this essay. Therefore, I

had better define my theme at the beginning, specify the

corner of my subject in which I intend to remain, and dis-

claim those purposes which are alien to my specific task.

As I have said, I have been working for several years on

problems of communication and control, whether in machines

or in living organisms; on the new engineering and physiolo-

gical techniques attaching to these notions: and on the study

of the consequences of these techniques for the achievement

of human purposes. Knowledge is inextricably intertwined with

communication, power with control, and the evaluation of human

purposes with ethics and the whole normative side of religion.

It is hence germane to a revised study of the relations between

science and religion that we should re-examine our ideas of

Chese matters in terms of the latest developments of theory

and practical technique. This may not itself constitute a

study of science and its relations to religion in the full

sense, but it certainly constitutes an indispensible prole-

gomenon to such a study.

In a study of this sort, if it is to lead anywhere, we

must disencumber ourselves of the superimposed lavers of
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Religion, whatever else it contains, has, unfortunately in times past,

somethinginitselfoftheclosedfrontparlor of a lew Hngland farm-
aouse, ‘with drawn blinds, wax flowers under a bell-jar on the mantel
siece, ‘gilded bulrushes surrounding Grandfather's portrait on an easel,
and a harmonium ‘ta black walnut, never played except at weddings or funera]
or again, it has also been occasionally in times past a moral counterpart
of a eapolitan hearse, one of those black plate-glass-windowed royal car-
riages, with their black-plumed stallions carrying even into death the as-
sertion of status, or at any rate of the aspiration to status. | Teligion is
a serious matter hiol we must separate sharply from any consideration of
sersonal values of less significance than religion itself.
[ have spoken of the layers of prejudice which should not encumber our
spproach to those problems in the vital common eround Where science and
religion come together; we must discuss God and lian in the seme breath.
Like Descartes, we. must nnintain the dignity of Man by treating him on a
basis somewhat different from that ‘on which we treat the lover animals.
svolution and the origin of species are not a desecration of human values:
the earlier Darwigians found that to entertain these duds has Vast very
langerous for the scientist in times past but is not true today.
[n the field of science, it is essential, often, to run counter to the
accepted prior theories. To dui continued progress ve must necessarily
consider the still baffling similarities and differences between living
seings. Living beings are living ‘beings in all their parts while mach-
TN are nade of metals and other still more highly orgenized inaninate
substances such as modern plastics. Physics takes account of purpose.
Lhe synthesis of fac-simile living FE is pombEiink rondbnanly event-
a8lly to be expected, but these will never conat ain the animus or soul,
however closely ‘they nay ‘aprroach the svpearance of doing SU.
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prejudice which we use nominally to protect the hommage

which we pay dignified and holy things: but in fact, as often

2s not to relieve ourselves from the sense of unworthiness

which we feél ih looking unpleasant realities and dangerous

comparisons in the face.

If this essay is to mean anything, it must be &amp; real

probing of real questions. The spirit in which it is to be

undertaken is that of the operating room, not of the ceremonial

feast of weeping about a corpse. Squeamishness is out of place

here -- it is even 2 blasphemy, like the bedside manners of

the fashionable physician of the last century, with his black

frock-coat and the surgical needles hiding under the silk lapel

af his fashionable co.:t.
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[t is the part. of the scientist  -of the intelligentandhonestman
&gt;f letters and of the intelligent and ‘honest clergyman, ‘as well - - to

entertain formerly heretical and forbidden opinions and to weigh these
against currently accepted norms, in order "ye ‘make even occasional genuine
Progress. This process, known as stochastics or pragmatics, is the basis
of real progress both in sceince and religion. Moreover . the frequent in
svitable rejections must not be. taken for granted at the beginning, and
zonstitute an important scientific and also 5 spiritual exercise. During
this gymnastics one increases Tne! s sceintific and spiritual muscle and
crogresses Sond. the ultimate desidiratum of complete open-mindedness.
It is a serious exercise, to be Laken in all earnestness. If so-called
1eresy involves a risk, such mst be undertaken honestly and courageously.
ire you willing to acquire greater scientific and religious Knowledge, both
somplementing each | other toward your clearer understanding of the whole?
It is in the light of honest and searching criticism that we must regard o
Stine vilol we have already touched upon: the false superlative.
[ have already mentioned the intellectual difficulties which arise out of

-_—

vttenpting to comprehend God's omniscienceandomnipotence,
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Religion, whatever else it contains, has, unfortunately in times past,
something in itself of the closed front parlor of a New England farn-
house, with drawn blinds, wax flowers underabell=jaron the mantel=
plece, gilded bulrushes surrounding Grandfather's portrait on an easel,
and a harmonium in black walmut, never played ‘except at weddings orfuneral
Or again, it hag | also Pan occasionally in times past. a moral counterpart
of a Neapolitan hearse, one of those black plategingsaintoves royal car-
riages, with thelr black-plumed stallions carrying even into death the ag-
sertion of status, or at any rate of the aspiration to status. Teligion is
a serious matter which we must separate sharply from any consideration of
personal. values of less significance than religion itself.
I have Spoken of the layers of prejudice which should not encumber our
approach to those problems in the vital common ground where sclence and
religion come together; we must discuss God and Man in the same breath.
Like Descartes, . we must maintain the dignity of Man by treating him on a
basis somewhat different from that on which we treat the lower animals,
Evolution and the origin of species are not a desecration of humen values;
the earlier Darwinians found that to entertain these ideas has ‘been very
langerous for the scientist in times past but is not true today.
In the field of sclence, it 1s essential, often, to run counter to the
accepted prior theorien: To hue continued progress we must necessarily
consider the still baffling similarities and differences between living
beings. Living ‘beings are living beings in all their parts while mach~
ines are made of metals and other still more highly organized inanimate
substances such as modern plastics. Physics takes | aceount of purpose.
The synthesis of fac-simile living matter is something reasonably event-
ually to be expected, but these will never conat ain the animus or soul,
however closely they may appronel ho SERNA of doling so.
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Religion, whatever else it contains, has, wifortunately in tives past,
something in itselfoftheclosedfront parlor of a New England forme
house withdrawn blinds, wax flowers under a bell=jar on the mantel
piece, gilded bulrushes surrounding Grandfather's portraitonaneasel,
andaharmoniuminblackwalmt,never played except at weddings or funeral
or again, 1% has also been oceasionslly in times past a moral counterpart
of a Neapolitan hearse, one of those black plate-glass-windowed royal car-
flages, with thelr black-rlumed stallions carrying even into death the as=
sertion of status, or at any rate of the aspiration to status,  Telligion is
5 serious matter which we must separate sharply iron any consideration of
personal values of less significance than religion itself, +
I have spoken of the layers of prejudice which should not encumber cur
approach to those problems in the vital comion ground where selence and
religion cone together; we must discuss God and Man in the same breath.
Like Descartes, we must maintain the dignity ol Man by treating hin on a
basis somevhat different from that on which we treat the lover animals,
fvolution and the erigin ‘of species are not a desecration of human values
the carlier Derwidans found that to entertain these ideas has been very
dengerous for the scientist in times past but is not true today,
In the field of science, 1t is essential, often, to run counter to the
scespted prior theories. “To make continued progress we must necessarily
consider ‘the still baffling similarities and differences between living
beingse Living beings are living beings 1n all their parts while mach-
ines are made of metals and other still nore highly organized inanimate
substances such ag podern plastics. Physics takes aocounb of Purpose.
Tho synthesis of fac=glmile living matter is something reasonably event+
tally to be expected, but these will never conat ain the animus or soul,
Lovever closely they may approach the arpearance of doing so.
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JESUS OF NAZARETH: GOD* AND*MAN
ru

It 1s the part of the sclentist = = of the intelligent and honest man
of letters and of the intelligentandhonestclergyman,aswell-= to
entertain formerly heretical and forbidden opinions and to weigh these
ageingl currently accepted norms, in order to make even occasional genuine
progress. This process, known as stochastics or pragmatics, is the basis
of real progress both in sceince and religion, Moreover, the frequent ine
evitable rejections must not be taken for granted at the beginning, and
constitute an important scientific and also a spiritual exercise. During
this gymnastics one increases pne's sceintific and spiritual muscle and
progresses ‘toward the ultimate desidiratum of complete open-mindedness.
It is a serious exercise, to be taken in all earnestness. Ir so-celled
heresy involves a risk, such must be undertaken honestly and courageously.
Are you willing to acquire greater sclentific and religious knowledge, both
complementing each other toward your clearer understanding of the whole?
It is in the light of honest and searching criticism that we must regard an

attitude which we have already: touched upon: the false superlative.
I have already mentioned the intellectual difficulties which arise out of
attempting to comprehend God's omniscience and omnirotence.
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It is the part of the scientist - = of the intelligent and honest man.

of letters and of the intelligent and honest clergyman, as well==to
entertain formerly heretical and forbidden opinions and to weigh these
against currently accepted norms, in order to make even occasional genuine
Progress. This process, mown as stochastics or pragmatics, is the basis
of real progress oth in sceince and religion, Moreover, ‘the frequent in-
evitable reiections rust not be taken for granted at the beginning, and
zonstitute an important sclentific and also a spiritual exercise, During
this gynnastles one increases pne's sceintificandspiritualmuscleand
progresses toward the ultinate desidiratum of gomplete open-mindedness.
It is a serious exercige, to be taken in all earnestness. ir so-called
heresy involves a risk, such mst be undertaken honestly and courageously.
Are you willing to acquire sreater scientific and religious knowledge, both
complementing each other toward your ‘clearer understanding of the whole?
It is in the light of honest and searehing eriticism that we rst regard an
attitude which we have already touched upon: the false superlative,
I have already mentioned the intellectual difficulties which arise out of
attempting to comprehend God's ormisclence and omnipotenae.
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of letters wand of the intelligent and honest clergyman, as well = = to
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that we must regard an attitude which we have already mentioned,

ind which it is hard to avoid in discussions of religious

matters -- the evasion-implied-by—thefalsesuperlative.I
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It is easy to dispose of this difficulty as a verbal

juibble, but it is more, The paradox of this question is one



of the many paradoxes which center about the notion of infinity,

in its many forms. On the one hand, the least manipulation of

the mathematically infinite introduces the notion of zero over

zero, or infinity over infinity, or infinity times zero, or

infinity minus infinity. These are called indeterminate forms,

and the difficulty they conceal lies fundamentally in the fact

that infinity does not conform to the ordinary conditions of a

number or a quantity, so that oC [eo only means for the

nathematician the limit of x/y, as x and y both tend to infinity

This may be 1 if y=x, 0 if y= x2, or e¢ if y=vx, and so on.

again, there is a different infinity which arises in

sounting. It can be shown that this notion too leads to para-

joxes. How many numbers are in the class of all numbers? It

~an be shown that this is not a legitimate question, and that

however one defines number, the number of all numbers is greater

than any number. This is one of the Frege-Russell paradoxes,

ind involves the complexities of the theory of types.

The fact is that the superlatives of Omnipotence and

Omniscience are not true superlatives, but merely loose ways

of asserting very great power and very great knowledge. They

express an emotion of reverence, and not a metaphysically

defensible statement. If God surpasseth the human intellect,

and cannot be compassed by intellectual forms, ~-- and this is

at least a defensible position -- it is not intellectually

honest to stultify the intellect itself by forcing God into

intellectual forms which should have a very definite
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intellectuil me.ining. Thus, when we find limited situations

which seem to cast light upon some of the statements generally

nade in religious books, it seems to me disingenuous to cast

these aside because they do not have the absolute, infinite,

nd comple te character which we are wont to attribute to

religious utterances.

This st:tement gives the key to my purposes in the

present book. I wish to take certain situations which have

been discussed in religious books, and have a religious

aspect, but possess a close analogy to other situations which

belong to science, and in particular to the new science of

cybernetics, the science of communication and control, whether

in machines or in living organisms. I propose to use the

limited analogies of cybernetic situations to cast a little

light on the religious situations.

In doing this, I certainly will have to force the

religious situations somewhat into my cybernetic frame. I am

quite conscious of the violence I must use in doing so. Ily

excuse is that it is only through the knife of the anatomist

that we have the science of anatomy, and that the knife of the

natomist is also "n instrument which only explores by doing

violence.
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"ith these preliminary remarks, let me turn to the real theme of this

little. book.

There are at least three points in cybernetics which appear to me to

be relevant to religious issues. One of these concern machines which learn;

one concerns machines which reproduce themselves; and one the coordination

5»f machine and man. I may say that such machines are known to exist. A

program has been written by Mr. Samuel of the International Business

Machines Corporation which allows a computer to play a game of checkers,

and this computer learns, or at least appears to learn, to improve its

game by its own experience. There are certain statements here which need

confirmation, or at least clarification; and I shall devote one section of

this book to this clarification.

Learning is a property which we often attribute exclusively to self-

conscious systems; and almost always to living systems. It is a phenomenon

which occurs in its most characteristic form in Man, and constitutes one of

those attributes of Man which is most easily put in conjunction with those

aspects of Man which are easily associated with his religious life. Indeed,

it is hard to see how any non-learning being can be concerned with religion.

There is, however, another aspect of life which is naturally asso-

ciated with religion. God is supposed to have made man in his own image;

and the propagation of the race may also be interpreted as a function in

which one living being makes another in its own image. In our desire to

rlorify God with respect to Man and Man with respect to matter, it is thus

natural to assume that machines cannot make other machines in their own



image; that this is something associated with a sharr dichotomy of systur:

into living and non-living; and that it is moreover associated with the

other dichotomy between creator and creature.

Is this, however, so? "ee shall devote a section of this book to

certain considerations which, in my opinion, show that machines are very

well able to make other machines in their own image. The subject upon

which I am entering here is at once very technical and very precise. It

should not be taken too seriously as an actual model of the process of

oiological generation, and even less as a complete model of divine

creation; but neither is it negligible as to the light it throws upon both

concepts.

These two parts of this book of lectures may be regarded as comple-

mentary the one to the other. The learning of the individual is a process

shich occurs in the life of the individual, in ontology. Biological re-

production is a phenomenon which occurs inthe life of the race, in

cshylogeny, but the race learns even as the individual does. Darwinian

natural selection is a kind of racial learning, which operates within

the conditions imposed by the reproduction of the individual.

The third group of topics of this book is also related to »nroblems

of learning, It is concerned with the relations of the machine to the

living being, and with systems involving elements of both kinds. As such,

it involves considerations of a normative and, more svecifically, of an

ethical nature. It concerns some of the most important moral traps into

which the present generation of human beings is likely to fall, It is

also closely connected with a great body of human tradition and human

legend, concerning magic and the like.



To begin with learning machines: an organized system may be said

to be one which transforms a certain incoming message into an outgoing

nessage, according to some principle of transformation. If this principle

of transformation is subject to a certain criterion of merit of performance,

and if the method of transformation is adjusted so as to tend to improve

the performance of the system according to this criterion, the system is

said to learn. A very simple type of system with an easily interpreted

criterion of performance is a game, to be played according to fixed rules,

shere the criterion of performance is the successful winning of the game

according to these rules,

Among such games are games with a perfect theory, which are not

interesting. Nim, as defined by Bouton, and tic-tac-to are examples of

such games. In these games, we not only can theoretically find a best

policy for the playing of the game, but this policy is known in all its

details. The player of such a game (either the first or the second), can

always win, or at any rate draw, by following the policy indicated. In

theory, any game can he brought to such a state -- this | is the idea of the

late Johann von Neumann -- but once a game has been brought to this state,

it loses all interest, and need no’ longer be considered even as an amusement.

An omniscient being such as God would find chess and checkers (or

Draughts in England, or Dames on the continent) to be examples of such von

Veumann games, but as yet their complete theory has not been humanly worked

out, and they still represent genuine contests of insight and intelligence.

Jowever, they are not played according to the manner suggested in the von

‘eumann theory. That is, we do not play them by making the best possible

move, on the assumption that an opponent will make the best possible move,



on the assumption that we shall make the best possible move, and so on

antil one of the players wins, or the game repeats itself. Indeed, tc be

able to nlay a game in the von Veumann manner is tantamount to possessing

a complete theory of the game, and to having reduced the game to a triviality.

The subject of learning, and in particular of machines which learn

to play games, may seem somewhat remote from religion, Nevertheless, there

is a religious problem to which those notions are relevant, This is the

oroblem of the game between the Creator and a creature. This is the theme

&gt;f the Book of Job, and of Paradise Lost as well.

In both these religious works the Devil is conceived as playing a

same with God, for the soul of Job, or the souls of mankind in general.

Now, according to orthodox Jewish and Christian views, the Devil is one of

God's creatures. Any other supposition would lead to a moral dualism,

savoring of Zoroastrianism and of that bastard offshoot of Zoroastrianism

and Christianity which we call Manicheanism,

But if the Devil is one of God's creatures, the game which furnishes

the content of the Book of Job and of Paradise Tost is a game hetween God

and one of His creatures. Such a game seems at first sight a pitifully

amequal contest. To play a game with an omnipotent, omniscient God is the

act of a focl; and as we are told, the Devil is a master of subtlety. Any

uprising of the rebel angels is foredoomed to failure. It is not worth

the Manfred-like rebellion of Satan to prove this point. Or else that

omnipotence which needs to establish itself by celestial bombardments of

thunderbolts is no omnipotence at all, but merely a very great strength,

and the Battle of the Angels might have ended with Satan on the celestial

throne, and God cast down into eternal damnation.
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Thus, if we do not lose ourselves in the dogmas of omnirotence and

omniscience, the conflict between God and the Devil is a real conflict,

and God is something less than absolutely omnipotent. He is actually en-

raged in a conflict with his creature, in which he may very well lose the

rame. And yet his creature is made by him according to his own free will,

and would seem to derive all its possibility of action from God himself,

Can God play a significant game with his own creature” Can any creator,

aven a limited one, play a significant game with his own creature?

In constructing machines with which he plays games, the inventor

nas arrogated to himself the function of a limited creator, whatever the

nature of the game-playing device which he has constructed. This is in

sarticular true in the case of game-playing machines which learn by ex-

perience. As I have already mentioned, such machines exist. How do these

nachines function? ™hat degree of success have they had?

Instead of functioning after the nmattern of the von Meumann game

theory, they act ina manner much more closely analogous to the proceeding

of the ordinary human game-player. At each stage, they are subject to con-

straints which restrict the choice of the next move to one which is legal

according to the rules of the game. One of these moves must be selected

accordirg to some normative criterion of good play.

Here, the experience of the human player of the game furnishes a

aumber of clues to be used in picking out this criterion. In checkers or

chess it is generally disadvantageous to lose pieces, and generallv advan-

tageous to take an opponent's piece. The player who retains his mobility

and right of choice, and the player who secures the command of a large

wmber of squares is usually better off than his opponent who has been
careless in these respects.



These criteria of good play hold throughout the frame; but there are

sther criteria which belong to a particular stage of the game. At the end of

the game, when the pieces are sparse on the board, it becomes more difficult

to close with the opponent for the kill. At the beginning of the game --

and this is a far more important factor in chess than in checkers =-- the

pieces are arranged in a way which tends to make them immobile and impotent,

and a development is needed which will get them out of one another's way,

soth for offensive and defensive purposes. Furthermore, with the great

variety of pieces in chess as compared with the poverty of checkers in

this regard, there are in chess a large number of special criteria of

good play, the importance of which has been proved by centuries of

experience.
These considerations may be combined (either additively or in some

nore complicated way) to give a figure of merit for the next move to be

played by the machine. This may be done in a somewhat arbitrary manner.

Then the machine compares the figures of merit of the moves legally possible,

and chooses that move with the largest figure of merit. This gives one way

of automatizing the next move.

This automatization of the next move is not necessarily, or even

isually, an optimum choice, but it is a choice, and the machine can go on

slaying. To judge the merit of this way of mechanizing a game, one should

jivest oneself of all the images of mechanization belonging to the

technical devices used, or the physical .image of humanity as displayed

&gt;y the ordinary game player. Luckily this is easy, for it is what we

always do in correspondence chess.
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Tn correspondence chess, one player sends the moves by mail to the

other, so that the only connection between the two players is a written

jocument. Even in this sort of chess, a skilled player soon develops an

image of the personality of his opponent -- of his chess personality, that is.

Je will learn if his opponent is hasty or careful} if he is easily tricked

or subtle; if he learns the tricks of the other player, or can be fooled

again and again by the same elementary stratery. "All this is done, I repeat,

7ith no further communication than the playing of the game itself.

From this point of view, the player, be he a man or a machine, who

slays by a simple table of merit, chosen once for all and unalterable, will

rive the impression of a rigid chess personality. Once you have found out

his weak point, you have found it out for all time. If a strategem has

sorked once against him, it will always work. A very small number of plays

are enough to establish his technique.

So much for the mechanized player who does not learn. However,

there is nothing to prevent a mechanized player from playing in a more

ntelligent way. For this he must keep a record of past games and past

plays. Then, at the end of each game or each sequence of games of a deter-

nined sort, his mechanism is put to a totally different sort of use.

In building up the figure of merit, certain constants are introduced

which might have been chosen differently. The relative importance of the

command constant, the mebility constant, and the number-of-pieces constant

night have been 10:3:2, instead of 9:)i:l4., The new use of the regulating

machine is to examine games already played, and in view of the outcome of

these, to give a figure of merit, not to the plays already made, but to the

weighting chosen for the evaluation of these plays.
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In this way, the figure of merit is continually being re-evaluated,

in such a manner as to give a higher ficure of merit for configurations oc-

curring chiefly in winning games, and a lower figure of merit for situations

recurring chiefly in losing games. The play will continue with this new

figure of merit, which may be established in many ways differing in detail.

The result will be that the game-playing machine will continually transform

itself into a different machine, in accordance with the history of the

actual play. In this, the experience and success, both of the machine and

of its human opponent, will play a role.

In playing against such a machine, which absorbs part of its playing

sersonality from its opoonent, this playing personality will not be absolutely

rigid. The opponent may find that strategems which have worked in the past,

7111 fail to work in the future. The machine may develop an uncanny

*anniness.

It may be said that all this unexpected intelligence of the machine

nas been built into it by its designer and programmer. This is true in one

sense, but it need not be true that all of the new habits of the machine

nave been explicitly foreseen by him. If this were the case, he should

nave no difficulty in defeating his own creation. This is not in accordance

#ith the actual history of Mr. Samuel's machine.

As a matter of fact, for a considerable period Fr.. Samuel's machine

was able to defeat him rather consistently, after a day or so of working in.

It must be said that Mr. Samuel, by his own statement, was no checker

sxpert to begin with, and that with a little further instruction and practice,

he was able to win over his own creation. It will not do, however, to

belittle the fact that there was a period when the machine was rather a
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~onsistent victor. It did win, and it did learn to win; and the method

of its learning was no different in principle from that of the human

boeing who learns to play checkers,

It is true that the choice of policies open to the checker-playing

machine is almost certainly narrower than that oven to the human checker

player; but it is also true that the choice of policies effectively open

to the human checker player is not unlimited. He may be restrained from

2 wider choice only by the bounds of his intelligence and imagination, but

those are very real bounds indeed, and not of a sort essentially different

from the bounds of the machine.

Thus the checker-playing machine already plays a reasonably good

game, which with a little further study of the end-game and a little more

skill in applying the coup de grace may begin to annroach master level.

If it were not for the fact that the interest in checker championship has

already been greatly diminished by the cut-and-dried nature of normal

human play, the checker-playing machine might already be said to have

destroyed the interest in checkers as a game. It is not surprising

that people are already beginning to ask, will chess go the same way?

and, when is this catastronhe to be expected?

Chess-playing machines, or machines to play at least an appreciable

part of a chess-game, are already in existence, but they are comparatively

poor things. They do not, at their best, go beyond the level of a com-

petent game between amateurs with no pretense to chess-mastership, and

shey very seldom reach that level. This is largely due to the far greater

complexity of chess than of checkers, both as to pieces and moves, and as

to the ereater discrimination between the policies suitable for the



different stages of the game. The relatively small number of considera-

tions necessary for mechanizing a checker game, and the low degree of

discrimination needed between its different stages, are totally inade-

quate for chess.

Nevertheless, I find it to be the general opinion of those of my

°riends who are reasonably proficient chess players, that the days of

chess as an interesting human occupation are numbered. They expect

that within from ten to twenty-five years, chess machines will have

reached the master class, and then, if the efficient but somewhat

nachine-like methods of the Russian school have allowed chess to survive

so long, it will cease to interest human players.

Be this as it may, there will be many other games which will continue

to offer a challenge to the games engineer. Among these is Go, that

far-Rastern game in which there are seven or more different levels of

recognized mastery. Moreover, war and business are conflicts resembling

cames, and as such, they may be so formalized as to constitute games

with definite rules. Indeed, I have no reason to suppose that such

Pormalized versions of them are not already being established as models

to determine the policies for pressing the Great Push-button and

burning the earth clean for a new and less humanly undevendable order

of things.

In general, a game-nlaying machine may be used to secure the

automatic performance of any function if the verformance of this

function is subject to a clear-cut, objective criterion of merit. In

checkers and chess, this merit consists of the winning of the game

according to the accepted rules of permissible play. These rules, which
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are totally different from the accepted maxims of good play, are simple

and inexorable, Not even =n intelligent child can be in doubt con-

cerning them, for longer than it takes to read them while facing a

ooard. There may be great doubt as to how to win a game, but no doubt

whatever as to whether it has been won or lost.

The chief criterion as to vhether a line of human effort

can be embodied in a game, is whether there is some objectively recog-

nizable criterion of the merit of the performance of this effort.

Otherwise the game assumes the formlessness of the croquet game in

Alice in Wonderland, where the balls were hedgehogs and kept unrolling

themselves, the mallets were flamingoes, the arches cardboard soldiers

sho kept marching about the field, and the umpire the Queen of Hearts,

sho kept changing the rules and sending the players to the Headsman to

oe beheaded. Under these circumstances, to win has no meaning, and a

successful policy cannot be learned, because there is no criterion of

success,

However, given an objective criterion of success, the

learning game may certainly be played, and is much closer to t he way

in which we learn to play games than the image of a game given in the

von Neumann theory, Unquestionably the technique of the learning game

ls certain to be employed in many fields of human effort which have

not yet been subjected to it. Nevertheless, as we shall see later,

the determination of a sharp test for good perfcrmance raises many

oroblems concerning learning games.



The learning to which we have been alluding so far is the learning

&gt;f the individual, which occurs within the time-course of his individual

orivate life, There is another type of learning of equal importance --

phylogenetic learning, or learning in the history of the race. It is

this type of learning for which one type of basis has been laid down

»y Darwin, in his theory of natural selection,

The basis of natural selection lies in three facts. The first

&gt;f these is that there is such a phenomenon as heredity: that an indi-

vidual plant or animal produces offspring after its own image. The

second is that these offspring are not completely after its own image,

out may differ from it in ways also subject to heredity. This is the

fact of variation and by no means implies the very doubtful inheritance

&gt;f acquired characteristics. The third element of Darwinian evolution

is that the over-rich pattern of spontaneous variation is trimmed by

the difference in the viability of different variations, most of which

tend to diminish the probability of continued racial existence, although

some, perhaps a very few, tend to increase it.

The basis of racial survival and racial change -- of evolution, as

we call it, may be much more complicated than this, and probably is.

For example, one very important type of variation is variation of

nigher order -~- the variation of variability. Again, the mechanism

of heredity and variation generally involves the processes described

functionally by Mendel and structurally by the phenomenon of mitosis ~~

the processes of the duplication of genes and their separation, of their
of

aggregation into chromosomes, linkage, and the rest of it.
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Nevertheless, behind all this fantastically complex concatenation

&gt;f processes, lies one very simple fact: that in the presence of a

suitable nutritive medium of nucleic acids and amino-acids, a molecule

&gt;f a gene, consisting itself of a highly specific combination of amino-

acids and nucleic acids, can cause the medium to lay itself down into

syther molecules which either are molecules of the same gene, or of other

genes differing from it by relatively slight variations. It has been

thought indeed that this process is strictly analogous to that by which

a molecule of a virus, a sort of molecular parasite of a host, can

raw together from the tissues of the host, which act as a nutrient

medium, other molecules of the same virus. It is this act of molecular

mltiplication, whether of gene or of virus, which seems to revoresent a

late stage of the analysis of the vast and complicated process of

reproduction.

Man makes man in his own image. This seems to be the echo or the

orototype of the act of creation, by which God is suonosed to have

nade man in His image. Can something similar occur in the less compli-

sated (and perhaps more understandable) case of the non-living systems

which we call machines?

“That is the image of a machine? Can this image, as embodied in one

machine, bring a machine of a general sort, not yet committed to a

rarticular specific identity, to reproduce the original machine, either

absolutely, or under some change which may be construed as a vanation?

Jan the new and varied machine itself act as an archetype, even as to

its own departures from its own archetypal pattern?
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It is the purpose of the present section to answer these questions,

and to answer them by "yes". The value of what I shall say here, or

rather of what I have said elsewhere in a more technical manner, * and

what IT shall sketch here, is that of what the mathematician calls an

existence proof, I shall give one method in accordance with which

nachines can reproduce themselves, I do not say that this is the only

method in which this reproduction can take place, for it is not; nor

sven that it is the manner in which biological reproduction takes place,

for that it also is certainly not. However, different as the mechanical

and the biological reproduction may be, they are parallel processes,

achieving similar results; and an account of the one may well produce

relevant suggestions in the study of the other.

Tn order to discuss intelligently the problem of a machine con-

structing another after its own image, we must make the notion of image

nore precise. Here we must be aware that there are images and images.

Pygmalion made the statue of Galathea in the image of his ideal

beloved, but after the gods brought it to life, it became an image of

nis beloved in a much more real sense. It was no longer merely a

pictorial image, but an operative image.

A reproducing lathe can make an image of a punstock model, which

can be used for a gunstock, but this is merely because the purpose

which a gunstock fulfills is very simple. On the other hand, an electric

circuit may fulfill a relatively complicated function, and its image,

as reproduced by a printing-press using metallic inks, may itself

function as the circuit it represents. These onrinted circuits have
obtained a considerable vogue in the techniques of modern electrical
engineering.
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Thus, besides pictorial images, we may have operative images.

These operative images, which perform the functions of their original,

may or may not bear a pictorial likeness to it. 'hether they do or not,

they may replace the original in its action, and this is a much deeper

similarity. It is from the standpoint of operative similarity that we

shall study the possible reproduction of machines,

But what is a machine? From one standpoint, we may consider a

machine as a prime mover, a source of energy. This is not the stand-

point which we shall take in this book. For us, a machine is a device

for converting incoming messages into outgoing messages. A message,

from this point of view, is a sequence of quantities which represent

signals in the message. Such quantities may be electrical currents

or potentials but are not confined to these and may indeed be of a

very different nature. VYoreover, the component signals may be distri-

outed continuously or discretely in time. A machine transforms a

number of such input messages into a number of output messages, each

utput message at any moment devending on the innut messages up to this

noment. As the engineer would say in his jargon, a machine is a

nultiple-input, multiple-output transducer.

Most of the problems which we shall consider here are not very

different or very much more different from those arising in single-

innut, single-output transducers. This might suggest to the engineers

that we are dealing with a problem which he already knows very well:

the classical problem of the electric circuit, and its impedance or

admittance or its voltage ratio.
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This, however, is not exactly so. Imvedance and admittance and

voltage ratio are notions which can only be used with any degree of

precision in the case of linear circuits: this is of circuits for

which the addition of inputs as series in the time corresvonds to the

addition of the corresponding outputs. This will be the case for pure

resistances, pure capacities, and pure inductances, and for circuits

composed exclusively of ‘these elements, connected according to Kirchhoff's

laws. For these, the appropriate input on which to test the circuit is

a trigonometrically oscillating input potential which can be varied in

frequency and can be determined in phase and amplitude. The output

will then also be a sequence of oscillations of the same frequency,

and by comparing it with the input in amplitude and phase, the circuit

or transducer can be completely characterised.

If a circuit is non-linear, if, for example, it contains rectifiers

or voltage-limiters or other similar devices, the trigonometric inout

is not an adequate test input. In this case, a trigonometric input

will not in general produce a trigonometric output. Moreover, strictly

speaking, there are no linear circuits, but only circuits with a better

or worse approach to linearity.

The test input which we choose for the examination of non-linear

circuits --~ and it can be used for linear circuits, too -- is of a

statistical nature. Theoretically, unlike the trigonometric input,

shich must be varied over the entire range of frequencies, it is a single

statistical ensemble of inputs which can be used for all transducers, It

is known as the shot-effect. Shot-effect generators are well-defined

pieces of apparatus with a physical existence as instruments, and may
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he ordered from the catalogues of several houses of electrical-

. *

instrument makers.

The output of a transducer excited by a given input message is

a message which depends at the same time on the input message and on

the transducer itself. Under the most usual circumstances, a trans-

ducer is a mode of transforming messages, and our attention is drawn

to the output message as a transformation of the input message. However,

there are circumstances, and these chiefly arise when the input message

carries a minimum of information, when we may conceive the information

&gt;f the output message as arising chiefly from the transducer itself,

No input message may be conceived as containing less information than

the random flow of electrons constituting the shot effect, Thus the

putout of a transducer stimulated by a random shot effect may be con-

ceived as a message embodying the action of the transducer.

As a matter of fact, it embodies the action of the transducer for

any possible input message. This is due to the fact that over a finite

time, there is a finite (though small) possibility that the shot effect

#ill simulate any possible messare within any given finite degree of

accuracy. Thus the statistics of the message arising from a given

transducer under a given standardized statistical shot-e“fect input

i

Let me explain here what a shot-effect flow of electricity is. Electri-
city does not flow continuously, but in a flow of charged particles, each
vith the same charge. In general, these do not flow at fixed intervals,
ut with a random distribution in time, which superimposes on the steady
flow fluctuations which are independent for non-overlapping intervals of
time. This produces a noise with a uniform distribution over frequency.
This is often a disadvantage and limits the message-carrying power of
the line. There are, however, cases such as the present, where these irre-
gularities are Just what we wish to produce, and there are commercial
devices for producing them. These are known as shot-effect generators.
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constitute an operative image of the transducer, and it is quite

conceivable that they may be used for reconstituting an equivalent

transducer, in another physical embodiment. That is, if we know

now a transducer will respond to a shot-effect innut, we know ipso

facto how it will respond to any input.

The transducer -~- the machine -- as instrument and as message --

this suggests the sort of duality which is so dear to the physicist,

and is exemplified by duality between wave and particle. Again, it

suggests that biological alternation of generations which is expressed

by the bon mot -- I do not remember whether it was Bernard Shaw's or

Samuel Butler's -- that a hen is merely an egg's way of making another

egg. The liver fluke in the liver of the sheep is but another phase

of a race of parasites which infects certain pond snails. Thus the

nachine may generate the message, and the message may generate another

nachine.

This is an idea with which I have toyed before -- that it is con-

ceptually possible for a human being to be sent over a telegraph line.

Let me say&amp;once that the difficulties far exceed my ingenuity to over-

come them, and that I have no intention to add to the pvresent embarrass-

nent of the railroads by calling in the American Telegraph and Telephone

company as a new competitor. At present, and perhaps for the whole

existence of the human race, the idea is impracticable, but it is not

on that account inconceivable,

Quite apart from the difficulties of bringing this notion into

oractice in the case of man, it is a thoroughly realizable concept in

the case of the man-made machines of a lower degree of complexity. For
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this is precisely what I am proposing as a method by which non-linear

transducers may reproduce themselves, The messages in which the func-

tion of a given transducer may be embodied will also embody all those

many embodiments of a transducer with the same operative image. Among

these there is at least one embodiment with a certain special sort of

nechanical structure, and it is this embodiment which I am nroposing

to reconstruct from the message which carries the operational image

&gt;f the machine.

In describing the particular embodiment which I shall choose for

the operational pattern of the machine to be reproduced, I also

describe the formal character of the pattern. For this description

te be anything more than a vague fantasy, it must be expressed in mathe-

matical terms, and mathematics is not a language to be understood by

the general reader, for whom this book is destined. Thus I must forego

precision at this place. I have already expressed these ideas in

mathematical angus, so that I have fulfilled my duty to the

specialist, If I leave the matter at that, I shall have done less than

my duty for the reader for whose eyes this book is intended. I shall

appear to have asserted only some possibly empty claims. On the other

hand, a full presentation of my ideas here would be utterly futile.

Therefore I shall confine myself in this book +o as good a paraphrase

as I can make of the mathematics which is the real heart of the matter.

Even at this I am afraid that the following pages will be rough

going. For those who wish to avoid rough going at any cost, I must warn

them to skip this part of the text. I am writing them only for those

whose curiosity is sufficiently intense to induce them to read on

despite such warnings.
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Reader, you have received the statutory warning, and

anything you say in derogation of the following text may be

1sed against youl!

It is possible to multiply 2 machine, say a linear

transducer, by a constant, and to add two machines. Remember

that we take the output of a machine to be an electric poten-

tial, which we m*y suppose to be read on open circuit, if we

take advantaee of the modern devices which are known as

cathode followers. By the use of potentiometers, and/or

transformers, we can multiply the output of a transducer

by any constant, positive or negative. If we have two or

more separate transducers, we may add their output potentials

for the same input by arranging them in series, and thus ob-

tain 2 compound device with an output any sum of the outputs

of its component parts, each with an appropriate positive

or negative coefficient.

"e thus can introduce into the analysis ind synthesis

of machines the familiar notions of polynomial developments

and of series. These notions are familiar in the case of

trigonometric develovments and of Fourier series. 1t re-

nains to give in appropriate repertory of competent trans-

ducers for the formation of such a series, and we shall have

~iven . stindard form for the realiz:tion ind consequently the

juplic.ti.n of in overative image.
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Such a stindird repertory of elementary machines for

the approximate representation of all machines to what is,in

an appropriate sense, any degree of accuracy, is known to

exist. To describe this in mathematical form is a matter of

some degree of complexity; but for the benefit of the stray

mathematician who may happen to peruse these pages, I shall

say that for any input message, these devices yield products

of the Hermite polynomials in the Laguerre coefficients of the

past of the input. This is really quite as specific and

quite as complicated as it sounds.

Where can one obtain these devices? Not at present, I

am afraid, as made-up devices in an electrician's supply

rouse: however, they can be put together according to precise

specifications. The components of these devices will be on

she one hand resistances, capacitors and inductances, familiar

components of linear apparatus. Together with these, in

order to obtain linearity, we need multipliers which take two

sotentials as inputs, and yield a potential which is the

oroduct of the two. Such devices are for sale on the market;

ind if they are somewhat costlier than would be desirable in

view of the number of them needed, the development of inven-

tion may bring the price down: and at any rate, expense is

not a consideration of the same order as possibility. 4n

axtremelyv interesting device of this sort, working on vpiezo-

alectric principles, has been made in the laboratory of

Professor Dennis Gabor of the Imperial College of Science
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and Technolory. He uses it for a device which is different

in many ways from that which I have indic.ted, but which is

also used for the analysis and synthesis of arbitrary

machines.

To return to the particular devices I have mentioned,

they have three proparties which make them suitable for the

analyeis and synthesis of the general machine. To begin

with, they are a closed set of machines. That is, by combi-

ning them with oporovriate coefficients, we may approximate

to any machine whatever. Then they can be so proportioned

1s to be normal, in the sense that for a4 random impulse of

anit-statistical strength they will give outputs of unit-

statistical strength. Lastly, they are orthogonal. This

neans that if we take any two, give them the same standardized

shot~effect input, and multiply their outputs, the product of

these outputs, averaged over the shot-effect statistics of all

the inputs, will be zero.

In a development of a machine in this form, analysis is

2s easy as synthesis. Suppose that we have a machine in the

form of a "black box™: that is, a machine performing a

definite stable operation {one which does not go into spon-

taneous oscillation), but with an internal structure in-

accessible to us and which we do not know. Let us also

have a "white box" cor a machine with known structure. re-

presenting one of the terms in the development of the black

oox. If then the two boxes have their input terminals



ittached to the same shot-effect generator, and their output

terminals are attached to a multiplier which multiplies their

outputs, the product of their outputs, averaged over the

entire shot effect distribution of their common input, will

be the coefficients of the white box in the development of

the bilcck box as a sum of all the white boxes with appropriate

coefficients.

To obtain This is seemingly impossible, as it vould

appear to loci Te the study of the system for the entire

statistical. range of shot-effect inputs. However, there is

in important accident which enables us to circumvent this

difficulty. There is a theorem in mathematical physics

nhich enables us in certain cases to replace avarages over

distributions with time averages, not in every single case,

but the probabiiity ons. In the particular case of the shot

effect, it may %e proved rirorously that the conditions for

the validity of this theorem are fulfilled. Thus we may

replace the average over tne mntire ensemble of possible shot

effects, necessary to obtain the coefficient of the white box

in the development of the black box, by an average over time,

and we shall get the right cosfficient with the probability

ome. This, though not theoretically a certainty, is in

practice equivalent to a certainty.

For this we need to be able to take a time average

of a potential. Luckily, apparatus for the obtaining of such

time averages is well known and easy to procure. 1t considts



only of resistances, capacities, and devices for measuring

potentials. Thus our type of system is equally useful for

the analysis and the synthesis of machines. If we use it

for the analysis of machines, and then use the same apparatus

for the synthesis of a machine according to this analysis, we

shall have reprocuced the operative image of the machine.

This would seem at first sight to involve a human inter-

rention., However, It is easy -- much easier than the analysis

and oynthosiz thooosives ~- to cause the readings of the

analysis to appear, not as measurements on a scalz. but as

the settings of a nunler of potentiometers. Thus, as far

2s the number of terms available and the precision of the

enginezsring tecnnisur permit, we have made an unknown black

box, by its own couration, transfer its pattern of action

to a complex whits Lox initially capable of assuming any

pattern of action, This is in fact very similar 4o what

occurs in the frndamental act of reproduction of living

matter. Here, too, &amp; substrate cavable of assuming a large

number of forms, molecular structures in this case, is caused

to assume 2 particular form by the presence of 4 structure ---

1 molecule -- which already possesses this form.

When I have presented this discussion of self-

multiplying systems to philosophers and biochemists, I have been

met with the statement, "But the two processes are entirely

different! Any analogy between life and the non-living must

be purely superficial. Certainly the detail of the process
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of biological multiplication is understood, and has nothing

to do with the process which you invoke for the multiplication

ff machines.

"On the one hand, machines are made of iron and brass,

the finer chemical structure of which has nothing to do with

their functions as parts of a machine. Living matter,

however, are living Sonn to the finest parts which characterize

them as the same sort of matter -- the molecules. Then, too,

the multiplication of living matter occurs by a well-

described template process, in which the nucleic acids deter-

mine the laying down of the chain of the amino acids, and

this chain is double, consisting of a pair of complimentary

spirals. When these separate, each gathers to itself the

molecular residues needed to reconstitute the double spiral

of the original chain.®

It is clear that the process of reproduction of living

matter is different in its details from the process of the

reproduction of machines which I have sketched. 4s is indi-

cated by the work of Gabor, which I have already mentioned,

there are other ways of making a machine reproduce itself:

and these, which are less rigid than the one I have given,

are more likely to bear a resemblance to the multiplication

phenomenon in life. Living matter certainly has a fine

structure more relevant to its function and multiplication

than that of the parts of a non-living machine, though this

may not be equally the case fir those newer machines which
operate according to the principles of solid state physics.



However, even living systems are not (in all probability)

living below the molecular level. Furthermore, with all the

lifferences between living systems and the usual mechanical

ones, it is presumptuous to deny that systems of the one

sort may throw some light upon systems of the other. One

respect in which this may well be the case, is that of the

mutual convertibility of spatial and functional structure,

on the one hand, and of messages in time, on the other.

The template account of reproduction is manifestly not the

whole story. There must be some communication between the

nolecule of genes and the residues to be found in the

nutrient fluid, and this communication must have a dynamics.

It is quite in the spirit of modern physics to suppose that

field phenomena of a radiative nature mediate the dynamics

of such communication. It will not do to state categorically

that the processes of reproduction in the machine and in the

living being have nothing in common.

Pronouncements of this kind often seem to eautious

and conservative minds to be less risky than rash statements

of analogy. However, if it's dangerous to assert an analogy

on insufficient evidence, it is equally dangerous to reject

one without proof of its inconsequentialness. Intellectual

honesty is not the same thing as the refusal to assume an

intellectual risk, and the refusal even to consider the new

and emotionally disturbing has no particular ethical merit.



For the idea that God's supposed creation of man and

the animals, the begetting of living beings according to their

kind, and the possible reproduction of machines, are all part

of the same order of phenomena, is emotionally disturbing,

just as Darwin's speculations on evolution and the descent

of man were disturbing. If it is an offense against our

self-pride to be compared to an ape, we have now got pretty

vell over it; and it is an even greater offense to be

compared to a machine. To each suggestion in its own age,

there attaches something of the reprobation which attached

in earlier ages to the sin of sorcery.

I have mentioned the heredity of the machine and

Darwin's evolution through natural selection in the same

paragraph. For the genetics which we have attached to the

machine to be the basis of a kind of evolution through natural

selection, we must accaunt for it by variation and the in-

heritance of variations. However, the type of machine genetics

which we suppose has room for both. Variation occurs in the

inaccuracy of the realization of the copying process which we

have discussed; while the copied machine exemplified in our

white box is itself available as an archetype for further

copying. Indeed, whereas in the original one-stage copying

the copy resembles its original in operative image, but not

in appearance, in the next stage of copying the spatial struc-

ture is preserved, and the replica is a replica in that as well.
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It is clear that the process of copying may use the

former copy as a new original. That is,variations in the

heredity are preserved, though they are subject to a

further variation.

I have said that the reprobation attaching in former

ages to the sin of sorcery attaches now in many minds to the

speculations of modern cybernetics. For make no mistake, if

but two hundred years ago a scholar had pretended to make

machines that should learn to play games or that should pro-

pagate themselves, he would surely have been made to assume

the San Benito, the gown worn by the victims of the Inquisition,

and have been handed over to the secular arm, with the injunc-

tion that there be no shedding of blood; surely, that is,

unless he could convince some great patron that he could

transmute the base metals into gold, as Rabbi L&amp;b of Prague,

nho claimed that his incantations blew breath of life into

the Golem of clay, had persuaded the Emperor Rudolf. For

even now, if an inventor could prove to a computing-machine

company that his magic could be of service to them, he could

cast black spells from now till Doomsday, without the least

personal risk,

What is sorcery, and why is it condemned as a sin? Why

is the foolish mummery of the Black Mass so frowned upon?



The Black lizass must be understood from the point of view

of the orthodox believer. For others it is a meaningless

if obscene ceremony. Those who participate in it are far

nearer to orthodoxy than most of us realize. The principal

element in the Black iiass is the normal Christian dogma that

che priest performs a real miracle, :nd that the Element of

the Host becomes the very Blood and Body of Christ.

The orthodox Christian and the sorcerer agree that

sfter the miracle of the consecration of the Host is performed,

he Divine Elements are capable of performing further miracles.

They agree moreover that the miracle of Trans-substantiation

can only be performed by a duly ordained priest. Furthermore,

they agree that such a priest can never lose the power to per-

form the miracle, though if he is unfrocked he performs it at

the sure peril of damnation.

Under these postulates, what is more natural than that

sone soul, damned but ingenious, should have hit upon the

idea of laying his hold on the magic Host, and using its

rowers for his personal advantage. It is here, and not in

any ungedly orgies, that the central sin of the Black Mass

consists. The magic of the Host is intrinsically good: its

nerversion to other ends than the Greater Glory of God is

a deadly sin.

This was the sin which the Bible attributes to Simon

Magus, for bargaining with Saint Paul for the miraculous

powers of the Christians. I can well imagine the puzzled



aggrievement of the poor man when he discovered that these

powers were not for sale, and that Paul refused to accept

+hat was in Simon's mind, an honorable, acceptable, and

natural bargain. It is an attitude that most of us have en-

~ountered when we have declined to sell an invention at the

really flattering terms offered us by a modern captain of

industry.
Be that as it may, Christianity has always considered

simony as a sin: that is, the buying and selling of the

sffices of the .Church and the supernatural powers implied

therein. Dante indeed places it among the worst of sins,

and consigns to the bottom of his Hell some of the most

notorious practitioners of simony of his own times. However,

simony was a besetting sin of the highly ecclesiastical world

in which Dante lived, and is of course extinct in the more

rationalistic and rational world of the present day.

Tt is extinct! It is extinct. It is extinct?

Perhaps the powers of the age of the machine are not truly

supernatural, but at least they seem beyond the ordinary

course of nature to the man in the street. Perhaps we no

longer interpret our duty as obliging us to devote these

creat powers to the greater glory of God, but it still seems

improper to us to devote them to vain or selfish purposes.

There is a sin, which consists of using the magic of modern

automatization to further personal profit or let loose the

apocalyptic terrors of nuclear warfare. If this sin is to

nave a name, let that name be Simony or Sorcerv.



For whether we believe or not in God and his greater

glory, not all things are equally permitted to us. The late

Mr. Adolf Hitler to the contrary, we have not yet arrived at

that pinnacle of sublime moral indifference which puts us

beyond Good and Evil. And just so long as we retain one

trace of ethical discrimination, the use of great powers

for base purposes will constitute the full moral equivalent

of Sorcery and Simony.

As long as automata can be made, whether in the metal

or merely in principle, the study of their making and their

theory is a legitimate phase of human curiosity, and human

intelligence is stultified when man sets fixed bounds to his

curiosity. Yet there are aspects of the motives to automati-

zation which go beyond a legitimate curiosity, and are sinful

in themselves. These are to be exemplified in the particular

type of engineer and organizer of engineering which I shail

designate by the name of gadget-worshipper.

T am most familiar with gadget-worshippers in my own

world, with its slogans of free enterprise and the profit-

notive economy. They can and do exist in that through-the-

looking-glass world where the slogans are the dictatorship

of the proletariat and Marxianism and communism. Power and

the search for power are unfortunately realities which can

assume many garbs. Of the devoted priests of power, there

ire many who regard with impatience the limitations of mankind,

and in particular the limitation consisting in man's



independability nd unpredictability. You may know 1

naister mind of this type by the subordinates whom he chooses.

They are meek, self-effacing and wholly at his disposal; and

sn account of this, are generally ineffective when they once

~ease to be limbs .t the disposal of his brain. They are

ravakle of great industry, but of little independent initiative--

the chamberlains of the ‘harem cof ideas to which their Sultan

is wedded.

In addition to the motive which the gadget-worshipper

finds for his admiration of the machine in its freedom from

the human limitations of speed and accuracy, there is one

motive which it is harder to establish in any concrete case,

but which must play a very considerable role nevertheless. It

is the desire to avoid the personal responsibility for a

jangerous or disasterous decision by placing the responsibility

slsewhere: on chance, on human superiors and their policies

vhich one cannot question, or on a mechanical device which one

-annot fully understand, but which has a presumed objectivity

It is this, which leids shipwrecked castaways to draw lots to

jetermine which of them shall first be eiten. It is this to

shich the lite Mr. Zichmann entrusted his able defense. It

is this which leads to the issue of some blank cartridges

mong the ball cartridges furnished to : firing squad. This

will unquestionably be the manner in which the official who

pushes the button in the next (and last) atomic war, whatever

side he represents, will salve his conscience. And it is an



old trick in magic--cne, however, rich in tragic consequences,

to sacrifice to a vow the first living creature which one

sees after safe return from a perilous undertaking.

Once such a master becomes aware that some of the

supposedly human functions of his slaves may be transferred

to machines he is delighted. At last he has found the new

subordinate-- efficient, subservient, dependable in his

action, never talking back, swift, and not demanding a single

thought of personal consideration.

Such subordinates are contemplated in Capek's play

R.U.R. The Slave of the Lamp makes no demands. He does

not ask for a .day off each week, or a television set in his

servant's quarters. In fact, he demands nc quarters at all,

but appears out of nowhere when the lamp is rubbed. If your

purposes involve you in a course sailing pretty close-hauled

to the moral wind, your slave will never reprove you, even

to the extent of a questioning glance. Now you are free, to

dree your wierd where destiny may lead you!

This type of master mind is ttemind of the sorcerer

in the full sense of the word. To this sort of sorcerer, not

only the doctrines of the church give a warning, but the

accumulated common sen8e of humanity, as accumulated in legends,

in myths, and in the writings of the conscious literary man.

411 of these insist thuzt not only is sorcery a sin leading

to Hell, but it is a personal peril in this life. It is a two-

edged sword, and sooner or later it will cut you deep.



In the Thousand Nights 2nd =x Night, the tale of the

Fisherman and the Genie is well to the point. A fisherman,

casting his nets off the coast of Palestine, pulls up an

sarthen jar sealed with the Seal of Solomon. He breaks the

seal, smoke boils out of the jar and takes the figure of an

snormous Jinni. The Being tells him that he is one of those

rebellious beings imprisoned by the great King Solomon; that
at first he had intended to reward anyone who liberated him

with power and riches: but that in the course of ages, he

had come to the decision to slay the first mortal he might

neet, and above all the man who should bring him freedom.

Fortunately for himself, the fisherman seems to have

been an ingenious fellow, with a rich line of blarney. He

plays on the vanity of the Jinni and persuades him to show

how such a great Being could have been confined in such a

small vessel by going back again into the jar. He claps the

sealed lid on again, throws the vessel back into the sea:

ind congratulates himself on his narrow escape, lives happily

aver after.

In other tales, the chief character does not have so

accidental an encounter with magic, and either comes even

closer to the edge of catastrophe, or wnurs utter ruin. In

soethe's poem, The Sorcerer's Apprentice, the young factotum

who cleans the Master's magic garments, sweeps his floors and

fetches his water, is left alone by the sorcerer, with the

command to fill his water-butt. Having a full portion of thit
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laziness which is the true mother of invention -- it led the

boy who tended Newcomen'ts engine to fasten the valve-string

which he was to pull to the crosshead, and so led to the idea

of the automatic valve gear -- the lad remembers some frag-

ments of an incantation which he has heard from his master

and puts the broom to work fetching water. This task the

broom carries out with promptness and efficiency. The water

begins to overflow the top of the water-butt, when the boy

finds that he does not remember the incantation which the

magician has used to stop the broom. The boy is well on the

way to be drowned when the magician comes back, recites the

words of power, and gives the apprentice a good wholesome

scolding.
Even here the final catastrophe is averted through

a deus ex machina. W. W. Jacobs, an English writer of the

beginning of the present century, has carried the principle

to its stark logical conclusion in a tale called The Monkey's

Paw, which is one of the classics of the literature of horror.

In this tale, an English working family is sitting

down to dinner in its kitchen. The son leaves to work at a

factory, and the old parents listen to the tales of their

guest, a sergeant-major back from service in the Indian army.

He tells them of Indian magic and shows them a dried monkey's

paw: which, he tells them, is a. talisman which has been en-

dowed by an Indian holy man with the virtue of giving three

vishes to each of three successive owners. This, he says,

Was to prove the folly of defying fate.



He says th:t he does not know what were She first

two wishes of the first owner, but that the last one was for

jeath. He himself was the second owner, but his experiences

were too terrible to relate. He is about to cast the paw

on the coal fire, when his host retrieves it, and despite all

the sergeant-major can do, wishes for two hundred pounds.

Shortly thereafter there is a knock at the door. A very

solemn gentleman is there from the company which has employed

his son. AS gently as he can, he breaks the news that the

son has been killed in an accident at the factory. Without

recognizing any responsibility in the matter, the company

ffers its sympathy, and two hundred pounds as a solatium.

The parents are distracted, 4nd at the mother's

suggestion, they wish the son back again. By now it is dark

without, a dark windy night. Again there is a knocking at

the door. Somehow the parents know that it is their son,

but not in the flesh. The story ends with the third wish,

that the ghost should go away.

The theme of all these tales is the danger of magic.

This seems to lay in the fact that the operation of magic is

singularly literal-minded, and that if it grants you anything

at all, it grants what you ask for, not what you should have

isked for or what you intend. If you ask for two hundred

pounds, and do not express. the condition that you do not wish

it at the cost of the life of your son, two hundred pounds

vou will get, whether your son lives or dies.



The magic of automation, and in particular the magic

of an automatization in which the devices learn, muy be

expected to be similarly literal-minded. If you are playing

1 game according to certain rules and set the playing-machine

to play for victory, you will get victory if you get anything

at all, and the machine will not pay the slightest attention

to any consideration except victory according to the rules.
If you are playing a war game with a certain conventional

interpretation of victory, victory will be the goal at any

cost, even that of the extermination of your own side, unless

this condition of survival is explicitly contained in the

definition of victory according to which you program the

machine.

This is more than a purely innocent verbal paradox.

certainly know nothing to contradict the assumption that

Russia and the United States, either or both of them, are

toying with the idea of using machines, learning machines

at that, to determine the moment of pushing the atomic-

bomb button which is the ultima ratio of this present world

of ours.

For many years all armies have played war games, and

these games have always been behind the times. It has been

said that in every war, the good generals fight the last war,

the bad ones the war before the last. That is, the rules

of the war game never catch up with the facts of the real

situation.



This has always been true, though in periods of much

war, there has always been a body of seasoned warriors who

have experiencei war under conditions which have not varied

very rapidly. These experienced men are the only "war

experts’, in the true sense of the word. At present, there

are no experts in atomic warfare: no men, that is, who have

any experience of a conflict in which both sides have had

atomic weapons at their disposal and have used them. The

destruction of our cities in an atomic war, the demoralization

of our people, the hunger and disease, and the incidental

destruction (which well may be far greater than the number

of deaths from explosion and immediate fall-out) are known

only by conjecture.
Here those who conjecture the least amount of secondary

Jamage, the greatest pcssibility of the survival, of the

nations under the new type of catastrophe, can and do draw

about themselves the proud girment of patriotism. If war

is utterly self-dsstructive, f a military operation has lost

all possible sense, why then the Army and Navy have lost

auch of their purpose, and the poor loyal generals and

admirals will be thrown out of work. The missile companies

will no longer have the ideal market whare all the goods can

be used only once, and do not remain to compete with other

zoods yet to be made. The clergy will be cheated of the

anthusiasm and exultation which goes with a crusade. In

short, when there is a war game to program such a campaign,
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there will be many to forget its consequences, to isk for the

two hundred pounds und to forget to mention that the son

should survive,

While it is always possible to ask for something other

than we really want, this possibility is most serious when the

process by which we are to obtain our wish is indirect, and

the degree to which we have obtained our wish is not clgar

antil the very end. Usually we realize our wishes, insofar

as we do actually rsalize them, by a feedback process, in

which we compare the degree of attainment of intermediate

goals with our anticipation of them. In this process, the

feedback goes through us, and we can turn back before it is

too late. If the feedback is built into a machine, which

cannot be inspected until the final goal is attained, the

possibilities for catastrophe are greatly increased. I

should very much hate to ride on the first trial of an auto-

mobile reguiated by photoelectric feedback devices, unless

there were somewhere a handle by which I could take over

ntrol if I found myself driving smack into a tree.

The gadget-minded people often have the illusion that

2 highly automatized world will make smaller claims on human

ingenuity than does the present one, and will take over from

28 our need for difficult thinking, as a Roman slave who was

1lso a Greek philosopher might have done for his master. This

is palpably false. A goal-seeking mechanism will not necessarily

seek our goals unless we design it for that purpose, and in
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that designing we nust foresee all steps of the process for which it

is designed, instsad of exercising a tentative foresign® waich goes

ap to a certain poirt, and cin be continued from that point on as new

jifficulties arise. The penzliies for errors of foresight, great as

they are ncw, will be enormously increased as automatization comes

into its full use,

At present, there is a great vogue for the idea cf avoiding some

of the dangers, and in paiiticular the dangers accompanying atomic war,

by so-called "failsafe devices, The notion behind this is that even

if a device does not perform properly, it is possible to dirsct the mode

of its failure in a harmless way. For example; if a pump is to break

down, it is often much better that it do so by emptying itself of water

than by exploding under pressure. When we are facing a particular

anderstood danger, the failsafe technique is legitimate and useful.

However, it is of very 1litile value against &amp; danger whose nature has

not been alrezdy ronoenized. If, for szample, the darngs:» is a remote

but terminal on: to the Lum.o races, invelving extermination, ony a

very careful study of society will exhibi® it as a danger until it is

ipon us. Dangsrcus conbtiirgencies of this sort do not bear a label on

their face, Thus tue failsafe technique, while it may be necessary

to avoid a human ceaveastronhy, can most emphatically not be regarded as

a sufficient precaution.

As engineering technique becomes more and more able to achieve

human purposes, it must become more and mcre accustomed to formulate

man purposes. In the past, a partial and inadequate view of human

purpose has been relatively innocuous, only because it has been
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accompanied by technical limitations which made it difficult for us to

perform operations which involved a careful evaluation of human purpose.

This is only one of the many places where human impotence has hitherto

shielded us from the full destructive impact of human folly.

In other words, while in the past humanity has faced many dangers,

these have been much easier to handle, because in many cases peril

offered itself from one side only. In an age where hunger is the great

threat, there is safety in an increased production of food, and not

mich danger from it. ith a higher deathrate (and above all, a high

infant deathrate), and a medicine of very little effectiveness, the

individual human life was of the greatest value, and it was approoriate

to enjoin upon us, to be fruitful and multiply. The pressure of the

threat of hunger was like the pressure of gravity, to which our muscles,

hones and tendons are always attuned.

The change in the tensions of modern life which results both from

the rise of new strains and the disappearance of old ones, is rather

analogous to the new problems of space travel. In the weightlessness

which is imposed upon us in a space vehicle, this one-directional

~onstant force, upon which we count so much in our daily life, is no

nore present. The traveller in such a space vehicle must have handles

to which to cling, squeeze-bottles for his food and drink, various

jirectional auxiliaries from which he can judge his position, and even

at that, though it now appears that his physiology will not be too

seriously affected, he may scarcely be as comfortable as he would like.

Gravity is our friend at least as much as it is our enemy.
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Similarly, in the absence of hunger, overvroduction of food,

purposelessness, and an attitude of waste and squandering become

serious problems. Improved medicine is one factor contributing to

overpopulation, which is by far the most serious danger which con-

fronts mankind at the mowent. The old maxims by which humanity has

livad so long «- such as "a penny saved is a penny gained" -- are no

longer to be taken as valid without question.

I have been to dinner with a group of doctors -- they were talking

freely among themselves, and they were sufficiently self-confident not

to be afraid of saying unconventional things -- they began to discuss

the possibility of a radical attack upon the degenerative disease known

as old age. They did not consider it as beyond all possibility of medi-

cal attack, but rather looked forward to the day -- nerhaps not too far

in the future -- when the time of inevitable death should be rolled

cack, perhaps into the indefinite future, and death would be accidental,

as it seems to be with giant Sequoias and perhaps some fish.

I am not saying that they were right in this conjecture (and I am

quite sure that they would not claim it to be more than a conjecture),

out the weight of the names supporting it -- there was a Nobel laureate

present, was too great to allow me to reject the suggestion out of hand.

consoling as the suggestion may seem at first sight, it is in reality

very terrifying, and above all for the doctors. For if one thing is

clear, it is that humanity as such could not long survive the indefinite

prolongation of all lives which come into being. Not only would the

non-selfsupporting part of humanity come to outweigh the part on which

its continued existence depends, but we should be under such a pernetual
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debt to the men of the past that we should be totally unprepared

tp face the new problems of the future.

It is unthinkable that all lives should be prolonged in an in-

discriminate way. If, however, there exists the possibility of inde-

Finite prolongation, the termination of a life or even the refusal or

neglect to prolong it involves a moral decision of the doctors, What

will then become of the traditional prestige of the medical profession

as priests of the battle against death and as ministers of mercy? I

71ill grant that there are cases even at present when doctors qualify

this mission of theirs and decide not to prolong a useless and miserable

life, They will often refuse to tie the umbilical cord of a monster;

or when an old man suffering from an inoperable cancer falls victim to

the "old man's friend", hypostatic pneumonia, they will grant him the

sasier death rather than exact from his the last measure of pain to

shich survival will condemn him. Most often this is done quietly and

decently, and it is only when some incontinent fool blabs the secret

that the courts and the papers are full of the talk of "euthanasia.

But what if such decisions, instead of being rare and unmentioned,

will have to be made, not in a few special cases, but in the case of

almost every death? "hat if every patient comes to regard every doctor,

not only as his saviour, but his ultimate executioner? Can the doctor

survive this power of good and evil that will be thrust upon him? Can

mankind itself survive this new order of things?.

Tt is relatively easy to promote good and to fight evil when evil

and good are arranged against one another in two clear lines, and when

those on the other side are our unquestioned enemies, those on our side
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our trusted allies. That, however, if we must ask, each time in

svery situation, where is the friend and where the enemy? What,

noreover, when we have put the decision in the hands of an inexorable

nagic or an inexorable mcchine, of which we must ask the right

questions in advance, without fully understanding the operations of

the process by which they will be answered? Can we then be confident

in the action of the Monkey's Paw from which we have requested the

orant of the two hundred pounds?

No, the future offers very little hope for those who expect that

our new mechanical slaves will offer us a world in which we may rest

from thinking. Help us they may, but at the cost of supreme demands

apon our honesty and our intelligence. The world of the future will

be an ever-more demanding struggle against the limitations of our

intelligence, not a comfortable hammock in which we can lie down to be

waited upon by our robot-slaves,
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Thus one of the great future problems which we must face is that

&gt;f the relation between man and the machine, of the functions which

should properly be assigned to these two agencies. On the surface, the

machine has certain clear advantages. It is faster in its action and

more uniform, or at least it can be made to have these properties if it

is well designed. A digital computing machine can accomplish in a day

2 body of work which would take the full efforts of a team of computers

for a year, and it will accomplish this work with a minimum of blots

and blunders.

On the other hand, the human being has certain non-negligible

advantages, Apart from the fact that any sensible man would consider

the purposes of man as paramount in the relations between man and the

machine, the machine is far less complicated than man, and has far less

scope in the variety of its actions, If we consider the neuron of the

srey matter of the brain as of the order 1/1,000,000 of a cubic milli-

meter, and the smallest transistor obtainable at present as of the order

of a cubic millimeter, we shall not have judged the situation too un-

favorably from the point of view of the advantage of the neuron in the

matter of smaller bulk. If the white matter of the brain is considered

equivalent to the wiring of a computer circuit, and if we take each

aeuron as the functional conlvelont of a transistor, the computer

equivalent to a brain should occupy a svhere of something like thirty

feet in diameter. Actually, it would be impossible to construct a

commuter with anything like the relative closeness of the texture of the

brain, and any computer with powers comparable with the brain would have
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to occupy a fair-sized office building, if not a skyscraper. It is

ard to believe that as compared with existing computing machines,

the brain does not have some advantages corresponding to its enormous

operational size, which is incomparably greater than what we might

axpect of its physical size.

Chief among these advantases would seem to be the ability of the

brain to handle vague ideas, as yet imperfectly defined. In dealing

with these,mechanical computers, or at least the mechanical computers

of the present day, are very nearly incapable of programming themselves.

Yet in poems, in novels, in paintings, the brain seems to find itself

able to work very well with material which any computer would have to

reject as formless,

Render unto man the things which are man's and unto the computer

the things which are the computer's, This would seem the intelligent

policy to adopt when we employ men and computers together in common

indertakings. It is a policy as far removed from that of the gadget-

worshipper as it is from the man who sees only blasphemy and the

degradation of man in the use of any mechanical adjuvants to thoughts

whatever. What we now need is an independent study of systems in-

volving both human and mechanical elements, This system should not be

prejudiced either by a mechanical or anti-mechanical bias, I think

that such a study is already underway and that it will promise a much

oetter comprehension of automatization.

One place where we can and do use such mixed systems is in the

design of nrostheses, of devices which replace limbs or damaged sense
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organs. A wooden leg is a mechanical replacement for a lost leg of

flesh and blood, and a man with a wooden leg represents a system com-

posed both of mechanical and human parts.

Perhaps the classical peg leg is not interesting, as it replaces

the lost limb only in the most elementary way, nor is the limb-shaped

wooden leg much more interesting. However, there is some work being

done on artificial limbs in Russia, in the United States and elsewhere,

oy a group © which I belong. This work is much more interesting in

principle and really makes use of cybernetical ideas.

Let us suppose that a man has lost a hand at the wrist. He has

lost a few muscles which serve chiefly to spread the fingers and to

bring them together again, but the greater part of the muscles which

normally move the hand and the fingers are still intact in the stump

of the forearm. When they are contracted, they move no hand and fingers,

out they do produce certain electrical effects known as action potentials.

These may be picked up by appropriate electrodes, and may be amplified

and combined by transistor circuits, They may be made to control the

motions of an artificial hand through electric motors, which derive

their power through appropriate electric batteries or accumulators,

out the signals which control them are sent through transistor circuits.

The central nervous part of the control apparatus is generally almost

intact and should be used.

Such artificial hands have already been made in Russia, and they

have even permitted some hand-amputees to go back to effective work.

This result is facilitated by the circumstance that the same nervous

signal which was effective in producing a muscular contraction before
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the amputation, will still be effective in controlling the motor moving

the artificial hand, Thus the learning ef:the-use of these hands is

made much easier and more natural.

However, as such,an artificial hand cannot feel, and the hand is

as much an organ of touch as of motion. But wait, why can an artificial

hand not feel? It is easy to put pressure gages into the artificial

fingers, and these can communicate electric impulses to a suitable

circuit, This can in its term activate devices acting on the living

skin, say the skin of the stump. For example, these devices may be

vibrators, Thereby we can produce a vicarious sensation of touch, and

se may learn to use this to replace the missing natural tactile sensa-

tion. Moreover, there are still sensory kinesthetic elements in the

mutilated muscles, and these can be turned to good account.

Thus there is a new engineering of prostheses possible, and it will

involve the construction of systems of a mixed nature, involving both

human and mechanical parts. However, this type of engineering need not

be confined to the replacement of parts which we have lost. There is a

orosthesis of parts which we do not have and which we never have had.

The dolphin propels itself through the water by its flukes, and avoids

dbstacles by listening for the reflections of sounds which it itself

omits. What is the propeller of a ship but an artificial pair of

flukes, or the depth-sounding apvaratus but a vicarious sound-detecting

and sound-emitting apnaratus like that of the dolphin? The wings and

jet engines of an airplane replace the wings of the eagle, and the radar

its eyes, while the nervous system which combines them is eked out by the

automatic pilot and other such navigation devices.
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Thus human-mechanical systems have a large practical field in

which they are useful; but in some situations, they are indispensable.

We have already seen that learning machines must act according to some

norm of good performance. In the case of game-playing machines, where

the permissible moves are arbitrarily established in advance, and the

object of the game is to win by a series of permissible rules according

to a strict convention which determines winning or losing, this norm

creates no problem However, there are many activities which we

should like to improve by learning processes in which the success of

the activity is itself to be judged by a criterion involving human

beings, and in which the problem of the reduction of this criterion

to formal rules is far from easy.

A field in which there is a great demand for automatisation, and

a great possible demand for learning automatization is that of mechani-

cal translation. In view of the present metastable state of international

tension, the United States and Russia are filled with an equal and

opposite necessity for each to find out what the other is thinking and

saying. Since there is a limited number of competent human translators

on both sides, each side is exploring the possibilities of mechanical

translation. This has been achieved after a fashion, but neither the

literary qualities nor the intelligibility of the products of these

translations have been sufficient to excite any great enthusiasm on

either part. None of the mechanical devices for translation has

proved itself deserving of trust, when momentous issues depend on the

accuracy of the translation.
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Perhaps the most promising way of mechanizing translation is

through a learning machine, For such a machine to function, we must

1ave a firm criterion of a good translation. This will involve one of

two things: either a complete set of objectively applicable rules,

determining when a translation is good; or some agency which is capable

of applying a criterion of good performance apart from such rules.

The normal criterion of good translation is intelligibility. The

oseople who read the language into which the tranglation is made must

obtain the same impression of the text as that obtained from the original

oy people understanding the language of the original. If this criterion

nay be a little difficult to apply, we can give one which is necessary

if not sufficient. Let us suppose that we have two independent trans-

lating machines, say one from English into Danish and the other from

Danish into English. When a text in English has been translated into

Danish by the first machine, let the second translate it back into

inglish, Then the final translation must be recognizably equivalent

to the original, by a person acquainted with English,

It is conceivable that a set of formal rules be given for such a

translation so definite that they can be entrusted to a machine, and so

perfect that it will be sufficient for a translation to accord with these

ules to be satisfacbry as to the criterion which we have given. I do

not believe that linguistic science is so far advanced as to make a set

of rules of this sort practicable, nor that there is any prospect of

its being so advanced in the predictible future, Short of this state

of affairs, a translating machine will have a chance of error. If any
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important consideration of action or policy is to be determined by

the use of a translation machine, a small error or even a small chance

of error may have disproportionally large and serious consequences.

[t seems to me that the best hope of a reasonable satisfactory

nechanical translation is to replace a pure mechanism, at least at first,

oy a mechanico~human system, involving as critic an expert human trans-

lator, to teach it by exercises as a schoolteacher instructs human

oupils. Perhaps at some later stage the memory of the machine may have

absorbed enough human instruction to dispense with later human partici-

pation, except perhaps for a refresher course now and then. In this way,

the machine would develop linguistic maturity.

Such a scheme would not eliminate the need for a translation office

to have attached to it an expert linguist whose ability and judgment

could be trusted. It would, or at least it might, enable him to handle

a considerably larger body of translation than he could without mecha-

nical assistance. This, in my mind, is the best that we can hope of

mechanical translation.

Up to this point we have discussed the need of a critic sensitive

to human values, such as, for example, in a translating system where all

put the critic is mechanical. However, if the human element is to come

in as the critic, it is quite reasonable to introduce the human element

in other stages, too. In a translation machine it is by no means essen-

tial that the mechanical element of the machine give us a single

complete translation. It can give us a large number of alternative

translations for individual sentences which lie within the grammatical
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and lexicographical rules and leave to the critic the highly responsible

task of censorship and selection of the mechanical translation which

best fits the sense. There is no need whatever why the use of the

machine in translation should leave the formation of a complete closed

translation to the machine even in the sense that this translation is to

be improved by a criticism as a whole, Criticism may begin at a much

earlier stage,

What I have said about translating machines will apply with equal

or even greater force to machines which are to perform medical diagnoses.

Such machines are very much in vogue in plans for the medicine of the

future. They may help pick out elements which the doctor will use in

diagnosis but there is no need whatever that it should complete the

diagnosis without the doctor. Such a closed permanent policy in a

medical machine is sooner or later likely to produce much ill health

and many deaths.

A related problem requiring the joint consideration of mechanical

and human elements is the operational problem of invention, which has

been discussed with me by Dr. Gordon Raisbeck of A.D. Little, Inc.

Operationally, we must consider an invention not only with regard to

what we can invent, but how the invention can be used and will be used

ln a human context. The second part of the problem is often more

difficult than the first and has aless closed methodology. Thus we are

confronted with a problem of development which is essentially a learning

problem, not purely in the mechanical system but in the mechanical

system conjoined with society. This is definitely a case which requires

a consideration of the problem of the best joint use of machine and man.
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A similar problem which is also a very pressing one is that of the

use and development of military devices in conjunction with the evolu-

tion of tactics and strategy. Here, too, the operational problem cannot

oe separated from the automatization : problem.

Not only is the problem of adapting the machine to the present

conditions by the proper use of the intelligence of the translator or

the doctor or the inventor one which must be faced now, but it is one

which must be faced again and again. The growing state of the arts

and sciences means that we cannot be content to assume the all-wisdom

of any single epoch. This is perhaps most clearly true in social

controls and the organization of the learning systems of politics. In

a period of relative stability, if not in the philosophy of life, then

in the actual circumstances which we have produced in the world about

as, we can safely ignore new dangers such as have arisen in the present

seneration in connection with the population explosion, the atomic

bomb, the presence of a widely extended medicine and so on. Nevertheless,

in the course of time we must reconsider our old optimization, and a

new and revised one will need to take these phenomena into account.

Homeostasis, whether for the individual or the race, is something of

which the very basis must sooner or later be reconsidered. This

neans, for example, as I have said in an article for the Voporosy

Ffilosofii in Moscow, that although science is an important contribution

to the homeostasis of the community, it is a contribution the basis of

which must be assessed anew every generation or so. Here let me remark

that both the Eastern and the Testern homeostasis of the present day



is being made with the intention of fixing permanently the concepts of

a period which is now long past. Marx lived in the middle of the first

ndustrial revolution and ve are now well into the second one. Adam

Smith belongs to a still earlier and more obsolete phase of the first

.ndustrial revolution. Permanent homeostasis of society cannot be made

on a rigid assumption of a complete permanence of Marxianism, nor-can it

be made on a similar assumption concerning a standardized concept of

free enterprise and the profit motive. It is not the form of rigidity

which is particularly deadly, so much as rigidity itself whatever the

form.

[t seemed to me important to say something in that article which

mould emphasize the homeostatic function of science and would at the

same time protest against the rigidity of the social application of science

both in Russia and elsewhere. hen I sent this article to Voprosy

Tilosofii, I anticivated that there would be a strong reaction to my

attitude toward rigidity; in fact, my article was accompanied by a con-

siderably longer article pointing out the defects of my position from

a strictly Marxist standpoint. I have no doubt that if my original

paper had been first published over here, I would have had a similar and

almost equal reaction from the standpoint of our own prejudices which if

not as rigidly and formally expressed are also very strong. The thesis

dhich I wish to maintain is neither pro- nor anti-communist, but anti-

rigidity. Therefore, I am expressing my ideas here in a form which is

not too closely connected with an evaluation of the difference between

the dangers which lie in these parallel but opposed rigidities. The
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The moral which I have wished to stress is that the difficulties of

»stablishing a really homeostatic regulation of society is not to be

svercome by replacing one set pattern which is not subject to continual

reconsideration by an equal and opposed set pattern of the same sort.

But there are other learning machines besides the translation

machine and the checker-playing machine. Some of these may be pro-

grammed in a completely mechanical way and others like the translation

nachine need the intervention of a human expert as arbiter, It seems

to me that the uses for the latter sort greatly exceed those for the

Former sort, Moreover, remember that in the game of atomic warfare,

there are no experts.

TTT

Te have accomplished the task of showing many valid analogies

setween certain religious statements and the phenomena studied by

cybernetics, and we have gone reasonably far in showing how cybernetic

ideas may be relevant to the moral problems of the individual. There

remains another field in which cybernetic ideas may be applied to

problems with an ethical aspect: the cybernetics of society and the

race.

From the very beginning of my interest in cybernetics, I have been

well aware that the considerations of control and of communication

which I have found applicable in engineering and in physiology were

3lso apnlicable in sociology and in economics. However, I have

ieliberately refrained from emphasizing these fields as much as the



others, and here are my reasons for this course. Cybernetics is

nothing if it is not mathematical, if not in esse then in posse,

[ have found mathematical sociology and mathematical economics or

sconometrics suffering under a misapprehension of what is the proper

ase of mathematics in the social sciences and of what is to be expected

from mathematical techniques, and I have deliberately refrained from

giving advice which, as I was convinced, would be bound to }ead to a

flood of superficial and ill-considered work.

Mathematical physics has come to be one of the great triumphs

of modern times. It is only during this century, however, that the

task of the mathematical physicist has come to be properly understood,

more especially in its relation to the task of the experimental

ohysicist. Until the critical years from 1900 to 1905, it was generally

considered that the main repertory of the ideas of mathematical physics

had been completed with the work of Newton; that time and space, mass

and momentum, force and energy were ideas grounded once for all;

and that the future task of physics would consist in making models

in terms of these notions for phenomena which had not yet been reduced

to these terms.

With the werk of Planck and of Einstein, it became clear that the

ask of the physicist was not se simple. The categories of physics

vere seen not to have been laid down ence fer all at the beginning of

the eighteenth century, and the task of the physicist now has to be

placed back of the Newtonian ¢concepts, to bring our quantitive obser-

vations of the world into an order which should start with the experi-

ments themselves, and end with new predictions of observations and applied
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engineering techniques. The observer has ceased to be an innocent

registrar of his objective observations, but has rather come to take

an active participation in the experiment. Both in relativity and in

quantum theory, his rele in modifying the observations is to be regarded

as far from negligible. This has led to the birth of the logical posi-

tivism of the present day.

The success of mathematical physics led the social scientist to

oe jealous of its power, without quite understanding the intellectual

attitudes which had contributed to this power. The use of mathematical

formulas had accompanied the development of the natural sciences, and

become the mode in the social sciences. Just as primitive peoples

adopt the '‘estern modes of denationalized clothing and of parliamentation,

out of a vague feeling that these magic rites and vestments will at once

put them abreast of modern culture and technique, so the economists have

developed the habit of dressing up their rather imprecise ideas in the

language of the infinitesimal colors.

In doing this, they show scarcely more discrimination than the

natives of the Congo in their new rites. The mathematics which they

employ, and the mathematical physics which they use as their model,

are the mathematics and the mathematical physics of 1850. An econome~

trician will develop an elaborate and ingenious theory of demand and

supply, inventories and unemployment, and the like, with a relative or

total indifference to the methods by which these elusive quantities are

dbserved or measured. Their quantitative theories are treated with the

anquestioning respect with which the physicists of a less sophisticated
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age treated the concepts of the Newtonian physics. Very few econo-

netrieians are aware that if they are to imitate the procedure of modern

physies and not its mere appearances, a mathematical economics must

hegin with a critical account of these quantitative notions and the

means adopted for collecting and measuring them.

Difficult as it is to collect good physical data, it is far

more difficult to collect long runs of economic or social data so that

the whole of the run shall have a uniform significance. The data of the

production of steel, for instance, change their significance, not only

#ith every invention which changes the technique of the steel-maker,

&gt;ut with every social and economic change affecting business and

industry at large, and in narticular, with every technique changing

the demand for steel or the supply and nature of the competing materials,

Tor example, even the first skyscraper made of aluminium instead of

steel will turn out to affect the whole future demand for structural

steel, as the first diesel ship did the unquestioned dominance of the

steamship.

Thus the economic game is a game where the rules are subject to

important revisions, say every ten years, and bears an uncomfortable

resemblance to the Queen's croquet game in Alice in Wonderland, which I

have ‘already mentioned. Under the circumstances, it is hopeless to

zive too precise a measurement to the quantities which occur in it, To

develop what purports to be precise values to such essentially vague

quantities is neither useful nor honest, and any pretense of applying

srecise formulae to these loosely defined quantities is a sham and a

waste of time.
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Here some recent work of Mandelbroit is much to the point, He

nas shown that the initmate way in which the commodity market is both

theoretically and practically subject to random fluctuations arriving

from the very e€ontemplation of its own irregularities is something

much wilder and much deeper than has been supposed, and that the

usual continuous approximations to the dynamics of the market must

be applied with much more caution than has usually been the case, or

not at all.

Thus the social sciences are a bad proving ground for the ideas

of cybernetics ~~ far worse than the biological sciences, where the

runs are made under conditions which are far more uniform on their

own proper scale of time. For human beings as physiological structures,

inlike society as a whole, have changed very little since the stone age ’

and the life of an individual contains many years over which the physio-

Logical conditions change slowly and predictably, all in all. This does

not mean, however, that the ideas of cybernetics are not applicable to

sociology and economics. It means rather that these ideas should be

tested in engineering and in biology, before they are applied to so

formless a field.

Under these cautbns, the familiar analogy of the body politic to

the body of the individual is a justifiable and a useful one. It is to

the body politic that many considerations of ethics must apply, and to that

hart of religion which is essentially a paraphrase of ethics.
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[ have now run through a number of essays which are united by

their covering the entire theme of creative activity, from God to the

machine, under one set of concepts, The machine, as I have already

said, is the modern counterpart of the Golem of the Rabbi of Prague.

Since I have insisted upon discussing creative activity under one

aeading, and in not parcelling it out into separate pieces belonging

to God, to man, and to the machine, I do not consider that I have

taken more than an author's normal liberty in calling this book:

30D AMD GOLEM, Inc.
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Preface

Some years ago, in The Human Use of Human Beings,- rave an

account of some of the ethical and sociological implications of my
 3

previous work Cybernetical she study of control and communication in
—————D

machines and living beings. At that period, cybernetics was a relatively

(1

new idea, and neither the scientific nor the social implications had
\

oecome fully clear, Now = some 05 years later - cybernetics has made

a certain social and scientific impact, and enough has happened to justify

a new book in a related field. Yehd
The problem of unemployment due £0 automatization is no longer

Aye promt A
conjectural, but, a very vital difficulty of modern society. The cyber-

netic circle of ideas, from being a program for the future and a pious
wo Mow,

nope, hes—besome a working technique in engineering, in biology, in

medicine, and Sociology and has undergone a great internal development.
[I have given more than one series of lectures trying to outline

the impingement of this circle of ideas on society, ethics, and

religion, and I think the time has come to attempt a synthesis of my

ideas in this direction, to consider more in detail the social conse-

juences of cybernetics. This book is devoted to certain aspects of

these consequences, in the discussion of vhich, although I retain the

ideas and many of the comments which I made in the Human Use of Human

leings, I can consider the matter more in detail and more completely.

92 3
5
3
\
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is here my intention to discuss, not religion and

science as a whole, but certain points in those sciences in

which I have been interested 7 the communication and control

sciences HH which seem tome to be near that frontier on which

science impinges upon religion. I wish to avoid those logical
naradoxes oz. are bound to accompany the extreme (but usual)

claims of religion to deal with absolutes. If we are to treat

knowledge only in terms of Omniscience, power only in terms of

Omnipotence, worship only in terms of the One Godhead, we shall

find ourselves entangled in metaphysical subtleties before we

shall have really embarked upon our study of the relations

cetween religion and science.

A Nevertheless, there are many questidns concerning
knowledge, power, and worship which do impinge upon some of

he more recent developments of science, and which we may

nell discuss without entering upon these absolute notions,

vhich are surrounded with so much emotion and reverence that

it is quite impossible to enter upon them in 2a detached way.

fnowledge is a fact, power is a fact, worship is a fact, and

these facts are subject to human investigation quite apart

from an accepted theology. As facts, these matters are subject

to study, and in this study we may adduce our observations of

knowledge, power, and worship in other fields, more accessible

to the methods of the natural sciences, without at once

lemanding of the student a complete acceptance of the "credo
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juia incredible est’ attitude.
eT —————

It may be said that by starting in this way outside

religion, I have already removed this discussion from being

one of the relations between science and religion, which is

suggested by the general trend of this essay. Therefore, I

had better define my theme at the beginning, specify the

corner of my subject in which I intend to remain, and dis-

claim those purposes whieh are alien to my specific task.

As I have said, I have been working for several years on

problems of communication and control, whether in machines

or in living organisms; on the new engineering and physiolos.
fical techniques attaching to these notions: and on the study

of the consequences of these techniques for the achievement

of human purposes. Knowledge is inextricably intertwined with

communication, power with control, and the evaluation of human

purposes with ethics and the whole normative side of religion.

[t is hence germane to a revised study of the relations between

science and religion that we should re-examine our ideas of

Chese matters in terms of the latest developments of theory

and practical technique. This may not itself constitute a

study of science and its relations to religion in the full

sense, but it certainly constitutes an indispensible prole-
zomenon to such a study.

In 2 study of this sort, if it is to lead anywhere, we

nust disencumber ourselves of the superimposed lavers of
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prejudice which we use nominally to protect the hommage

ahich we pay dignified and holy things: but in fact, as often

1S not to relieve ourselves from the sense of unworthiness
. . ) ETE SU . i {- &lt; emi fo

Athich we feégl ih looking¥unpleasant realities and dangerous Aer, Le.— =a =~. = —~ Ce ov oN Ar,

comparisons dn the face ©
-— — ~~ — Na TP {

ie ~~ aE . .

If this essay is to mean anything, it must be a real

~~ '

wantelbtece

probing of real questions. The spirit in which it is to be

andertaken is that of the operating room, not of the ceremonial

feast of weeping about a corpse. Squeamishness is out of place

here i it is even 2 blasphemy, like the bedside manners of

the fashionable physician of the last century, with his black
frockcoat and the surgical needles hiding under the silk lapel
of his fashiemable coat.

Religion, whatever else it contains, has often something

in itself of the closed front parlor of a New England farmkouse,

with drawn blinds, wax flowers under a bell jar on the mantfg-

piece, gilded bulrushes surrounding grandfather's portrait on

in easel, and a harmonium in black walnut, never played except

it weddings or funerals. Or again, it is the moral counterpart

of 2 Neapolitan hearse, one of those bluck plate-glass-windowed

royal carriages, with their black-plumed stillions carrying

even into death the .ssertion of status, or at any rate of the
1spiration to status. Religion is a serious matter whieh we

must separite sharply from any consideration of ae

values of less significance thin relirion itself.
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I have spoken of the liuyers of prejudice which encumber

our approach to those problems in the vital common ground

vhere science and religion come together: we must avoid dis-

cussing God and mun in the same breath -- that is blasphemy.

Like Descartes, we must maintain the dignity of Man by

treating him on a basis entirely different from that on which

ne trent the lower animals. Evolution and the origin of species

are a desecration of human values: and as the earlier

Jarwinians found, to entertain these ideas is very dangerous

for the scientist in a world fundamentally suspicious of science.

But even in the field of science, it is perilous to run

counter to the accepted Tables of Precedence. On no account

is it permissible to mention living beings and machines in

che same breath. Living beings are living beings in all their

parts; while machines are made of metals and other unorganized

substances, with no fine structure relevant to their purposive

or quasi-purposive function. Physics -= or so it is generally

supposed - takes no account of purpose ; and the emergence of

life is something totally new.

If we adhere to all these tabus, we may acquire a great

reputation as conservative and sound thinkers, but we shall

contribute very little to the further advince of knowledge. It

is the part of the scientist = of the intelligent and honest

nan of letters and of the intelligent and honest clergyman :=s
of! . . . .

nell -=to entertain heretical and forbidden opinions
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experimentally, even if he is finally to reject them. ilore-

over, this rejection must not be taken for granted at the

seginning, and merely constitute an empty spiritual exercise,
anderstood from the start to be no more than .a game, in which

one engages to show one's spiritual openmindedness. It is a
serious exercise, and should be undertaken in all earnestness:

It is only when it involves a real risk of heresy that there is

any point to it: and if heresy involves a risk of spiritual

lamnation,| then this risk must be undertaken honestly and
Suurnpe nadie. In the words of the Calvinist, "are you willing

to be damned for the greater glory of God?w

It is in this light of honest and searching criticism

that we must regard an attitude which we have already mentioned,

and which it is hard to avoid in discussions of religious

natters &lt;= the evasion implied by the false superlative. I
have already mentioned the intellectual difficulties whieh

riseBut of the.:notions of omnipotence, omniscience, and the

like. These appear in their crudest form in the question often

asked by the scoffer who turns up Faninvited at religious

meetings: "Can God make a stone so heavy that He cannot lift

it?" If He cannot, there is a limit to His power, or at least

there appears to be; and if He can, this seems to constitute a

limitation to His power too.

It is easy to dispose of this difficulty as a verbal

quibble, but it is more, The paradox of this question is one
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of the many paradoxes whieh center about the notion of infinity,

in its many forms. On the one hand, the least manipulation of

the mathematically infinite introduces the notion of zero over

sero, or infinity over infinity, or infinity times zero, or

infinity minus infinity. These are called indeterminate forms,

nd the difficulty they conceal lies fundamentally in the fact

that infinity does not conformto the ordinary conditions of aCerto #ldondecumber or a quantity, so that 0 /eO only means for the

srthenntieian he limit of x/y, as Xx and vy both tend to infinity.

This may be 1 if 7h, ue yE x2, or eg if es and so on.
again, there is a different infinity which arises in

counting. It can be shown that this notion too leads to para-

doxes. How many numbers are in the class of all numbers? It

san be shown that this is not a legitimate question, and that

however one defines number, the number of all numbers is greater

than any numer. This is one of the Frege-Russell paradoxes,

and involves the complexities of the theory of types.
: 3 C The fact is that the superlatives of Omnipotence and
- Omniscience are not true superlatives) but merely loose ways

of asserting very great power and very great knowledge. They

axpress an emotion of reverenceYand not a metaphysically

jefensible statement. If God surpasseth the human intellect,

ind cannot be compassed by intellectual forms, = and this is

1t least a defensible position 2 it is not intellectually

honest to stultify the intellect itself by forcing God into

intellectual forms which should have a very definite ——
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intellectuil meaning. Thus, when we find limited situations

+tbn seem to cast light upon some of the statements generilly

made in religious books, it seems to me disingenuous to cast

these aside becuuse they do not have the #bsolute, infinite,

nd compl te character which we are wont to attribute to

religious utterances.

This st.tement gives the key to my purposes in the

present book, I wish to take certain situations which have

been discussed in religious books, and have a religious

aspect, but possess a close analogy to other situations which

belong to science, and in particular to the new science of

cybernetics, “the science of communication and control, ‘whether
in machines or in living organisms. I propose to use the

limited analogies of cybernetic situations to cist 2 little

light on the religious situations.
Lo obetl

In doing this, I certainly widl have to force the

religious situations scmewhat into my cybernetic frame. I am

quite conscious of the violence I must use in doing so. lily

excuse 1s that it is only through the knife of the anatomist

that we have the science of in2tomy, and that the knife of the

matomist is also "n instrument which nly explore by doing
violence.

—
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ith these preliminary remarks, let me turn to the real theme of this

little book.

There are at least three points in cybernetics which appear to me to

oe relevant to religious issues. One of these concern machines which learn;

one concerns machines which reproduce themselves; and one the coordination

of machine and man. I may say that such machines are known to exist. A

program has been written Bae fobs il of the International Business

Machines Corporation which A a computer to play a game of checkers,

and this computer learns, or at least appears to learn, to improve its

game by its own experience There are certain statements here which need

confirmation, or at least clarification; and I shall devote one section of

this book to this clarification.
Learning is a property rd we often attribute exclusively to self-

conscious systemsp and almost always to living systems. It is a phenomenon

ash occurs in its most characteristic form in Man, and constitutes one of

those attributes of Man which is most easily put in conjunction with those

aspects of Man which are easily associated with his religious life. Indeed,

it is hard to see how any nondlearning being can be concerned with religion.

There is, however, another aspect of life which is naturally asso-

ciated with religion. God is supposed to have made man in His own imageA\

and the propagation of the race may also be internreted as a function in

which one living being makes another in its own image. In our desire to

rlorify God with respect to fian and Man with respect to matter, it is thus

natural to assume that machines cannot make other machines in their own

8 .

*Samuel, A.L., "Some Studies in Machine Learning, Using the )
Game of Checkers, '"" IBM Journal of Research and Development, Vol. 3 -
2105229 (July, 1959),|
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image; that this is something associated with a sharp dichotomy of syswum&gt;
“)

into living and nondliving; and that it is moreover associated with the

other dichotomy between creator and creature.

Is this, however, so? J shall devote a section of this book to

certain considerations which, in my opinion, show that machines are very

well able to make other machines in their own image. The subject upon

which IT am entering here is at once very technical and very orecise, It

should not be taken too seriously as an actual model of the process of

biological generation, and even less as a complete model of divine

creation; but neither is it negligible as to the light it throws upon both

concents.

These two parts of this book of lectures may be regarded as comple-

mentary the one to the other. The learning of the individual is a process

7h occurs in the life of the individual, i( ontology. Biological re-
production is a phenomenon which occurs inthe 11 the race, in

nhylogeny, but the race learns even as the individual does. Darwinian

natural selection is a kind of racial learning, which operates within

the conditions imposed by the reproduction of the individual.

Salpecisl
Ate
 nL Age

The third group of topics of this book is also related to nroblems

of learning, It is concerned with'the relations of the machine to the

living being, and with systems involving elements of both kinds. As such,

it involves considerations of a normative and, more svecifically, of an

ethical nature. It concerns some of the most important moral traps into

dhich the present generation of human beings is likely to fall, It is

also closely connected with a great body of human tradition and human

legend, concerning magic and the like,
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To begin with learning machines: an organized system may be said

to be one which transforms a certain incoming message into an outgoing

message, according to some principle of transformation. If this principle

of transformation is subject to a certain criterion of merit of performance,

and if the method of transformation is adjusted so as to tend to improve

the performance of the system according to this criterion, the system is

said to learn. A very simple type of system with an easily interpreted

criterion of performance is a game, to be played according to fixed rules,

where “he criterion of performance is the successful winning of the game

according to these rules,

EN
“John -

Among such games are games with a perfect theory, which are not
 tUedgtacktoe

interesting. Nim, as defined by Bouton, and tie-tae-te are examples of

such games. In these games, we not only can theoretically find a best

policy for the playing of the game, but this policy is known in all its

jetails. The player of such a game (either the first or the second), can

always win, or at any rate draw, by following the policy indicated. In

theory, any game can be brought to such a state = this is the idea of the

late Joearn von Neumann " but once a game has been brought to this state,

it loses all interest, and need no. longer be considered even as an amusement.

An omniscient being such as God would find chess and checkers (or
Cat

Praughts in England, or Dames on the continent) to be examples of such von

Yeumann games, but as yet their complete theory has not been humanly worked

’¢ (a k Tockboe w

out, and they still represent genuine contests of insight and intelligence.

jowever, they are not played according to the manner suggested in the von

“eumann theory. That is, we do not play them by making the best possible

move, on the assumption that an opponent will make the best possible move,
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on the assumption that ve shall make the best possible move, and so on,

until one of the players wins)or the game repeats itself. Indeed, to be

able to nlay a game in the von Neumann manner is tantamount to possessing

a complete theory of the vane J and to having reduced the game to a triviality.

The subject of learning, and in particular of machines En learn

to play games, may seem somewhat remote from religion. Nevertheless, there

is a religious problem to which those notions are relevant. This is the

problem of the game between the Creator and a creature. This is the theme

»f the Book of Job, and of Paradise Lost as well.

In both these religious works the Devil is conceived as playing a

came with God, for the soul of Job, or the souls of mankind in general,

Now, according to orthodox Jewish and Christian views, the Devil is one of

Jod'!'s creatures, Any other supvosition would lead to a moral dualism,

savoring of Zoroastrianism and of that bastard offshoot of Zoroastrianism

and Christianity which we call Manicheanism.

But if the Devil is one of God's creatures, the game ida furnishes

the content of the Book of Job and of Paradise Tost is a game between God

and one of his creatures, Such a game seems at first sight a pitifully

anequal contest. To play a game with an omnipotent, omniscient God is the

act of a fool; and, as we are told, the Devil is a master of subtlety. Any

aprising of the rebel angels is foredoomed to failure. It is not worth

the Manfred-like rebellion of Satan to prove this point. Or else that

omnipotence which needs to establish itself by celestial bombardments of

thunderbolts is no omnipotence at 211.)but merely a very creat strength,

and the Battle of the Angels might have ended with Saten on the celestial

throne, and God cast down into eternal damnation.
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Thus, if we do not lose ourselves in the dogmas of omninotence and

omniscience, the conflict between God and the Devil is a real conflict,

and God is something less than absolutely omnipotent. He is actually en-

raged in a conflict with his creature, in which he may very well lose the

game. And a creature is made by him according to his own free will,

and would seem to derive all its possibility of action from God himself,

Can Cod play a significant game with his own creature” Can any creator,

even a limited one, play a significant game with his own creature?

Tn constructing machines with which he plays games, the inventor

has arrogated to himself the function of a limited creator, whatever the
Wt

nature of the game-playing device whieh he has constructed. This is in
~ boy

narticular true in the case of game-playing machines which learn by ex-
A

perience. As I have already mentioned, such machines exist. How do these

machines function? "hat degree of success have they had?

Instead of functioning after the nattern of the von Meumann game

theory, they act ina manner much more closely analogous to the proceeding

of the ordinary human EET, At each stage, they are subject to con-

straints 2 restrict the choice of the next move to one which is legal

according to tha rules of the game. One of these moves must be selected

accordirg to fome normatvive criterion of good play.

“Here. the experience of the human player of the game furnishes a3

number of clues lo be used in picking out this criterion. In checkers or

chess it is generally disadvantageous to lose pieces, and generally advan-

tageous to take an opponent's piece. The player who retains his mobility
00tldan ’

and right of choice, ard the player who secures the command of a large

aumber of squares, is usually better off than his opvonent who has been
rareless in these respects.
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These criteria of good play hold throughout the ramef\but there are
TEA

other criteria whieh belong to a particular stage of the game. At the end of

the game, when the pieces are sparse on the board, it becomes more difficult

bo close with the opponent for the kill. At the beginning of the gamePe

and this is a far more important factor in chess than in checkers ar the

nieces are arranged in a way itn tends to make them immobile and impotent,

and a development is needed whieh will get them out of one another's way,

oth for offensive and Te purposes. Furthermcre, with the great

variety of pieces in chess as compared with the poverty of checkers in

this regard, there are in chess a large number of special criteria of

ocood play, the importance of which has been proved by centuries of

sxperience,

These considerations may be combined (either additively or in some

more complicated way) to give a figure of merit for the next move to be

olayed by the machine. This may be done in a somewhat arbitrary manner.

Then the machine compares the figures of merit of the moves legally possible Da

and chooses that move with the largest figure of merit. This gives one way

of automatizing the next move.

This automatization of the next move is not necessarily, or even

asually, an optimum choice, but it is a choice, and the machine can go on

playing. To judge the merit of this way of mechanizing a game, one should

Jivest oneself of all the images of mechanization belonging to the

technical devices used, or the physical image of humanity as displayed

by the ordinary game player. Luckily this is easy, for it is what we

always do in correspondence chess.
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In correspondence chess, one player sends the moves by mail to the

other, so that the only connection between the two players is a written

iocument. Even in this sort of chess, a skilled player soon develops an

image of the personality of his opponent = of his chess personality, that is.

Je will learn if his opponent is hasty or careful; if he is easily tricked

or subtle; if he learns the tricks of t he other player, or can be fooled

again and again by the same elementary stratery. All this is done, I repeat,

with no further communication than the playing of the game itself.

From this point of view, the player, be he a man or a machine, who

»lays by a simple table of merit, chosen once for all and unalterable, will

cive the impression of a rigid chess personality. Cnce you have found out

his weak point, you have found it out for all time. If a strategem has

torked once against him, it will always work. A very small number of plays

are enough to establish his technique.

So much for the mechanized player who does not learn. However,

there is nothing to prevent a mechanized player from playing in a more

intelligent way. For this he must keep a record of past games and past

plays. Then, at the end of each game or each sequence of games of a deter-

mined sort, his mechanism is put to a totally different sort of use.

In building up the figure of merit, certain constants are introduced

which might have been chosen differently. The relative importance of the

command constant, the mobility constant, and the number~cf-pieces constant

might have been 10:3:2, instead of 9sli:ly. The new use of the regulating

machine is to examine games already olayed, and in view of the outcome of

these, to give a figure of merit, not to the plays already made, but to the

weighting chosen for the evaluation of these plays.
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In this way, the figure of merit is continually being re-evaluated,

in such a manner as to give a higher ficure of merit for configurations oc-

curring chiefly in winning games, and a lower figure of merit for situations

occurring chiefly in losing games. The play will continue with this new

figure of merit, which may be established in many ways differing in detail.

The result will be that the game-playing machine will continually transform

itself into a different machine, in accordance with the history of the

actual play. In this, the experience and success, both of the machine and

of its human opponent, will play a role.
roo

Y

§ In playing against such a machine, which absorbs part of its playing

personality from its opoonent, this playing personality will not be absolutely

rigid. The opnonent may find that strategems which have worked in the past,

#ill fail to work in the future. The machine may develop an uncanny

ranniness.

It may be said that all this unexpected intelligence of the machine

nas been built into it by its designer and programmer. This is true in one

sense, but it need not be true that all of the new habits of the machine

nave been explicitly foreseen by him. If this were the case, he should

nave no difficulty in defeating his own creation. This is not in accordance

#ith the actual history of ST machine, 5
As a matter of fact, for a considerable period ™e,. Samuel's machine

was able to defeat him rather consistently, after a day or so of working in.

It must be said that med Samuel, by his own statement, was no checker

expert to begin with, and. that with a little further instruction and practice.

he was able to win over his own creation. It will not do, however, to

belittle the fact that there was a period when the machine was rather a
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sonsistent victor. It did win, and it did learn to win; and the method

&gt;f its learning was no different in principle from that of the human

being who learns to play checkers,

It is true that the choice of policies open to the checker-playing

nachine is almost certainly narrower than that open to the human checker

player; but it is also true that the choice of pelicies effectively open

to the human checker player is not unlimited. He may be restrained from

a wider choice only by the bounds of his intelligence and imagination, but

those are very real bounds indeed, and not of a sort essentially different

from the bounds of the machine.

Thus the checker-playing machine already plays a reasonably good

game, which with a little further study of the endlgame and a little more

skill in applying the coup de grace may begin to anproach master level.

If it were not for the fact that the interest in checker championship has

already been greatly diminished by the cut-and-dried nature of normal

human play, the checker-playing machine might already be said to have

jestroyed the interest in checkers as a game. It is not surprising

that people are already beginning to ask, will chess go the same way?

and, when is this catastronhe to be expected?

Chsse-riaying naohines, or machines to play at least an appreciable

part of a dan laani, are already in existence, but they are comparatively

soor things. They do not, at theirseat beyond the level of a com-

petent game between amateurs with no pretense to chessImastership, and

hey very seldom reach that level. This is largely due to the far greater

complexity of chess than of checkers, both as to pleces and moves, and as

to the greater discrimination between the nolicies suitable for the
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different stages of the game. The relatively small number of considera-

tions necessary for mechanizing a checker aaned ond the low degree of

discrimination needed between its different stages Vare totally inade-

quate for chess.

Nevertheless, I find it to be the general opinion of those of my

friends who are reasonably proficient chess olayers,)that the days of

chess as an interesting human occupation are numbered. They expect

that within from ten to twenty-five years, chess machines will have

reached the master class, and then, if the efficient but somewhat

sachineYLike methods of the Russian school have allowed chess to survive

so long, it will cease to interest human players.

Be this as it may, there will be many other games eran will continue

to offer a challenge to the games engineer. Among these is Go, that

rar Eastern game in which there are seven or more different levels of

recognized mastery. Moreover, war and business are conflicts resembling

rames, and as such, they may be so formalized as to constitute games

vith definite rules. Indeed, I have no reason to suppose that such

formalized versions of them are not already being established as models

to determine the policies for pressing the Great PushiButton and

burning the earth clean for a new and less humanly undependable order

of things.

In general, a pame-nlaying machine may be used tc secure the

automatic performance of any function if the performance of this

function is subject to a clear-cut, objective criterion of merit. In

sheckers and chess, this merit consists of the winning of the game

according to the accepted rules of permissible play. These rules, which
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are totally different from the accepted maxims of good play, are simple

and inexorable, Not even an intelligent child can be in doubt con-

serning them,for longer than it takes to read them while facing a

soard. There may be great doubt as to how to win a game, but no doubt

thatever as to whether it has been won or lost.

The chief criterion as to whether a line of human effort

zan be embodied in a game,is whether there is some objectively recog-

nizable criterion of the merit of the performance of this effort.

Dtherwise the game assumes the formlessness of the croquet game in

Alice in Wonderland, where the balls were hedgehogs and kept unrolling

themselves, the mallets were flamingoes, the arches cardboard .soldiers

#ho kept marching about the field, and the umpire the Queen of Hearts,

who kept changing the rules and sending the players to the Headsman to

he beheaded. Under these circumstances, to win has no meaning, and a

successful policy cannot be learned, because there is no criterion of

s5CCcess.

However, given an objective criterion of success, the

learning game may certainly be played, and is much closer tot he way

in which we learn to play games than the image of a game given in the

son Neumann theory, Unquestionably the technique of the learning game

is certain to be employed in many fields of human effort which have

not yet been subjected to it. Nevertheless, as we shall see later,

the determination of a sharp test for good performance raises many

problems cnncerning learning games.

TT
T——
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= learning to which we have been alluding so far is the learning

of the individual, which occurs within the sine Lense of his individual

private life. There is another type of learning of equal importance ==

phylogenetic learning, or learning in the history of the race. It is

this type of learning for which one type of basis has been laid down

ny Darwin, in his theory of natural selection.

nm The basis of natural selection lies in three facts. The first

of these is that there is such a phenomenon as heredity: that an indi-

vidual plant or animal produces offspring after its own image. The

second is that these offspring are not completely after its own image,”

but may differ from it in ways also subject to heredity. This is the

fact of variation and by no means implies the very doubtful inheritance

of acquired characteristics. The third element of Darwinian evolution

is that the over rich pattern of spontaneous variation is trimmed by

the difference in the viability of different variations, most of which

tend to diminish the probability of continued racial existence, although

some, perhaps a very few, tend to increase it.

The basis of racial survival and racial change of evolution, as

we call it, may be much more complicated than this, and probably is,

For example, one very important type of variation is variation of

higher order = the variation of variability. Again, the mechanism
&gt;f heredity and variation generally involves the processes described

functionally by Mendel and structurally by the phenomenon of mitosis: --

the processes of the duplication of genes and their separation, of their
of

aggregation into chromosomes, linkage, and the rest of it.
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Nevertheless, behind all this fantastically complex concatenation

of processes) lies one very simple fact: that in the presence of a

suitable nutritive medium of nucleic acids and aminoacids, a molecule

of a gene, consisting itself of a highly specific combination of amino&lt;

acids and nucleic acids, can cause the medium to lay itself down into

other molecules which either are molecules of the same gene) or of other

genes differing from it by relatively slight variations. It has been

thought indeed that this process is strictly analogous to that by which

3 molecule of a virus, a sort of molecular parasite of a host, can

draw together from the tissues of the host, which act as a nutrient

medium, other molecules of the same virus. It is this act of molecular

multiplication, whether of gene or of virus, which seems to reoresent a

late stage of the analysis of the vast and complicated process of

reproduction.

Man makes man in his own image. This seems to be the echo cor the

srototype of the act of creation, by which God is supposed to have

nade man in His image. Can something similar occur in the less compli-

cated (and perhaps more understandable) case of the nontliving systems

Vols we call machines?

"That is the image of a machine? Can this image, as embodied in one

nachine, bring a machine of a general sort, not yet committed to a

sarticular specific identity, to reproduce the original machine, either

absolutely, or under some change =a may be construed as a vanation?

san the new and varied machine itself act as an archetype, even as to

its own departures from its own archetypal pattern?
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It is the purpose of the present section to answer these questions,

and to answer them by "yesh. / The value of what I shall say here, or

rather of what I have said elsewhere in a more technical vane una CX

what I shall sketch here, is that of what the mathematician calls an

existence proof, I shall give one method in accordance with which

machines can reproduce themselves, I do not say that this is the only

method in which this reproduction can take place, for it is not; nor

even that it is the manner in which biological reproduction takes place,

for that it also is certainly not. However, different as the mechanical

and the biological reproduction may be, they are parallel processes,

achieving similar results; and an account of the may well produce

relevant suggestions in the study of the other / [opVB
In order to discuss intelligently the problem of a machine con-

structing another after its own image, we must make the notion of image

nore precise. Here we must be aware that there are images and images.

Pygmalion made the statue of Galathea in the image of his ideal

&gt;eloved, but after the gods brought it to life, it became an image of

nis beloved in a much more real sense. It was no longer merely a

pictorial image; but an operative image.

A reproducing lathe can make an image of a punstock model, which

can be used for a gunstock, but this is merely because the purpose

shich a gunstock fulfills is very simple. On the other hand, an electric

circuit may fulfill a relatively complicated function, and its image,

as reproduced by a printingJoress using metallic inks, may itself

function as the circuit it represents. These nrinted circuits have
obtained a considerable vogue in the techniques of modern electrical
engineering.

Ww J

on *Cvybernetics, The M,I,T. Press and John Wiley &amp; Sons, Inc.,
New York® London, 2nd ed,, Chapter IX, 1961.

1 The pattern of reproduction of genes by the splitting of a double
spiral of DNA needs to be supplemented by an adequate dynamics to be
~omplete.
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Thus, besides pictorial images, we may have operative images.

These operative images, which perform the functions of their original,

nay or may not bear a victorial likeness to it. 'hether they do or not,

they may replace the original in its action, and this is a much deeper

similarity. It is from the standpoint of operative similarity that we

shall study the possible reproduction of machines,
But what is a machine? From one standpoint, we may consider a

machine as a prime mover, a source of energy. This is not the stand-

soint which we shall take in this book. For us, a machine is a device

for converting incoming messages into outgoing messages. A message,

from this point of view, is a sequence of quantitiesTrenrepresent

signals in the message, Such quantities may be cloctrical currents

sr potentials but are not confined to these, and may indeed be of a

very different nature. VNoreover, the component signals may be distrib -

uted continuously or discretely in time. A machine transforms a

number of such input messages into a number of output messages, each

&gt;utput message at any moment depending on the innut messages up to this

moment. As the engineer would say in his jargon, a machine is a

multiple~-input, multiple-output transducer.
Most of the problems Bien we shall consider here are not very

different or very much more different from those arising in single-

innrut, single-output transducers. This might suggest to the engineers

that we are dealing with a problem which he already knows very well:

the classical problem of the electric circuit,and its impedance or

admittance or its voltage ratio.
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This, however, is not exactly so. Impedance and admittance and

voltage ratio are notions which can only be used with any degree of

precision in he case of linear circuits: this is of circuits for

thich the addition of inputs as series in the time corresponds to the

addition of the corresponding outputs. This will be the case for pure

resistances, pure capacities, ’and pure inductances, and for circuits
/

composed exclusively of these elements, connected according to Kirchhoff's

laws. For these, the appropriate input on which to test the circuit is

a trigonometrically oscillating input potentialwhieh can be varied in

frequency and can be determined in phase and amplitude. The output

“will then also be a sequence of oscillations of the same frequency,

and by comparing it with the input in amplitude and phase, the circuit

or transducer can be completely characteriged.
’

If a circuit is nonZlinear, if, for example, it contains rectifiers
or voltage limiters or other similar devices, the trigonometric inout

is not an adequate test input. In this case, a trigonometric input

vill not in general produce a trigonometric output. Moreover, strictly

speaking, there are no linear circuits, but only circuits with a better

or worse approach to linearity.
Dood D

The test input which we choose for the examination of nondlinear
J !

sircuits w and it can be used for linear circuits, too “R is of a

statistical nature. Theoretically, unlike the trigonometric input,

shich must be varied over the entire range of frequencies, it is a single

statistical ensemble of inputs Een can be used for all transducers. It

is known as the shotJeffect. Shot-effect generators are well-defined

pieces of apparatus with a physical existence as instruments, and may
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he ordered from the catalogues of several houses of electrical-

, #*

instrument makers,:
J &lt;

\ The output of a transducer excited by a given input message is
Buk

a message which depends at the same time on the input message and on

the transducer itself. Under the most usual circumstances, a trans-

jucer is a mode of transforming messages, and our attention is drawn

to the output message as a transformation of the input message. However,

there are circumstances, and these chiefly arise when the input message

carries a minimum of information, when we may conceive the information

&gt;f the output message as arising chiefly from the transducer itself,

No input message may be conceived as containing less information than

the random flow of electrons constituting the shot effect. Thus the

outout of a TA. stimulated by a random shot effect may be con-

ceived as a message embodying the action of the transducer,

As a matter of fact, it embodies the action of the transducer for

any possible input message. This is dae to the fact that over a finite

time, there is a finite (though small) possibility that the shot effect

7111 simulate any possible messare within any given finite degree of

accuracy. Thus the statistics of the message arising from a given

| transducer under a given standardized statistical shot-effect input

¥

¥
Tet me explain here what a shot-effect flow of electricity is, Electri-
city does not flow continuously, but in a flow of charged particles, each
with the same charge. In general, these do not flow at fixed intervals,’
&gt;ut with a random distribution in time, which superimposes on the steady
flow fluctuations Wich are independent for nonoverlapping intervals of
time. This produces a noise with a uniform distribution over frequency.
This is often a disadvantage and limits the message-carrying power of
the line. There are, however, cases such as the present, where these irreg
gularities are just what we wish to produce, and there are commercial
devices for producing them. These are known as shot-effect generators.
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constitute an operative image of the transducer, and it is quite

conceivable that they may be used for reconstituting an equivalent

transducer, in another physical embodiment. That is, if we know

q0w a transducer will respond to a shot-effect input, we know ipso

facto how it will respond to any input.

.- ine, 2 as i JtThe transducer r- the machine, -&lt; as instrument and as message ph
this suggests the sort of duality which is so dear to the physicist,

and is exemplified by duality between wave and particle. Again, it

suggests that biological alternation of generations which is expressed

by the bon mot + I do not remember whether it was Bernard Shaw's or

Samuel Butler's L- that a hen is merely an egg's way of making another

egg. The liver fluke in the liver of the sheep is but another phase

of a race of parasites Hod infects certain pond snails, Thus the

machine may generate the message, and the message may generate another

machine.

This is an idea with which I have toyed before o- that it is con-

ceptually possible for a human being to be sent over a telegraph line.

Let me say&amp; once that the difficulties far exceed my ingenuity to over=-

come them, and that I have no intention to add to the present embarrass-

ment of the railroads by calling in the American Telegraph and Telephone

Company as a new competitor. At present, and perhaps for the whole

existence of the human race, the idea is impracticable, but it is not

on that account inconceivable.

Quite apart from the difficulties of bringing this notion into

practice in the case of man, it is a thoroughly realizable concept in

the case of the man-made machines of a lower degree of complexity. For
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this is precisely what I am proposing as a method »v which nonlinear
—

transducers may reproduce themselves, The messages in which the func-

tion of a given transducer may be embodied will also embody 211 those

many embodiments of a transducer with the same operative image. Among

these there is at least one embodiment with a certain special sort of

mechanical structure, and it is this embodiment Gt I am proposing

to reconstruct from the message Sn carr#6% ‘the operational image
of the machine.

telIn describing the particular embodiment Fan I shall choose for

the operational pattern of the machine to be reproduced, I also

describe the formal character of the pattern. For this description

te be anything more than a vague fantasy, it must be expressed in mathe-

matical terms, and mathematics is not a language to be understood by

the general reader, for whom this book is destined. Thus I must forego

precision at this place, I have already expressed these ideas in oa Loc irne 1 nave nuts 3mathematical language ,¥"so that I have fulfilled my duty to the

specialist, If T leave the matter at that, I shall have done less than

ny duty for the reader for whose eyes this book is intended. I shall

appear to have asserted only some possibly empty claims. On.the other

nand, a full presentation of my ideas here would be utterly futile.

Therefore I shall confine myself in this hook to as good a paraphrase

3s I can make of the mathematics tet, is the real heart of the matter.

Even at this I am afraid that the following pages will be rough

going. For those who wish to avoid rough going at any cost, I must warn

them to skip this part of the text. I am writing them only for those

shose curiosity is sufficiently intense to induce them $0 read on

iespite such warnings.

17 | *Cybernetics, The M.I.T, Press and John Wiley &amp; Sons. Inc
New York * London, 2nd ed., -Chapter IX, 1961,
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Reader, you have received the statutory warning, and

anything you say in derogation of the following text may be

used against you!

It is possible to multiply 2 machine, say &amp; linear

transducer, by a constant, and to add two machines. Remember

that we take the output of a machine to be an electric poten-

tial, which we m*y suppose to be read on open circuit, if we

take advantage of the modern devices which are known as

cathode followers. By the use of potentiometers, and/or

transformers, we can multiply the output of a transducer

by any constant, positive or negative. If we have two or

more separate transducers, we may add their output potentials

for the same input by arranging them in series, and thus ob=

tain a compound device with an output any sum of the outputs

of its component parts, each with an appropriate positive

or negative coefficient.

‘e thus can introduce into the analysis ind synthesis

Of machines the familiar notions of polynomial developments

and of series. These nections are familiar in the case of

trigonometric develnuments and of Fourier series. 1lt re-

nains to give in appropriate repertory of competent trins-

ducers for the formition of such a series, and we shall hive

ven a stindard form for the realizition ind consequently the
Juplic.tion of tn operative image.
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Such a standard repertory of elementary machines for

the approximate representation of all machines to what 10g
Qian appropriate sense, any degree of accuracy) Ns known to

exist. To describe this in mathematical form is a matter of

some degree of complexity; but for the benefit of the stray

mathematician who may happen to peruse these pages, I shall

say that for any input message / the se devices yield products

of the Hermite polynomials in the Laguerre coefficients of the

past of the input. This is really quite as specific and

quite as complicated as it sounds.

Where can one obtain these devices? Not at present, I

am afraid, as made-up devices in an electriciant's supply

house: however, they can be put together according to precise

specifications. The components of these devices will be on

the one hand resistances, capacitors, and inductances, familiar

components of linear apparatus. Together with these, in

order to obtain linearity, we need multipliers which take two

potentials as inputs J and yield a potential which is the

product of the two. Such devices are for sale on the market:

Vi on

and if they are somewhat costlier than would be desirable in

view of the number of them needed, the development of inven-

tion may bring the price ‘down; and at any rate, expense is

not a consideration of the same order as possibility. 4n

sxtremely interesting device of this sort, working on piezd:
electric principles, has been made in the laboratory of
°rofessor Dennis cabor For the Imperial College of Science

*Gabor, D., "Electronic Inventions and Their Impact on Civili~
zation,! Inaugural Lecture, March 3, 1959, Imperial College of
Science and Technology, University of London, England.

(&gt;
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and Technolory. He uses it for a device vhich is different

in many ways from that which I have indic.ted, but which is

also used for the analysis and synthesis of arbitrary

nachines.

To return to the particular devices I hive mentioned,

they have three properties Gdn make them suitable for the

analycis and synthesis of tho general machine. To begin

with, they are a closed set of machines. That is, by combim

wing them with appropriate coefficients, we may approximate

to any machine whatever. Then they can be so proportioned

2s to be normal, in the sense that for a random impulse of

nit-statistical strength they will give outputs of unit- =

statistical strength. Lastly, they are orthogonal. This
means that if we take any two, give them the same standardized

shot~effect input, and multiply their outputs, the product of

these outputs, averaged over the shot-effect statistics of all

the inputs, wiii be zero.

re TE In a development of a machine in this form, analysis is

as easy as synthesis. Suppose that we have a machine in the

form of a "black boxflg) that is, a machine performing a

definite stable operation (one which does not go into spon-

taneous oscillation) but with an internal structure in-

accessible to us and which we do not know. Let us also

have a "white box or a machine with known structure, ref

presenting one of the terms in the development of the black

box. If then the two boxes have their input terminals
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ittached to the same shot-effect generator, and their output

terminals are attached to a multiplier EL multiplies their

outputs, the product of their outputs, Sreraged over the

entire shot-effect distribution of their common input, will

be the coefficients of the white box in the development of

the bicck box as a sum of all the white boxes with appropriate

coefficients.

To obtain this is seemingly impossible, as it would

appear toc rnvolve the study of the system for the entire

statistical range of shot-effect inputs. However, there is

in important accident hash enables us to circumvent this

difficulty. There is a theorem in mathematical physics

which enables us in certain cases to replace avarages over

distributions witli time Averages, not in every single case,
ano 8 0] bentowm1

&gt;ut the probability ese. In the particular case of the shot

sffbet, it may be proved rigorously that the conditions for

the validity of this theorem are fulfilled. Thus we may

replace the average ovel tine mntire ensemble of possible shot

effects, necessary to obtain the coefficient of the white box

in the development of the black box, by an average over time,

ind we shall get the right coefficient with the probability
1 This, though not theoretically a certainty, is in

Tractice equivalent to a certainty.

For this we need to be able to take a time average

of a potential. Luckily, apparatus for the obtaining of such

time averages is well known and easy to procure. It consists
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only of resistances, cepacities, and devices for measuring
potentials. Thus our type of system is equally useful for

the analysis and the synthesis of machines. If we use it

for the analysis of machines, and then use the same apparatus

for the synthesis of a machine according to this analysis, we

shall have reproduced the operative image of the machine.

This would seem at first sight to involve a human inter-

vention. However, “it is easy Ri much easier than the 3nalysis

and synthesis themselves J to cause the readings of thes
M

analysis to appear, not &amp;3 measurements on a scals J hus as

the settings of a nuwter of potentiometers. Thus, as far

1s shu bras of tems available and the precision of the

snginesiing tecinique permit, we have made an unknown black

box, by its own cperation, transfer its pattern of action

to a complex whites Dox initially capable of assuming any

pattern of action. This is in fact very similar to what

sccurs in the fundamental act of reproduction of living

matter. Here, too, a substrate capable of assuming a large

number of forms, molecular structures in this case, is caused

to assume a particular form by the presence of a structure _-
mni VHA

a moxecule -T whieh already possesses this form.

When I have presented this discussion of self- =

multiplying systems to philosophers and biochemists, I have been

met with the statement, "But the two processes are entirely

different! Any analogy between life and the nondiiving must
be purely superficial. Certainly the detail of the process
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of biological multiplication is understood, and has nothing

to do with the process which you invoke for the multiplication

»f machines."

"On the one hand, machines are made of iron and brass,

the finer chemical structure of which has nothing to do with

their functions as parts of a machine. Living matter,

nowever, Ze living down to the finest parts which characterize
Sr as the same sort of matter the molecules. Then, too,

the multiplication of living matter occurs by a well- :

described template process, in which the nucleic acids deter-

mine the laying down of the chain of the amino acids, and

this chain is double, consisting of a pair of complinentary
spirals. When these separate, each gathers to itself the

molecular residues needed to reconstitute the double spiral

of the original chain."

It is clear that the process of reproduction of living

matter is different in its detzils from the process of the

reproduction of machines which I have sketched. as is indi-

cated by the work of Gabor, which I have already mentioned,

there are other ways of making a machine reproduce itself;

and these, which are less rigid than the one I have given,

are more likely to bear a resemblance to the multiplication

phenomenon in life. Living matter certainly has a fine

structure more relevant to its function and multiplication
2

than that of the parts of a nonliving machine, though this

may not be equally the case fir those newer machines which
operate according to the principles of solid-state physics.
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However, even living systems are not (in all probability)
living below the molecular level. Furthermore, with all the

differences between living systems and the usual mechanical

ones, it is presumptuous to deny that systems of the one

sort may throw some light upon systems of the other. One

respect in which this may well be the case) is that of the

mutual convertibility of spatial and functional structure,

on the one hand, and of messages in time, on the other.

The template account of reproduction is manifestly not the

whole story. There must be some communication between the

molecule of genes ind the residues to be found in the

nutrient fluid, and this communication must have a dynamics.

It is quite in the spirit of modern physics to suppose that
field phenomena of a radiative nature mediate the dynamics

of such communication. It will not do to state categorically

that the processes of reproduction in the machine and in the

living being have nothing in common.

Pronouncements of this kind often seem to cautious

and conservative minds to be less risky than rash statements

of analogy. However, if it #5 dangerous to assert an analogy
on insufficient evidence, it is equally dangerous to re ject

one without proof of its inconsequentialness. Intellectual

nonesty is not the same thing as the refusal to assume an

intellectual risk, and the refusal even to consider the new

and emotionally disturbing has no particular ethical merit.
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For the idea that God's supposed creation of man and

the animals, the begetting of living beings according to their

kind, and the possible reproduction of machines, are all part
of the same order of phenomena / is emotionally disturbing,
just as Darwin's speculations on evolution and the descent

of man were disturbing. If it is an’ offense against our

self-pride to be compared to an ape, we have now got pretty
nell over it: and it is an — greater offense to be

compared to a machine. To each suggestion in its own age,

there attaches something of the reprobation Ahien attached

in earlier ages to the sin of sorcery.
I havementioned the heredity of the machine and

Darwin's evolution through natural selection in—the same
a ;

paragraph.” For the genetics whieh we have attached to the

machine to be the basis of a kind of evolution through natural

selection, we must accaunt for it by variation and the in-

heritance of variations. However, the type of machine genetics

which we suppose has room for both. Variation occurs in the

inaccuracy of the realization of the copying process i we

have discussed/\ while the copied machine exemplified in our

white box is itself available as an archetype for further

copying. Indeed, whereas in the original one-stage copying

the copy resembles its original in operative image, but not

in appearance, in the next stage of copying the spatial struc-

ture is preserved, and the replica is a replica in that as well.
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It 1s clear that the process of copying m:y use the

former copy 2s a new original. That is,variations in the

heredity are preserved, thourh they are subject to a

further variation.

W J
rot

“-

I have said that the reprobation attaching in former

ages to the sin of sorcery attaches now in many minds to the

sanbencds
ee

JR

speculations of modern cybernetics. For make no mistake, if

but two hundred years ago a scholar had pretended to make

nachines that should learn to play games or that should pro-

pagate themselves, he would surely have been made to assume

SE Hemino, the gown worn by the victims of the Inquisition,
and have peen handed over to the secular arm, with the injunc-

tion thet there be no shedding of blood: surely, that is,

1nless he could convince some great patron that he gould
sransmute the base metals into gold, as Rabbi Tio of Prague,

who claimed that his incantations blew breath of life into

the Golem of clay, had persuaded the Emperor Rudolf. For

sven now, if an inventor could prove to a computing-machine

company that his magic could be of service to them, he could

cast black spells from now till Poomsday, without the least

personal risk,

What is sorcery, and why igit condemned as a sin? Why
BRis the foolish mummery of the’ Black Ilass so frowned upon?
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The Black Mass must be understood from the point of view

of the orthodox believer. For others it is a meaningless

if obscene ceremony. Those who participate in it are far

mearer to orthodoxy than most of us realize. The principal

slement in the Black ilass is the normal Christian dogma that

he priest performs a real miracle, and that the Element of

the Host becomes the very Blood and Body of Christ.

The orthodox Christian and the sorcerer agree that

after the miracle of the consecration of the Host is performed,

rhe Divine Elements are capable of performing further miracles.

They agree moreover that the miracle of fransBubstantiation re

can Gnly\pe performed/by 2 duly ordained priest. Furthermore,
they agree that such a priest can never lose the power to per-

form the miracle, though if he is unfrocked he performs it at

the sure peril of damnation.

Under these postulates, what is more natural than that

sone soul, damned but ingenious, should have hit upon the

idea of laying his hold on the magic Host, and using its

powers for his personal advantage. It is here, and not in

any ungodly orgies, that the central sin of the Black Mass

consists. The magic of the Host is intrinsically good: its

nerversion to other ends than the Greater Glory of God is

2 deadly sin.

This was the sin which the Bible attributes to Simon

agus, for bargaining with Saint Paul for the miraculous

powers of the Christians. I can well imagine the puzzled
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sowers were not for sale, and that Paul refused to accept

what was in Simon's mind, an honorable, acceptable, and

natural bargain. It is an attitude that most of us have en-

~ountered when we have declined to sell an invention at the

really flattering terms offered us by a modern captain of

industry.
Be that as it may, Christianity has always considered

simony as a sinj that is, the buying and selling of the

offices of the .Church and the supernatural powers implied

therein. Dante indeed places it among the worst of sins,

and consigns to the bottom of his Hell some of the most

notorious practitioners of simony of his own times. However,

simony was a besetting sin of the highly ecclesiastical world

in which Dante lived, and is of course extinct in the more

rationalistic.andrationalworldof the present day.

Tt is extinct?! It is extinct. It is extinct?

Perhaps the powers of the age of the machine are not truly

supernatural, but at least they seem beyond the ordinary

sourse of nature to the man in the street. Perhaps we no

longer interpret our duty as obliging us to devote these

sreat powers to the greater glory of God, but it still seems

improper to us to devote them to vain or selfish purposes.

There is a sin, which consists of using the magic of modern

sutomatization to further personal profit or let loose the

ipocalyptic terrors of nuclear warfare. If this sin is to

have a name, let that name be Simony or Sorcery.
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For whether we believe or not in God and his greater

glory, not all things are equally permitted to us. The late

ir. Adolf Hitler to the contrary, we haye not yet arrived at

that pinnacle of sublime moral indifference which puts us

beyond Good and Evil. And just so long as we retain one

trace of ethical discrimination, the use of great powers

for base purposes will constitute the full moral equivalent

of Sorcery and Simony.

 ~ As long as automata can be made, whether in the metal

or merely in principle, the study of their making and their

theory is a legitimate phase of human curiosity, and human

intelligence is stultified when man sets fixed bounds to his

curiosity. Yet there are aspects of the motives to automati-

zation Bed go beyond a legitimate cortogityfant are sinful
in themselves. These are to be exemplified in the particular

type of engineer and organizer of engineering which I shadl

designate by the name of gadpetiworshipper.
T am most familiar with snd iduorehippers in my own

world, with its slogans of free enterprise and the profit~

motive economy. They can and do exist in that through-the-

looking-glass world where the slogans zre the dictetorship

of the proletariat and Marxieaism and ccmmunism. Power and
— red

the search for power are unfortunately realities which can

1ssume many garbs. Of the devoted priests of power, there

are many who regard with impatience the limitations of mankind,

—-—

hm

and in particular the limitation consisting in man's
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adependability and unpredictability. You may know &amp;
ma stey mind of this type by the subordinates whom he chooses.

They are meek, self-effacing, and wholly at his disposal; and
sn account of this, are generally ineffective when they once

cease to be limbs at the disposal of his brain. They are

capable cof preat industry but of little independent initiatives.
the chamberlains of the harem of ideas to which their Sultan

is wedded.

In addition to the motive which the gadgetiworshipper

finds for his admiration of the machine in its freedom from

the human limitations of speed and accuracy, there is one

notive which it is harder to establish in iny concrete case,

but which must play a very considerable role nevertheless. It

ls the desire to aveid the personal responsibility for a

dangerous or disastrous decision by placing the responsibility
2lsewhere: on iy on human superiors and their policies

which one cannot question, or on a mechanical device which one

cannct fully understand J out which has a presumed objectivity,
It is this, St leads shipwrecked castaways to draw lots to

determine which of them shall first be eaten. It is this to

shich the lite Mr. Zichmann entrusted his able defense. It

is this ek leads to the issue of some blank cartridges

among the ball cartridges furnished to a firing squad. This

will unquestionably be the manner in which the official whe

cushes the button in the next (and last) atomic war, whatever

side he represents, will salve his conscience. And it 1s an
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old trick in magico one, however, rich in tragic Consequences, —
to sacrifice to a vow the first living creature sell one M

sees after safe return from a perilous undertaking.

Once such a master becomes aware that some of the

supposedly human functions of his slaves may be transferred

to machines he is delighted. At last he has found the new

subordinate-- efficient, subservient, dependable in his
action, never talking back, swift, and not demanding a single

thought of personal consideration.

Such subordinates are contemplated in Capek's play

R.U.R. The Slave of the Lamp makes no demands. He does

not ask for a .day off each week J or a television set in his

servant's quarters. In fact, he demands nc quarters at all}

out appears out of nowhere when the lamp is rubbed. If your

purposes involve you in a course sailing pretty close-hauled

to the moral wind, your slave will never reprove you, even

to the extent of a questioning glance. Now you are free, to

iree your wierd where destiny may lead you!
This type of master mind is ttemind of the sorcerer

in the full sense of the word. To this sort of sorcerer, not

only the doctrines of the hurch give a warning, but the
accumulated common sen3e of humanity, as accumulated in legends,

in myths, and in the writings of the conscious literary man.

41ll of these insist thut not only is sorcery a sin leading

to Hell, but it is a personal peril in this life. It is a two- =

edged sword, and sooner or later it will cut you deep.
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In the Thousand Nights znd a Night, the tale of the

Finn;Jp -
* Fisherman and thesCanhie is well to the peint. A fisherman,

iF
i

casting his nets off the coast of Palestine, pulls up an

earthen jar sealed with the Seal of Solomon. He breaks the

seal, smoke boils out of the jar and takes the figure of an

enormous Jinni. The Being tells him that he is one of those

rebellious beings imprisoned by the great King Solomon: that

at first he had intended to reward anyone who liberated him

with power and riches; but that in the course of ages, he

had come to the decision to slay the first mortal he might

neet, and above all the man who should bring him freedom.

Fortunately for himself, the fisherman seems to have

been an ingenious fellow, with a rich line of blarney. He

plays on the vanity of the Jinni and persuades him to show

how such a great Being could have been confined in such a

small vessel by going back again into the jar. He claps the

sealed lid on again, throws the vessel back into phe sea
congratulates himself on his narrow escape, lives happily

ever after. /)

In other tales, the chief character does not have so

accidental an encounter with magic,” and either comes even

closer to the edge of catastrophe Jor incurs utter ruin. In

30ethe*s poem, The Sorcerer's Apprentice, the young factotum

who cleans the Master's magic garments, sweeps his floors, and
Fetches his water] is left alone by the sorcerer, with the
command to fill his waterfoute. Having a full portion of that
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laziness which is the true mother of invention i it led the
boy who tended Newcomen'!s engine to fasten the waive Siring

which he was to pull to the crosshead, and so led to the idea

ye
2 4

;
1

of the automatic valve gear % the lad remembers some frag-
ments of an incantation which he has heard from his master

and puts the broom to work fetching water. This task the

broom carries out with promptness and efficiency.” ihe water
begins to overflow the top of the waterZoutt, when the boy
finds that he does not remember the incantation wekeh the

magician has used to stop the broom. The boy is well on the

way to be drowned when the magician comes back, recites the

words of power, and gives the apprentice a good wholesome

scolding.

Even here the final catastrophe is averted through

1 deus ex machina. W. W. Jacobs, an English writer of the

beginning of the present century, has carried the principle

to its stark logical conclusion in a tale called The Monkey's
Paw which is one of the classics of the literature of horror.

In this tale, an English working family is sitting

down to dinner in its kitchen. The son leaves to work at a

factory, and the old parents listen to the tales of their

guest, a sergeant-major back from service in the Indian army.

He tells them of Indian magic and shows them a dried monkey's

[Ne

paw which, he tells them, is a. talisman which has been en-

dowed by an Indian holy man with the virtue of giving three

wishes to each of three successive owners. This, he says,

was to prove the folly of defving fate.

¥ Jacobs, W. W., "The Monkey"s Paw, " in The Lady of the
Barge, Dodd, Mead, and Company; also in Modern Short Stories,
Ashmun. Margaret, Ed., The Macmillan Co., New York, 1915.
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He says that he does not know what were the firat

two wishes of the first owner, but that the list one was for

death. He himself was the second owner, but his experiences

were too terrible to relate. He is about to cast the paw

on the coal fire, when his host retrieves it, and despite all

the sergeant-major can do, wishes for two. bimdrodpounds.
Shortly thereafter there is a knock at the door. A very

solemn gentleman is there from the company which has employed

his son. As gently as he can, he breaks the news that the

son huis been killed in an accident at the factory. Without

recognizing any responsibility in the matter, the company
offers its sympathy, and sue pundred-pounds as a solatium.

The parents are distracted, «nd at the mother's

suggestion, they wish the son back again. By now it is dark

without, a dark windy night. Again there is a knocking at

the door. Somehow the parents know that it is their son,

but not in the flesh. The story ends with the third wish,

that the ghost should go away.

5 PRSE

The theme of all these tales is the danger of magic.
This seems to po in the fact that the operation of magic is

singularly literal-minded, and that if it grants you anything

at 211, it grants what you ask for, not what you should have

asked for or what you intend. If you ask for (2054

/peunds, and do not express. the onfition that you do not wish
it at the cost of the life of your son, two. hundredpounds 7

a

{ Ze

you will get, whether your son lives or dies.
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The magic of automation, and in particular the magic

of an automatizition in which the devices learn, muy be

axpected to be similarly literal-minded. If you are playing

a game according to certain rules and set the playing-machine

to play for victory, you will get victory if you get anything

at all, and the machine will not pay the slightest attention

to any consideration except victory according to the rules.

If you are playing a war game with a certain conventional

interpretation of victory, victory will be the goal at any

cost, even that of the extermination of your own side, unless

this condition of survival is explicitly contained in the

definition of victory according to which you program the

nachine.

This is more than a purely innocent verbal paradox.

certainly know nothing to contradict the assumption that

Russia and the United States, either or both of them, are

toying with the idea of using machines, learning machines

at that, to determine the moment of pushing the atomic-

bomb button which is the ultima ratio of this present world

of ours.

—

For many years all armies have played war games, and

these games have always been behind the times. It has been

sald that in every war, the good generals fight the last war,

the bad ones the war before the last. That is, the rules

of the war game never catch up with the facts of the real

situation.
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This has always been true, though in periods of much

var, there has always been a body of seasoned warriors who

have experiences war under conditions wardn have not varied

very rapidly. These experienced men are the only "war

sxpercef], [in the true sense of the word. At present, there
are no experts in atomic warfare: no men, that is, who have

any experience of a conflict in which both sides have had

atomic weapons at their disposal and have used them. The

destruction of our cities in an atomic war, the demoralization

of our people, the hunger and disease, and the incidental

destruction (which well may be far greater than the number

of deaths from explosion and immediate Fallfout) are known

only by conjecture.
Here those who conjecture the least amount of secondary

jamage, the greatest possibility of the survival, of the

nations under the new type of catastrophe, can and do draw

about themselves the proud girment of patriotism. If war

is utterly self-destructive, f a military operation has lost

all possible sense, why then the Army and Navy have lost

nuch of their purpose, and the poor loyal generals and

admirals will be thrown out of work. The missile companies

will no longer have the ideal market whare all the goods can

be used only once J and do not remain to compete with other

roods yet to be made. The clergy will be cheated of the

enthusiasm and exultation which gogs with a crusade. In

short, when there is a war game to program such a campaign,
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there will be many to forget its consequences, to isk for the
£200 | :

two-hundred-poundsund to forget to mention that the son

should survive.

While it is always possible to ask for something other

than we really want, this possibility is most serious when the

process by which we are to obtain our wish is indirect, and

the degree to which we have obtained our wish is not clgar

until the very end. Usually we realize our wishes, insofar

1s we do actually rsalize them, by a feedback process, in

which we compire the degree of attainment of intermediate

goals with our anticipation of them. In this process, the

feedback goes through us, and we can turn back before it is

too late. If the feedback is built into a machinewar That

annot be inspected until the final goal is attained, the

possibilities for catastrophe are greatly increased. 7

should very much hate to ride on the first trial of an auto-

mobile reguiated by photoelectric feedback devices, unless

there were somewhere a handle by which I could take over

ontrol if I found myself driving smack into a tree.

The gadget-minded people often have the illusion that

3 highly automatized world will make smaller claims on human

ingenuity than does the present one, and will take over from

18 our need for difficult thinking, as a Roman slave who was

also a Greek philosopher might have done for his master. This

is palpably false. A goal-seeking mechanism will not necessarily

seek our goals unless we design it for that purpose, and in
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that designing we rust foresee all steps of the process for which it

is designed, instcad of exercising a tentative foresign’ wnich goes

ip to a certain point, and can be continued from that point on as new

jifficulties arise. The penallies for errors of foresight, great as

they are ncw; will te enormously increased as automatization comes

into its full use,

: &gt; Cut present; there is a great vogue for the idea of avoiding some

of the dangers, and in paiiicular the dangers accompanying atomic war,

by so-called "failsafe® devices, The notion behind this is that even

if a device does not perform properly, it is possible to direct the mode

of its fajlure in a harmless way. For example, if a pump 1s to break

jown, it is often much better that it do so by emptying itself of water

than by exploding under pressure. When we are facing a particular

understood danger, the failsafe technique is legitimate and useful.

Jowever, it is of very litile value against a danger whose nature has

not been already recognized. If, for sxampie, the danger is a remote

but terminal on2 to the hwman race, invelving extermination, only a

very careful study of society will exhibi® it as a danger until it is

apon us. Dangerous contingencies of this sort do not bear a label on

their face, Thus te failsafe technique, while it may be necessary
z

to avoid a human catestrophy, can most emphatically not be regarded as

a sufficient precaution,

As engineering technique becomes more and more able to achieve

man purposes, it must become more and mcre accustomed to formulate

muman purposes. In the past, a partial and inadequate view of human

surpose has been relatively innocuous Fenly because it has been
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accompanied by technical limitations which made it difficult for us to

verform operations SEE, a careful evaluation of human purpose.

This is only one of the many places where human impotence has hitherto

shieldedusfromthe full destructive impact of human folly.

In other words, while in the past humanity has faced many dangers,

these have been much easier to handle, because in many cases peril

offered itself from one side only. In an age where hunger is the great

threat, there is safety in an increased production of fecod, and not

much danger from it. "ith a higher seathrate (and above all, a high
infant sosthoate) and a medicine of very little effectiveness, the

individual human life was of the greatest value, and it was appropriate

to enjoin upon us to be fruitful and multiply. The pressure of the

threat of hunger was like the pressure of gravity, to which our muscles,

bones, and tendons are always attuned.

The change in the tensions of modern life, which results both from

the rise of new strains and the disappearance of old ones, is rather

analogous to the new problems of space travel. In the weightlessness
Bradt
vhieh is imposed upon us in a space vehicle, this one-directional

 nh

constant force, upon which we count so much in our daily life, is no
0 =
wads present. The travelfer in such a space vehicle must have handles
A
to which to cling, squeezelbottles for his food and drink, various

lirectional auxiliaries from which he can judge his position, and even

at that, though it now appears that his physiology will not be too

seriously affected, he may scarcely be as comfortable as he would like,

sravity is our friend at least as much as it is our enemy.
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Similarly, in the absence of hunger, overproduction of food,

purposelessness, and an attitude of waste and squandering become

serious problems. Improved medicine is one factor contributing to

overpopulation, which is by far the most serious danger whieh con-

front,mankind at the moment. The old maxims by which humanity has

livédd so long x such as "a penny saved is a penny gained" i are no

longer to be taken as valid without question.

I have been to dinner with a group of doctors - they were talking

freely among themselves, and they were sufficiently self-confident not

to be afraid of saying unconventional things L ey began to discuss
the possibility of a radical attack upon the degenerative disease known

as old age. They did not consider it as beyond all possibility of medi-

cal attack, but rather looked forward to the day i nerhaps not too far

in the future % when the time of inevitable death should be rolled

back, perhaps into the indefinite future, and death would be accidental,

as it seems to be with giant fequoias and perhaps some fish.

I am not saying that they were right in this conjecture (and I am

quite sure that they would not claim it to be more than a conjecture) ’

but the weight of the names supporting it 3 there was a Nobel laureate

presenta vas too great to allow me to reject the suggestion out of hand.
Consoling as the suggestion may seem at first sight, it is in reality

rery terrifying, and above all for the doctors. For if one thing is

clear, it is that humanity as such could not long survive the indefinite

prolongation of all lives which come into being. Not only would the

ronfsel £supporting part of humanity come to outweigh the part on which

its continued existence depends, but we should be under such a perpetual
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debt to the men of the past that we should be totally unprepared

tp face the new problems of the future.

It is unthinkable that all lives should be prolonged in an in-

discriminate way. If, however, there exists the possibility of indeg
Finite prolongation, the lermination of a life or even the refusal or

neglect to prolong it involves a moral decision of the doctors, What

will then become of the traditional prestige of the medical profession

as priests of the battle against death and as ministers of mercy? I

will grant that there are cases even at present when doctors qualify

this mission of theirs and decide not to prolong a useless and miserable

life, They will often refuse to tie the umbilical cord of a monster;

or “hen an old man suffering from an inoperable cancer falls victim to

the "old man's triend)| hypostatic pneumonia, they will grant him the

easier death rather than exact from his the last measure of pain to

which survival will condemn him. Most often this is done quietly and

decently, and it is only when some incontinent fool blabs the secret

that the courts and the papers are full of the talk of tenthanasiq),/

But what if such decisions, instead of being rare and unmentioned,

will have to be made, not in a few special cases, but in the case of

almost every death? "hat if every patient comes to regard every doctor,

not only as his savior] but his ultimate executioner? Can the doctor

survive this power of good and evil that will be thrust upon him? Can

mankind itself survive this new order of things?

It is relatively easy to promote good and to fight evil when evil

and good are arranged against one another in two clear lines, and when

those on the other side are our unquestioned enemies? those on our side
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our trusted allies. "hat, however, if we must ask, each time in

every situation, where is the friend and where the enemy? What,

moreover, when we have put the decision in the hands of an inexorable

magic or an inexorable nachine)of which we must ask the right

questions in advance, without fully understanding the operations of

the process by which they will be answered? Can we then be confident

in the action of the Monkey's Paw from which we have requested the
£2060?

grant of the
A .

No, the future offers very little hope for those who expect that

our new mechanical slaves will offer us a world in which we may rest

from thinking, Help us they may, but at the cost of supreme demands

ypon our honesty and our intelligence. The world of the future will

be an everdnore demanding struggle against the limitations of our

intelligence, not a comfortable hammock in which we can lie down to be

vaited upon by our romotfetaves.
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Thus one of the great future problems which we must face is that

of the relation between man and the machine, of the functions which

should properly be assigned to these two agencies. On the surface, the

machine has certain clear advantages, It is faster in its action and

more uniform, or at least it can be made to have these properties if it

is well designed. A digital computing machine can accomplish in a day

2 body of workFd would take the full efforts of a team of computers

for a year, and a will accomplish this work with a minimum of blots

and blunders.
~~

On the other hand, the human being has certain non-negligible

advantages, Apart from the fact that any sensible man would consider

the purposes of man as paramount in the relations between man and the

machine, the machine is far less complicated than nan, and has far less

scope in the variety of its actions. If we consider the neuron of the

rey matter of the brain as of the order 1/1,000,000 of a cubic milli-
ater, and the smallest transistor obtainable at present as of the order

of a cubic millimeter, we shall not have | judged the situation too un-

favorably from the point of view of the advantage of the neuron in the

matter of smaller bulk, If the white matter of the brain is considered

squivalent to the wiring of a computer circuit, and if we take each

neuron as the functional equivalent of a transistor, the computer

squivalent to a brain should occupy a sphere of something like Shi vty

eet in diameter. Actually, it would be impossible to construct a

commuter with anything like the relative closeness of the texture of the

orain, and any computer with powers comparable with the brain would have
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to occupy a fair-sized office building, if not.a skyscraper, It is

hard to believe that as compared with existing computing machines,

the brain does not have some advantages corresponding to its enormous

operational size, which is incomparably greater than what we might

expect of its physical size.

chief among these advantages would seem to be the ability of the

orain to handle vague ideas, as yet imperfectly defined. In dealing

with trove foctanica computers, or at least the mechanical computers

of the present day, are very nearly incapable of programming themselves.

Yet in poems, in novels, in paintings, the brain seems to find itself

able to work very well with material ut, any computer would have to

reject as formless, A

Render unto man the things which are man's and unto the computer

the things which are the computer's, This would seem the intelligent

policy to adopt when we employ men and computers together in common

undertakings. It is a policy as far removed from that of the gadget-
¥-
4
-

worshipper as it is from the£0200.S980. ANY iran 91) the
degradationof man in the use of any mechanical adjuvants to thoughts

‘whatever What we now need is an independent study of systems in-

volving both human and mechanical elements. This system should not be

prejudiced either by a mechanical or anti trochantcal bias, I think
that such a study is already — and that it will promise a much

better comprehension of automatization,

One place where we can and do use such mixed systems is in the
Zaid

design of prostheses, of devices a replace limbs or damaged sense
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organs. A wooden leg is a mechanical replacement for a lost leg of

Flesh and blood, and a man with a wooden leg represents a system com-

posed both of mechanical and human parts.

Perhaps the classical peg leg is not interesting, as it replaces

the lost limb only in the most elementary way, nor is the limb-shaped

wooden leg much more interesting. However, there is some work being

done on artificial limbs in Russia, in the United States, and elsewhere,”

by a group®which I belong. This work is much more interesting in

principle and really makes use of cybernetical ideas.

Let us suppose that a man has lost a hand at the wrist. He has

lost a few muscles whieh serve chiefly to spread the fingers and to

bring them together again, but the greater part of the muscles whieh Berd

normally move the hand and the fingers are still intact in the stump

of the forearm. When they are contracted, they move no hand and fingers,

put they do produce certain electrical effects known as action potentials.

These may be picked up by appropriate electrodes and may be amplified
A Comp -A\

and combined by transistor circuits. They may be made to control the
\

motions of an artificial hand through electric motors, which derive

their power through appropriate electric batteries or accumulators,

out the signals whielr contro} “them are sent through transistor circuits.

The central nervous part of the control apparatus is generally almost

intact and should be used.

Such artificial hands have already been made in Russia, and they
0

have even permitted some handlamputees to go back to effective work.

This result is facilitated by the circumstance that the same nervous

signal which was effective in producing a muscular contraction before
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the amputation,/ will still be effective in controlling the motor moving

the artificial hand. Thus the learning of. the use of these hands is

made much easier and more natural.
Py

However, as such on artificial hand cannot feel, and the hand is
as much an organ of touch as of motion. But wait, why can an artificial

nand not feel? It is easy to put pressure cages into the artificial

fingers, and these can communicate electric impulses to a suitable

circuit. This can in its term activate devices acting on the living

skin, say, the skin of the stump. For example, these devices may be

vibrators, Thereby we can produce a vicarious sensation of touch, and

we may learn to use this to replace the missing natural tactile sensa-

tion. Moreover, there are still sensory kinesthetic elements in the

mutilated muscles, and these can be turned to good account.

Thus there is a new engineering of prostheses possible, and it will

involve the construction of systems of a mixed nature, involving both

numan and mechanical parts. However, this type of engineering need not

be confined to the replacement of Arh Zot. we have lost. There is a

prosthesis of parts which we do not have a which we never have had.

The dolphin propels itself through the water by its flukes, and avoids

obstacles by listening for the reflections of sounds which it itself
o
smits, What is the propeller of a ship but an artificial pair of

flukes, or the depth-sounding apparatus but a vicarious sound-detecting

and sound-emitting apnaratus like that of the dolphin? The wings and

jet engines of an airplane replace the wings of the eagle, and the radar

its eyes, while the nervous system ede combines them is eked out by the

automatic pilot and other such navigation devices.
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Thus human-mechanical systems have a large practical field in

which they are usefulpy but in some situations) they are indispensable,

ile have already seen that learning machines must act according to some

norm of good performance, In the case of game-playing machines, where

the permissible moves are arbitrarily established in advance, and the

object of the game is to win by a series of permissible rules according

to a strict convention which determines winning or losing, ‘this norm
A eA

creates no problem. However, there are many activities whieh we

should like to improve by learning processes in which the success of

the activity is itself to be judged by a criterion involving human

beings, and in which the problem of the reduction of this criterion

to formal rules is far from easy.

 A field in which there is a great demand for automatisation, and

a great possible demand for learning automatization, is that of methani-

cal translation. In view of the present metastable state of international

tension, the United States and Russia are filled with an equal and

opposite necessity for each to find out what the other is thinking and

saying, Since there is a limited number of competent human translators

on both sides, each side is exploring the possibilities of mechanical

translation. This has been achieved after a fashion, but neither the

literary qualities nor the intelligibility of the products of these

translations = been sufficient to excite any great enthusiasm on

sither part. None of the mechanical devices for translation has

proved itself deserving of trusty when momentous issues depend on the

accuracy of the translation,
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Perhaps the most promising way of mechanizing translation is

through a learning machine, For such a machine to function, we must

nave a firm criterion of a good translation. This will involve one of

two things: either a complete set of objectively applicable rules,
TAdetermining when a translation is goodA\, or some agency Han is capable
N

of applying a criterion of good performance apart from such rules.

The normal criterion of good translation is intelligibility. The

beople who read the language into which the tranglation is made must

obtain the same impression of the text as that obtained from the original

by people understanding the language of the original. If this criterion

may be a little difficult to apply, we can give one =. is necessary

if not sufficient. Let us suppose that we have two independent trans-

lating HERBIE. say, one from English into Danish and the other from

Danish into English. When a text in English has been translated into

Janish by the first machine, let the second translate it back into

English, Then the final translation must be recognizably equivalent

to the original, by a person acquainted with English.

It is conceivable that a set of formal rules be given for such a

translation so definite that they can be entrusted to a machine, and so

serfect that it will be sufficient for a translation to accord with these

rules to be satisfacbry as to the criterion which we have given. I do

not believe that linguistic science is so far advanced as to make a set

of rules of this sort practicable, nor that there is any prospect of

its being so advanced in the predictible future. Short of this state

of affairs, a translating machine will have a chance of error, If any
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important consideration of action or policy is to be determined by

the use of a translation machine, a small error or even a small chance

of ‘error may have disproportionally large and serious consequences.

It seems to me that the best hope of a reasonable satisfactory

nechanical translation is to replace a pure mechanism, at least at first,

hy a me chanicodhunsn system, involving as critic an expert human trans-

lator, to teach it by exercises as a schoolteacher instructs human

pupils, Perhaps at some later stage the memory of the machine may have

absorbed enough human instruction to dispense with later human partici-

pation, except perhaps for a refresher course now and then. In this way,

the machine would develop linguistic maturity.

Such a scheme would not eliminate the need for a translation office

to have attached to it an expert linguist whose ability and judgment

sould be trusted. It would, or at least it might, enable him to handle

a considerably larger body of translation than he could without mechay~

fical assistance, This, in my mind, is the best that we can hope of

mechanical translation, |

Up to this point we have discussed the need of a critic sensitive

to human values, such as, for example, in a translating system where all

but the critic is mechanical. However, if the human element is to come

in as the critic, it is quite reasonable to introduce the human element

in other stages, too. In a translation machine it is by no means essen-

tial that the mechanical element of the machine give us a single

complete translation! Ht can give us a large number of alternative

translations for individual sentences whieh lie within the grammatical
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and lexicographical rules and leave to the critic the highly responsible

task of censorship and selection of the mechanical translation onten

oest fits the sense. There is no need whatever why the use of the

machine in translation should leave the formation of a complete closed

translation to the machine even in the sense that this translation is to

be improved by a criticism as a whole. Criticism may begin at a much

sarlier stage.

What I have said about translating machines will apply with equal
thar

or even greater force to machines which are to perform medical diagnoses.

Such machines are very much in vogue in plans for the medicine of the
Tt

future. They may help pick out elements wirieh the doctor will use in

Nom £ UsC6ilagnosis but there is no need whatever that E complete the
diagnosis without the doctor. Such a closed, permanent policy in a

medical machine is sooner or later likely to produce much ill health

and many deaths.

A related problem requiring the joint consideration of mechanical

and human elements is the operational problem of invention, which has
Aothur

been discussed with me by Dr. Gordon Raisbeck of AD. Little, Inc,

Operationally, we must consider an invention not only with regard to
alot ad %

what we can sven but, ior the invention can be used and will be used
in a human context. The second part of the problem is often more

jifficult than the first and has aless closed methodology. Thus we are

confronted with a problem of development which is essentially a learning

problem, not purely in the mechanical system but in the mechanical "

system conjoined with society. This is definitely a case with requires
a consideration of the problem of the best joint use of machine and man.
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A similar problem ubieh—is also a very pressing one is that of the

use and development of military devices in conjunction with the evolu-

tion of tactics and strategy. Here, too, the operational problem cannot

be separated from the automatization : problem.

Not only is the problem of adapting the machine to the present

conditions by the proper use of the intelligence of the translator or

the doctor or the inventor one Hh must be faced now, but it is one

Flo must be faced again and again. The growing state of the arts

od sciences means that we cannot be content to assume the all-wisdom

&gt;f any single epoch. This is perhaps most clearly true in social

controls and the organization of the learning systems of politics. In

a period of relative stability, if not in the philosophy of life, then

in the actual circumstances lk we have produced in the world about
4

1s, we can safely ignore new dangers such as have arisen in the present

seneration in connection with the population explosion, the atomic

homb, the presence of a widely extended medicine, and so on. Nevertheless,

in the course of time we must reconsider our old optimization, and a

new and revised one will need to take these phenomena into account.

Homeostasis, whether for the individual or the race, is something of

vhich the very basis must sooner or later be reconsidered. This

neans, for example, as I have said in an article for the Voprosy

Filosofii in N.S although science is an important contribution

to the homeostasis of the community, it is a contribution the basis of

3%

which must be assessed anew every generation or so. Here let me remark

that both the Eastern and the Western homeostasis of the present day

Yo |” Y *Wiener, N., ''Science and Society," Voprosy Filosofii, No.7 (1961.
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is being made with the intention of fixing permanently the concepts of

3 period whieh—is now long past. lMarx lived in the middle of the first

industrial revolution and ie are nov well into the second one. Adam

Smith belongs to a still earlier and more obsolete phase of the first

industrial revolution, Permanent homeostasis of society cannot be made

on a rigid assumption of a complete permanence of Marxianism, nor:can it

be made on a similar assumption concerning a standardized concept of

free enterprise and the profit motive. It is not the form of rigidity

Hsbn is particularly deadly, so much as rigidity itself, whatever the
-

form.

3 It seemed to me important to say something in that article which

Would emphasize the homeostatic function of science and would at the

same time protest against the rigidity of the social application of science

both in Russia and elsewhere. When I sent this article to Voprosy

Filosofii\T anticivmated that there would be a strong reaction to my

attitude toward rigidity; in fact, my article was accompanied by a con-

siderably longer article pointing out the defects of my position from

a strictly Marxist standpoint. I have no doubt that if my original

paper had been first published over here, I would have had a similar and

almost equal reaction from the standpoint of our own prejudices, which if

not as rigidly and formally expressed are also very strong. The thesis

2 ¥ 7which I wish to maintain is neither pro- nor anti=communist/ but anti&lt;
« [7 yp ©

rigidity. Therefore, I am expressing my ideas here in a form whith is

not too closely connected with an evaluation of the difference between
the dangers ae in these parallel but opposed rigidities. The
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 Bee~ moral WeelIhave wished to stress is that the difficulties of

establishing a really homeostatic regulation of society is not to be

overcome by replacing one set pattern which is not subject to continual

reconsideration by an equal and opposed set pattern of the same sort,

But there are other learning machines besides the translation

nachine and the cheCker-playing machine. Some of these may be pro-

grammed in a completely mechanical way, and others, like the translation

naching, need the intervention of a human expert as arbiter, It seems

to me that the uses for the latter sort greatly exceed those for the

Former sort. Moreover, remember that in the game of atomic warfare,

there are no experts.

1 ~

 vi

Je have accomplished the task of showing many valid analogies

between certain religious statements and the phenomena studied by

cybernetics, and we have gone reasonably far in showing how cybernetic

ideas may be relevant to the moral problems of the individual. There

remains another field in which cybernetic ideas may be applied to

problems with an ethical aspect: the cybernetics of society and the

race.

From the very beginning of my interest in cybernetics, I have been

well aware that the considerations of control and of communication

which I have found applicable in engineering and in physiology were

11so applicable in sociology and in economics. However, TI have

jeliberately refrained from emphasizing these fields as much as the
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others, and here are my reasons for this course. Cybernetics is

nothing if it is not methematical, if not in esse then in posse.

[ have found mathematical ‘sociology and mathematical economics or

&gt;conometrics suffering under a misapprehension of what is the proper

use of mathematics in the social sciences and of what is to be expected

From mathematical techniques, and I have deliberately refrained from

giving I I was convinced, would be bound to lead to a

flood of superficial and ill-considered work,

Mathematical physics has come to be one of the great triumphs

of modern times, It is only during this century, however, that the

task of the mathematical physicist has come to be properly understood,

more especially in its relation to the task of the experimental

physicist. Until the critical years from 1900 to 1905, it was generally

considered that the main repertory of the ideas of mathematical physics

nad been completed with the work of Newton; that time and space, mass

and momentum, force and energy were ideas grounded once for ally

and that the future task of physics would consist in making models

in terms of these notions for phenomena which had not yet been reduced

to these terms.

With the work of Planck and of Einstein, it became clear that the

task of the physicist was not so simple, The categories of physics

vere seen not to have been laid down once for all at the beginning of

the eighteenth century, and the task of the physicist now has to be

olaced back of the Newtonian ' concepts, to bring our quantitive obser-

vations of the world into an orderTed ona start with the experi-

nents themselves, and end with new predictions of observations and applied
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engineering techniques. The observer has ceased to be an innocent

registrar of his objective servations]out has, dalle come to take
an active participation in the experiment. Both in relativity and in

quantum theory, his role in modifying the observations is to be regarded

as far from negligible. This has led to the birth of the logical posi-

tivism of the present day.

The success of mathematical physics led the social scientist to

be jealous of its power, without quite understanding the intellectual
oFattitudes which had contributed to this power. The use of mathematical

Formulas. had accompanied the development of the natural sciences J) and
oecome he mode in the social sciences. Just as primitive peoples

adopt the "Western modes of denationalized clothing and of parliamentats ony.

out of a vague feeling that these magic rites and vestments will at once

out them abreast of modern culture and technique, so the economists have

developed the habit of dressing up their rather imprecise ideas in the

language of the infinitesimal calculus.
In doing this, they show scarcely more discrimination

than some of the emerging African nations in the assertion of

their rights. The mathematics that the social scientists employ

and the mathematical physics that they use as their model
are the mathematics and the etleuntionl physics of 1850. An econome-
trician will develop an elaborate and ingenious theory of demand and

supply, inventories and anebiognet, and the like, with a relative or

total indifference to the methods by which these elusive quantities are

observed or measured. Their quantitative theories are treated with the

anquestioning respect with which the physicists of a less sophisticated
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age treated the concepts of the Newtonian physics. Very few econo-

metricians are aware that if they are to imitate the procedure of modern

physics and not its mere appearances, a mathematical economics must

pegin with a critical account of these quantitative notions and the

means adopted for collecting and measuring them.

Difficult as it is to collect good physical data, it is far

nore difficult to collect long runs of economic or social data so that

the whole of the run shall have a uniform significance. The data of the

oroduction of steel, for instance, change their significanceLg only
ga -

with every invention Bed changes the technique of the steellnaker, }~
but with every social and economic change affecting business and

industry at large, and in particular, with every technique changing

the demand for steel or the supply and nature of the competing materials.

For example, even the first skyscraper made of aluminium instead of

steel will turn out to affect the whole future demand for structural

steel, as the first diesel ship did the unquestioned dominance of the

steamship.

Thus the economic game is a game where the rules are subject to

important revisions, say, every ten years, and bears an uncomfortable

resemblance to the Queen's croquet game in Alice in Wonderland, which I

have -already mentioned. Under the circumstances, it is hopeless to

give too precise a measurement to the quantities whieh Seour, in it. To
dovdiep what purports to be precise values to such essentially vague

- h
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quantities 1s neither useful nor honest, and any pretense of applying

precise formula&amp; to these loosely defined quantities is a sham and a

waste of time,
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Here some recent work of Mandelbrot is much to the point. He
 OU

has shown that the inflate way in which the commodity market is both

theoretically and practically subject to random fluctuations arriving

from the very contemplation of its own irregularities is something

much wilder and much deeper than has been supposed, and that the

asual continuous approximations to the dynamics of the market must

be applied with much more caution than has usually been the case, or

not at all.

Thus the social sciences are a bad proving ground for the ideas

of cybernetics J far worse than the biological sciences, where the

runs are made AS conditions Hel, are far more uniform on their

own proper scale of time. For an beings as physiological structures,

mlike society as a whole, have changed very little since the Stone Age ’

and the life of an individual contains many years over which the physio-

logical conditions change slowly and predictably, all in all. This does

not mean, however, that the ideas of cybernetics are not applicable to

sociology and economics. It means rather that these ideas should be

tested in engineering and in biology)before they are applied to so

formless a field.

Under these cautbns, the familiar analogy of the body politic to

the body of the individual is a justifiable and a useful one. It is to

the body politic that many considerations of ethics must apply, and to that

part of religion which is essentially a paraphrase of ethics.
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[ have now run through a number of essays whteh are united by

their covering the entire theme of creative activity, from God to the

machine, under one set of concepts. The machine, as I have already

said, is the modern counterpart of the Golem of the Rabbi of Prague.

ince I have insisted upon discussing creative activity under one

neading, and in not parcelfing it out into separate pieces belonging

to God, to man, and to the machine, I do not consider that I have

taken more than an author's normal liberty in calling this booked

a
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